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ECONOMIC VALUE ADDED BASED PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
OF SELECTED BANKS IN INDIA

Every business requires to win stakeholders confidence by presenting their reports in the most sophisticated
manner. The measurement tools like cash flow statements analysis, fund flow statements analysis, ratio
analysis, common size statements Return on Investment (ROI), Return on Net worth (RONW), Return on
Capital employed (ROCE), Earning per share (EPS) are the most popular traditional used techniques to
measure the performance. In the recent years many modern techniques have also gained popularity like
Balanced score card, value added statements, Economic value Added (EVA) Cash value Added, Shareholders
Value Added etc. Out of the modern techniques available Economic value added has gained popularity to
measure performance from shareholders point of view. Through this paper an attempt is made to calculate
EVA for two banks selected each one from public and private sector The main objectives of this paper are
To determine the value added by the banks to shareholders wealth using Economic Value added and To
calculate Beta and analyze the Risk of SBI and ICICI.
Keywords: Economic Value Added, Banking, Shareholders Wealth, Beta, Cost of capital
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INTRODUCTION:
Banking Sector in India has seen a tremendous
growth since its inception, introduction of
Liberalization, globalization and Privatization LPG in
1990s has significantly changed the structure of
banking sector. This sector plays a crucial role in the
economic development of the country and is an
important part of Indian Financial system. EVA
concept was developed by Stern Stewart and Co. in
the 1990’s in U.S. Since then many companies have
used this technique to measure their financial
performance. Economic value Added uses the
residual income approach to measure performance.
EVA is calculated by deducting total cost of capital
(Debt + Equity) known as capital charge from the
Net operating profit after tax. Traditional techniques
dependent on the net profit which considers only cost
of debt or borrowings. Therefore EVA is considered
superior to Traditional techniques EVA enables the
stakeholders to get a true picture about the
organizations performance.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE:
The literature relating to EVA begins with the

publication of the book “The Quest for Value by
Stewart (1991)”, in this book the author highlights
the significance of EVA as the basis of performance
measurement of a company and its management. In
his empirical research Stewart examined the
informational content of EVA, by testing 613
American companies comparing two periods, namely
1984–85 and 1987–88. He found a strong correlation
between EVA and MVA.
G Soral and Shurveer S Bhanawat (2009) have
worked on “Shareholder Value Creation in the Indian
Banking Industry: An EVA Analysis” sample of 14
public sector banks and 12 private sector banks was
selected by the authors to measure bank performance
on the basis of EVA. The analysis was done for 4
years and equity approach was been followed to
calculate EVA. After finding the EVA the authors
found out the correlation between EVA and other
financial figures. The authors conclude that in Public
sector SBI has contributed highest EVA they also
conclude that EVA has significant correlation with
Operating profit.
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Objectives of the study:
1) To study Economic Value Added and its

applications in Indian Banks.
2) To determine the value added by the banks to

shareholders wealth using Economic Value
added.

3) To calculate Beta and to analyze the Risk of
selected banks.

4) To calculate the Return on capital employed by
the selected banks.

5) To compare the value added by public sector
banks and private sector banks using the selected
banks.

Sample size:
The study is conducted by selecting two leading banks
in India one each from Public Sector and Private
Sector namely State Bank of India and ICICI Bank.
Collection of Data:

Banks SBI ICICI 

Year 2012-13 (Rs. In 
Cr) 

2013-14 (Rs. In 
Cr) 

2012-13 (Rs. In 
Cr) 

2013-14 (Rs. In 
Cr) 

Total Income 135,691.94 154,903.72 22212 26903 
Operating 
expenses 29,284.42 35,725.85 9013 10309 

Operating Profit 106,407.52 119,177.87 13,199.00 16,594.00 
Taxes 5846 5283 3072 4158 

NOPAT 100,561.52 113,894.87 10,127.00 12,436.00 
 

Secondary data is used for the study. The data is
collected from the annual reports of the banks,
Publications by RBI and stock prices of the banks
are collected from stock market websites like yahoo
finance, money control and NSE.
Tools for Analysis:
Various financial tools are used for different analysis
like Capital Asset pricing Model is used to calculate
the cost of Equity, regression technique using excel
is used to calculate the Beta values for the selected
banks, ratios and Graphical representation is used to
analyses and interpret the data.
Duration of Study:
 The study is conducted for a period of two years
i.e., 2012-13 and
2013-14.
Analysis and Interpretation:
NOPAT (Net Operating Profit After Tax)

Invested Capital is calculated by adding Equity Capital,
Reserves and Surplus and Borrowings

Invested Capital

Bank/ Years 2012-13 (Rs. In Cores) 2013-14 (Rs. In Cores) 
SBI 328756.22 371130.25 

ICICI Bank 212042.96 227965.80 
 Return on Invested Capital: is calculated by dividing

Net Operating Profit after Tax with the total capital
Invested
Results and Discussions:
Net Operating Profit is considered instead of Net
profit to find the Economic value added.
Net Operating Profit = Income- Operating Expenses
Net Operating Profit after Tax is used instead of Net
Profit to get a true Picture of the value created
NOPAT= Operating Profit – Tax

Return on Invested Capital

Bank/Years 2012-13 (%) 2013-14 (%) 
SBI 35% 27% 

ICICI Bank 4.78% 5.46% 

 BETA (â):
Beta can be defined as the risk co-efficient higher
the Beta higher is the Risk. It is used to calculate
Cost of Equity. Beta is the systematic risk which is
calculated using the following formula. Calculations
of Beta are done using Excel the calculation is shown
in the below table.
nÓxy - (Óx) (Óy) ÷ nÓx2 - (Óx)2

Beta (â)
Bank/Years 2012-13 2013-14 

SBI 0.98 2.37 
ICICI 1.54 2.78 
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Market Return (Rm):
Market return is calculated using 2 years Market
Monthly return of NIFTY, calculations are done using
excel, calculations are shown in the below table.

Bank/Years 2012-13 (%) 2013-14 (%) 
SBI 8.15% 17.72% 

ICICI 8.15% 17.72% 
 Cost of Equity (Ke): 

It determines the expected rate of return for the investors it is calculated by using Capital Asset 
Pricing Model CAPM by taking inputs such as Beta risk factor, Rm Market Return, Rf Risk Free Rate 
(364 days treasury bill rate is taken for each year) Weight of equity and debt in the total capital 
invested is calculated to find weighted average cost of capital 

Cost of Equity (Ke): 
SBI ICICI Bank 

Years 2012-13 (%) 2013-14 (%) Years 2012-13 (%) 2013-14 (%) 

Risk free rate 
of return Rf 7.79% 8.96% Risk free rate 

of return Rf 7.79% 8.96% 

Market Return 
Rm 8.15% 17.72% Market Return 

Rm 8.15% 17.72% 

Beta 0.98 2.37 Beta 1.54 2.78 
Ke 8.14% 29.72% Ke 8.34% 33.31% 

Cost of Debt (Kd): 
Cost of debt is calculated by: Interest/ Borrowings*100 

Cost of Debt (Kd) 
SBI ICICI Bank 

Years 2012-13 (Rs. 
In Cr) 

2013-14 (Rs. 
In Cr) Years 2012-13 

(Rs. In Cr) 
2013-14 

(Rs. In Cr) 

Interest 
expenses 7861.25 9182.93 Interest 

expenses 10701.77 11291.59 

Borrowings 203723.20 223759.71 Borrowings 145341.49 154759.05 

Cost of Debt 
(Kd) 3.86% 4.10% Cost of Debt 

(Kd) 7.36% 7.30% 

WACC (Weighted Average Cost of Capital) 
SBI ICICI Bank 

Years 
2012-13 
(Rs. In 
Cores) 

2013-14 
(Rs. In 
Cores) 

Years 
2012-13 
(Rs. In 
Cores) 

2013-14 
(Rs. In 
Cores) 

Total 
Borrowings 203723.1969 223759.7095 Total 

Borrowings 145341.4944 154759.0539 

Total Equity 684.034 746.5731 Total Equity 1153.64 1155.04 
Reserves and 

surplus 124348.99 146623.96 Reserves and 
surplus 65547.83 72051.71 

Total capital 
invested 328756.22 371130.25 Total capital 

invested 212042.96 227965.80 

Debt weight 0.62 0.60 Debt weight 0.69 0.68 
Equity 
weight 0.38 0.40 Equity 

weight 0.31 0.32 

Weighted Average Cost of Capital is calculated using the following formula  
WACC= (Ke* weight of equity) + (Kd* weight of debt) 

WACC (%) 

Bank/Years 2012-13 (%) 2013-14 (%) 

SBI 5.49% 14.28% 
ICICI 7.67% 15.65% 

Capital Charge:  
Capital Charge is calculated by multiplying total Capital Invested with WACC (Invested 
Capital*WACC) 

Market Return (Rm)
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Capital Charge 
Bank/Years 2012-13 (Rs. In Cores) 2013-14 (Rs. In Cores) 

SBI 18042.44 52983.22 

ICICI Bank 16267.61 35678.81 

 
Economic Value Added:  

Economic Value Added (Rs.) 
SBI ICICI Bank 

Years 
2012-13 
(Rs. In 
Cores) 

2013-14 
(Rs. In 
Cores) 

Years 
2012-13 
(Rs. In 
Cores) 

2013-14 
(Rs. In 
Cores) 

NOPAT 100561.52 113894.87 NOPAT 10127 12436 
Capital 
Charge 18042.44 52983.22 Capital 

Charge 16267.61 35678.81 

EVA 82519.08 60911.65 EVA -6140.61 -23242.81 
Economic Value Added (%age)  
EVA = Return on Capital Employed – Weighted Average Cost of Capita 
 

Economic Value Added (%) 
SBI ICICI Bank 

Years 2012-13 2013-14 Years 2012-13 2013-14 

Return on 
Invested 

Capital SBI 
35% 27% 

Return on 
Invested 
Capital 

4.78% 5.46% 

WACC 5.49% 14.28% WACC 7.67% 15.65% 

EVA 29% 13% EVA -3% -10% 
 FINDINGS:

1) It was observed through the analysis that State
bank of India added value to the shareholders
wealth by generating a positive Economic Value
Added and meeting its capital charge entirely.
Whereas ICICI bank could not add value to the
shareholders wealth

2) Return on Capital Employed of SBI is greater
than its cost whereas in case of ICICI Cost is
higher than the Returns

3) Beta values are calculated to find the risk co-
efficient of the banks it is observed that beta of
both the banks is high in the year 2013-14. This
shows the banks stocks were very volatile in this
period as compared to the market.

CONCLUSION:
Banking sector in India is growing in leaps and bounds
and is also approaching capital market for infusion of
funds to escalate further growth in the banking sector.

It is now predominantly significant for bankers to
increase the shareholders wealth and encourage them
for more investment in banks. To do this the banks
have to measure their performance from shareholders
perspective, bankers will have to follow wealth
maximization as an objective to indicate that they are
adding value to shareholders wealth and not
deteriorating it. In order to determine this, bankers
need to apply the Economic value added measure.
Through this paper an attempt is made to evaluate
bank performance using Economic Value Added as
a Performance measurement technique, it is
concluded that EVA can be used to value bank
performance from shareholders point of view.
Shareholders can use EVA values to decide on their
investment decisions in different banks.

REFERENCES:
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The New Direct Tax Code which was said to be introduced from the financial year, 2012-13 replacing the
five decade old Income tax Act, 1961 has the objective to make the Indian tax structure straightforward.
The Income Tax Act 1961 has become very complex and virtually unintelligible to the common man by
virtue of a complicated structure, numerous amendments, frequent policy changes and a multitude of judgments
that gave varying interpretations to already undecipherable provisions. This complexity has not only increased
the cost of compliance for the average tax payer, but also made it costly for the administration to collect tax.
For the replacement of Income Tax 1961, the new Direct Tax Code which is completely new gives moderate
relief to tax payers, reduce unnecessary exemptions and improve compliance for improving collections. The
tax payers themselves can compute and file Income Tax Returns without the help of experts. This paper
highlights the overview of the Direct Taxes Code in a nutshell. The present paper has been divided in to four
parts namely
1. Introduction
2. Brif highlights of Direct Tax Code
3. Salient Features of the Code
4. Conclusions
Keywords - Income Tax Act, Direct Tax Code Assessee

Introduction:
The Income Tax Act was passed in 1961 and has
been amended every year through the Finance Acts.
A lot of things have changed since then. No doubt,
many things have been implemented by modifying
the IT Act from time to time. Thus, the IT Act today
is very difficult to interpret, and has resulted in many
disputes and court cases. Of late, Income Tax
department of India has put the new proposal for
direct tax in front of Government of India and
Government has unveiled the draft of a brand new
direct tax law, which will replace the five-decade old
Income Tax Act. This is known as Direct Tax Code
(DTC). The aim of New Direct Tax Code (DTC) is
to make the current tax structure in India
straightforward. An important part of the budget every
year has been the detailing of the tax rates. However,
with the introduction of the new direct tax code, the
tax rates will not be part of the budget presented to

Parliament every year. The new code will completely
overhaul the existing tax proposals for not only
Assessee (a person by whom income tax or any other
sum of money is payable under the Act), but also
corporate houses and foreign residents. It has been
drawn with inspiration from the prevailing tax
legislation in US, Canada and UK. It is a topic of
interest and a matter of concern for every taxpayer
in India. India wants to modernize its direct tax laws,
mainly its income tax act which is now nearly 50
years old. The government needs a modern tax code
in step with the needs of an economy which is now
the third largest in Asia. The new tax code is expected
to widen the tax base, end unnecessary exemptions,
moderate tax rates and add to the government’s
coffers. The direct tax code seeks to consolidate and
amend the law relating to all direct taxes so as to
establish an economically efficient, effective and
equitable direct tax system which will facilitate
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voluntary compliance and help increase the tax-GDP
ratio. Another objective is to reduce the scope for
disputes, minimize litigation and formulate the strategy
relates to checking of erosion of the tax base through
tax evasion. It is designed to provide stability in the
tax regime as it is based on well accepted principles
of taxation and best international practices. It will
eventually pave the way for a single unified taxpayer
reporting system. The Philosophy behind such
replacement is to make the Direct Taxes Code very
easy and simple so that tax payers themselves can,
without help of experts compute and file Income Tax
Returns. In planning and framing an ideal Income
Tax Structure of a welfare state like ours the
objectives are to give relief to the maximum possible
extent to the lower and middle income group taxpayers
and check creation of black money at one hand and
to enable the Government to increase collection of
tax revenue for development works on the other. The
Direct Taxes Code (hereafter referred to as the
‘Code’) is not an attempt to amend the Income Tax
Act, 1961; nor is it an attempt to “improve” upon the
present Act. In drafting the Code, the Central Board
of Direct Taxes (the Board) has, to the extent
possible, started on a clean drafting slate. Some
assumptions which have held the ground for many
years have been discarded. Principles that have
gained international acceptance have been adopted.
Hence, while reading the Code, it would be advisable
to do so without any preconceived notions and, as
far as possible, without comparing the provisions with
the corresponding provisions of the Income Tax Act,
1961.
2. Brief highlights of Direct Tax Code:
 Earlier Income Tax Act and Wealth tax Act are
abolished and single code of Tax, DTC in place. Some
of the major highlights of New DTC are – 1. Concept
of Assessment year and previous year is abolished.
Only the “Financial Year” terminology exists.
 2.1 Only status of “Non Resident” and “Resident of
India” exits. The other status of “resident but not
ordinarily resident” goes away.
2.2 Earlier the terminology of ‘Assessee’ was meant
for the person who is paying tax and/or, who is liable
for proceeding under the Act. Now it has been added

with 2 more definitions namely a person, whom the
amount is refundable, and/or, who voluntarily files tax
return irrespective of tax liability.
2.3. Income to be now classified under two broad
categories:
          • Income from special sources; and
          • Income from ordinary sources.
 2.4   rates like income of non-residents, winning from
lotteries and horse races etc. Income from Ordinary
Sources includes:
• Income from employment;
• Income from house property;
• Income from business;
• Income from capital gains; and
• Income from residuary sources.
 2.5 Housing Loan Interest for Self Occupied house
disallowed.
2.6 Returns to be processed within one year,
otherwise no demand notice can be raised.
2.7  VRS Gratuity and commuted pensions, taxable
if not invested in approved savings, will be taxable on
withdrawals.
2.8 Government and Non-Government Taxation
Difference removed.
 2.9 Savings limit eligible for deduction increased to
Rs. 3 lakhs from the current Rs. 1 lakh
2.10 Deductions like 80D, 80DD, 80DDE, 80U, 80E,
80 GG retained.
2.11 No changes in the system of Advance Tax, Self-
Assessment Tax and also TDS.
2.12  Governmentassessee is covered in Direct Tax
Code. Even though they are not liable for Income
Tax / Wealth Tax.
3. Salient Features of the Code:
 The Code is a sincere attempt towards simplifying
the direct tax laws in India. Briefly, the salient features
of the Code are as under
 3.1. Single Code for Direct Taxes All the direct
taxes have been brought under a single Code and
compliance procedures unified.
3.2Use of Simple Language With the expansion
of the economy, the number of taxpayers can be
expected to increase significantly. The bulk of these
taxpayers will be small paying moderate amounts of
tax. This is sought to be achieved, inter alia, by using
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simple language in drafting so as to convey, with
clarity, scope and amplitude of the provision of law
3.3  Reducing the Scope for Litigation The
objective is that the tax administrator and the tax
payer are ad idem on the provisions of the law and
the assessment results in a finality to the tax liability
of the tax payer. To further this objective, power has
also been delegated to the Central Government/Board
to avoid protracted litigation on procedural issues
3.4  Flexibility The structure of the statute has been
developed in a manner which is capable of
accommodating the changes in the structure of a
growing economy without resorting to frequent
amendments. Therefore, to the extent possible, the
essential and general principles have been reflected
in the statute and the matters of detail are contained
in the rules/Schedules
3.5 To Ensure that theLaw can be Reflected in
a Form For most taxpayers, particularly the small
and marginal category, the tax law is what is reflected
in the Form. Therefore, the A-10 structure of the tax
law has been designed so that it is capable of being
logically reproduced in a Form
3.6  Consolidation of Provisions In order to enable
a better understanding of tax legislation, provisions
relating to definitions, incentives, procedure and rates
of taxes have been consolidated. Further, the various
provisions have also been rearranged to make it
consistent with the general scheme of the Act
3.7 Elimination of Regulatory Functions
Traditionally, the taxing statute has also been used as
a regulatory tool. However, with regulatory authorities
being established in various sectors of the economy,
the regulatory function of the taxing statute has been
withdrawn. This has significantly contributed to the
simplification exercise
3.8  Providing Stability At present, the rates of taxes
are stipulated in the Finance Act of the relevant year.
Therefore, there is a certain degree of uncertainty.
and instability in the prevailing rates of taxes. Under
the Code, all rates of taxes are proposed to be
prescribed in the First to the Fourth Schedule to the
Code itself there by obviating the need for an annual
Finance Bill. The changes in the rates, if any, will be
done through appropriate amendments.

4. Conclusions:
The Code shall replace the five-decade old Income-
tax act. The new tax code aims to make the system
more efficient and easy for tax payers, with simplified
rules and regulations. DTC has integrated all Direct
Taxes as a single Act. The aim of the DTC is to
simplify tax legislation minimize litigation, broaden tax
base and eliminate tax exemptions in part to attract
foreign business and investment. But, there are
always two sides of any coin. The Direct Tax code
in India is very much discussed and criticized now a
day. Even though, the basic aim behind DTC is simple
and helpful to the people, it is very much criticized
because many provisions under this proposal may
harm the investors and FIIs. The Direct Tax Code
change in the whole taxation system of India. It will
surely help in the growth of our economy because
the tax rate has been reduced for person who earns
up to ten lakhs. This reduction in tax may motivate
them to contribute their money in the development of
the economy, like establishing business firms, building
hotels etc., which play major role in the growth of
economy.
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India celebrates the maximum festivals in the world. Perhaps no country of the world except India celebrates
a grand festival almost in every month of the year. And traditionally, purchasing of gold has been attached
with the celebration of festivals in India. Almost all the states of India have given outstanding position to gold
in economic and cultural set up. This study takes on an analysis of the specialties of consumer behavior in
the gold market of Gujarat. The Focal point of the study is to recognize the diverse factors which control the
consumer behavior in gold market of the state. The analysis specially centers on features like customer
behavior towards branded jewelers of gold, purity of gold, cost of gold, the influence of gold advertisement,
new scheme allowed by jewelers etc. on the consumer behavior. The study points out that consumers have
a noteworthy affirmative preference towards the branded jewelers as compared to the small dealers of
gold. This study reveals an important factor that though advertisements are helpful in placing the jeweler in
the market, they do not make any significant influence on the purchase behavior of the consumers of gold.
The influence of the price of gold on the consumers is subjective and is dependent on their occupation and
income.
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INTRODUCTION
Gold is the most esteemedand prized among metals.
Butit can be seeneverywhere, from jewelry to
technology. Unlike any other metals sometimes gold,
the shiny precious yellow metal creates some
emotional attachments among people. Gold also plays
a huge position in the economy of a country. Gold’s
unique demand and supply dynamics ensures its role
as a true diversifier for investors. The gold demand
is widely dispersed across the world.
In the market jewelers publish eye-catching
advertisements and give offer of new schemes, for
the purpose of persuading the customers so that they
can buy the gold in their shops. Whenever people
need money urgently they can convert the gold jewelry
in cash re-sell of gold and thought of taking loan from
bank on gold jewelry and gold coins. This is the
important use of gold.
In the celebrations or programs of marriage, the
maximum people give preference to the purchase of
gold. It is a tradition of Indian culture. Many

consumers are also interacted in gold jewelers. Some
people purchase gold whenever the price of gold is
low and re-sell the gold when price of gold is high.
They take profile from this re-sell of gold. Maximum
consumers purchase gold very carefully and they
check the purity of gold, carrot of gold etc. But in
society low income consumers can’t purchase gold
because the rate of gold is higher in the market. These
consumers give preference to purchase of
bentexjewelry. Gold or gold jewelry are a prestigious
part in human life. So everybody thinks of purchasing
gold for themselves.
NEED OF THE STUDY:
The consumers do purchase the pure gold, gold
jewelry or gold coins regularly. Marriage purpose,
self-liking, investment and fashion are the significant
reasons of purchasing the gold. Gold or gold jewelry
have occupied important place in human life and it is
a traditional culture of Indian society. Now days the
rate of gold has increased in the market. Hence there
is a need of understanding the effect of this changing
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rate on consumers. Some questions need to be
assessed like which factor affect the price of gold,
from where consumer purchase gold, check the purity
of gold, etc.
OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY
 To study the different age group consumers

behavior in market for purchase of gold.
 To study the educational qualification of gender

and behavior in market for purchase of gold.
 To study the monthly income of gender and

behavior in market for purchasing gold.
 To identify the preference of gender investing in

gold and behavior in market for purchase of gold.
 To identify the purpose of consumers while

purchase of gold.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY:In order to
study the related problems in details, researcher has
made use of different sources to collect the “reliable
information”. Pertaining to the buying behavior of
consumers Data were collected through primary data
and secondary data.
Primary data was collected through Questionnaire
method. The Questionnaire contained 29 items in
total. The first Part of the instrument contained six
questions about demographics of the respondents
such as age, gender, education, occupation, marital
status, and monthly income. The second part of the
questionnaire contained five questions about
investment preference of investing in gold, purpose
of purchase of gold, liquidity etc. Third part of the
questionnaire included nine items i.e. when and from
where you purchase gold, about schemes brand,
factors you prefer while buying gold, amount, mode
of payment and level of satisfaction, benefits etc.  The
last part of Questionnaire included factors affect the
demand of gold, its price in future you purchase gold,
future price of gold, about hallmark and which type
of hallmark (i.e. awareness) consumers prefer etc.
The questionnaires were administered by personal
delivery convenience. Sampling approach was
adopted in order to collect primary data and it took a
period of one month for the entire collection of data.
The individuals targeted for the collection of data for
this research project were households of city and rural
area, students, employees, businessman, professionals

etc in Gujarat state. Secondary data was collected
through the magazines, books and websites.
TOOL USED
For the purpose of data analysis, statistical Package
for social sciences (SP55) 21 version was used.
Statistical tests were applied to check the reliability
(skewness and kurtosis test) and normality (cronbach
test) of the data. Chisquare test, likelihood ratio test
linear by linear association test, graphs were
conducted in order to identify the relationship between
two variables.
LIMITATIONS
The present study is conducted in Gujarat state only.
Some results drawn from the survey is limited to
different cities and villages in Gujarat state. This may
not be pertinent to any other region. The study is
limited to consumers buying behavior which is a part
of with special reference to purchase of gold and
gold market.
TABLE 1 : SHOWS CHI-SQUARE TESTS FOR
GENDER AND AGE

 Value d.f Asump sig. 
(2 sided) 

Person chi-square 19.483a 3 0.000 
Likelihood ratio 19.669 3 0.000 

Linear –by Linear association  4.712 1 0.030 
No. of valid cases 500   

 a o cells (0%) have expected count less than 5.
The minimum expected count is 15.20

SYMMETRIC MEASURES

 Value Asump.  
A std. error 

Approx Tb Approx.  
Significant.  

Interval by interval  
persons R  

-0.097 0.044 -2.179 0.030c 

Ordinal by ordinal  
spearman correlation 

-0.082 0.045 -1.843 0.066c 

No. of valid cases 500    
 a not assuming the null hypothesis

b using the asymptotic standard error assuming the
null hypothesis

c based on normal approximation
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Graph 1 : Gender Vs Age Group
Conclusion : It was noted from the above table
that the majority of the respondents are purchasing
gold in which 39.6% of the respondents were in the
age range lies from 25 to 45 years, 33.2% of the
respondents were in the age range lies from 45 to 60
years. Thus in the age factor, majority (26.8%) of
the male respondents purchase gold.
From the above table it is clear that the A sump.
Significance value is 0.000 which is less than 0.05.
So there is high relationship between age of the
respondents and gender for purchasing gold.
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Commercial  world is now changing very fast. Uses of information and communication technology has
changed the whole scenario of the world. Now there is  intense need to be technology savvy for each person
of the world to  cope up with the new challenges of every day life. Any country can make development and
progress with the help of ICT. This  research paper focuses on some suggested  steps to be taken by
government, universities and professors to create peaceful, knowledgeable and happy world around us. It  is
also throwing lights on present education system and necessary reforms in it. As governments and universities
are very important to create student friendly and modern education system. This paper also focuses on
some limitations of our education system and remedies to rectify the limitations which is possible only  with
joint efforts of society.
Objectives of the study:
1. Today in India IT based education becomes intense need for solving social and economical problems.

Given suggestions can definitely helpful to solve social and economical problem.
2. Use of information and communication technology will help India to stand with other developed countries.
3. Better education is possible with combined efforts of whole society in India.
4. As per changing scenario of the world about education, India must take some concrete steps for better

future specially in commerce faculty.
5. This research paper will be  helpful for all educationist , politicians, students and for all who wants

brighter India.
About  Research Methodology
1. I have used secondary data available from different websites for research  purpose. Here population

size is infinite.
2. I have collected data from 7 videos and 3 websites.
3. I have used secondary data for my research.
4. My research is in applied research category which is  used to solve current problems prevailing in

society.
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Introduction :-
Many countries are adopting different methods for
teaching-learning approach. For example in South
Africa schools have converted its whole school
syllabus in digital form. So if student is absent for
some days then he/she can complete his/her work
for anywhere in the world. Denmark providing facility
to student for internet during ongoing exams. In USA
student can set up their own time table and they are

free to choose different combinations of subjects as
per their own liking. USA focuses on personalize one
to one education and making possible the availability
of teachers as per pre-designed timetable by students.
Where Australian believes that education must be
out of four walls of schools , due to this they have tie
up internship contract with different local organization
which is considered as a  fundamental  part of
student’s learning program. It is now duty of
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professors, parents , government ,universities  and of
every single person who are working for economical
and intellectual development of students, to provide
modern education as per contemporary changes.
 Today commerce is one of the hottest career among
students. Most students now selecting commerce
field due to career security  for future. Students knows
it very well that if they have mastery in any
commerce subject like accountancy, taxation,
economics , audit, human resource, statistics etc. ,
they have bright opportunities for future. Basically in
India after 12th commerce, bachelor of commerce
and master of commerce courses are available in
almost all colleges. At present mostly colleges are
providing accountancy as a special subject at under
graduate and post graduate level.  So here it can be
suggested that colleges must try to provide bachelor
and master degree in commerce with some
specialized subjects like banking , financial
management, insurance, foreign trade , stock market
etc., which are in  demand in changing  market
environment. Now practical knowledge is required
as well as theory knowledge for commerce students
also. Now commerce students have to upgrade their
commerce subject knowledge with the help of internet,
different business related newspapers, commercial
magazines.etc. They are benefited if they join any
business unit ,which is helpful in income and also helps
them to increases practical knowledge of market too.
As I personally believe that reforms and enrichments
in commerce curriculum is necessary. It will be
helpful to students for meeting market requirements
and facing modern challenges. I strongly believe that
mostly four elements namely government, universities,
professors and students can change learning pattern
as per the demand of commercial world. Government
and universities must draft and monitor educational
policies, syllabus and rules-regulations for modern
education. On the other hand combined efforts of
professors and students by following  above mentioned
rules and policies can create successful educational
system around us.
Some of the reforms and enrichments in education
methods, systems, processes and patterns are as
under :

Necessary steps by government and universities
1. Government can increase number of colleges and

universities as demands for them is increasing
continuously. New permission for colleges and
universities are to be given  by government with
condition to provide different specialized subjects
like banking , insurance, stock market, foreign
trade etc. at under graduate and post graduate
level. These specialized courses can create good
career opportunities for students.

2. Government can appoint monitoring committee
to evaluate performance of universities and it’s
affiliated colleges.

3. Government can provide grants for modernization
of universities and colleges. Special benefits must
be provided to professors involved in research
work. Government can add some schemes for
students interested in research work.
Government can permit private colleges in
university areas so healthy competition can be
created.

4. Now universities and colleges can have smart
classrooms. Every educational organization have
to adopt technological changes by considering
further mentioned elements. Blindly following
other organization without any goal can not give
desired output of investment. Here SMART
changes  have some specific meaning which is
mentioned below :-

S = Suitability for organization
M = Mankind must be at the centre
A = Ample opportunities
R = Realistic which can be achieved
T = Technology savvy
SMART investment in technology is always
beneficial for society at large. Education must be
more relevant to life.
Now some of the steps are recommended for
universities which are as follows :
1. Universities must start different specialized

subjects bachelor and master programs of
commerce in their own campuses. Universities
must include new subject in commerce as change
in time and demand of business environment.

2. Universities must have to organize different
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workshops, seminars, conferences on various
problems of commerce education system and
about their solution. Some weight must be given
in academic performance index for seminars and
conferences attended by lecturer and professors
of different stages.

3. Universities must  have some common rules for
deciding internal evaluation and marking system
of students. Weight for internal mark system
must be reduced up to 20 marks  so that student
can show their real caliber in universities exams.

4. Universities must have to draft rules regarding
seminars, workshops and conferences. Here
colleges must  bound to submit written reports
on said seminar, conference, workshops etc., to
the concern universities. If these activities are
made compulsory then surely positive results can
be achieved.

5. Universities must have to run courses for exam
preparation of competitive exams like staff
selection commission, Indian railway , income tax,
revenue department exams etc., which may help
commerce students to get state and central
government jobs.

6. Universities must make fair evaluation of
different colleges through local inquiry committee.
Their  reports must be draft on fact basis which
may create respect toward education system and
educationist. Local inquiry committee assessment
must be done at least once in a year.

7. Universities must inspect teaching and non-
teaching staff on the basis of their qualifications,
experience , regularity and loyalty towards
profession.

Necessary steps by professors and students
contribution for  effective education system :
1. New teaching approach by professors of “Ngee
Ann Secondary School” - Singapore :-
Professors can make teaching interesting. This school
is one of the seven future schools of country. This
school allowed students to uses mobile phone as a
teaching tools. Students are allowed to use mobile
phones for learning and sharing their own views and
queries  in classrooms under supervision of teachers.
They are given different questions in the classroom

and students are giving their answers to teachers by
internal discussion on whats up messaging. students
are sharing ideas, opinions and knowledge through
their mobile phones. They can solve their queries with
teachers present in the classroom. Students are also
enjoying this method because they are  enjoying and
more used to with smart phones.  Management of
this school  has scanned the whole world for best
teaching practices. They believes that school must
be fun place. They also believes that learning takes
place only when students are interested. They believes
that they must be technology savvy otherwise they
will loose students. They believes that knowledge is
no more monopoly of teachers. Now teachers role is
to facilitate students by providing proper guidance.
Example of this school provides us an idea that how
student friendly gadgets can be used for learning
purpose in which students are giving their full
attention. It is one of the best example of student
centered learning approach of 21st century.
2. Today professors job has been changed. Now they
have to work as a mentor. Professors who have
knowledge of information and communication
technology can  easily build career of students.  With
knowledge of ICT professors are able to guide
students in proper direction. Professors must
encourage students to do practical projects as a part
of their learning programs.  Professors must teach
students the ethical behavior of using internet, while
collecting data from internet. Students must be taught
some management skills like planning, organizing,
time management, controlling etc. , for problem
solving. Professors must motivate students for
research work by providing knowledge about
international journal, national journal, research papers,
importance of research and so on. Teamwork within
the  students can create self confidence.
3. Professors  must use student centric approach for
teaching. Now professors have to create free
atmosphere at while working in the classroom.
4. Professors can use different electronic gadgets
for education. Now mobile phones are almost available
with all students. Quiz competitions with the use of
mobile phone can be organized in the class room.
5. Now it is duty of professor to make his own subject
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interesting by using various method of teaching. If
professors can do so then only benefit of his
educations, skills and qualifications can be received
by students.
6.  Professors must have to prepare their own
database by using computer skills. It may give benefit
to students. Professors  must have to be technology
savvy otherwise they cannot explain the uses of
technology to students. Innovative students centric
teaching techniques can be used in the classroom.
7. Professors must have to organize different seminars
to share knowledge about job opportunities in
government and private sector. Professors must
provide knowledge about different competitive
exams.
8. Professors must provide information regarding
different career options available after completion of
commerce graduation . These career options for
commerce graduates  are like chartered accountant,
company secretary, cost and work accountant,
chartered financial analyst, equity research analyst,
investment banker, portfolio managers etc. are main
options available in the market. As multinational
banks, multinational companies and multinational
financial institution are looking for professionals who
can use their funds in efficient way in Indian market
by using student’s knowledge and skills of market.
Now MNC’s are offering handsome salary packages
of 30 to 40 lakhs  annual in India for commerce
students also.
Steps by Student in the form of vital duties to
make bright future……
1. Student must have to choose career path as per

his own liking. Students who are enjoying
mathematics  and logical thinking can select
commerce as a career.

2. Student must have to be technology savvy. Each
and every employer demands more qualities in
employee now. Use of technology can create
good and bad effects in students life so use of
internet must be in made in positive manner.

3. Student have to be enough cautious about their
career. They must plan their career with help of
professors or experts. Student have to accept
their responsibilities toward their family, society

and for country.
4. Students must not have to waste their time by

using mobile phone of other electronic
equipments.

5. Student can choose their best career option at
right time. Sometimes late decision becomes pain
for whole life.

6. Students must have to upgrade their knowledge
of commercial world. It is helpful at every stage
of their own life.

7. Students must have to check various options
available at graduate and post graduate level.
Now multinational companies , multinational
banks and other multinational financial institutes
are proving plenty of jobs. Students always try
to make fit for his dream job.

8. Students now can have various option in the field
of education also. They can be a teacher or a
professor. Professions like advocate, solicitors,
judges are also available for commerce graduate
students.

Conclusion :-
So we can say that commerce is the best career option
after IT sector. Now commerce students have ample
career options in commerce. After studying whole
market situation students can choose various
innovative career options. According to changes in
business and economic environment there must be
change in  teaching methods , syllabus, courses
offered by universities which may make student
enough competent to face modern challenges in the
field of commerce. Now students have to be more
cautious to cope up with challenges of 21st century
and building bright career. Commercial and
economical development is only possible with joint
efforts of governments, universities, professors and
students. Their joint effort can give us peaceful ,
happy and knowledgeable world around us.
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India as country took a giant leap in 1991 towards becoming a major force in the world economy as it
focused toward economic reforms under the guidance of Dr. Manmohan Singh, the then Finance Minister of
India when he opened up the entire economy with the view to integrate global economy and make International
Trade easy for the Business Men of India through development of Fiscal Policies. Electronic commerce (e-
commerce) as part of the information technology revolution began to be used extensively in our country.
Advancements in technology have brought about many changes in the way in which the transactions takes
place in India. The entire market has become glocal. The modus operandi of this paper therefore is to look
into the applicational aspect of the ideal aspects of E-Commerce in India and critically analyze them, not as
threats, but as opportunities to develop an effective and sustainable E-Commerce market in India.

Introduction:
E-commerce is related to with the exchange of
products and services by Industries and customer by
the use of Internet. Sales are multiplying at a brisk
rate as Customers take benefit of cheaper prices
offered by wholesalers of the concerned products.
Over the last few decades, the e-commerce industry
has become extremely attractive, inviting and has a
colossal increase in the overall business courtesy the
ease that it provides in exchanging goods and services
at the regional as well as global level. Even though
goods and services are ordered electronically,
payments or delivery of goods and services need not
be conducted online. E-commerce transaction can
be between businesses, households, individuals,
governments and other public or private organizations.
There are numerous types of e-commerce
transactions that occur online ranging from sale of
clothes, shoes, books etc. to services such as airline
tickets or making hotel bookings etc.
E-commerce in recent times has been growing rapidly
around the world. The image below suggests a
remarkable growth

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/
Definition
E-Commerce can also be defined as a new way of
conducting managing and executing business
transactions using computer and telecommunication
networks. Ecommerce just means taking things that
your company is already doing in person, through the
mail, or over the telephone, and doing those things in
a new place on the Internet. It also refers to all forms
of business activities conducted across the Internet.
This can be e-tailing, online advertising, and simply
online presences of any form that are used for some
type of communication (e.g. customer
service).Currently, more than 30.2% of the world has
an access to the internet. The role of government
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should be to provide a legal outline for e-commerce
so that while national and international business are
allowed to expand their horizons, basic rights such as
privacy, logical property, prevention of con, customer
protection etc are all taken care of.
E-commerce is understood to mean the production,
distribution, marketing, sale or delivery of goods
and services by electronic means. The Asia Pacific
Economic Co-operation (“APEC”) has adopted a
comprehensive definition of e-commerce to include
all business activity conducted using a
combination of electronic communications and
information processing technology. The United
Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia
and the Pacific (“UNESCAP”) have also defined e-
commerce as ‘the process of using electronic
methods and procedures to conduct all forms of
business activity.
Let us now take a look at the constraints that affect
the E-Commerce market in India
Constraints for E-Commerce in India
Some of the basic infrastructural as well as other
barriers responsible for the snail paced growth of
ecommerce in India are as follows.
Limitations of E – Commerce
1. Issues of security – Security is a huge problem
as the entire system is vulnerable to many constraints
and proves to be risky.
2. Payment Collection: When get paid by net
banking, one has to end up giving a significant share
of revenue (4% or more) even with a business of
thin margin. This effectively means one parting away
with almost half of profits. Fraudulent charges, charge
backs etc. all become merchant’s responsibility and
hence to be accounted for in the business model.
3. Logistic Isuues: Businesses have to deliver the
product, safe and secure, in the hands of the right
guy in right time frame. Regular post doesn’t offer
an acceptable service level; couriers have high
charges and limited reach. Initially, one might had to
take insurance for high value shipped articles
increasing the cost.
4. Merchant Management: However advanced
system may be, vendor will have to come down and
deal in an inefficient system for inventory

management. This will slow down drastically. Most
of them won’t carry any digital data for their products.
No nice looking photographs, no digital data sheet,
no mechanism to check for daily prices, availability
to keep your site updated.
5. Tax issues: Octroi, entry tax, VAT and lots of
state specific forms which accompany them. This
can be confusing at times with lots of exceptions and
special rules.
6. Extreme prices: Over the short term, excessive
pricing is unlikely to be a major issue for e-commerce
companies. Few e-commerce operations are
currently making any profits, let alone excessive
profits. Over the longer term, however, excessive
pricing may become a serious concern for those e-
commerce companies that develop dominant positions
in their relevant markets.
7. Involvement: One of the most widely held
competition concerns relating to e-commerce is that
it may facilitate such collusive behaviour. Much of
the recent discussion of this issue has focussed on
the development of B2B online marketplaces that are
co-owned by a number of significant market
participants. More generally, there are a number of
characteristics of e-commerce that might be expected
to facilitate collusion, even in the absence of joint
ventures and online marketplaces.
8. Cyber crime - Cyber crime is a key alarm that
consumers have regarding e-commerce. No one
wants to become a victim of cyber crime, which is a
real hazard to e-commerce. Cyber crime is an e-
crime. Cyber crime is a criminal act that involves
computers and networks. Cyber crime includes
criminal acts such as computer viruses, phishing, and
denial of service attacks that cause e-commerce
websites to lose revenues. Understanding and
defending against cyber crime is critical for
companies involved in e-commerce. E-commerce
companies lose billions of dollars in lost business,
stolen assets, and damaged reputations as a result of
cyber crime (Smith et al. 2010). Cash is stolen, literally
with the push of a button. When an e-commerce
website crashes, business activity stops. The usual
outcome is that a company loses business to a
competitor who has a working website. In addition
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to losing sales, companies that become victims of
cyber crime also experience damaged reputation.
Vulnerability to cyber crime may cause some
customers to lose confidence in a company’s ability
to accurately process sales transactions and
effectively protect confidential customer information.
Throughout the world, cyber crime has become a
major concern (Council of Europe 2011). Stopping
cyber crime is more than a business concern. Stopping
cyber crime is a law enforcement challenge facing
national governments. Preventing cyber crime is
important for a nation’s economic progress, as e-
commerce is a substantial component of economic
activity. US President Barak Obama has been called
upon to formulate a comprehensive and nationwide
strategy (Albanesius 2008).
9. Time of Delivery and returning of goods would
also prove to be major road block in the applicability
of E-Commerce around the country.
Many consumers are uncomfortable using the
Internet for transacting business because of cyber
crime and security concerns regarding their
transactions. According to Pathak (2004), risks
associated with e-commerce are numerous and are
to be taken care of in order to make it seamless in
terms of its functioning. He concludes that e-
commerce requires auditors to identify risks and show
their impact on the information system. However,
auditors do not provide security against e-risk, they
provide independent and professional opinions that
information provided on a website is accurate. To
inspire consumer trust in a website, it is beneficial
for a company to make use of Web assurance
services. Moreover, limited Internet access among
customers and SMEs, poor telecom and infrastructure
for reliable connectivity, multiple gaps in the current
legal and regulatory framework, multiple issues of
trust and lack of payment gateways, privacy of
personal and business data connected over the
Internet not assured; security and confidentiality of
data not in place are significant barriers standing on
the way of effective implementation of e-commerce
in India.
All the above mentioned constraints are proving to
be a huge problem for us. All of them should be taken

in the stride and instead of taking them negatively,
we should take them opportunities to develop and
come out with solutions that could possibly make the
entire E-Commerce industry seamless in terms of its
functioning, both for the business men as well as the
customers and the potential consumers.
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Advancement of technology has assured that E-Filing becomes a stepping stone toward seamless functioning
to the Income Tax Department of India to the satisfaction of the customers. The Income Tax Department
(ITD) of the Ministry of Finance, Government of India, is committed toward making tax compliance easy
and convenient. One of the initiatives of the Income Tax Department was the introduction of Electronic
Filing (e - Filing) of income tax returns (ITRs) to make the filing process easier for taxpayers as well as to
reduce the time required for data entry on receipt of returns and as a result Thus the income tax department
has facilitated the taxpayers with defining the provisions to be followed, which can be filed and how to file
the income tax for the benefit of tax payers as well as the Government. There are, however, two sides to the
same coin and as a result the introduction of E-Filing has, along with its multiple advantages, some limitations
associated to it. This paper, therefore, attempts to look into the advantages and limitations of E-Filing and its
present situation in India.
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Introduction
Income tax department is considered as one of the
most important parts of the Ministry of Finance,
Government of India. It started working with the
implementation of first Income Tax Act in 1860. After
which people came to know about the major reason
behind its implementation. The Department followed
this act for five years after which, in 1865, the second
act came into force. There was a major change in
this act relative to the first Act.
Definition of ‘Tax’
It is the charge levied by the government of any
country upon its residents for the purpose of
facilitating the public of that country. It is neither a
voluntary payment by the tax payer nor like a donation.
It is an enforced payment to the government which
if not paid, becomes a punishable offence as per the
constitution of India. The raison d’etre of taxes is to
create safety and wellbeing for the society by
providing
1. public services,
2. protection to properties,
3. defense expenses,
4. economic infrastructure etc.

Concept of E-Taxation
The electronic tax return system is a subdivision of
electronic taxation which refers to collection of taxes
electronically resulting in a good deal of time-savings
and cost-savings of the public and the government,
provided that it is used in the right manner.
Governments are increasingly using information
technology (IT) and web sites to boost the quality of
services and make their operations more productive.
The government holds a process in which information
and services are electronically offered to customers
including citizens, businesses and governmental
agencies a like (Irani et al, 2008). Internet revolution
has resulted in momentous development in terms of
manners of providing services not only for customers,
but also for citizens and businesses. Governments
around the world have launched a simple project with
the aim of providing services through electronic means
since 1990 (Torres et al, 2005).
The implementation of electronic taxation, the
adoption of information technology and automation
of the taxation system of the country can satisfy the
taxpayers and facilitate the process of receiving taxes.
Identifying the tax potentials, establishing information
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networks within and outside organizations as well as
boosting the efficiency of tax collection of the country
require the adoption of brand new technologies in
the field of implementation of electronic taxation and
bureaucratic mechanization (Maleki Najafdar, 2011).
Economic growth, balanced development, financing
social and public expenditures and growth and
realization of social justice are only a particle of the
goals of electronic taxation plan. Therefore,
developing and implementing the electronic taxation
system in any society as an important guideline in the
economic system of a country demands prerequisites
and sufficient recognition of obstacles and difficulties
ahead and additionally, requires observing the
complicated and sensitive considerations.
As compared to other online services provided by
the government, filling out the tax returns electronically
is one of the most advanced and widespread services
being used in India. One of the objectives of the
electronic taxation is to promote tax fairness.
Governments also attach a great deal of significance
to the cost of collecting taxes and minimizing such
costs is another objective of the electronic taxation.
There are two important objectives resulting from
tax collection,
1. tax fairness
2.  minimizing costs
Let us now have a look into the concept of E-Filing
and the benefits as well as the limitations that it has
to offer, especially in a developing country like India.
E-Filing
Income Tax department wished to conceive a system
that would make the process of filing of income tax
returns (ITRs) easier for taxpayers as well as reduce
the time required for data entry at their end on receipt
of the ITRs. Enabling the filing of ITRs over the
Internet was the most feasible answer to the
Governments needs. While the facility would be
beneficial to the taxpayers, the department had to
create an environment wherein the user would feel
secure about filing his ITRs online.
Electronic filing options include:
(1)  Online, self-prepared return, using a personal
computer and tax preparation software
(2) Online submission of returns using a tax

professional’s computer and tax preparation software.
According to Directorate of Income Tax ‘The
process of electronically filing Income tax returns
through the internet is known as e-Filing.’
E - Filing is a system for submitting tax documents to
the Income tax department through the internet, it is
also considered as a paperless revolution. ‘E - File
is the term for electronic filing, or sending your
ITR from tax software via the Internet to the tax
authority’.
The present study aims to examine and explore the
Advantages as well as limitations that it has to offer
insofar as E-Filing is concerned.
Advantages of E-Filing
1. Expediency - Returns can be filed 24*7 without
bothering about standing in the queues for hours
together and wasting our productive time on it.
2.  Absolute surety and reliability - Problems with
regard to surety, reliability and dependability can be
forgotten as the system of E-Filing is extremely secure
and user friendly.
3. Rapid refunds – One does not have to worry
and wait for refunds for years together as this system
assures of quick refunds.
4. Security to the core – It is an absolutely secure
system of e-payment and is hassle free.
5. Paperless revolution – One does not have to
keep files with hundreds and thousands of papers
alongside all the time as everything that you require
is just a click away.
6. Instant acknowledgement – The tax payer is
instantly acknowledged about the receipt of the
documents as well as the payments through services
like viewing Form 26AS, tracking of refunds, email,
SMS alerts regarding status of processing and
refunds.
7. Scope for correction and amendments -
Taxpayers can correct their mistakes or make and
save changes in their ITR many times before the
final submission of ITR form.
8. Reducing operating costs – Unnecessary
costing and staff can be reduced and done away with
Limitations of E-Filing
1. Limited awareness about the way of function
– In India, except in the major cities, awareness with
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With the advancement of technology and use of internet in financial and fiscal affairs globally has necessitated
the e-filing of Income Tax in India also. Considering its benefits and urgency, the e-filing has become
mandatory for major chunk of tax payers in India. Present paper focuses on the reasons for making the e-
filing mandatory for a selected class of assessee. The paper further takes into consideration the benefits
accruing from e- filing along with some bottlenecks that encounter in the process of such transformation.
The data source has been secondary with regard to number of intermediaries performing this function in
various cities throughout India. The data has been processed and analyzed to find out the growth of e-filing
in India. The researcher discusses the role of government and intermediaries such as TRPs in this direction
and offers some suggestions to overcome the problems for smooth working of e-filing in India. The paper
conclude that the major challenge ahead is regarding system security, mass awareness is needed in order to
make e-filing more successful, TRPs have to play a very catalytic role and the Government would have
more revenue with global integration through technological advancement of e-filing. Present study is beneficial
for tax authorities, policy makers, present and prospective tax payers, e-filing intermediaries, financial software
engineers and academicians as the paper attempts to focus on the crucial aspects of e-filing in India.
KEYWORDS       Internet, Assessee, TRP: Tax Return Preparer , Integration

INTRODUCTION
Electronic tax filing refers to various systems
that enable individuals and small businesses to file
their tax returns and make tax payments through
electronic data transfer. In 1996, the Internal Revenue
Service (IRS) began requiring businesses that owed
more than $47 million in payroll taxes annually to make
their monthly payments via telephone or computer
through the Electronic Federal Tax Payment System
(EFTPS). The threshold for electronic filing was
scheduled to drop to $50,000 in annual payroll taxes
by January 1, 1997, but the deadline was pushed back
to June 30,1998. In addition, two bills were introduced
in Congress that would make electronic payments of
payroll taxes voluntary for small businesses with few
employees. When this system is eventually phased
in, there will be a 5 percent penalty for late payments
and an additional 10 percent penalty for non-electronic
payments, which will still be accepted.

E-filing is the process of filling your tax documents
through internet with the help of software’s or by
registering yourself to the income tax website. In
India, e-filing of income tax was i for all categories
of income tax assessee. But from July, 2006, it was
made mandatory for all corporate firms to e-file their
income tax returns. Taking this process further, from
assessment year 2007 to 2008, e-filing of income tax
return was made mandatory for all companies and
from 2013 Individuals having more than INR 10 lakh
income are mandate for filling income tax online.
Electronic filing options include:
(1) Online, self-prepared return, using a personal
computer and tax preparation
software, or
(2) Online submission of returns using a tax
professional’s computer and tax
preparation software.
FOR WHOM E-FILING OF INCOME TAX IS
MANDATORY FROM AY 2013-14?

** Yash Bhatti
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CBDT has vide notification No. 34/2013 dated
01.05.2013 has made it mandatory for the following
category of the Assesses to file their Income Tax
Return Online from A.Y. 2013-14 :-
(a) It is mandatory for every person (not being a co.
or a person filing return in ITR
7) to e-file the return of income if its total income
exceeds INR. 5,00,000.
(b) An individual or a Hindu undivided family, being a
resident, having assets (including financial interest in
any entity) located outside India or signing authority
in any account located outside India and required to
furnish the return in Form ITR-2 or ITR-3 or ITR-4,
as the case may be.
(c) Every person claiming tax relief under Section
90, 90A or 91 shall file return in electronic mode.
(d) Those who are required to get their Account under
Section 44AB (e) A firm required to furnish the return
in Form ITR-5 or an individual or Hindu Undivided
Family (HUF) required to furnish the return in Form
ITR-4 and to whom provisions of section 44AB are
applicable. (f) A company required to furnish the
return in Form ITR-6
ADVANTAGES OF E-FILING:-
 Convenience – Returns can be filed at anytime

(day or night);

 Fast refunds – It allows taxpayers receiving
refunds to get them sooner,

 Taxpayers get instant acknowledgement of
receipt.

 Value added services like viewing Form 26AS,
tracking of refunds, email, SMS

 Alerts regarding status of processing and refunds.
 Certainty of delivery and quick confirmation –

provides immediate confirmation
 from tax administration that returns have been

received,
 Taxpayers can correct their mistakes or make

and save changes in their ITR
 many times before the final submission of ITR

form.
 Eliminates error notices from tax administrations

caused by data entry errors,
 Increment in freelance job opportunities as Tax

Consultant and TRPs etc.
 Reduction in Documents handling and storage

space.
 Reduced operating costs for tax administration

by reducing the cost of handling
 paper returns and eliminating unnecessary staff.
 Accessibility is allowed 24x7x365,
 Online help facilities and user guides
 It Saves money
 It Ensures greater accuracy
 We may receive faster refunds in case of use of

e-file direct deposit.
E-FILING STATISTICS

SOURCE:- ) https://incometaxindiaefiling.gov.in 
Quick Highlights of e-Filing 
ITR Wise receipt of e-Returns- November,2015 

S.No. Form 
FY 2013-14  

(From 01/04/2013  
to 31/03/2014) 

FY 2014-15  
(From 01/04/2014  

to 31/03/2015) 

FY 2015-16 
(From 01/04/2015  

to 30/11/2015) 

1 ITR-1 10676604 13010682 14610415 

2 ITR-2 3213262 3614874 1463012 

3 ITR-2A 0 0 793002 

4 ITR-3 721831 769081 417929 

5 ITR-4S 4250709 5450081 3793346 

6 ITR-4 9035055 9343539 6034609 

7 ITR-5 960120 1065650 867664 

8 ITR-6 713736 752070 646740 

9 ITR-7 110477 168017 204241 

Grand Total 29681794 34173994 28830958 
 
Year on Year Summary of e-Filed ITR Forms 
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S.No. Form 
FY 2014-15  

(From 01/04/2014  
to 30/11/2014) 

FY 2015-16 
(From 01/04/2015  

to 30/11/2015) 
Growth (%) 

1 ITR-1 10494591 14610415 39.22 

2 ITR-2 2505835 1463012 -41.62 

3 ITR-2A 0 793002 - 

4 ITR-3 335969 417929 24.40 

5 ITR-4S 2463916 3793346 53.96 

6 ITR-4 5254941 6034609 14.84 

7 ITR-5 743788 867664 16.65 

8 ITR-6 614452 646740 5.25 

9 ITR-7 113544 204241 79.88 

Grand Total 22527036 28830958 27.98 
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Highlights of e-Filing 

No of Registered Users as on 30/11/2015 49038371 

Peak rate of receipt of returns per day : (31/08/2015) 1417227 

Peak rate of receipt of returns per hour : (31/08/2015) 150293  

Peak rate of receipt of returns per minute: (31/08/2015) 3475  

Percentage of returns received outside office hours 53.215 

Percentage of returns filed using Utility provided by Department 40.914 
 CONCLUSIONS AND

RECOMMENDATIONS:-
The main focus of this paper is to show the changing
scenario of income tax due to implementation of e-
filing. The above facts and figure clearly shows that
India is in the phase of revolutionary changes in
information technology which also gives great
advancement in e-filing field of income tax
department. It has highlighted the benefits and
challenges of such a system and has shared some
countries experiences with these systems. Income
tax department just have to promote e-filing
campaigning andenhance some job opportunities as
TRPs in the society so that people become
moreaware about this new opportunity. Various
researchers have different opinion regarding the
benefits of e-filing; however according to some
researchers many challenges are there regarding
adoption of efiling by mass population. Main challenge
is risk of security. This study shows that the e-filing
is the new effective method of filing income tax return
through online and make e-payment tax. It saves our
golden time, energy and cost and also reduces our
tension and continuous advancement in technology
makes it more simple and effective.
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Electronic commerce or business is more than just another way to sustain or enhance existing business
practices. Rather, e-commerce is a paradigm shift. It is a “disruptive   innovation that is radically changing
the traditional way of doing business. Ecommerce is showing tremendous business growth in our country.
Increasing internet users have added to its growth. Ecommerce has helped online travel industry in many
ways and added a new sales avenue through online retail industry in our country. The present study has been
undertaken to describe the present status and facilitators of E-Commerce in India, analyze the present
trends of E-Commerce in India and examine the barriers of E-Commerce in India.
KEYWORDS:Ecommerce, Increasing internet users.
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Introduction
What is Electronic Commerce?
E-commerce is a general terms that refers to the use
of electronic communication to do business.
· Specifically, the transfer of information (transaction),
over the internet.
· Demand    for information
Cover a range of different type of business from
consumer based retail sites, through auction
exchanges trading goods or services between
corporations.
 

           
  

 

 

 

 

 
 

         Market             
intermediaries 

Supply      for 
information 

Definition of Electronic Commerce
“The buying  and selling of products and services by
Businesses and consumers thought an electronic
medium without using any paper documents .E-
Commerce is windy  considered the buying and selling
of product over the internet but any transaction  that
is completed solely through electronic measures can
be considered e-commerce.”
“This revolution is known as electronic commerce,
which is any purchasing or selling through an

electronic communication medium. Internet based
commerce, in general, and Web based commerce, in
particular, are important sub-disciplines of electronic
commerce”
* History of Electronic Commerce
The first application of electronic commerce was
Electronic Fund Transfer. Which weredevelopedinthe
early 1970s. By using this application, funds can be
routed electronically from one organization to another
organization. However, there was a limitation of this
application as only large corporation or financial
institutionare capable of using it. Later Electronic
Fund Transfer which only dealt with financial
transactions further developed and expanded to
Electronic Data interchange. Though electronic data
interchange, not only financial institution but also
manufacturers, retailers, services and many other
types of businesses can transfer routine documents.
After EDI, Inter – organizational system application
including travel reservation systems and stock trading
were emerged as a strategic value to business.
However, more than any other application of
Electronic Commerce, Internet has been the most
influential application since its origins in the early
1960s, when US Department of Defence developed
computer network system. In early stage, the use of
Internet was limited to technical audience of
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government agencies and academic researchers and
scientists. However, the terms of Electronics
Commerce was winely used in the early 1990s when
the internet became commercialized and users began
to participate in the World Wide Web. Since middle
of 1990s, due to the development of new networks,
protocols, and Electronic Commerce software,
Electronic Commerce application rapidly expanded
and this brings the appearance of a large number of
Internet based dot-com.
The widespread use of Electronic Commerce
applications brings new market environments to
exiting companies and Internet enable almost
everymedium and large sized organization in the world
to have web presence. Furthermore, Internet allows
large corporation to create comprehensive portals
which all stakeholders including employees, business
partners and public can access corporate information
Accordingly, Internet user experienced the
development of many innovative application, ranging
from online direct sales to e-learning experience.
Interestingly, the emphasis of Electronics Commerce
shifted from Business to  Business to Consumer
transactions to Business to Business transaction in
1999.Furthermore,the emphasis was transferred and
expanded to more wide range of transactions such
as B2E transactions, e-commerce, e-government, e-
learning and m-Commerce from B2B transactions
recently and this trend will be continued and more
wide range Electronic commerce transaction will be
appeared due to the emergence various different
types of Internet based companies in the future.
*  E-Commerce and performance measurement
The ability to measure the effectiveness of e-
commerce investments is an important step for SME
e-commerce development and can influence
recognition of benefits. SMEs with have high levels
of identified benefits are more likely to be satisfied
with their e-commerce activities
State that very little empirical data exists to measure
the characteristics and scale of internet based
initiatives and their subsequent effects on organization
performance. While considerable investment are
being made in e-commerce, practitioners and
researchers are struggling to determine how to

measure e-commerce initiative mainly due to the
complexity involved in determining what data to
collect and the difficulty of collecting the data.
Organization are under increasing pressure to find
reliable means to ensure that they benefit from their
e-commerce investment. Organization Lack a
defined framework for measuring readiness,
assessingpotential impact and identifying the mediocre
e-business initiatives.
In their research on web based systems, found that
the systems effectiveness and efficiency was not
generally measured. This finding, mapping a previous
study was undertaken by the same author, indicated
that the system was considered successful by virtue
of it still being operational. Claim that organization
conducting e-commerce have limited ability to
measure their performance measurement should
extend beyond the mere measurement of technology.
There is lack of understanding of how to measure
the benefits and costs of e-commerce systems, a
view which is supported. The key qualities of e-
commerce, Such as convenience, diversity
andeffortlessness of access of information are
complex to measure.
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E-commerce is trading of products and service through the medium of internet. In this paper we present
factors that are fuelling growth in e-commerce sector in India. The methodology of study is from secondary
sources such as articles, journals, reports, papers, blogs and conference proceeding. E-commerce one of the
highest growing business ,with India having great market potential for investment. There has been surge in
investment since last year and more is expected in coming years. The rapid growth in use of mobile and
internet users has facilitated e-commerce business in both urban and rural cities. The topics covered include
the terms study of commerce, key drivers of growth, market growth potential, investment, retail market,
internet regulations, key challenges and future of e-commerce.
Key words:  E-commerce, Retail, Sales, Investment, Internet Regulation.
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INTRODUCTION
Electronic commerce is a powerful concept and
process that has fundamentally changes the current
human life. Electronic commerce is one of the main
criteria of revolution of  Information Technology and
communication in the field of economy. This style of
trading due to the enormous benefits for human has
spread rapidly.Certainly can be claimed that electronic
commerce is canceled many of the limitations of
traditional business.For example, from and
appearance of traditional business has fundamentally
changed. These changes are basis for any decision
in the economy. Existence of virtual markets,
passages and stores that have not occupy any physical
space allowing access and circulation in these
markets for a moment and anywhere in the word
without leaving home is possible. Select and order
goods that are placed in virtual shop windows at
unspecified parts of the world and also are advertising
on virtual networks and payment is provided through
electronic services, all of these options have been
caused that electronic commerce is considered the
miracle of our century.
DEFINITION
“Electronic commerce is the symbiotic integration of
communication, data management, and security

capabilities to allow business application within
different organizations to automatically exchange
information related to the sale of goods and services”
“Interaction between communication systems, data
management systems and  security.  Which because
of them exchange commercial information in relation
to the sale products or services, will be available, so
the definition, the main components of electronic
commerce are: communication systems,
datamanagement systems and security.”
E-Commerce Categories
There are 5 General E-Commerce Categories:
 Business to Consumer (B2C) e-commerce.
 Business to Business (B2B) e-commerce.
 Business to Government (B2G) e-commerce.
 Consumer to consumer (C2C) e-commerce.
 Business processes that support buying and selling

activities
  HISTORY
In the 1970s, the term electronic commerce referred
to electronic data exchange for sending business
documents such as purchase order and voices
electronically. Later, with the development of this
industry the term of electronic commerce is used to
business of goods and services via the web. When
the first world wide web was introduced in 1994 as a
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comprehensive, many well known researchers have
been predicated this type of business the web based
business will became son an important in the world
economy, but it took four year that http based
protocols should be widely available to users.
The first electronic commerce created in USA and
some European countries in 1998. These types of
business are formed with beginner and unprofessional
websites and it has been expanded rapidly. Electronic
commerce was spread rapidly in most cities in
America, Europe and East Asia in 2005.  Some say
dates of electronic commerce return to prior of the
internet, but due to costs of this style of business,
only business and financial institutions and
corporations could use it. But with the widespread
use of the internet to all of the people and change the
structure of electronic commerce, this kind of business
from specific business case for a particular group
out and become the industrial form.
Growth of  Electronic Commerce
The Electronic Commerce has grown rapidly for the
last decade and with such a large base of potential
users, increasing number of organizations worldwide
have realized its potential of Electronic Commerce
to boost their business. The growth of Electronic
Commerce is mainly due to the growth of number of
Internet users and Electronic Commerce market size.
  Internet Users
The use of the Internet, in particular the World Wide
Web (WWW), has proliferated rapidly since the initial
commercial application in 1994. According to Internet
world stats, which collected data from various sources
including Net Rating and International
Telecommunication Union (2005) around 1billion
people out of total 6.5 billion people were estimated
to have access to the Internet. The statistic give
information of internet user in selected countries as
of May 2015.

COUNTRIES USERS(MILLION) 
CHINA 483.18 

UNITED STATES 201.78 
INDIA 81.79 
JAPAN 73.66 

BRAZIL 64.54 
GERMANY 51.17 

UNITED KINGDOM 39.58 
 

(Source: Internet User 2015 Google)
Limitations of Electronic Commerce
The limitation of electronic commerce can be grouped
into technical and non-technical categories.
TECHNICAL LIMITATIONS OF ELECTRONIC
COMMERCE
The technical of limitation of electronic commerce
are as follows:
 There is insufficienttelecommunication

bandwidth.
 The software development tools are still evolving

and changing rapidly.
 It is difficult to integrate the Internet and

electronic commerce software with some exiting
application and databases.

 Vendors may needs special Web servers and
other infrastructure, in addition to the network
servers.

 Some electronic commerce software might not
fit with hardware, or may be incompatible with
some operating systems or other components.

 As time passes, these limitation will lessen or be
overcome, appropriate planning can minimize their
impact.

NONTECHNICAL LIMITATIONS
Of the many nontechnical limitations that slow the
spread of electronic commerce, the following are the
major ones.
 Cost and justification The cost of developing

electronic commerce in house can be very high,
andmistake due to lack of experience may result
in delays. There are many opportunities for.
Outsourcing, but where and how to do it is not a
simple issue. Furthermore, to justify the system
one must deal with some intangible benefits, which
are difficult to quantify.

 Security and privacy These issue are especially
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important in the B2C area, especially security
issue which are perceived to be more serious
than they really are when appropriate encryptions
is used. Privacy measures are constantly
improved. Yet, the customers that online
transactions and privacy are, in fact, very secure.

 Lack of trust and user resistance Customers do
not trust an unknown faceless seller, paperless
transaction and electronic money . So switching
from physical to virtual stores may be difficult.

 Other limiting factors. Lack of touch and feel
online. Some customers like to touch items such
as clothes and like to know exactly what they
are buying.

 Many legal issue are as yet unresolved. And
government regulation and standards are not
refined enough for many circumstances.

 Electronic commerce, as a discipline, is still
evolving and changing rapidly. Many people are
looking for a stable area before they enter into it.

 There are not enoughsupport services. For
example copyright clearance centers for
electronic commerce transactions do not exist,
and high-quality evaluators, or qualified electronic
commerce tax experts, are rare.

 In most application there are not yet enough seller
and buyers for profitable electronic commerce
operations.

Despite these limitation, rapid progress in electronic
commerce is taking place. For example, the number
of people in the United states who buy and sell stocks
electronically increased from 300,000 at the beginning
of 1996 to about 10 million in fall 1999. As experience
accumulates and technology improves, the ratio of
electronic commerce benefits to costs will increase,
resulting in a greater rate of electronic commerce
adoption. The potential benefits may not convincing
enough reasons to start electronic commerce
activities.
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The Goods And Service Tax Bill Or GST Bill Officially Known As The Constitution [One Hundred and
Twenty Second Amendment Bill 2014] Proposes A National Value Added Tax To Be Implemented In India
From April 2016. “Goods And Service Tax” Would Be Comprehensive Indirect Tax On Manufacture, Sale
And Consumption Of Goods And Services Throughout India, To Replace Taxes Levied By The Central And
State Government. Goods And Service Tax Would Levied And Collected At Each Stage Of Sale Or Purchase
Of Goods Or Services Based On The Input Tax Credit Method. This Method Allows GST-Registried Business
To Claim Tax Credit To The Value Of GST The Paid On Purchase Of Goods Or Service As Part Of Their
Normal Commercial Activity. Taxable Goods And Service Are Not Distinguished From One Another And
Are Taxed At A Single Rate In A Supply Chain Till The Goods Or Service Reach The Consumer, Administration
Responsibility Would Generally Rest With A Single Authority To Levy Tax On Goods And Service. Export
Would Be Zero Rated And Import Would Be Levied The Same Taxes As Domestic Goods And Service
Adhering to The Destination Principle The Simplicity Of The Tax Should Lead To Easier Administration
And Enforcement. From The Customer Point Of View The Biggest Advantage Would Be In Terms Of
Reduction In The Overall Tax Burden On Goods Which Is Currently Estimated At 25%-30%.
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Introduction:-
GST Is Abbreviation For Goods And Service Tax.
GST Is Also Known As Value Added Tax (Vat) In
Few Countries. GST/Vat Is Consumption Based Tax
Where In The Basic Principle Is To Tax The Value
Addition At The Each Business Stage To Achieve
This Tax Paid On Purchase Is Allowed As A Set
Off/Credit Against Liability On Output/Income.
International GST Was First Introduced In France
and Now More Than 150 Countries Have Introduced
GST Most of The Countries Depending on Their Own
Socio-Ecomic Fromation Have Introduced National
Level GST Or Dual GST.
GST In India:-
India Is Proposing To Implement ‘Dual GST’ In Dual
GST Regime All The Transaction Of Goods And
Service Made For A Consideration Would Attract
Two Levies:-
*    Central Level(Direct Tax)
 Excise Duty
 Service Tax

 Sales Tax/Vat/CST
 Excise Duty Levied On Medicinal And Toiletries

Preparation
 Surcharges And Cesses
* State Level(Indirect Tax)
 VAT/Sales Tax
 Entertainment Tax
 Luxury Tax
 Taxes On Lottery, Batting and Gambling
 Entry Tax Not In Lier Of Octroi
Rate of GST:-
Rate Of The GST Is One Of The Most Important
And Contentious Issue Before Are Understand What
Could Be The Rate Of Proposed GST The Current
Rated Of Indirect Taxes On Goods And Service
The Different Rate of Taxes on Goods and Service
Is Tabulated Below:-

Particulars Goods Service 
Excise Duty 12.50%          - 
VAT 12.50%          - 
CST 2%(Against form c)          - 
Local Body Tax 0.10% To 8%          - 
Service Tax        - 14% 
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GST Overview:-
GST Model For India
It Is Important Of Take Of Significant Administrative
Issue Involved In Designing An Effective GST Model
In A Federal System With Objective Of Having An
Overall Harmonious Structure Rates Together With
This There Is A Need For Upholding The Power Of
Central And State Government In Their Taxation
Metter’s. Further There Is Also The Need To Propose
A Model Thet Would Be Easily Implementable While
Being Generally Acceptable To Stakeholders
  When Will Be GST Introduced In India
In The Past The Government Quite A Few Times
Announced The Date To Introduced GST And The
Said Date Has Been Post Pond Again Earlier The
Date For Introduction Of GST Was April 2010 Then
It Become April 2011 And Then April 2012 And So
Today Even Astrologer Can’t Answer The Question
On Date Of Introduction Of GST Having Said The
Above Following Important Steps Show Government
Is Actively Working In GST.
A. 122nd Constitutional Amendment for GST Is

Already Passed By ‘Lok Sabha’ and Pending In
‘Rajya Sabha’.

B. Contract To Manage It Infrastructure Already
Awarded To Infosys.

C. GST Law Is Already Drafted And Available In
Public Domain.

Our Prime Minister Shree Narendra Modi and Finance
Minister Arun Jetly Has Repeatedly Assured That
New Proposed Date 1st April 2016 Will Be Followed.
How Does GST Work?
GST Is Tax on Goods and Service with
Comprehensive and Continues Chain of Set of
Benefits from the Producer’s Point and Service
Provider Point up To the Retailer’s Levels.
GST Benefits:-
1. GST Benefits Industry Trade And Agriculture
The GST Will Give More Relief To Industry Trade
And Agriculture Through A More Comprehensive And
Winder Coverage Of Input Tax Set Of And Service
Tax Set Off Subsuming Of Several Control And State
Taxes In The GST And Phasing Out Of GST.
2. GST Benefits The Exporters
The Subsuming Of Major Central And State Taxes

In GST Complete And Comprehensive Set Off Input
Goods And Services And Phasing Out Of Central
Sales Tax (CST) Would Reduce The Cost Of Locally
Manufactured Goods And Services. This Will
Increase The Competitiveness Of Indian Exports.
3. GST Benefits The Small Traders’/Entrepreneurs
The Present Threshold Prescribed In Different State
VAT Acts Below Which VAT Is Not Applicable
Varies From State To State. The Existing The Sold
Of Goods Under State VAT Is Rs.5,00,000 For A
Majority Of Bigger States And Lower The Sold
Across State Is Desirable And There For The
Empowered Committee Has Recommended That A
There hold Of Goods Annual Turnover Of
Rs.10,00,000 Both For Goods And Service For All
The State And Union Territories May Be Adopted
With Adequate Compensation For The State.
4. GST Benefit The Common Consumers
All The Cascading Effect On VAT And Service Tax
Will Be More Comprehensively Removed With A
Continuous Can Of Set Off From The Producer’s
Point To The Retailers That What Was Possible
Under The Remaining The Same The Burden Of
Tax Of Goods Would In General Full Under GST
And That Would Benefit The Consumers.
Salient Features Of the Proposed GST Model:-
 The Federal and State GST Will Both Be Livable

On Supply Of Goods And Service.
 Present Taxable Event Of Manufacture For

Central Excise And Sale Of Goods For State
VAT, Will Have No Relevance.

 Elaborate Rules For Determining The Place And
Time Of Supply Of Goods And Service Will Be
Formulated.

 Budget 2009 Authorized The Central
Government To Formulate Such Rules Under
Present Service Tax Dispensation.

 Input Tax Credit(ITC)
 Full Credit Under The Central And State GST

Will Overrate In Parallel.
 Cross Utilization Of Credit Between Central GST

And State GST Not Permitted.
 Refund of Unutilized Accumulated ITC-Export.
 Tax Credit Mechanism
 Input Text Credit Would Be Available For
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Payment Of CGST And Input Tax Credit Of
SGST, Would Be Available For Payment Of
SGST, However Cross Utilization Of Tax Credit
Allowed In The Case Of Inter State Supply Of
Goods And Service Under IGST Model.

 Compliance
 Pan Based Identification Number With Two Extra

Digit To Distinguish Between Central And State
Level GST.

 One Periodic Return to Central and State.
 Crude and Petroleum Product, Tobacco and

Alcohol Will Likely Remain Outside GST.
 GST On Import
 Central and State GST on Imports to Replace

Counter Vailing Duty (CVD) And Additional
Duty of Customs Currently Levied On Import of
Goods As Part Of Customs Duties.

 GST Paid On Imports Available As Input Tax
Credit.

 Inter State Transaction
 Goods to Be Taxed In the Destination State.
 Zero Rating Of The Organizing State.
 Tax of the Importing State to Be Charged On

Interstate Supplies.
 Full Offset against State GST at the Time of

Supply in That State.
Why does introduction of GST at the time of
constitutional amendment?-
The Constitution Provides For Delineation Of Power
To Tax Between The Centre And State While The
Center Is Empower To Tax Service And Goods Up
To Production Stage The State Have The Power To
Tax Sale Of Goods. The State Do Not Have The
Power To Levy A Tax On Supply Of Service While
The Center Does Not Have Power Levy Tax On
The Goods, Thus The Constitution Does Not Vest
Express Power Either In The Central Or State
Government To Levy A Tax On The Supply Of Goods
And Service Moreover The Constitution Also Does
Not Empower The State To Impose Tax On Import.
There Fore It Is Essential To Have Constitutional
Amendment For Empowering The Central To Levy
Tax On Sale Of Goods And State For Levy Of
Service Tax And Tax On Import And Other
Consequential Issues.

Conclusion:-
Goods And Service Tax New Work In Central Level
And State Level This Act Basic Concept Is Addition
At The Each Business State GST Benefits To All
Consumer, Traders, Shareholder, Exporters And Also
Industry. Strong It Infrastructure Is Necessary to
Facilities Information Exchange GST Was Help to
Interstate Transaction.
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Since 1991, after economic reforms explicitly took place in India as a result of opening-up of the economy
with a view to integrate itself with the global economy, the need to facilitate international trade both through
policy and procedure reforms has become the foundation stone of India’s trade and fiscal policies. Electronic
commerce (e-commerce) as part of the information technology revolution became widely used in the world
trade in general and Indian economy in particular. With advancements in technology, there have been changes
in the methodology for business transactions. India, being a rapid adaptor of technology is apace with the
current scenario of electronic data exchanges and has taken to e-commerce. In view of this, this article tries
to present a snapshot of the evolution of e-commerce business indicating the chronological order, category
of e-commerce business, description of organizations involved in e-businesses in India, key characteristics
of the firms engaged in e-commerce application, to examine the growth of e-commerce in both physical and
financial terms, to evaluate the benefits obtained from e-business, to critically analyze the barriers and
constraints involved in flourishing e-commerce businesses in India and finally to develop a framework for
effective dissemination of e-commerce in India. The role of government should be to provide a legal framework
for e-commerce so that while domestic and international trade are allowed to expand their horizons, basic
rights such as privacy, intellectual property, and prevention of fraud, consumer protection etc are all taken
care of.

CURRENT TRENDS AND SCENARIO OF E-COMMERCE
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* Karan H. Raysinghani

CURRENT TRENDS AND SCENARIO
1. E-commerce: A Boon for the Current
Economic Downturn: By the end of 2011, the e-
commerce market in India had clocked close to Rs
50,000 cores. It is interesting to consider whether
the global economic downturn may have negatively
impacted the growth of e-commerce or possibly
accelerated it as consumers look to new online
channels which can often deliver greater value than
traditional stores. Today, even though there are less
than 10 million internet users who are actually
engaging in e-commerce activities, there are about
150 million internet users in India or around 75 million
households that are ready for e-commerce. The
growing reach in terms of internet connectivity to
the interiors of India coupled with the positive
experiences of end consumers when buying online
beyond the metros and big cities are key drivers of
the e-commerce boon in India. Businesses in even

the smallest towns and villages are becoming
increasingly aware of e-commerce and are excited
by the growth potential. The growth opportunity is
being closely examined by angel funds and venture
capital firms who are looking for opportunities to
invest in e-commerce start-ups. The e-commerce
landscape will continue to evolve rapidly as even more
new start-ups are launched addressing existing and
new market opportunities. E-commerce has already
rapidly evolved to encompass sectors including
women’s fashion, men’s fashion, shoes, followed by
accessories, groceries, sports, toys, home furnishings,
jewellery, automotive, bicycles, electronics and
electrical equipment etc. It is becoming increasing
difficult to identify consumer needs that are not now
served to some extent online. Innovative merchants
will however find new ways to add value to the online
experience and offer an increasingly personal service
to the growing volume of online consumer
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2. E-commerce: Boon to the economy: The key
reasons for the success of e-commerce, success are
summarized below.
Shopping 24x7: E-commerce facilitates shopping
anytime, anywhere and for almost anything desired.
Busy consumers prefer this to the restrictions of when
a mall/shop is open and the need to physically travel
to a shop. Online business takes shopping a step
further by taking itself to the customer creating
conveniences of shopping anywhere and at anytime.
Reduced operational cost: Since the entire
business can be moved online, the need for physical
stores has become obsolete. Less infrastructural
investment and associated labour costs drives up the
profit margin. The seller can then transfer this benefit
to the customer in the form of discounted pricing
which boosts the appeal of online shopping.
Easy to compare: It is far easier and quicker to
compare prices of goods online, equipping the
customer with the information to decide the right price
or terms for themselves. The comparison is not
restricted to items from a single seller, or a single
region. One can explore products across global
markets via e-commerce.
Safe & secure: Customers can trust the process of
going online and purchasing only when transactions
are fast, convenient and secure. A high degree of
integrity is possible only when the online electronic
payment provider is reputable and trustworthy. In
India, all payment transaction providers are required
to comply with the security requirements laid out by
the Reserve Bank of India making the system more
robust and reliable.
Increased reach for the merchant: Just as the
customer finds them able to venture across
geographic markets, the merchant too is able to
display his product to customers in new territories.
Market penetration also becomes far more achievable
with e-commerce; it is possible for a merchant in
Mumbai to extend his reach to north-eastern cities
or even rural villages that are now connected by the
online network.
Social media trend: In India, with the increasing
propensity of social media, businesses have now
begun to engage their customers on social networking

portals such as Facebook. Promotions, sales and new
products are increasingly showcased through such
channels and mobile apps are now available that
suggest products to users based on their profiles.
These are likely to be rapidly developing marketing
channels for the future. The e-commerce world is
changing rapidly in the digitized world. These e-
commerce developments may have been accelerated
by the global economic downturn which may be
driving consumers to find new ways of reducing their
costs of living. The online channel offers a clear value
proposition for both merchants and consumers making
it the most sought after and exciting business model
today ways of reducing their costs of living. The online
channel offers a clear value proposition for both
merchants and consumers making it the most sought
after and exciting business model today.
3. Future of E-COMMERCE in India : India is
developing rapidly and if development is to be
measured, how can we ignore the role of e commerce
in it. The internet user base in India might still be a
mere 100 million which is much less when compared
to its penetration in the US or UK but it’s surely
expanding at an alarming rate. The number of new
entrants in this sphere is escalating daily and with
growth rate reaching its zenith it can be presumed
that in years to come, customary retailers will feel
the need to switch to online business. Insights into
increasing demand for broadband services, rising
standards of living, availability of wider product
ranges, reduced prices and busy lifestyles reveal this
fact more prominently thereby giving way to online
deals on gift vouchers. Going by the statistics, the E
commerce market in India was worth about $2.5 billion
in 2009.
4. INDIA’s Prospectus  in E-commerce:
I. OPPORTUNITY FOR RETAILERS: A retailer
can save his existence by linking his business with
the on-line distribution. By doing so, they can make
available much additional information about various
things to the consumers, meet electronic orders and
be in touch with the consumers all the time. Therefore,
E-Commerce is a good opportunity.
II. OPPORTUNITY FOR WHOLE SALERS/
DISTRIBUTER: In the world of Ecommerce the
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existence of the wholesalers is at the greatest risk
because the producer can easily ignore them and sell
their goods to the retailers and the consumers. In
such a situation those wholesalers can take advantage
of E-Commerce who are capable of establishing
contractors with reputed producers and linking their
business with the on- line.
III. OPPORTUNITY FOR PRODUCERS:
Producers can take advantages of e-commerce by
linking themselves with on-line, by giving better
information about their products to the other links in
the business chain and by a having a brand identity.
IV. OPPORTUNITY FOR PEOPLE: As more
people are getting linked with E-commerce, the
demand for centre providing internet facility or cyber
cafe is also increasing. Hence, the people who wish
to take advantage of it can establish cyber and have
their benefits.
5. Experts view about future Growth of E-
commerce in INDIA :  Leading e-commerce portals
in the country include Flipkart.com,
Futurebazaar.com, EBay. in, Homeshop18.com,
Snapdeal.com, Indiaplaza.com, Starcj.com,
Amazon.com, Fashionandyou.com,
Rediffshopping.com., inkfruit.com, myntra.com,
futurebazaar.com, yebhi.com, zoomin.com and
hushbabies.com. The online retail segment is expected
to report strong growth in the coming years owing to
growing Internet consumer base thanks to increasing
use of smart phones, laptops/PCs and availability of
Internet in the remotest part of the country.
6. Distinct categories of E-commerce: E-
commerce, which primarily refers to buying, selling,
marketing and servicing of products or services over
internet is classified into B2B (Business to Business),
B2C (Business to Consumer) and C2C (Consumer
to Consumer) and C2B(Consumer to Business).
Four distinct categories of electronic commerce can
be identified as follows:
a) Business-to-business (B2B): B2B transactions are
largely between industrial manufacturers, partners,
and retailers or between companies. Business-to-
Business refers to the full spectrum of e-commerce
that can occur between two organizations. Among
other activities, B2B ecommerce includes purchasing

and procurement, supplier management, inventory
management, channel management, sales activities,
payment management, and service and support.
b) Business-to-Consumer (B2C):  B2C transactions
take place directly between business establishments
and consumers. Although business-to-business
transactions play an important part in e-commerce
market, a share of e-commerce revenues in
developing countries like India is generated from
business to consumer transactions. Business-to-
Consumer e-commerce refers to exchanges between
businesses and consumers, e.g., Amazon.com,
Yahoo.com and Schwab.com. Similar transactions
that occur in business-to business e-commerce also
take place in the business-to-consumer context.
c) Consumer-to-Consumer (C2C):  C2C sites don’t
form a very high portion of web-based commerce.
Most visible examples are the auction sites. Basically,
if someone has something to sell, then he gets it listed
at an auction sites and others can bid for it. Consumer-
to-Consumer exchanges involve transactions
between and among consumers. These exchanges
may or may not include third-party involvement as in
the case of the auction-exchange eBay.
d) Consumer-to-Business (C2B):  Consumers can
band together to form and present themselves as a
buyer group to businesses in a consumer-to-business
relationship. These groups may be economically
motivated as with the demand aggregator,
Mercata.com, or socially oriented as with cause-
related advocacy at voxcap.com.
7. Growth and Prospects of E-Commerce in
India : E-commerce in India is still in budding stage
but it offers extensive opportunity in developing
countries like India. Highly intensed urban areas with
very high literacy rates, an enormous rural population
with fast increasing literacy rate, a rapidly growing
internet user base, technology advancement and
adoption and such other factors make India a dream
destination for e-commerce players. Moreover,
stumpy cost of personal computers, an emergent
installed base for Internet use and a progressively
more competitive Internet Service Provider (ISP)
market has added fuel to the fire in augmenting e-
commerce growth in Asia’s second most populous
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nation. India’s eCommerce industry is on the growth
curve and experiencing a surge in growth. The Online
Travel Industry is the biggest segment in eCommerce
and is flourishing largely due to the Internet-savvy
urban population. The other segments, categorized
under online non-travel industry, include e-Tailing
(online retail), online classifieds and Digital
Downloads (still in a blossoming stage). The online
travel industry has some private players such as
Makemytrip, Cleartrip and Yatra as well as a strong
government presence in terms of IRCTC, which is a
successful Indian Railways initiative. The online
classifieds segment is broadly divided into three
sectors; Jobs, Matrimonial and Real Estate. Mobile
Commerce is also growing rapidly and proving to be
a stable and secure supplement to eCommerce due
to the record growth in mobile user base in India, in
recent years. Growth drivers and barriers are present
in equal measures for new eCommerce ventures.
A description by the Internet and Mobile Association
of India has exposed that India’s e-commerce market
is mounting at an average rate of 70 percent annually
and has grown over 500 percent since 2007. The
current estimate of US$ 6.79 billion for year 2010 is
way ahead of the market size in the year 2007 at
$1.75 billion. The following chart depicts the growth
of E-commerce in India in the last couple of years.

Years Total E-Commerce 
Transactions (in 
Million $) 

1998-99 31.38 
1999-00 103.84 
2007-08 1750.00 
2008-09 3015.00 
2009-10 4230.00 
2010-11 6790.00 
2011-12 10000.00 
 (Table: Growth of e-commerce in India)

Global Trade: E-commerce is one of the major
factors in the globalization of business. Other factors
include decreases in trade barriers, globalization of
capital markets, the movement toward International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), and Internet
financial reporting. Internet financial reporting has
been particularly helpful to e-commerce companies

(Hunter and Smith 2008). IFRS is a global standard
for accounting and financial reporting (Smith 2008).
The annual growth rate of e-commerce globally has
been estimated as high as 28 percent, while some
individual countries have much higher growth rates.
For example, in India, which has a younger than
average market, the e-commerce growth rate has
been projected as high as 51 percent.
Virtual Businesses: As a result of e-commerce,
business firms now have the ability to become virtual
businesses. A virtual business is a modular structure
of multiple individual business firms connected via
online computer technology. The individual firms
making up the virtual business are networked, which
enables sharing of skills, costs, and access to markets.
An individual business firm contributes only its core
competencies. The value of a virtual business is that
they have the flexibility required to seize new
opportunities and be competitive in a complex market.
Lower search costs:  The Internet is likely to bring
about low search costs and high price transparency.
When competitors simply publish their prices on the
Internet, it is possible to design search engines that
will monitor prices across different websites, and this
will be further facilitated by the growth of protocols
such as XML. Such price transparency may facilitate
collusion. Internet technology could potentially offer
an ideal micro-climate for collusion, due to increased
communication and transparency in the market, as
well as the potential for more frequent market
interactions. In particular, collusion concerns may
arise with respect to market design and ownership
within both online marketplaces and joint Internet sales
ventures.
1. Category of e-commerce and its trendy uses
in India : Today, E-commerce is an essence in Indian
society and it has become an integral part of our daily
life. There are websites providing any number of
goods and services. There are those, which provide
a specific product along with its allied services Multi-
product e-commerce. These Indian E-commerce
portals provide goods and services in a variety of
categories.
i) Automobiles and e-commerce: On these sites, we
can buy and sell four wheelers and two-wheelers,
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new as well as used vehicles, online. Some of the
services they provide are: Car research and reviews,
Online evaluation, Technical specifications, Vehicle
Insurance, Vehicle Finance.
ii) Online Trading in Stocks & Shares and e-
commerce- Online stock trading activity is gaining
momentum in India. Services offered by the online
stock trading companies include online buying and
selling of stocks and shares, market analysis and
research, details of companies, comparison of
companies, and research on equity and mutual funds,
customer services through email and chat. Online
trading also has an added advantage of real time stock
trading without calling or visiting the broker’s office.
Major online stock trading websites in India include:
ICICIDirect.com, Sherkhan.com, Indiabulls.com,
5Paisa.com, Motilal Oswal Securities, HDFC
Securities, Reliance Money, IDBIPaisaBuilder,
Religare, and Kotak Securities.
iii) Real estate and e-commerce- There are a number
of real estate portals and sites that provide
information to users regarding the property they wish
to buy/sell. This information includes properties
available for sale/purchase, the cost, location, etc.
They provide information on new properties as well
as properties for resale. One can deal directly with
developer through consultant. Allied services: Housing
Finance, Insurance companies, Architects & Interior
Designers, NRI services, Packers &Movers. Some
of the popular real estate portals include:
Indiaproperty.com, 99acres.com, Magicbricks.com,
and Makaan.com.
iv) Travel & tourism and e-commerce- Use of e-
commerce in India is increasing in the travel segment.
India has a rich history and heritage and e-commerce
is instrumental, to a large extent, in selling India as a
product, encouraging Indians as well as foreigners to
see its multifaceted culture and beauty. The tourist
destination sites are categorized according to themes
like: Adventure - trekking, mountain climbing etc, Eco-
Themes pertains to jungles, flora and fauna. Online
travel industry is expected to be worth US $6 billion
in 2010. IRCTC is the most successful eCommerce
initiative in India. It has contributed Rs 340 Million to
the total eCommerce business of Rs 900 Million. The

Indian Travel Ministry has introduced a travel portal
called Incredible India. This portal is a big success
as tourists can easily contact travel agents, tour
operators and hoteliers easily. This portal has also
caused a surge in medical tourism to India. By the
year 2010, the medical tourism market in India is
expected to be around US$ 2 million. Other travel
portals include Makemytrip, Yatra, Cleartip, and
Travelguru. Makemytrip has targeted revenue of Rs
230 Million for the financial year ending March 2010.
v) Gifts and e-commerce- In the bygone days, one
had to plan what to gift a loved one, trudge across to
your favorite shop, and browse for hours before
purchasing a gift. The gifts are categorized as:
Collectibles like paintings and sculptures, Luxury
items like leather goods, perfumes, jewelry boxes,
etc, household curios and carpets, etc, Toys & games,
Chocolates, Flowers, Woodcraft & metal-craft.
vi) Hobbies and e-commerce- The most popular
hobbies from time immemorial are reading, music and
films. The books cover a wide range of topics like
Business, Art, Cookery, Engineering, Children’s
Stories, Health, Medicine, Biographies, Horror, Home
& Garden, etc.
vii) Matrimony and e-commerce- Matrimony
eCommerce portals provide the seekers appropriate
information regarding the prospective matches, region
of their residence, their religion, caste, etc. Allied
services are also provided to the listed members. It
is said that marriages are made in heaven, but in the
world of E-commerce they are made on marriage
portals. One can search for a suitable match on their
websites by region of residence (India or abroad),
religion or caste. Allied services for registered
members: Astrological services, Information on
Customs and Rituals, Legal issues, Health & Beauty,
Fashion & Style, Wedding Planners. These services
include: astrology, information on customs and rituals,
legal issues, health and beauty, fashion, wedding
planners, etc. Some of the leading matrimony portals
in India include: Shaadi.com, Jeevansathi, com,
Bharatmartimony.com, Indiamatrimony.com, and
Simplymarry.com, and LifepartnerIndia.com.
viii) Employment and e-commerce- Another area
where eCommerce is widely used is that of
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employment. Internet has simplified the process of
search for ‘right people on the right job’. There are a
number of web portals and sites that match a
prospective employer’s requirements with that of
candidates applying for that job. Two major portals
like www.Monsterindia.com and www.naukri.com
(meaning job.com in Hindi) are instrumental in
providing job seekers with suitable employment at
the click of a mouse. The service for job seekers is
free and for Employers they charge a nominal fee.
Jobs are available online in fields ranging from
secretarial to software development, and from real
estate to education.
ix) E-Tailing or Online Retailing and e commerce-
Due to improved broadband connections and
increased penetration of credit card facilities to a
wider population, e-Tailing or online retailing is
witnessing a substantial growth. Internet retailers
provide a wide range of facilities to the consumers,
including discounted prices, comparison of product
features offered by various vendors, areas where the
products can be procured, etc. Currently, the online
retail industry in India is estimated to be worth Rs
110 Million. By 2013, India is expected to have the
third largest internet user base, which improves the
prospects of online purchases. Some of the retail
stores offering online retail facilities include:
Reliance’s Rmoneymall, Pantaloon’s
FutureBazaar.com, Videocon’s eDigiworld.com,
Vishalmart’s Vishalmegamart.com, and the Tata
Group’s Westside. Some of the popular job sites in
India include: Naukri, Monster India, Times Jobs,
Careerjet, Naukri Hub, Career India, Bixee,
ClickJobs, CareerAge, and Freshersworld.
x) Online Advertisements and e commerce- The
Indian population accesses the internet from home,
office, and cybercafés. There is a large segment of
population that is fast adapting to internet. Advertisers
have identified the internet as a medium for enhancing
the awareness for their business activities. Online
advertising in India is expected to cover all
organizations and their products. The online
advertisement industry grew to Rs 3250 million in
India, accounting for 38% growth rate in 2008-2009.
The growth rate for the year 2009-2010 is expected

to be 32% which amounts to Rs 4300 million.
2. Barriers to e-commerce in India
i). Payment Collection: When get paid by net
banking, one has to end up giving a significant share
of revenue (4% or more) even with a business of
thin margin. This effectively means one parting away
with almost half of profits. Fraudulent charges, charge
backs etc. all become merchant’s responsibility and
hence to be accounted for in the business model. ii).
Logistics: Businesses have to deliver the product, safe
and secure, in the hands of the right guy in right time
frame. Regular post doesn’t offer an acceptable
service level; couriers have high charges and limited
reach. Initially, one might had to take insurance for
high value shipped articles increasing the cost.
iii). Vendor Management: However advanced
system may be, vendor will have to come down and
deal in an inefficient system for inventory
management. This will slow down drastically. Most
of them won’t carry any digital data for their products.
No nice looking photographs, no digital data sheet,
no mechanism to check for daily prices, availability
to keep your site updated.
iv). Taxation: Octroi, entry tax, VAT and lots of state
specific forms which accompany them. This can be
confusing at times with lots of exceptions and special
rules. v). Excessive pricing in e-commerce markets:
Over the short term, excessive pricing is unlikely to
be a major issue for e-commerce companies. Few
e-commerce operations are currently making any
profits, let alone excessive profits. Over the longer
term, however, excessive pricing may become a
serious concern for those e-commerce companies
that develop dominant positions in their relevant
markets.
vi). Collusion: One of the most widely held
competition concerns relating to e-commerce is that
it may facilitate such collusive behaviour. Much of
the recent discussion of this issue has focussed on
the development of B2B online marketplaces that are
co-owned by a number of significant market
participants. More generally, there are a number of
characteristics of e-commerce that might be expected
to facilitate collusion, even in the absence of joint
ventures and online marketplaces.
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vii).Cyber crime in E-Commerce: Cyber crime is
a key alarm that consumers have regarding e-
commerce. No one wants to become a victim of
cyber crime, which is a real hazard to e-commerce.
Cyber crime is an e-crime. Cyber crime is a criminal
act that involves computers and networks. Cyber
crime includes criminal acts such as computer viruses,
phishing, and denial of service attacks that cause e-
commerce websites to lose revenues. Understanding
and defending against cyber crime is critical for
companies involved in e-commerce.
CONCLUSION
The bursting of the dotcom bubble has made several
companies apprehend that doing business on the
Internet is not as easy at it sounds. Undoubtedly, the
power of the Internet to reach any part of the world
holds terrific potential for enhancing international trade
and boosting global economy. However, just as every
coin has a flip side; it has been observed that doing
business on the Internet also has risks and legal issues
associated with it. The rapid pace of e-commerce
development has generally left the legal system
struggling to keep up and gasping for breath. In much
the same way as companies doing ecommerce must
invent new business procedures and rules, the legal
system is trying to adapt existing laws to fit new
settings where it is simply unclear how these laws
will apply. In the midst of this legal turmoil, India is
one of the few countries across the globe that has
enacted an e-commerce legislation. However, much
more is needed to effectively regulate the tangled
web. Effective risk management strategies coupled
with adequate legal documentation will go a long way
in protecting e-commerce companies. Although the
Internet is a goldmine, without adequate legal
protection, it could become a landmine. Nevertheless,
with the rapid expansion of internet, e-commerce is
set to play a very important role in the 21st century,
the new opportunities that will be thrown open, will
be accessible to both large corporations and small
companies. The role of government should be to
provide a legal framework for e-commerce so that
while domestic and international trade are allowed to
expand their horizons, basic rights such as privacy,
intellectual property, and prevention of fraud,

consumer protection etc are all taken care of.
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Customer Relationship Management in banks mainly focuses on customer acquisition, retention and customer
development through personalization and customization. The central component of a CRM solution is generally
the creation of a single shared customer database – allowing information to be collected once but used many
times. Objective of the research is to identify the most important factor for CRM activity in banks with
respect to perceived and expected service quality of customers and efforts made by the bank to fulfill it. A
questionnaire consisting of close ended questions, Likert scale and checklist and rank order, and dichotomous
questions was designed and tested to capture the customer relationship management practices done by the
different banks like, public sector banks, private banks, foreign banks and co-operative banks and to check
the customer perception about service quality provided by banks
Key words: customer relationship management, service quality, servequel
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INTRODUCTION
Banks and financial institutions are recognizing that
they can no longer look at a consumer from a specific
product or snapshot perspective but must encompass
the entire customer relationship to fully understand a
client’s profitability. From a strategic standpoint, CRM
mobilizes resources around customer relationships
rather than product groups and fosters activities that
maximize the value of lifetime relationships. From an
operational standpoint, CRM links business processes
across the supply chain from back-office functions
through all touch points, enabling continuity and
consistency across a customer relationship. From an
analytical standpoint, CRM is a host of analytical data
tools that enable banks to fully understand customer
segments, assess and maximize lifetime value of each
customer, model “what-if” scenarios, predict
customer behaviours, and design and track effective
marketing campaigns.According to a RBI road-map,
India will have a competitive banking market after
2009. As one of the most attractive emerging market
destinations, India will see foreign banks come in,
what with more freedom to come in, grow and

acquire.
Therefore, it is imperative that Indian banks wake up
to this reality and re-focus on their core asset — the
customer. A greater focus on Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) is the only way the banking
industry can protect its market share and boost
growth.
CRM would also make Indian bankers realise that
the purpose of their business is to “create and keep a
customer” and to “view the entire business process
as consisting of a tightly integrated effort to discover,
create, and satisfy customer needs.” CRM is variously
misunderstood as a fancy sales strategy, an expensive
software product, or even a new method of data
collection. It is none of these. It does not happen
simply by buying the software and installing it. For
CRM to be truly effective, it requires a well-thought-
out initiative involving strategy, people, technology,
and processes. Above all, it requires the realisation
that the CRM philosophy of doing business should be
adopted incrementally with an iterative approach to
learn at every stage of development.
Literature review: “The act of taking the first step
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is what separates the winners from the losers” this
what the crm do make a service provider different
from other. It has been well accepted that CRM is a
strategic initiative.  The emerging Indian markets
have been one of the most volatile and dynamic
markets of the world with a growing disposable
income shift in consumption patterns, global
competition, software revolutions, and growing rates
of technology adoptions. These fast growing
economies and changing business environment
provide the most suitable context to study the effects
of dynamic capability on CRM. there  are various
research conducted on crm which show it arrival,
need benefits and function According KARTIK
DAVE Customer Relationship has become backbone
for survival of organizations today. Effective
implementation of CRM Strategies can dramatically
improve relationship between banks and its customers
and enhance brand value while mitigating risk and
ensuring satisfactory returns. Banks should try to
enhance customer experience by providing right
information and services. The outcome of the
research shows that organizations are understanding
and embracing the concept of customization in a
customer service context. In addition, the importance
of customer service and relationship management is
highlighted as a requisite for business success along
with the use of information held on customers within
an organization. It is an approach that will be of value
to any bank seeking to build enduring customer
loyalty1. Not only this Kallol das, Jitesh Pramar,
Vijay Kumar Sadanand have done research on
“Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
Best Practices and Customer Loyalty A Study
of Indian Retail Banking” concluded that there
are 29 best practices which may be useful to the
organizations towards achieving comprehensive crm
deployment. The deployment was done on 3 banks
types. While, the conclusion discloses the fact that
no banks is perfect, short coming do remains in each
banks with respect to the deployment of the crm best
practices though degree varies, particularly pus banks
like SBI and bob are much legging then others also,
they revealed by their case study that implementation
of crm retail banks did not result in the increase in

loyalty levels of the profitable customer segment, this
fact was ear supported by levein and ciljander in
(20062)
Pooja Mengi (2009) in the emerging competitive
environment and IT era, with little or no distinction in
the product offering, it is the quality of service that
sets one bank apart from another. The banks need to
focus on other dimensions of SERVPERF such as
responsiveness, assurance and empathy which play
an important role in service quality. Superior
SERVQUAL performance will ensure maximum
customer satisfaction and also help in attaining
customer’s loyalty. Improved customer satisfaction
through SERVQUAL would result in a positive word-
of-mouth and consequently better customer
acquisition and retention3.
Research objectives
Objective:
To identify the most important factor for CRM activity
in banks with respect to perceived and expected
service quality of customers and efforts made by the
bank to fulfil it.
Research methodology:
We have collected primary data through close ended
questionnaire method, filled by consumers. Secondary
data means the data which are readily available from
different sources. We have gathered these data from
the websites, books and magazines.
Research Approach
For gathering primary data, we have used survey
approach, which is widely used method for data
collection and best suited for quantitative descriptive
type of research survey.
Research Instrument
For our research we have used questionnaire, which
is the most, common instrument used to collect the
primary data. A questionnaire consists of the set of
questions presented to the respondents for their
answers.
Questionnaire design:
The questionnaire has been designed using a blend
of close ended and open ended questions.
Close ended Questions: Facilitate prompt replies
where it is perceived that the respondents would need
choices retort over.
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Dichotomous:    Yes / No
Checklist : Multiple answer
Likert scale:
Ranking used: The various ranks
SAMPLING:
The sampling units are the banks customers.
Customers are taken from each sector (i.e. public
sector bank, private banks, foreign banks and co-
operative bank. Customers are from Ahmedabad,
Baroda and RajkotThe sampling units are the banks
customers. Customers are taken from each sector
(i.e. public sector bank, private banks, foreign banks
and co-operative bank. Customers are from
Ahmedabad, Baroda and Rajkot
For the purpose of research 360 customers from
different places have been surveyed.
We have taken 90 customers from each sector and
equal number (120) of customers is taken from each
city.
servqual model
Rank received by each dimension of SERVQUAL
Model for Public Sector Banks, Private Banks and
Foreign Banks and co-operative banks.
Public sector bank
(Footnotes)

The most important dimension was “Tangibility “.
The second most important dimension was
“responsiveness”.
The third most important dimension was “reliability”.
The forth important dimension was “Assurance”.
The least important dimension was “Empathy”.
Private bank

The most important dimension was “Assurance”.
The second most important dimension was
“Reliability& Empathy”.
The third most important dimension was
“Responsiveness”.
The forth important dimension was “Tangibility”
.Foreign Bank

The most important dimension was “Tangibility”.
The second most important dimension was
“Responsiveness”.
The third most important dimension was “Reliability”.
The forth important dimension was “Empathy”.
The least important dimension was “Assurance”.
Co-Operative Bank

The most important dimension was “Reliability”.
The second most important dimension was
“Assurance”.
The third most important dimension was
“Responsiveness& Tangibility”
The forth important dimension was “Empathy”.
If the industry persists in measuring and monitoring
the perceptual aspects of banking service quality, the
complementary aspects of basic outcome must be
tracked as well to ensure an appropriate and
satisfactory customer experience
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Above table shows the comparative servqual
dimension of public sector bank, private sector bank,
co-operative banks and foreign banks.  From above
graph it can be conclude that there is highly gap
between foreign banks and public banks in dimension
like tangibility and empathy. Foreign banks and private
banks are better in all dimensions than public and
cooperative banks perceived by the customers.
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5|:TFJGF ov
EFZTLI VY"T\+DF\ 5|tI1F lJN[XL D}0LZMSF6GL jIFbIF
HMJF HTF\ cc V[S VY"T\+GL lGJF;L jIlÉqV[SD äFZF4
VgI VY"T\+DFGF lGJF;L VF{nMULS ;FC;DF\4 SFIDL jIFH
D[/JJFGF pN[ŸXYL SZFI[,] ;ZCN 5FZG\] ZMSF6Pcc ßIFZ[ VgI
XaNMDF\ HMJF HTF\ ;LW] lJN[XL D}0LZMSF6 V[8,[ S[ cc
EFZT ACFZGF lGJF;LVM äFZF S[ H[ V[S lAG lGJF;L
V[SDqjIlÉ  K[P V[GF äFZF V[S EFZTLI S\5GLGL D}0LDF\
SZFI[,\] ZMSF6  K[P cc   F.D.I DF\  lJN[XL D}0LZMSF6SFZM
IHDFG N[XDF\ V:SIFDTMGL DFl,SL D[/J[ K[P V[8,\] H GlC
T[VM IHDFG N[XDFGF VF{nMULS ;FC;MGF\ jIJ:YF5GDF\
lG6"IM ,[JFGL 5|lS|IFG[ 5|EFlJT 56 SZL XS[ K[P V[8,[ S[
,F\AFUF/FGF\ D}0LZMSF6 VG[ jIJ:YF5GDF\ EFU ,[JFGL
A[ XZTMGF\ ;\NE" ;LW] lJN[XL D}0LZMSF6P
K[<,F A[ NFISFYL EFZT VG[ RLG H[JF 36F\ A3F lJS;TF
AHFZGF \ VY"T\+DF \ ;LWF lJN[XL D}0LZMSF6GF\
5|JFCDF\ B]A H JWFZM GM\WFIM K[P H[DF\ V[S IHDFG N[X
TZLS[ RLGV[ AC]ZFQ8=LI S\5GLVM DF8[ ;F{YL VFXF:5N
H6FI K[P ßIFZ[ D}0LZMSF6 DF8[ EFZT V[ lJ`JDF\ +LHF
:YFG[ K[P EFZTDF\  F.D.I 5FK/ S[8,FS DCtJGF  SFZ6M
ZC[,F K[P H[DF\ ZMHUFZL p5,aW SZJL4 GJL 8[SGM,MHL4
I\+M4 pt5FNG 5âlT4 8=Fg;OZ4 jIJ:YF5GDF\ ZMSF6SFZMG[
HM0TL S\5GLVMGL 5FZNlX"TFDF\ JWFZM VF TDFD SFZ6M
F.D.I V\TU"T ZC[,F  K[P
• F.D.I DF8[GL DCtJGL XZTM ov
EFZT ;ZSFZ äFZF !$ GJ[dAZ4 Z_!!GF ZMH Dl<8A|Fg0
1F[+[ 5! 8SF4 ßIFZ[ l;\U, A|Fg0 lZ8[,DF\ !__ 8SF ZMSF6
lJN[XL D}0LZMSF6SFZM DF8[ B]<,] D]SJFGL HFC[ZFT SZJFDF\
VFJL CTLP H[DF\ J{l`JS lZ8[, S\5GLVM H[JL S[ JM,DF8"4
8[:SM JU[Z[ S\5GLVM EFZTDF\ 5MTFGF :8M;" BM,L XSX[P
VFJL S\5GLVMGL EFULNFZL DF8[ 5! 8SF4 ßIFZ[ p0ŸIG 1F[+[
$) 8SF4 TYF 5|;FZ6 1F+[ *$ 8SF D\H]ZL VF5L CTLP VF
p5ZF\TPPPPPPP
• Dl<8A|F\g0 lZ8[,DF\ !_ SZM0 ;]WLG\] H ZMSF6 SZL XSX[P

• lJN[XL D}0LZMSF6GL 5_ 8SF 5C[,F TAÞFDF\ +6
JQF"DF\ A[\S V[g0 .gO=F:8=SRZDF\ ZMSJFGL ZC[X[P

• S\5GLVMV[ #_ 8SF DF, N[XDF\YL H BZLNJM 50[X[ T[DH
S[8,LS RLH J:T]VMG\] pt5FNG 56 N[XDF\ H SZJ\] 50X[P

• H[ XC[ZGL J:TL !_ ,FBYL JW] CMI T[JF H XC[ZMDF\
T[GF\ ZL8[, :8M;" BM,L XSX[P

• S'lQF pt5FNG BlZNJFGM 5C[,M VlWSFZ ;ZSFZGM ZC[X[P
• Dl<8A|Fg0 lZ8[, 1F[+[ :8M;" BM,JF AFAT[ H[ T[ ZFßI

;ZSFZGL D\H]ZL D[/JJFGL ZC[X[P
VFD4 p5ZMÉ XZTM VG[ lGIDM CMJF KTF\ T[GF\ S[8,FS
pNŸ[XM VG[ XZTM 56 HMJF D/L K[P
• F.D.I GF\ pN[ŸXM ov
EFZTDF\ ;LW] lJN[XL D}0LZMSF6GF\ ;\NE"DF \ NZ[S
S\5GLVM 5MTFGF X[Z CM<0ZGL ;\5l¿ JWFZJFGF 5|ItGM SZTF
CMI K[P T[DH 5[-LGF \ AHFZGF \ D}<IMDF \ JWFZM
SZJFGF\ 5|ItGM YTF CMI K[P EFZTLI VY"T\+DF\ T[GF
S[8,FS pN[ ŸXM HMJF D/[ K[P H[DF\ S], 50TZDF\ 38F0M4
5ZN[XL  pt5FNGGF \ ;FWGM GF \ p5IMUDF\ JWFZM4
AHFZGF SNDF \ lJ:TZ64 pt5FNGGL GJL 5[NFXM4
lJlGDINZGF\ ,FEMDF \ O [ZOFZM T[DH GOFSFZS GOFGM
JWFZM HMJF  D?IM K[P 5Z\T] F.D.I GF\  pN[ŸXMGL ;FY[ T[GL
S[8,LS EFZTLI VY"T\+ 5Z V;ZM 56 50TL HMJF D/L
K[P
EFZTDF\ 1F[+JFZ F.D.I G\] ZMSF6 ov
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• F.D.I GL VY"T\+ 5ZGL V;ZM ov
EFZTDF\  F.D.I GF\  SFZ6[ N[XDF\  VF\TZZFQ8=LI
J[5FZDF\ J'lâGL ;FY[v;FY[ T[GL V;ZM 56 ;HF". K[P
• lJN[XDF\YL l0lJ0g04 ZMI<8L4 VgI 8Ÿ [SlGS, OL GL

OZ[AN, GF \ ZMSF6 SZGFZ N[XDF \ YFI K[P H[GL
;LWL V;Z N[XGL ,[6N[6GL J[5FZT],F 5Z 50[ K[P

• F.D.I DF\  pt5FNG 5âlTDF\  HM.V[ TM N[X[
8[ŸSGM,MHLGL ãlQ8V[ VgI N[X 5Z VFWFZ ZFBJM 50[ K[P
T[DH VFJL 8[ŸSGM,MHL DF8[ :YFlGS N[X äFZF DM8L ZSDGL
R]SJ6LGL 56 XSITFVM JWL HFI K[P H[ N [XGF \
D}0LZMSF6 5Z V;ZM μEL SZ[ K[P

• T[DH VFIFT SZJFDF\ VFJ[,L 8[ ŸSGM,MHL HM N[XGF
:YFlGSMG[ p5IMU T[DH V6VFJ0T GF\ SFZ6[ TDG\]
G]SXFG N[X[ EMUJJ] 50[ K[P

• F.D.I DF\  lJN[XL S\5GLVM VFUDGGL ;FY[ T[VM 5MTFGM
H zDGM 5]ZJ9M ;FY[ ,FJ[ K[P H[YL :YFlGS N[XGF\ zDG[
GJL 8Ÿ[SGM,MHL XLBJFGM ,FE D/TM GYL H[YL T[VM A[SFZ
H ZC[ K[P 5lZ6FD[ A[SFZLGL V;Z ;HF"I K[P

• lJN[XL S\5GLVM äFZF pt5FlNT YTL J:T]VMG\] pt5FNG
D]<I JWFZ[ CMJFYL T[DGL 5[NFXM VG[ J:T]VM4 ;[JFVMG\]
D]<I B]A H JWFZ[ CMI K[P H[YL T[GL μ\RL lS\DT J;],
SZ[ K[P

• 36L ;ZSFZM äFZF VFIFTvlGSF;M 5Z 5|lTA\W
,FNJFDF\  VFjIF  K[P H[GF\  SFZ6[ F.D.I YL :YFlGS
5[NFXMGL p5HM JWTL GYLP

sZSD SZM0 ~l5IFDF\f

• F.D.I äFZF  VF{nMULS 1F[+DF\  pnMUMDF\  Z1F6
VF5JFGF\ C[T]YL 5MTFGF N[XGL DH]Z XlÉG[ V[8,[ S[
ZMHUFZLG\] ;H"G SZJFDF\ lGQO/TF 5|F%T Y. K[P SFZ6
S[ GJL 8[ŸSGM,MHLGF VEFJG[ SFZ6[ T[DH GJL 5âlTGF
VEFJG[ SFZ6[ H]GF SFDNFZMG[ K]8F SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
5lZ6FD[ DM8F5FIF 5Z A[SFZLGL U\ELZ V;Z ;HF"I
K[P

• lJN[XL ;LW] D]0LZMSF6 äFZF ZFHSLI VJZMWM 56 V[
U\ELZ ;D:IF K[P SFZ6 S[ JT"DFG ;ZSFZMGF \
ZFHSLI JR":J T[GM E}TSF/4 H[ T[ N[XG\] VF\TZZFQ8=LI
S1FFV[ ZFHSLI VFlY"S ;\NE"DF\ lR+ JU[Z[ lJ‘,[QF6
VlGJFI" AG[ K[P H[ N[XDF\ ZFHSLI Vl:YZTFG\] 5|DF6
JWFZ[ K[P

VFD4 ;LW] lJN[XL D}0LZMSF6 sFDI :- Foreign Direct
Investment) V[8,[ SM. N[XGF VF{nMULS ;FC; 5Z VgI
N[XMDF\ :Y5FI[,L VF{nMULS ;\:YFVM äFZF DFl,SL56FG\]
lGI\+6P N[XGF lJSF; VG[ VFIMHGGL jI]CZRGFDF\ FDI
VG[ VF\TZZFQ8=LI J[5FZ JrR[GF SFI"vSFZ6GM ;\A\W
S[gãDF\ ZC[ K[P HM ;LW] lJN[XL D}0LZMSF6G[ SFZ6[ IHDFG
N[XGL :YFlGS 5[-LVMGL lGSF;MDF\ 38F0M YFI TM T[ 38GF
N[XGF J[5FZvpnMU DF8[ G]SXFGSFZS ;FlAT Y. XS[ K[4 5Z\T]
HM lJN[X J[5FZ VG[ FDI V[SALHFGF 5}ZS AG[ TM T[ lJN[XL
AHFZG[ T\N]Z:T :5WF"tDSTF TZO NM0L XS[ K[ VG[ T[ IHDFG
N[XGL lGSF;M TYF pnMUMGF lJSF; DF8[ 56 OFINFSFZS
;FlAT Y. XS[ K[P
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One person company means a company which has
only one person as a member and one director. This
concept introduced in India by the companies ACt.
2013. The sola proprietor and entrepreneurs who are
ready to take extra risk and willing far limited liability
and wants controlled over business can start OPC.
It is a private limited company. It is some way similar
to sole proprietorship firm but also in someway
different from it. The minimum requirement far OPC
are one share, share holder, one director, one nominee,
share capital shall be minimum Rs. 1 lacs. In India
this concept is in it initial stage. It would require more
time and more efforts to develop this concept. this
form of business is already effloresced is some of
the developed countries like UK, USA, Singapore,
China, and UAE. This peper indicate some silent
featuies of OPC. There is a different between OPC
and sole proprietorship  his paper high lights the
formation of OPC, some advantages, some dis-
advantage, the important provisions to one person
company. Three types of OPC can be formed (1)
company limited by shares, (2) company limited by
guarantee, and (3) unlimited company.

Features of OPC:
 OPC is separate business firm  like other

registered companies.
 OPC is incorporated as a private limited

company.
 The person who desire for personal freedom

adopt the business of his choice.
 The person who are ready to take extra risk and

additional responsibility can start OPC.
 OPC must have only one member and one

director.
 The member of OPC should be natural person

not other companies or firm.
 There is a provision for nominee in OPC.
 Minor can not become member or nominee.
 One person can incorporate only one OPC or

become nominee in only one OPC.
 OPC can not be converted into company  under

section -8 of the companies act, 2013.
 OPC can not do financial activities.
 Different between OPC and sole proprietorship

 OPC Sole proprietorship  
Liability The liability of share holder is limited The liability of sale proprietor is 

unlimited 
Nominee There is a nominee designated by the, 

the member, after death  of the 
member the nominee become the 
member of OPC 

In Sole proprietorship this process 
can happen only though will. 

Other 
requirement  

OPC company has to fixed annual 
returns audit accounts like other 
company.  

In sole proprietorship he has to only 
audit accounts only if its turnover 
crosses certain threshold.  

 Some Important provision to OPC:
Section 4(1) (f) : Memorandum.
The memorandum shall state the name of the company, the state in which the registered office situated, the
objects the liability of members, the amount of share capital, the name of nominee etc.
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Section -12(3): Registered office:
Its provided that the word “one person company”
shall be mentioned in brackets below the name of
such company, Wherever its name is printed.
Section-02(1) : Annual Return
Its provide that annual return shall be signed by
secretary of by director.
Section -122 : Man
There are some relaxation for OPC like
 power of tribunal to call meeting of members.
 calling of extraordinary general meeting.
 notice of meeting.
 Statement to be annexed to notice
 Quoram for meeting
 Chairman of meetings
 proxies
 Restriction on voting rights
 voting by show of hands
 Demand for poll etc.
Section-134: The financial statement and annual
report.
Provided that the financial statement shall be signed
by only one director and the return shall be signed by
company secretary.
Section- 149: Appointment of Directors
The person being member shall be deemed to be its
first director until the director is exactly appointed.
Section -173: Board meeting:
Its provided that meeting of the board of directors
has been conducted in each half of a calendar year
and the gap between the two meeting is not less than
ninety days.
Formation of OPC
Steps for registration of OPC are as under
1) Apply for DSC and DIN
2) Name approval
3) Submission of forms with documents
4) Certificate of Incorporation
1. Apply for DSC and DIN
2. Name approval
3. Submission of forms
4. Certificate of Incorporation.
Advantages of OPC
Compare to sole proprietorship there are some
advantages of OPC are as under.

 · The first benefit or OPC is its limited
liability. The  share holder is responsible only far
his share capital. So a person can protect their
personal assets. Thus the person can take risk
without risking  his own assets.

 OPC is defined as private limited company. So
OPC have been provided so many exemption and
therefore have lesser compliance.

 The minimum requirement of OPC are, minimum
one share holder one director, one nominee and
minimum share capital shall be Rs. 1 lacs.

 There is provision for nominee in OPC so that in
case of death or disability of the member, this
nominee can mobilize the business. Its gives long
life to business.

 There is a control of one person on the business
so it is easy to take quick decision. The person
can do everything of his choice.

 It is easy to get funding from bank and other
financial institutions compare to sole proprietor
ship.

 There are some benefits of being small scale
industries like, lower rate of interest, easy funding
without security etc.

 As per act of enterprises development act, 2006,
person can receive interest on late payment from
buyer or receivers.

 As a director the member can receive
remuneration, can receive rent and earn interest
by landing money. These all are expenses which
brings down taxable income so tax may be
reduced.

 There are some relaxation in OPC like, no
requirement to hold annual or extra ordinary
general meeting, no requirement far quorum, no
need to  hold minutes, no requirement of
appointing a first director ate.

 Disadvantages of OPC:
 Besides the benefits there are also some

limitations or disadvantages of OPC are as under.
 OPC need to register with the registrar of

companies under the companies act, 2013. It may
increase cost for the company It is not easy to
set up. It requires a lot of paper work and time
consuming process.
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 OPC is suitable only far small business not for
the big enterprises.

 This concept is not recognized concept under IT
act. So it will be put in the same slab as other
private companies for taxable purpose. The basic
tax rate of OPC is 30% which may result in a
higher tax.

 One person can incorporate only one OPC.
 OPC cannot carry out non banking financial

investment activities.
 OPC cannot convert in a company under section

8 of the act.
 After the death or disability of the member the

nominee will have to hande the business. But it
is possible that the nominee may not run the
business successfully.

 There is control of the owner on OPC to it may
result is unethical business activities.

Conclusion:
The concept of OPC opened up new vistas of
business opportunities for small enterpreneours.
According to statistics made available by the Ministry
of Corporate Affairs (MCA) 1400 odd OPCs have
been registered. OPC having some advantages and
also some disadvantages has a bright future in India.
With the thrust on ‘Make in India; there will be a rise
in the registration of OPCS during the years 2015-
16.
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ESTIMATING PRODUCTION FUNCTION OF DIFFERENT CROPS
PRODUCTION IN VADODARA DISTRICT USING MULTIPLE

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

* Mayuri Chudasama
Production function is one that specifies the output of a firm, an industry, or an entire economy for all
combinations of inputs. The main object of this study is to estimate production function and to make an
economical analysis of different crops in vadodara district. Moreover this study also focuses on importance
of Sardar Sarovar Project’s canal water in different crops production.
Key Words: SARDAR SAROVAR NIGAM LTD, River Bed Power House, Piyat, Binpiyat.

Introduction
In microeconomics and macroeconomics, a
production function is one that specifies the output of
a firm, an industry, or an entire economy for all
combinations of inputs. This function is an assumed
technological relationship, based on the current state
of engineering knowledge; it does not represent the
result of economic choices, but rather is an externally
given entity that influences economic decision-
making. Almost all economic theories presuppose a
production function, either on the firm level or the
aggregate level (Daly, 1997; Cohen and Harcourt,
2003).
The SARDAR SAROVAR NIGAM LTD is an
organization working on the Sardar   Sarovar Project.
The project comprises Dam, power Houses and Canal
Network. The Length of the main concrete gravity
dam is 1210 meters and the height is 163 meters from
the deepest foundation level the gross storage capacity
of the reservoir is 9500 million cubic meters and live
storage capacity is 5800 million cubic meters. The
River Bed Power House located underground on the
right bank has six reversible turbine units with capacity
of 200 MW each. The concrete lined Narmada Main
Canal emanating from the reservoir and extending
up to Rajsthan Border has length 458 KM. it has
capacity of 1133 cumecs at the head and 71 cumecs
at the tail i.e. at the Gujarat-Rajasthan border. There

are 38 branches off taking from the Narmada Main
Canal. The total length of the distribution system
including field channels is about 6600 km. The Water
supplies on volumetric basis on the rotational water
supply with automated regulation on the canals by
means of computerized control for optimizing the use
of scarce of water logging and salinity in soil. The
project provides irrigation to 17.92 lac hectares of
land in Gujarat spread over 14 District, 75 talukas
and 3129 villages.
Vadodara is one of the district of Gujarat states. The
irrigated area of Baroda District is divided into 12
talukas. The Canal  water is given to the irrigated
land area from October to March.On the basis Of
this the crop production is taking place which is known
as “ PIYAT”.The crop production based on the
rainfall during the month june to September is Known
as “BINPIYAT” There are many different crops like
Bajara, Wheat, paddy, cotton, Vegetables. Pulses etc
are produced in this district among these crops some
are produced two times in a year like paddy whereas
the others are produced once in a year e. g. Wheat
etc.
Research Methodology:
1) Objectives:
* To Estimate the production of various Crops.
* To know how much beneficial is the Canal
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Canal Water.
* To show the trend of various Crops’

production.
2) Data collection Method:

There are two types of data one is Primary
and second is secondary but this paper is
totally based on secondary data which is
collected from records of Vadodara Jilla
Panchayat , magazines and newspapers etc..
Moreover, 1997 to 2009 years data is
consider for the binpiyat Crop and 2002 to
2009 data consider for piyat crop in the study.

3) Hyphothesis:
H0 : 
H0 : 

4) Tool and technique for data analysis
To show the trend, data analysis and finding
result, following tool & technique and tests
will be used.

* Tabulation Charts and diagram
* Multiple Regression analysis

 
 
 
 
 In this study multiple linear regression models,
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5) Limitation of the study
* Production of crop is affected by many

factors like pesticides, Fertilizers etc. But we
had not taken in account dub to unavailability
of the data here.

* If we had more and precise data specially
relates to volume of the canal water given to

the land our study could have been more
effective and more accurate results could
have been drawn out.

* One of the main limitations in the study
is that canal water is not available before
2001 so that piyat crops data is taken from
year 2002-03.

* For this study only three crops is consider.
* This study is limited to selected area.
Findings and conclusion
Charts of Crop
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From above chart show that production based on rain
is going down whereas so we conclude that most of
the people using canal water for produced crops.
Regression Statistics

Since p-value is small for paddy binpiyat & piyat,
bajra and binpiyat cotton so we have enough evidence
against the null hypothesis hence we conclude that
the regression model is significant so the multiple linear
regression model can used for forecastion production
of paddy binpiyat & piyat, bajra and binpiyat cotton.
However, Multiple Regression Model is not fitting
for COTTON (PIYAT) .Hence some improvement
is required in this model otherwise we can go for
fitting nonlinear models.
Multiple Linear Regression Models

Multiple Regression Models Were fitted for
PADDY,BAJARA & COTTON crops which can
be used for forecasting the production. However ,
Multiple Regression Model is not fitting for COTTON
(PIYAT) .Hence some improvement is required in
this model otherwise we can go for  fitting nonlinear
models. We could see that the production based on
canal water is more than based on rain water. So,
the Sardar  Sarovar Nigam Ltd., which is providing
the canal water is beneficial to the farmer.
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INRODUCTION
The Indian textile industry has a great legacy, which
is perhaps unmatched in the history of India’s
industrial development. India’s textile industry evolved
and developed at a very early stage and its
manufacturing technology was amongst the best. Prior
to colonization, India’s manually operated textile
machines were among the best in the world, and
served as a model for production of the first textile
machines in newly industrialized Britain and Germany.
The end of the quota regime, which marks the phasing
out of the MFA from January 1, 2005, has ushered a
new phase of l\global opportunity for the Textile &
Clothing Sector. The removal of quotas could witness
the World Trade in Textile, which is at present US $
395 billion to surge to over US $ 650 billion by 2010.
The expected future CAGR is expected to be 8%
with Textiles Accounting for 5.8% and Clothing being
the real driver of growth with an expected CAGR of
9.6%. Hence, there lies a distinct opportunities for
countries possessing competitive advantages resulting
from labour, technology, and raw materials, rather
than for those arising from favourable trade
agreements.World Textile & Clothing Trade”
Concept of productivity
“Productivity means different things to different things
to different people. To workers, productivity means
a speed up in their work pattern. To union leaders it
means the productivity for opportunity to negotiate
for higher wages. To management it means increased
profitability to consumers and it means better goods
at lower costs. To marketing directors productivity
improvement increased the firm’s competitiveness
abroad by reducing the cost of good sold in foreign
market and to economists; it means an increase in
country’s standard of living field to gain in output per
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ANALYSIS OF PRODUCTIVE OF SIYARAM SILK MILLS LTD
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man hour”. According to Dr. Chauhan P. L.
“Productivity is at the heart of economic growth and
development. It is focal point in business and
economic matters all over the world. All working
people, farmer, a carpenter, a black smith, a
technician, businessmen, an engineer, a nurse or
doctor, any one is interested in productivity. When
any person strives to make a better living for himself
and his family, he realizes more on productivity than
on hard work”.  Productivity is the ratio of output to
input. Productivity denotes the efficiency with which
the various inputs are transformed into the goods and
services. Productivity is said to be high when more
output is derived from the same input. “Productivity
denotes and trend of productiveness of the factors
of production, labor, materials, and capital. It is usual
today identify this trend as a measure, a ratio or a
rate of return, a relationship between output and input
over a period of time”
Objectives of the study
Following are the objectives set for the research
papers
1. To analysis material productivity
2. To analysis labour productivity
3. To analysis overheads productivity
4. To examine the overall productivity
5. To give significant suggestions
Research methodology: The title of the paper
“Analysis of productivity of Siyaram Silk Mills Ltd.”
The secondary data have been used. The study period
was of six years from 2002-03 to 2007-08. The annual
reports of t he company has been taken and
structured according to need of research.
Analysis of the material productivity
Siyaram Silk Mills Ltd..:
Table No.1 describes the material productivity ratio
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and index of material productivity average of material
indices, co-efficient of variation and value of chi-
square of Siyaram Silk Mills Ltd
Table No.-1
Analysis of Material Productivity Ratio In
Siyaram Silk Mills Ltd. (Rs. In crores)

SOURCE: COMPILED FROM ANNUAL
REPORTS AND ACCOUNTS.
Table No.-1 showed that the ratio of material
productivity of Siyaram Silk Mills Ltd. was fluctuated.
In 2002-03 it was 2.50 while in 2005-06 it highlighted
2.65 with an average of 4.43. The trend was mix and
fluctuating. The impact of productivity ratio describes
the fluctuation trends in productivity index mainly the
study period.
Above table reveals materials productivity of Siyaram
Silk Mills Lt. was slightly fluctuating during the period
of study as shown by the value of co-efficient of
variation 5.124. Further in order to test the Null
Hypothesis whether the distribution of material
productivity indices of Siyaram Silk Mills Lt ltd.
confirms to the straight line based on least square
method. It was found that the calculated value of
chi-square figured at 0.99082 is less than the table
value. Hence Null Hypothesis is accepted. It showed
that Material productivity indices follow the trend
value. The computed productivity indices index
showed a 1.73growth rate per year.
Analysis of labour productivity
Siyaram Silk Mills Ltd..:-
Table No.-2 described that the labour productivity in
selected units. It reveals that the output of Siyaram
Silk Mills Ltd. counted to Rs. 325.59crores in the
base years, which decreased to Rs. 317.98 crores in

2003-04. The trend of labour productivity showed
fluctuated during the study period. Labour input
expanded from Rs.10.26crores to Rs.29.95 crores in
during the study period.. The productivity ratio was
31.73 in 2002-03 which decreased to 29.17 in 2003-
04. The ratio was 28.05 in 2004-05. The ratio was
the lowest in 2007-08. The ratio average ratio was
26.55 which were greater than the years of 2006-07,
and 2007-08. Thus the ratio decreased in the last two
years. The co-efficient of variance shows 17.601
percent and standard deviation also indicated 14.562
percent, so the trend was fluctuated during the study
period.
Computed value of chi-square describes 0.929 which
less than the critical value of 11.07 therefore null
hypotheses is accepted and alternative hypothesis is
rejected. It means that labour productivity indices
follow the trend value.
The straight-line trend showed a negative annual
growth of -5.85, which indicates a good growth of
labout productivity. Further above table showed the
input required per Rupees of output was lowest in
0.032 in 2002-03 and the highest of 0.051 in 2007-08.
TABLE NO.-2
Analysis of Labour Productivity in Siyaram Silk
Mills Ltd. (In crores)

YEAR OUTPUT INPUT O/I COEF. PROD. TREND I/O 
        FACTOR INDEX VALUE   

2002-03 325.59 130.01 2.50 0.080 100.00 98.09 0.40 
2003-04 317.98 127.14 2.50 0.081 99.87 99.82 0.40 
2004-05 339.96 139.84 2.43 0.085 97.07 101.56 0.41 
2005-06 450.00 169.91 2.65 0.100 105.75 105.03 0.38 
2006-07 525.16 188.03 2.79 0.125 111.52 106.76 0.36 
2007-08 590.85 223.58 2.64 0.119 105.52 108.49 0.38 
TOTAL 2549.54 978.51 15.52 0.59 619.74 619.74 2.32 
AVE. 728.44 279.57 4.43 0.17 103.29 103.29 0.66 

STANDARD DEVIATION  = 5.2925 A=103.29 Chi-square = 0.99082 
Co-Efficient of Variance 5.124 B=1.73       

 

YEAR OUTPUT INPUT O/I COEF. PROD. TREND I/O 
        FACTOR INDEX VALUE   

2002-03 325.59 10.26 31.734 1.0120 100.00 100.27 0.032 
2003-04 317.98 10.9 29.172 0.9468 91.93 94.43 0.034 
2004-05 339.96 12.12 28.050 0.9758 88.39 88.58 0.036 
2005-06 450 16.53 27.223 1.0236 85.79 76.89 0.037 
2006-07 525.16 24.29 21.620 0.9669 68.13 71.04 0.046 
2007-08 590.85 29.95 19.728 0.8889 62.17 65.19 0.051 
TOTAL 2549.54 104.05 157.527 5.8140 496.4008 496.40 0.235 
AVE. 424.9233 17.34167 26.255 0.9690 82.73347 82.73 0.039 
STANDARD DEVIATION  = 14.562 A=98.89 Chi-square = 0.929 
Co-Efficient of Variance 17.601 B=-5.85       

 SOURCES: COMPILED FROM ANNUAL
REPORTS AND ACCOUNTS
Analysis of overheads productivity OF Siyaram
Silk Mills Ltd.:-
Table No.-3 describe that overheads productivity ratio,
co-efficiency of co-relationship, productivity index,
Trend value, Input-output ratio, standard deviation,
co-efficient of variation and value of chi-square
It is apparent from the table that the overheads
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YEAR OUTPUT INPUT O/I COEF. PROD. TREND I/O 
        FACTOR INDEX VALUE   

2002-03 325.59 128.53 2.53 0.08 100.00 97.33 0.39 
2003-04 317.98 141.42 2.25 0.07 88.76 97.64 0.44 
2004-05 339.96 133.66 2.54 0.09 100.41 97.94 0.39 
2005-06 450.00 167.27 2.69 0.10 106.20 98.54 0.37 
2006-07 525.16 203.19 2.58 0.12 102.03 98.85 0.39 
2007-08 590.85 253.40 2.33 0.11 92.05 99.15 0.43 
TOTAL 2549.5 1027.47 14.932   589.443 589.44 2.4202 

AVE. 424.92 171.25 2.49 0.09 98.24 98.24 0.40 
STANDARD DEVIATION  = 6.5382 A=98.89 Chi-square = 0.8283 

Co-Efficient of Variance 6.655 B=0.30       
 

productivity of Siyaram Silk Mills Ltd. fluctuated
throughout the period of study. The output of Siyaram
Silk Mills Ltd amounted to Rs. 325.59 crores in 2002-
03 which is decreased to Rs. 317.98crores in 2003-
04.then it increased to Rs 339.96 crores in 2004-05
and Rs 450.00crores in 2005-06. The output was Rs
525.16cores in 2006-07 and the second highest of Rs
590.85 cores in 2007-08. On the other hand the
overheads input were Rs. 128.53 crores in 2002-03
and it increased to Rs141.42 crores in 2003-04. The
input was Rs. 133.66 crores in 2004-05 and then it
inclined to Rs. 167.27 crores in 2005-06. The input
again went up to Rs. 203.19 crores in 2006-07 and
Rs. 253.40 in 2007-08. The average input was Rs.
171.25 crores. Thus it expanded from Rs. 128.53
crores in 2002-03 to Rs 253.40crores in 2007-08.It
may also be seen from the table that the average
overheads input per rupees of output for Siyaram Silk
Mills Ltd amounted to Rs. 0.44.  Input-output ratio
was the lowest in 0.37 in 2005-06. It showed that the
company achieved its maximum efficiency on that
year.
TABLE NO.-4
Analysis of Overhead Productivity Ratio in
Siyaram Silk Mills Ltd.
(IN CRORES)

 SOURCES: COMPILED FROM ANNUAL
REPORTS AND ACCOUNTS
The calculated value of chi-square comes to 0.8283
which is less than the table value of 11.07 therefore
null hypothesis of straight-line assumption for the
productivity indices is accepted & alternative
hypothesis is rejected.
The overheads input requirement per rupee of output
for the Siyaram Silk Mills Ltd. rose from Rs. 0.39 in

2002-03 it 0.44 in 2003-04. However, if the unit had
utilized its overheads resources as done in 2005-06.
Analysis of Overall Productivity OF Siyaram Silk
Mills Ltd:
Table No.-4 showed overhead ratio, co-efficiency of
co-relationship, productivity index, average indices,
trend value of indices, standard deviation, co-efficient
of variation, chi-square and input output ratio for
Digjam Ltd.
TABLE NO.-4
Analysis of Overall Productivity Ratio in Siyaram
Silk Mills Ltd (IN CRORES)

YEAR OUTPUT INPUT O/I PROD. TREND I/O 
        INDEX VALUE   

2002-03 325.59 268.80 1.21 100.00 97.89 0.83 
2003-04 317.98 279.46 1.14 93.94 98.47 0.88 
2004-05 339.96 285.62 1.19 98.26 99.05 0.84 
2005-06 450.00 353.71 1.27 105.03 100.21 0.79 
2006-07 525.16 415.51 1.26 104.34 100.80 0.79 
2007-08 590.85 506.93 1.17 96.22 101.38 0.86 
TOTAL 2549.54 2110.03 7.24 597.80 597.80 4.98 

AVE. 424.92 351.67 1.21 99.63 99.63 0.83 
STANDARD DEVIATION  = 4.41388 Chi-square = 0.97173 
Co-Efficient of Variance 4.4301 A=98.89 B=0.58   

 SOURCES: COMPILED FROM ANNUAL
REPORTS AND ACCOUNTS
Table No. -4 described that the labour productivity in
selected units. It reveals that the output of Siyaram
Silk Mills Ltd. counted to Rs. 325.59 crores in the
base years, which decreased to Rs. 317.98 crores in
2003-04. The output was Rs 339.96 crores in 2004-
05 and Rs 450.00 crores in 2005-06. The output had
gone up to Rs 525.16 crores in 2006-07 and Rs 590.85
crores in 2007-08.
The input was Rs.267.80 crores in 2002-03 and then
it increased to Rs.279.46 crores in 2003-04. The input
was Rs.285.62 crores in 2004-05 and then it went
down to Rs.353.71 crores in 2005-06. But in 2006-
07 it went up to Rs.415.51 crores. In the last year of
study period it was 506.93 with an average of
Rs.424.92 crores. The index was 100.00 in base year
of 2002-03 and then it went down to 93.94 percent in
2003-04and 98.26 percent in 2004-05.The index was
increased to 105.03 percent in 2005-06 and 104.34
percent in 2006-07. In the last year the index was
96.22 percent with an average of 99.63. The above
Table no.7.1 showed total assets turn over ratio of
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the Siyaram Silk Mills Ltd. The average ratio has
been 1.21 with fluctuating trend during the study
period. The ratio was 1.21  times in 2002-03, which
decreased to 1.14 times in 2003-04.The further
stepped up to 1.19 times in 2004-05 and  to 1.27 times
in 2005-06 then it slightly went down to 1.26 times in
2006-07. The ratio rose and reached to 1.17 in 2007-
08. The operational efficiency of the total assets to
utilize the overall resources during the study was very
good.
However the value of null hypothesis based on chi-
square statistics (0.97) was less than the table value
of 11.07. The null hypothesis assumes straight-line
approximation to the productivity index with fluctuated
trend and average annual positive change of 0.58
percent. It is apparent that the total input requirement
per rupees of output Rs. 0.79 in 2004-05 to Rs.0.88
in 2003-04.
Conclusion: As a researcher on the basis of analysis,
the researcher has found the following suggestions
for the betterment of the selected textile of company.
The company should try to increase the production
so as to get economies of large-scale production. It
will assist in raising the rate of return on capital
employed. In order to increase the financial efficiency
of the companies, it is suggested to control the cost
of goods sold and operating expenses. The
management should try to adopt cost reduction
techniques in their companies to get over this critical
situation. The quantum of sales generated should be
improved impressively in order to enjoy better
operational efficiency of the assets and capital
employed. The selected textile Group of Companies
is the capital intensive in nature but the policy of
purchase of fixed assets should be carefully planned
and reviewed so that the funds may be properly
utilized. To reduce power and fuel cost, Company
should find out other alternatives for this.
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India is a developing economy, here Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) play important role in organizations.
In Indian industry one can easily notice a paradigm shift from corporate philanthropist to being socially
responsible. The importance of CSR is increasing in Indian corporate scenario because organization have
realize that ultimate goal is not profit making beside this trust building is viable and assert able with societal
relationship. The compulsion of CSR has emerged in last two decades when Indian organization realizes the
importance of sustaining in this cutthroat competition era. Before this Indian industries had materialistic
culture. In the hue and cry of LPG (Liberalization, Privatization and Globalization) companies were only
focused toward profit maximization which led social backwash. To overcome this fashion CSR play an
important role in sustainable development which is only possible when there is a balance between profit and
lowering social backwash or eradicating it. The problem with Corporate Social Responsibility is that nobody
is very clear about what exactly it encompasses. The Indian government has been trying to make it mandatory
for companies to spend at least 2% net profits on CSR. Today CSR to some companies means providing
lunch to their employees or tackling global warning issues. Now a day’s company has become more transparent
in their balance sheet. They are displaying public reporting in their accounting. Companies are incorporating
their corporate social responsibility initiative in their annual report. The Indian government not define CSR
infect they recast it as responsible business in a voluntary protocol for firms released July 8 2011 by the
union minister of corporate affair. This research paper try to analyze the study of CSR status in India, this
can give insight to what extent companies can follow the CSR. I would like to through light on CSR for
Indian organization which would be helpful for both economic and social interest which would be futuristic
majors to provide valuable information as well as suggest on their CSR practices and performance.
Keywords: Corporate Social Responsibility, Community Development, Corporate-Society Relations.

1. INTRODUCTION:
The importance of CSR emerged significantly in the
last decade. Over the time, CSRexpanded to include
both economic and social interests. Along with this it
also broadened to cover economic as well as social
interests. Companies have become more transparent
in accounting and display „public reporting  due to
pressures from various stakeholders. It is possible
for companies to behave in the „desired  ethical and
responsible manner towards consumers, employees,
communities, stakeholders and environment. They
have started incorporating their CSR initiative in their

** Jayshree Mandaviya

annual reports.
CSR is an entry point for understanding a number of
firm-related and societal issues and responding to
them in a firm s business strategy. However, there is
a universal and prominent view on protecting the
environment and stakeholders  interests. Emerging
economies like India have also witnessed a number
of firms actively engaged in CSR activities, and the
Ministry of Corporate Affairs has come up with
voluntary guidelines for firms to follow. Companies
in India have quite been proactive in taking up CSR
initiatives and integrating them in their business
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processes.
2. OBJECTIVES:
 To study the CSR status in India.
 To understand the meaning and various models

of CSR.
 To study the policies governing CSR in India.
 To study the challenges faced by CSR in India.
 To make suggestions for accelerating CSR

initiatives.
 To conduct inter-disciplinary and collaborative

research and document case studies in thrust
areas of CSR dealing with contemporary issues
and challenges.

 To integrate the existing body of knowledge,
systems, structures, models and mechanisms
associated with different CSR initiatives by
interfacing with industry and academia.

 To disseminate information about the latest
happenings in the CSR field to people engaged
in policymaking, policy analysis, policy research,
practitioners and other stakeholders

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY:
The research paper is an attempt of exploratory
research, based on the secondary data sourced from
journals, magazines, articles and media reports.
Looking into requirements of the objectives of the
study the research design employed for the study is
of descriptive type. Keeping in view of the set
objectives, this research design was adopted to have
greater accuracy and in depth analysis of the research
study.
Available secondary data was extensively used for
the study. The investigator procures the required data
through secondary survey method. Different news
articles, Books and Web were used which were
enumerated and recorded.
4. LITERATURE REVIEW:
Can shareholder money be used for a company’s
corporate social responsibility (CSR) practices?
Shouldn’t shareholders have a say in the CSR
activities of the company they are invested in? As
per ACCSR s State of CSR in Australia Annual
Review report Full understanding of CSR still
emerging; There are many obstacles are emerging
while adopting successful CSR strategies include the

difficulty in making a business case for CSR, difficulty
in integrating CSR with organizational values and
practices, and the lack of organizational buy-in and
commitment to CSR. Other obstacles reported is the
lack of time and financial resources to pursue CSR
practices are directly related to the above three. When
an organization finds it hard to make a business case
for CSR or link it to core organizational operations, it
will be reluctant to commit and allocate resources or
time to such practices.
Moreover, these obstacles also point to another set
of findings in the report: respondents view CSR more
so as a means to manage regulatory impacts, reduce
risk, and respond to stakeholders concerns, and to a
lesser extent as a strategic source of competitive
advantage.
5. CSR IN INDIA:
India has a long rich history of close business
involvement in social causes for national development.
In India, CSR is known from ancient time as social
duty or charity, which through different ages is
changing its nature in broader aspect, now generally
known as CSR. From the origin of business, which
leads towards excess wealth, social and environmental
issues have deep roots in the history of business. India
has had a long tradition of corporate philanthropy and
industrial welfare has been putto practice since late
1800s. Historically, the philanthropy of business
people in India has resembled western philanthropy
in being rooted in religious belief. Business practices
in the 1900s that could be termed socially responsible
took different forms: philanthropic donations to charity,
service to the community, enhancing employee
welfare and promoting religious conduct.
Corporations may give funds to charitable or
educational institutions and may argue for them as
great humanitarian deeds, when in fact they are simply
trying to buy community good will. The ideology of
CSR in the 1950s was primarily based on an
assumption of the obligation of business to society.
In initial years there was little documentation of social
responsibility initiatives in India. Since then there is a
growing realization towards contribution to social
activities globally with a desire to improve the
immediate environment. It has also been found that
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to a growing degree companies that pay genuine
attention to the principles of socially responsible
behaviour are also favored by the public and preferred
for their goods and services. This has given rise to
the concept tof CSR.
After Independence, JRD Tata who always laid a
great deal of emphasis to go beyond conducting
themselves as honest citizens pointed out that there
were many ways inwhich industrial and business
enterprises can contribute to public welfare beyond
the scope of their normal activities. He advised that
apart from the obvious one of donating funds to good
causes which has been their normal practice for
years; they could have used their own financial,
managerial and human resourced to provide task
forces for undertaking direct relief and reconstruction
measures. Slowly, it began to be accepted, at least in
theory that business had to share a part of the social
overhead costs of. Traditionally, it had discharged its
responsibility to society through benefactions for
education, medical facilities, and scientific research
among other objects. The important change at that
time was that industry accepted social responsibility
as part of the management of the enterprise itself.
The community development and social welfare
program of the premier Tata Company, Tata Iron and
Steel Company was started the concepts of “Social
Responsibility.”
The term corporate social performance was first
coined by Sethi (1975), expanded by Carroll(1979),
and then refined by Wartick and Cochran (1985) . In
Sethi’s 1975 three-level model , the concept of
corporate social performance was discussed, and
distinctions made between various corporate
behaviours. Sethi’s three tiers were ‘social obligation
(a response to legal and market constraints); social
responsibility
(Congruent with societal norms); and social
responsiveness (adaptive,anticipatory and preventive)
(Cochran, 2007)
The last decade of the twentieth century witnessed
a swing away from charity and traditional
philanthropy towards more direct engagement of
business in mainstream development and concern for
disadvantaged groups in the society. This has been

driven both internally by corporate will and externally
by increased governmental and public expectations
(Mohan, 2001).This was evident from a sample
survey conducted in 1984 reporting that of the amount
companies spent on social development, the largest
sum 47 percent was spent through company
programs, 39 percent was given to outside
organizations as aid and 14 percent was spent through
company trusts (Working Document of EU India
CSR, 2001). In India as in the rest of the world there
is a growing realization that business cannot succeed
in a society which fails. An ideal CSR has both ethical
and philosophical dimensions, particularly in India
where there exists a wide gap between sections of
people in terms of income and standards as well as
socio-economic status (Bajpai, 2001).
According to Infosys founder, Narayan Murthy,
“social responsibility is to create maximum
shareholders value working under the circumstances,
where it is fair to all its stakeholders, workers,
consumers, the community, government and the
environment.” Commission of the European
Communities 2001stated that being socially
responsible means not only fulfilling legal
expectations, but also going beyond compliance and
investing ‘more’ into human capital, the environment
and the relation with stakeholders(Bajpai, 2001). The
2001 State of Corporate Responsibility in India Poll ,
a survey conducted by Tata Energy Research Institute
(TERI), the evolution of CSR in India has followed a
chronological evolution of 4 thinking approaches:
Ethical Model (1930 – 1950):
One significant aspect of this model is the promotion
of trusteeship that was revived and reinterpreted by
Gandhiji. Under this notion the businesses were
motivated to manage their business entity as a trust
held in the interest of the community. The idea
prompted many family run businesses to contribute
towards socioeconomic development. The efforts of
Tata group directed towards the well being of the
society are also worth mentioning in this model.
Statist Model (1950 – 1970s):
Under the aegis of JawaharLal Nehru, this model
came into being in the post-independence era. The
era was driven by a mixed and socialist kind of
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economy. The important feature of this model was
that the state ownership and legal requirements
decided the corporate responsibilities.
Liberal Model (1970s – 1990s):
The model was encapsulated by Milton Friedman.
As perth is model, corporate responsibility is confined
to its economic bottom line. This implies that it is
sufficient for business to obey the law and generate
wealth, which through taxation and private charitable
choices can be directed to social ends.
Stakeholder Model (1990 – Present):
The model came into existence during 1990s as a
consequence of realisation that with growing
economic profits, businesses also have certain societal
roles to ful fill. The model expects companies to
perform according to “triple bottom line” approach.
The businesses are also focusing on accountability
and transparency through several mechanisms CSR
needs to be understood within this context captured
in the development oriented CSR framework given
below:

Model  Focus  Champions  
Ethical  Voluntary commitment by 

companies to public 
welfare  

M.K. Gandhi  

Statist  State ownership and legal 
requirements determine 
Corporate responsibility  

JawaharLal Nehru  

Liberal  Corporate responsibilities 
limited to private owners 
(Shareholders)  

Milton Friedman  

Stakeholder  Companies respond to the 
needs of stakeholders-
customers, employees, 
communities, etc 

R. Edward Freeman  

 
6. CSR INITIATIVES AND GREEN
MEASURES:
India Inc has joined hands to fine-tune all its activities
falling under CSR. For this, it has set up a global
platform to showcase all the work done by Indian
firms. Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) and the
TVS Group collaborated to form the CII-TVS Centre
ofExcellence for Responsive Corporate Citizenship
in 2007. It provides consultancy services and technical
assistance on social development and CSR.
According to a National Geographic survey which
studied 17,000 consumers in 17 countries, Indians are
the most eco-friendly consumers in the world. India

topped the Consumer Greendex, where consumers
were asked about energy use and conservation,
transportation choices, food sources, the relative use
of green products versus traditional products, attitudes
towards the environment and sustainability and
knowledge of environmental issues.
 Reliance Industries and two Tata Group firms—

Tata Motors and Tata Steel—are the country’s
most admired companies for their corporate
social responsibility initiatives, according to a
Nielsen survey released in May 2009.

 As part of its Corporate Service Corps (CSC)
programme, IBM has joined hands with the Tribal
Development Department of Gujarat for a
development project aimed at upliftment of tribal
in the Sasan area of Gir forest.

 The financial services sector is going green in a
steady manner. With an eye on preserving energy,
companies have started easing the carbon
footprint in their offices. The year 2009 witnessed
initiatives including application of renewable
energy technologies, moving to paperless
operations and recognition of environmental
standards. Efforts by companies such as HSBC
India, Max New York Life and Standard
Chartered Bank have ensured that the green
movement has kept its momentum by asking their
customers to shift to e-statements and e-receipts.

 State-owned Navratna Company, Coal India Ltd
(CIL) will invest US$ 67.5 million in 2010-11 on
social and environmental causes.

 Public sector aluminium company NALCO has
contributed US$ 3.23 million for development
work in Orissa’s Koraput district as part of its
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR).

7. CHALLENGES OF CSR:
It is important for CSR strategies to become central
to business strategy and part of the long-term planning
process. Stakeholders are questioning more on CSR
initiatives of the companies today. They are
challenging the companies  decisions-making in this
direction. It has become imperative to incorporate
stakeholders  views. In India the CSR managers face
number of challenges in managing CSR activities.
The biggest problem is of lack of budget allocations
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followed by lack of support from employees and lack
of knowledge as well. Lack of professionalism is
another problem faced by this sector.
Small companies do not take adequate interest in CSR
activities and those which undertake them fail to
disclose it to the society. In the process they loose
out on people and their trust in them.
Media can come up with strong support for informing
the people at large about the CSR initiatives taken up
by the companies. It can sensitize population and also
make them aware of the benefits of CSR to them.
However, media is not doing enough in this regard.
The failure of the government to come up with
statutory guidelines to give a definite direction to
companies taking up CSR activities, in terms of size
of business and profile of CSR activities also results
into few companies practicing CSR concept
adequately.
Issues & Challenges
Many companies think that corporate social
responsibility is a peripheral issue for their business
and customer satisfaction more important for them.
They imagine that customer satisfaction is now only
about price and service, but they fail to point out on
important changes that are taking place worldwide
that could blow the business out of the water. The
change is named as social responsibility which is an
opportunity for the business. Some of the drivers
pushing business towards CSR include:
The Shrinking Role of Government
In the past, governments have relied on legislation
and regulation to deliver social and environmental
objectives in the business sector. Shrinking
government resources, coupled with a distrust of
regulations, has led to the exploration of voluntary
and non-regulatory initiatives instead.
Demands for Greater Disclosure
There is a growing demand for corporate disclosure
from stakeholders, including customers, suppliers,
employees, communities, investors, and activist
organizations.
Increased Customer Interest
There is evidence that the ethical conduct of
companies exerts a growing influence on the
purchasing decisions of customers. In a recent survey

by Environics International, more than one in five
consumers reported having either rewarded or
punished companies based on their perceived social
performance.
Growing Investor Pressure
Investors are changing the way they assess
companies’ performance, and are making decisions
based on criteria that include ethical concerns. The
Social Investment Forum reports that in the US in
1999, there was more than $2 trillion worth of assets
invested in portfolios that used screens linked to the
environment and social responsibility.
Competitive Labour Markets
Employees are increasingly looking beyond paychecks
and benefits, and seeking out employers whose
philosophies and operating practices match their own
principles. In order to hire and retain skilled
employees, companies are being forced to improve
working conditions.
Supplier Relations
As stakeholders are becoming increasingly interested
in business affairs, many companies are taking steps
to ensure that their partners conduct themselves in a
socially responsible manner. Some are introducing
codes of conduct for their suppliers, to ensure that
other companies’ policies or practices do not tarnish
their reputation. DrRatnam said the concept of CSR
had different meanings depending on the stakeholder
and that depending on the specific situation of the
enterprises expectations can also vary.
The survey conducted by Times of India group on
CSR used a sample size of 250 companies involved
in CSR activities through a method of online
administration of questionnaire. The questionnaire
was evolved after due diligence including focus group
meetings, consultations with key stakeholders and a
pilot in four metros. Finally 82 organizations responded
to the questionnaire. These comprised 11 public
sector undertakings (PSUs), 39 private national
agencies and 32 private multinational organizations.
The respondent organizations form a satisfactory
percentage of 33 per cent of the sample size, given
the fact that only those companies that had direct or
indirect involvement in CSR activities were chosen
to be approached for the survey. The survey elicited
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responses from participating organizations about
various challenges facing CSR initiatives in different
parts of the country. Responses obtained from the
participating organizations have been collated and
broadly categorized by the research team. These
challenges are listed below:
Lack of Community Participation in CSR
Activities:
There is a lack of interest of the local community in
participating and contributing to CSR activities of
companies. This is largely attributable to the fact that
there exists little or no knowledge about CSR within
the local communities as no serious efforts have been
made to spread awareness about CSR and instil
confidence in the local communities about such
initiatives. The situation is further aggravated by a
lack of communication between the company and
the community at the grassroots.
Need to Build Local Capacities:
There is a need for capacity building of the local non-
governmental organizations as there is serious dearth
of trained and efficient organizations that can
effectively contribute to the ongoing CSR activities
initiated by companies. This seriouslycompromises
scaling up of CSR initiatives and subsequently limits
the scope of such activities.
Issues of Transparency:
Lack of transparency is one of the key issues brought
forth by the survey. There is an expression by the
companies that there exists lack of transparency on
the part of the local implementing agencies as they
do not make adequate efforts to disclose information
on their programs, audit issues, impact assessment
and utilization of funds.
Non-Availability of Well Organized Non-
Governmental Organizations:
It is also reported that there is non-availability of well
organized nongovernmental organizations in remote
and rural areas that can assess and identify real needs
of the community and work along with companies to
ensure successful implementation of CSR activities.
Visibility Factor:
The role of media in highlighting good cases of
successful CSR initiatives is welcomed as it spreads
good stories and sensitizes the local population about

various ongoing CSR initiatives of companies.
Narrow Perception Towards CSR Initiatives:
Non-governmental organizations and Government
agencies usually possess a narrow outlook towards
the CSR initiatives of companies, often defining CSR
initiatives more donor-driven than local in approach.
As a result, they find it hard to decide whether they
should participate in such activities at all in medium
and long run.
Non-Availability of Clear Csr Guidelines:
There are no clear cut statutory guidelines or policy
directives to give a definitive direction to CSR
initiatives of companies. It is found that the scale of
CSR initiatives of companies should depend upon their
business size and profile.
Lack of Consensus on Implementing CSR
Issues:
There is a lack of consensus amongst local agencies
regarding CSR projects. This lack of consensus often
results in duplication of activities by corporate houses
in areas of their intervention. This results in a
competitive spirit between local implementing
agencies rather than building collaborative approaches
on issues. This factor limits company s abilities to
undertake impact assessment of their initiatives from
time to time.
8. SUGGESTIONS:
Companies can set a network of activities to be taken
up in a consortium to tackle major environmental
issues. It would also provide an opportunity to learn
from each other. Everyone in the organisation needs
to recognise their own role in promoting CSR.
Companies should provide wider professional
development activities.
Training, conferences and seminars could be
organised by companies to disseminate and generate
new knowledge and information in this sector. A
strong budgetary support would definitely help to grow
this sector and research related to respective industry
would enhance their organisation s contribution
further. Government regulations which are supporting
in this direction could attract more response from
organisations. All this would also lead to benchmark
CSR activities.
Companies need to involve their stakeholders in order
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to build meaningful and long term partnerships which
would lead to creating a strong image and brand
identity. It is also suggested to review existing policies
in order to develop more meaningful visions for the
companies and broaden their contributions to reach
to local communities.
9. CONCLUSIONS:
Corporate sustainability is an evolving process and
not an end. The Companies bill is a good initiative on
the part of the government however what would be
included in „spending  on CSR is unclear and is left
for the companies to decide. Across the globe, the
concept of CSR has been accepted as an element
for success and survival of business along with
fulfilling social objectives. However, the challenge for
the companies is to determine a strong and innovative
CSR strategy which should deliver high performance
in ethical, environmental and social areas and meet
all the stakeholders  objectives.
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The paper attempts to explore Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) practices particularly in the context of
ruraldevelopment. The research questions examine do the corporate consider rural people as a stakeholder?
If so, what CSRinitiatives taken for development of rural areas and how the corporates implement their
CSR initiatives as a part of theirbusiness strategy? Finally it evaluates impacts of CSR actions on the socio-
economic development of rural people. For thepurpose, fourteen public and private Indian companies/firms
have been selected to study their CSR practices in the contextof rural development. The methodology of the
present study relied on the web-based research, review of print literature andvisit to the selected sites to
witness CSR practice. The paper concludes that social responsibility is regarded as an important business
issue of Indian companies irrespectiveof size, sector, and business goal. Therefore, CSR actions have positive
impacts not only on development of rural communitybut also in their business. The authors reveal some
lesson on CSR practices in India which can provide guidance to corporateentities for better implementation
of CSR activities.
Key Words: Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), Rural Development, Stakeholder.
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INTRODUCTION
No doubt, vast majorities of the India’s poorestpeople
lives in villages and these villages are in a stateof
neglect and underdevelopment with
impoverishedpeople. The problems of hunger,
ignorance, ill health,high mortality and illiteracy are
most acute in ruralareas. This is not only because of
shortage of materialresources but also because of
defects in our planningprocess and investment
pattern. India has the potentialto meet these
challenges in rural areas. However, theefforts of
Governments may not be adequate to providebasic
services to its citizens. It is being
increasinglyrecognized that progress and welfare of
a society is notonly the responsibility of the
Government alone, butmany more stakeholders need
to be involved to attainthe development goal (Save
the Children Sweden, 2007).
The corporate sector has a pivotal role to play in
ensuringprivate investment flows to those rural areas
that havebeen left out of the development process so

far and alsoto work for sustainable development of
rural areas ingeneral.
Over the past few years, as a consequence of
risingglobalization and pressing ecological issues,
theperception of the role of corporates in the broder
socialcontext within which it operates, has been
altered. Corporates considers themselves as an
integral part ofsociety and accordingly act in a social
responsible waythat goes beyond economic
performance (KPMG andASSOCHAM, 2008). As
a result of this shift from purelyprofit to profit with
social responsibility, many corporatesare endorsing
the term ‘Corporate Social Responsibility(CSR)’. It
is essentially a concept whereby companiesdecide
voluntarily to contribute to the society to makeit better
and environmentally cleaner (EuropeanCommission,
2001).Generally, CSR is understood as”the
commitment of business to contribute to
sustainableeconomic development by working with
employers,their families, the local community and
society at large toimprove their quality of life, in ways
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that are both goodfor business and good for
development. A widely quoteddefinition by the World
Business Council for SustainableDevelopment state
that “Corporate Social Responsibilityis the continuing
commitment by business to behaveethically and
contribute to economic development whileimproving
the quality of life of the workforce and theirfamilies
as well as of the local community and society atlarge”
(WBCSD, 1999).Thus, the meaning of CSR hastwo
fold. On one hand, it exhibits the ethical behavior that
an organization exhibits towards its internal
andexternal stakeholders. On the other hand, it
denotes theresponsibility of an organization towards
the environment and society in which it operates. CSR
is regarded asvehicle through which companies give
something back tothe society. It involves providing
innovative solutions to societal and environmental
challenges. But the challengefor development
professional and business community isto identify
CSR priorities and the areas of interventions which
are meaningful in the context of rural
developmentsector.
Therefore, there is a need to study and understandhow
corporate enterprises are using CSR initiatives
andwhat is the impact of CSR actions on socio-
economic development of people in rural areas.
Divided into foursections, the present paper shall
review literature relatedto CSR practices of corporate
enterprises in section one.Section two describes the
present study which includesobjectives, methodology
and limitations of the study.Section three discusses
important results and sectionfour concludes the study.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Historically, CSR has been viewed as
developedcountries’ phenomena. As such a large body
of literatureon CSR practices has merged in the
context of developedcountries. However, literature
on the theory and practiceson CSR in the developing
countries remains scant(Belal, 2001). Hardly a few
studies have looked at CSRpractice in India.
Different researches at different pointsof time and
classical Indian  literature have emphasizedthe CSR
practice of corporate entities in India. A longback
Kautilya in his ‘Arthasastra’ mentions
traders’responsibilities to the local society. In ancient

India, suchresponsibilities were voluntary and not
mandatory.
Khan and Atkinson (1987) conducted a
comparativestudy on the managerial attitudes to social
responsibilityin India and Britain. The study shows
that most of theIndian executives agreed CSR as
relevant to businessand felt that business has
responsibilities not only to the shareholders and
employees but also to customers,suppliers, society
and to the state. A survey by TERIEuropeand ORG-
MARG (2001) in several cities inIndia revealed that
more than 60% of the people feltthat the companies
should be held responsible forbringing down the gap
between rich and poor, reducinghuman rights abuses,
solving social problems andincreasing economic
stabilities. Some of the surveyslike ‘Corporate
involvement in social development inIndia’ by Partners
In Change (PIC)’, Altered Image: the2001 State of
Corporate Responsibility in India Poll’by Tata Energy
Research Institute (TERI), CorporateSocial
Responsibility: Perceptions of Indian Business’by
Centre for Social Market (CSM), and
‘CorporateSocial Responsibility Survey, 2002, India
presentedjointly by the British Council, UNDP,
Confederation ofIndian Industries and Price Water
house Coopers havealso highlighted the emerging
Indian participations in the CSR process. The findings
of these surveys emphasizedcompanies across India
reveal that philanthropy is themost significant driver
of CSR, followed by image building, employee morale
and ethics respectively.Centre for social markets
(2003) conducted a study inwhich it was found that
social responsibility is seen to be an important business
issue within the sample firms,irrespective of firm size,
age, sector, location, primarypurpose or legal status.
A study on iron ore mining industry in Goa shows
thatmany large mining companies have their own
initiativestowards environmental and social
development.However, a structured CSR policy and
planning ismissing especially among the small and
medium playersin the industry (Conway, 2003). Arora
and Puranik(2004) reviewed contemporary CSR
trends in Indiaconcluding that the corporate sector in
India benefittedimmensely from liberalization and
privatisationprocess,its transition from philanthropic
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mindsets to CSR hasbeen lagging behind its impressive
financial growth.
Verma and Chauhan (2007) found that roads,pollution
and power are the major concern of corporateCSR
activities as compared to least concern area whichis
communication and education. Another study by
Duttaand Durgamohan (2009) found that education
takes thefirst place followed by health and social
cause. Similarly,a survey conducted by CSM (2001),
the perception ofcompanies towards various
parameters of CSR hasbeen brought forward. The
various dimensions of CSRvalued by companies are
national wealth, employment,environment and social
programme including health andliteracy. In a survey
of CSR reporting in Asia Chappleand Moon (2005)
found that nearly three quarters oflarge companies
in India present themselves as having
CSR policies and practices. The EU green
paper(2001) identifies two main dimensions of
companiesimplementing CSR an internal dimension
relatingto practices internal to the company and an
externaldimension involving stakeholders.
The above findings of different scholars at
differentpoints of time entail that they have rightly
observedand underscored the CSR practices and
performanceof companies in India. But little attention
have beenpaid on this aspect that do the companies
consider ruralpeople as stakeholders? If yes, what
CSR initiativesbeing taken for rural development?
How the Corporateentities implement development
programmes as a partof their business strategy?
Finally, what is the impact ofCSR programs on socio-
economic development of ruralpopulation in India?
THE STUDY
In an effort to understand the answers to the
abovequestions, the present study was undertaken in
14 publicand private Indian companies.
Objectives of the Study
The main objectives of the study were:
1. To study and understand the CSR initiativesbeing

taken by selected public and private
Indiancompanies for rural development;

2. To examine the corporates’ approach to work
andtheir mode of action for implementation for
CSRinitiatives;

3. To assess the impacts of CSR actions on
socioeconomicdevelopment of rural population in
India.

Methodology
To study the above objectives, 14 public and
privateIndian companies/firms have been selected.
Whileselecting these companies, efforts were made
to selectthem from a variety sectors to get a
comprehensivepicture. Thus, the selected companies
were fromdifferent industrial sectors like
pharmaceuticals (Dr.Reddy’s Lab, Lupin India),
metals (Vedanta AluminumLtd, Tata Steel, Steel
Authority of India Limited(SAIL), financial institution
(ICICI Bank), Chemicalsand fertilizer (Ambuja
Cement Ltd), InfoTech (SatyamComputer),
consumer durable (Coca-Cola India Inc),power
(NTPC), Oil and Petroleum (Indian Oil and
BharatPetroleum), manufacturing company (Asian
Paints). Themethodology of the present study relied
on the webbasedresearch, review of print literature
to understandCSR practice within the context of rural
development inIndia. For the purpose of analysis CSR
initiatives for ruraldevelopment were classified under
five areas: livelihood,health, education, environment
and infrastructure.
Limitations
The main limitation of this paper is that this studyhas
only focused on a small sample of Indian
companies.Secondly, information collected from print
literature, websites of these companies and no primary
datawere collected directly from the stakeholders
throughinterviews or surveys.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The CSR Policies and initiatives
The study shows that all surveyed companies
presentthemselves as having CSR policies and
practices. Asubstantial number of companies reflect
their CSRphilosophy or social, environmental and
ethicalobjectives in mission statements, vision
documents,organizational policy and
plans.However,even thoughsurveyed companies have
CSR policies and objectivesbut no link was observed
between company’s agenda and the Millennium
Development Goals(MDG).Table-1shows number of
companies taking CSR initiatives forrural
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development in India.
It is interesting to note from the Table-1 thateducation
takes the top priority of the companiessurveyed,
followed by health and livelihood. About 50percent
of surveyed companies take CSR initiatives inthe area
of infrastructure and 57 percent in environmentwhich
includes planting of trees, awareness generationon
environmental issues etc. It is also astonishing to
notethat even though the Central and State
government hasseparate departments for education
and health, these twoissues is often prioritized under
the CSR banner of bothpublic and private companies
in India.
The Corporates’ Approach to Work andModes
of Action
So far as CSR approach adopted by the companiesis
concerned, it is observed that most of the
companieshave adopted CSR approach into their
overall businessstrategy. Therefore, they have been
successful inachieving the objectives of both business
and socialdevelopment. Their approach to work is
not mainlyrelief, welfare and service delivery but it is
sustainabledevelopment oriented, which have long
term benefits.
Vedanta Aluminum Ltd., Tata Steel, Dr. Reddy’s
Labs,Lupin India, Ambuja Cement Ltd., Bharat
Petroleum,SAIL believes in promoting human and
socialsustainable development through poverty
alleviation bybuilding capacity of rural people. An
example in thisregard is Lupin India Ltd, which has
started a project forproviding sustainable
development in 154 villages acrossRajasthan. The
scheme instead of providing for piecemealassistance
that does not lead to effective alleviationof poverty
or adequate development is designed asholistic action
plan that includes an agricultural incomegeneration
scheme, land cultivation and fruit plantation
programmes,fodder preservation schemes,
sericultureand water recycling
programmes,establishment ofmedical and educational
centres,adult literacy programsand credit schemes.
On the other hand Aditya BirlaGroup, Asian Paints
believe in the trusteeship conceptof management and
the CSR approach to work is stillwelfare oriented.
CSR interventions by IT companiesare philanthropic

in nature, contributiong in the form offinancial
assistance, assets and facilities.
The study reveals that companies implement
CSRprograms with respect to rural development
through fourtypes of institutions which are given as
below:
1. CSR activities implemented directly by the

companythrough its own (i) CSR division,(ii)
HumanResource Department(iii) Local
management ofmanufacturing unit;

2. CSR activities implemented through a foundation;
3. CSR activities implemented through

partnershipwith NGOs ,academic institutions,
internationalagencies;

4. CSR activities implemented through
partnershipwith Government.

The study shows that out of 14 companies
surveyed,two companies implemented their CSR
initiatives directlythrough dedicated CSR divisions
which are responsiblefor planning and implementation
of such activities. Foranother two companies,CSR
initiatives are implementedthrough local management
of manufacturing unit andHuman Resource
Department(HRD). Many companieslike Tata Steel,
Lupin India, NTPC, Dr.Reddy’sLabs, Satyam
Computers, Ambuja Cement Ltd, haveset up
dedicated foundations for implementationof CSR
initiatives for rural development. Most ofthese
foundations encourage participation of
localcommunities while planning and implementation
of theirCSR activities. It is also interesting to note
that suchfoundations implement their programmes in
partnershipwith government departments, a good
example of Private-Public Partnership (PPP).For
example, Dr.Reddy’sfoundation is working in
partnership with the ruraldevelopment department of
the Government of India(GoI).Similarly Satyam
Foundation is also working withthe Government of
Andhra Pradesh (GoAP).The study also reveals that
four companies who haveor do not have their
foundations but partner with Non-Governmental
Organizations (NGOs) for implementationof CSR
initiatives. In such an arrangement, the
companyprovides finance, infrastructure, whereas the
NGOprovides grassroots level support for
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implementationof CSR activities. An example in this
regard is BharatPetroleum which as tied up with
Gramin Social WelfareSociety & Community Action
for Rural Developmentin
Tamilnadu,VivekanandaGirjanaKalyan Kendrain
Bhubaneswar(Orissa),KalyanVikas Kendra
&Sevavrata&Divyayana in Jharkhand,G.P.Tin UP
&Rajasthan,Sevavrata in West Bengal, to deliver
socialwelfare services at grass root level.
The Impact of CSR Programs on Rural Poor
The impact of CSR programs reflected by a sample
of14 prominent companies in India were classified
underfive areas: livelihood, health, education,
environmentand infrastructure.
Livelihood: The Grameen-LABS Programmeis a
programme being implemented by Dr.Reddy’s
Foundation in partnership with the Rural
DevelopmentDepartment; Government of India
(GoI).It aims toprovide 35,000 livelihoods to rural
youth in the age of18-25 years in 7 States of India.
The results of livelihoodprogrammes supported by
Bharat Petroleum show thatthe SHG group members
are earning a steady incomeof INR 2000 per month
and members of the bananaplantations and poultry
are earning an additional incomeof INR 7000 to 8000
per annum.
Health: The study shows that many
companiesorganize a number of health camps to
create healthawareness and sensitize people on health
related issueslike: immunization, blood donation, water
purificationtablets, distributing condoms etc.Till 2007-
08,SAIL hasconducted 267 health camps benefiting
more than 4.5lakh people. In Lanjigarh (Orissa)
Vedanta Aluminum Ltdcovered 53 villages with
32,000 villagers by providingfree medicines, treatment
and referral services throughits mobile health
units.Tata Steel Family InitiativesFoundation(TSFIF)
established ‘Lifeline Express’hospital on wheels which
has helped over 50,000 patientsin Jharkhand,Orissa
and Chhatisgarh.
Education: Aditya Birla Group provided educationto
62, 000 children living in proximity to the plants
byrunning 26 formal schools. SAIL supports around
138 schools in the peripheral areas of SAIL’s plants/
units inthe country where more than 80, 000 children

receiveeducation (Kumar,2008). Asian Paints set up
of the “ShreeGattuVidyalaya”, a school catering to
25, 000 childrenfrom class I to X, has helped rural
children gain accessto formal schooling. Similarly,
Satyam Computers havedeveloped 170 modern
schools benefiting 40, 000 ruralchildren. The schools
into ‘Smiles Project’ supported byCoca Cola India
Inc. has been launched and completedin 20 schools
impacting the lives of around 10, 000children.
Environment: For sustainable management
anddevelopment of natural resources, many
companies havebeen working for tree plantation,
watershed management,waste management, wind
firm etc. For example, SAILhas planted 13.5 million
trees in and around SAIL plants/ mines so far.
Watershed development programme ofAmbuja
Cement Ltd. covered 9, 000 ha in the last fouryears.
Sustainable water management remains the
toppriority of Coca Cola India Inc. So far, the
company’swater initiatives have improved the lives
of more than 1,40, 000 people and spread awareness
about the crucialimportance of water conservation
among millions people.
Infrastructure: Out of 14 companies surveyed
onlysix companies are providing different
infrastructuralfacilities like construction or
development of roads,electricity, water facility,
sanitation, school, healthcentre, community centre, etc.
Lupin Human Welfareand Research Foundation’s
“ApnaGaonApnaKam”scheme covered 38,000
villages in Rajasthan and almostall villages have school
buildings, drinking water,ponds,.link roads, community
centres,and electricity.SAIL has been involved in the
construction and repair of33 km of pucca roads per
year, thereby providing nearby two lakh people across
435 villages access to moderninfrastructure facilities
every year. In Andhra Pradesh,in partnership with
Hyderabad Urban DevelopmentAgency, local village
communities and NGOs,Coca-Cola India has helped
16,000 villagers of ‘SaroorNayar’restore existing
“Check Dam” water catchment areas.
CONCLUSION ANDRECOMMENDATIONS
The conclusion of this study is that socialresponsibility
is regarded as an important businessissue of Indian
companies irrespective of size, sector,business goal,
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location of the company. Because Indiancompanies
are realizing that without socio-economicdevelopment
of the local communities, there can be nostability and
sustainability for doing business so as tocompete with
the global market. The study shows thatall surveyed
companies present themselves as havingCSR policy
and practices. Most of the companies whichdesign
and implement CSR initiatives in the vicinityof their
works cover entire community. A wide rangeof CSR
initiatives ranging from income generationactivities
for livelihood, health check-up camps, mobilehealth
services,education,adult literacy,
agriculturaldevelopment, provision of drinking water,
managementand development of natural resources,
infrastructurefacilities being carried out by these
companies. Thoughthe approach to work is generally
shifting fromphilanthropic to welfare and sustainable
developmentbut no link was observed between the
company’s CSRagenda and Millennium Development
Goals. Manycompanies promote and implement CSR
initiativesthrough Human Resource Departmnet,
foundation or inpartnership with NGOs, but do not
have full fledged CSRdepartment. CSR initiatives
being implemented by theIndian companies for rural
development have a positiveimpact in overall
development of society and theirbusiness. However,
following points must be consideredto continue on
sustained basis for the betterment of boththe people
at large and the business.
1. The company must align the CSR goals withthe

national goals set up under the
MilleniumDevelopment Goals (MDG).

2. The company should have a dedicated CSR
divisionwith well trained, qualified and
experiencedprofessionals from social science i.e.
Social Work,Sociology, Rural Development and
DevelopmentStudies and management
background for betterplanning, implementation
and evaluation of CSRinitiatives.

3. CSR programmes being implemented by
Indiancompanies should be based on the felt-need
ofthe local people so that their participation in
theprogramme can be enhanced. Moreover, it
isnecessary to create jobs and economic activity
inrural community with a view to uplift the
masses.

4. Social audit should be conducted by an
externalagency to assess the CSR performance
of thecompany.

5. Government can encourage economic players
toconsider ethical, social and environmental
criteria.Government should play the role of
motivator, enabler, facilitator rather than director
of corporatesocial responsibility.

6. A annual report on Corporate Social
Responsibilityshould be prepared to highlight the
company’scommitment for sustainable
communitydevelopment.

Table-1 No. of Companies taking CSR initiatives
for Rural Development

S.No. CSR Initiatives 
for Rural 

Development 

No. of 
Companies 

Taking 
CSR 

initiatives 

Percentage(%) 
of Companies 
Taking CSR 

initiatives 

1 Livelihood 12 85.7 
2 Health 13 92.8 
3 Education 14 100.0 
4 Environment 8 57.1 
5 Infrastructure 7 50.0 
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Agriculture plays a vital role in India’s economy. Over 58 per cent of the rural households depend on
agriculture as their principal means of livelihood. Agriculture, along with fisheries and forestry, is one of the
largest contributors to the Gross Domestic Product (GDP). India is the largest producer, consumer and
exporter of spices and spice products. It ranks third in farm and agriculture outputs. Agricultural export
constitutes 10 per cent of the country’s exports and is the fourth-largest exported principal commodity.
Livestock - especially cattle - may be branded to indicate ownership and age, but in modern farming
identification is more likely to be indicated by means of ear tags and electronic identification than branding.
The paper deals with Introduction, Live stock products, marketing of live stock products and some challengeas
and recommedations of agriculture sectot r and conclusion.
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INTRODUCTION
Agriculture plays a vital role in India’s economy. Over
58 per cent of the rural households depend on
agriculture as their principal means of livelihood.
Agriculture, along with fisheries and forestry, is one
of the largest contributors to the Gross Domestic
Product (GDP).
As per estimates by the Central Statistics Office
(CSO), the share of agriculture and allied sectors
(including agriculture, livestock, forestry and fishery)
was 16.1 per cent of the Gross Value Added (GVA)
during 2014–15 at 2011–12 prices. During Q1
FY2016, agriculture and allied sectors grew 1.9 per
cent year-on-year and contributed 14.2 per cent of
GVA.
India is the largest producer, consumer and exporter
of spices and spice products. It ranks third in farm
and agriculture outputs. Agricultural export constitutes
10 per cent of the country’s exports and is the fourth-
largest exported principal commodity. The agro
industry in India is divided into several sub segments
such as canned, dairy, processed, frozen food to
fisheries, meat, poultry, and food grains. The
Department of Agriculture and Cooperation under

the Ministry of Agriculture is responsible for the
development of the agriculture sector in India. It
manages several other bodies, such as the National
Dairy Development Board (NDDB), to develop other
allied agricultural sectors.
LIVE STOCK PRODUCTS
Live stock are domesticated animals raised in an
agricultural seting to produce commodities such
as food, fiberand labor. Livestock are defined as being
useful animals; which implies a commercial purpose,
or being reared for financial gain. However, in recent
years, livestock are also raised to promote the survival
of rare breeds, leading to many charities being formed
around this issue.
Livestock are raised for profit or conservation of rare
breeds. Raising animals (animal husbandry) is a
component of modern agriculture. It has been
practiced in many cultures since the transition
to farming from hunter-gatherlifestyles.
Livestock as a word was first used between 1650
and 1660, as a merger between the word live and
stock.
Older English sources, such as the King James
Version of the Bible, refer to livestock in general as
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“cattle”, as opposed to the word “deer”, which then
was used for wild animals which were not
owned. The word cattle is derived from Old North
French catel, which meant all kinds of movable
personal property, including livestock, which was
differentiated from non-movable real-estate (“real
property”). In later English, sometimes smaller
livestock was called “small cattlel in that sense of
movable property on land, which was not
automatically bought or sold with the land. Today,
the modern meaning of “cattle”, without a modifier,
usually refers to domesticated bovines however, in
some cases livestock can mean cattle. The modern
definition of livestock is useful animals kept on a farm.
United States federal legislation sometimes more
narrowly defines the term to make specified
agricultural commodities either eligible, or ineligible,
for a program or activity. For example, the Livestock
Mandatory Reporting Act of 1999 (P.L. 106-78, Title
IX) defines livestock only as cattle, swine, and lambs.
However, 1988 disaster assistance legislation defined
the term as “cattle, sheep, goats, swine, poultry
(including egg-producing poultry), equine animals used
for food or in the production of food, fish used for
food, and other animals designated by the Secretary.
MARKETING OF LIVE STOCK PRODUCTS
Since many livestock are herd animals, they were
historically driven to market ”on the hoof” to a town
or other central location. During the period after
the American Civil War, the abundance of Longhorn
cattle in Texas, and the demand for beef in Northern
markets, led to the implementation of the Old
West cattle drive. The method is still used in some
parts of the world. Truck transport is now common
in developed countries. Local and regional
livestock auctions and commodity markets facilitate
trade in livestock. In other areas, livestock may be
bought and sold in a bazaar, such as may be found in
many parts In developing world countries, having
access to markets has been shown to encourage
farmers to invest in livestock, with the result that they
improve their livelihoods. The International Crops
Research Institute for the Semi-Arid
Tropics (ICRISAT) has worked inZimbabwe to help
farmers make their most of their livestock

herds. ICRISAT worked to improve local farming
systems, through ‘Innovation platforms’ at which
farmers, traders, rural development agencies and
extension officers could discuss the challenges they
faced. One finding was that if farmers devoted half
of three hectares to maize and half to mucuna (velvet
bean) in a rotation system, they could obtain 80% of
the biomassneeded to see their livestock through the
dry season. If they only grew maize, they only met
20% of their biomass needs.
Production of Major Live  Stock Products:

Agriculture Sector: Key Indicators (Percent at
Currenet Prices)

SOME OF THE CHALLENGES AND POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR INDIAN
AGRICULTURE:
 Agriculture and food sectors need huge

investment in research, education, extension,
irrigation, fertilizers, and laboratories to test soil,
water, and commodities, and warehousing and
cold storage. Rationalization of subsidies and
better targeting of subsidies would generate part
of the resources for public investment.

 There are wide differences in yields between
states. Even the best of states have much lower
yield in different crops when compared to the
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best in the world. This provides ample opportunity
to increase production by bridging the yield gap
to the extent feasible within the climatic zone.

 Providing irrigation can improve yield
substantially, as vast cropped area is still
unirrigated. For a shift in production function,
investment in basic research would be necessary.

 Recommendations of the Shanta Kumar
Committee provide useful suggestions for the
future road-map of food policy. Every effort
should be made to bring states on board for
creating a national common market for
agricultural commodities. Distortions emerging
from various policies, including exempting user
charges for electricity and water should be
removed.

 For providing efficient advance price discovery
to farmers and enabling them to hedge price risk,
the Forward Markets Commission should be
strengthened and empowered to regulate the
market more effectively.

 Indian agricultural system is predominantly a
mixed crop-livestock farming system, with the
livestock segment supplementing farm incomes
by providing employment, draught animals, and
manure. India ranks first in milk production,
accounting for 17 per cent of world production.
During 2013-14, milk production peaked at 137.69
MT, thus becoming an important secondary
source of income for 70 million rural households
engaged in dairying. The average yearon- year
growth rate of milk, at 4.18 per cent visà- vis the
world average of 2.2 per cent, shows sustained
growth in availability of milk and milk products
for the growing population.

 In the poultry segment, the government’s focus,
besides framing suitable policies for enhancing
commercial poultry production, is on strengthening
the family poultry system, which addresses
livelihood issues. Egg production was around
73.89 billion in 2013-14, while poultry meat
production was estimated at 2.68 MT.

 Fisheries constitute about 1 per cent of the GDP
of the country and 4.75 per cent of agriculture
GDP. The total fish production during 2013-14

was 9.58 MT, an increase of 5.96 per cent over
 2012-13. Fish production during the first two

quarters of 2014-15 has also shown an
increasingtrend and is estimated at 4.37 MT
(Provisional). For sustainable and continuous
growth of the livestock sector by emulating the
success achieved in the dairy and poultry sectors,
acrossspecies and regions, the National Livestock
Mission has been launched in 2014-15 with an
approved outlay of ‘ 2,800 crore during the
Twelfth Plan.

CONCLUSION:
This Mission is formulated with the objective of
sustainable development of the livestock sector,
focusing on improving availability of quality feed and
fodder, risk coverage, effective extension, improved
flow of credit, and organization of livestock farmers
/ rearers. Given the high contribution of protein items
in inflation, the growth rate of this sector has to match
the rising demand reflected in increasing share of
these items in consumption expenditure. Livestock -
especially cattle - may be branded to indicate
ownership and age, but in modern farming
identification is more likely to be indicated by means
of ear tags and electronic identification than branding.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Women are the new paradigms of today’s culture
beginning from home to working sector. Women are
taking active participation in management, local
governance and political fields. Women trend in
working sector has changed with globalization.
Women have shifted traditional assumptions about
their roles and capabilities. Women have basic rights
about decision making. In this era women have made
comprehensive steps in educational attainment and
workforce participation. Women participation in work
is one of the proxy indicators of women in overall
status in society and gender empowerment. Women
are managing complex interfaces between domestic
and work culture. They stand tall from the rest of the
crowd and are applauded for their achievements in
their respective field. The transformation of social
fabric of the Indian society, in terms of increased
educational status of women and varied aspirations
for better living, necessitated a change in the life style
of Indian women. She has competed with man and
successfully stood up with him in every walk of life
and business is no exception for this.
Women have increased their participation rates in
managerial and professional jobs but they are paid
less even working on the same position compared to
men in the levels of management. This is often called
gender segregation. women leaders are assertive,
persuasive and willing to take risks. They managed
to survive and succeed in this cut throat competition
with their hard work, diligence and perseverance.
Ability to learn quickly from her abilities, her
persuasiveness, open style of problem solving,
willingness to take risks and chances, ability to
motivate people, knowing how to win and lose
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gracefully are the strengths of the working women
to participate in administration.
2. PROBLEMS OF WORKING WOMEN AT
HOME
1. Working women and children
2. Conflict between the two roles
3. Participation in decision-making process in the
family
4. Scio-economic life and habit of husbands
5. Dual responsibility
6. Control of income
7. Impact on martial relations
3. PROBLEMS OF WORKING WOMEN AT
WORKPLACE
1. Poor health
a. Emotional problems
b. Physical health
2. Lack of social security
3. Absence of child care facilities
4. Home-based work
5. Gender discrimination
6. Problem of transport
7. Occupational hazards and accident
4. RATIONALE OF THE STUDY
The rationale behind the study is to examine how
working women at senior positions participate in
administration process in Gujarat. The present study
adds to the body of knowledge relating to the
stereotype attitudes displayed by male subordinated
toward female bosses at the work place, will help to
inform management that how male should perceive
females, which role of female head is accepted at
large, which are the strong points of female heads
that they should continue for success and which are
the weak points of female heads that should be
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improved to participate in administration etc. The
research will serve as a guide, platform and source
of information to other scholars researching on a
related topic.
5. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
The research endeavor carried out by the researcher
was planned with the following objectives:
1. To assess and examine the attributes of working

women about their job.
2. To know the prospects of working women about

their organization for participating in
administration.

3. To assess and examine the attributes responsible
as hindrance or success of working women in
their career advancement.

4. To recommend the related to remedial measures
in helping and accelerating working women to
participate suggestions more effectively in
administration.

6. SCOPE OF THE STUDY
The present study undertaken by the researcher
focuses on working women’s participation in
administration.
The geographical scope of the study covers five
zones/districts of Gujarat State viz., Ahmedabad,
Anand, Jamnagar, Surat and Vadodara.
The functional scope is confined to the women’s
participation in administration in different selected
private and public undertaking of five different zones.
7. SOURCES OF DATA COLLECTION
Primary Data: Data were collected using personal
contact approach. Questionnaire were distributed to
women executives located in five different zones of
Gujarat State working in public as well as private
undertakings were surveyed. In the questionnaire five
point scales was employed to determine scores, where
respondents were asked to rate each attribute on 5-
point scale ranging from strongly agree to strongly
disagree. The statements/items for the questionnaire
were formed after consulting relevant literature and
some relevant research conducted in the area.
Secondary Data: The secondary data related to
theoretical background of working women and their
participation in administration, was collected from the
published reports of Books, Ph.D. Thesis,

Dissertation, newspapers, journals, websites, etc.
8. PERIOD OF THE STUDY
The study was conducted for a period from 2012 to
2015. The primary data for the study were collected
in the second half of the year 2014.
9. SAMPLE DESIGN
Population: The population of the research study
was the women working at senior positions
participating in administration of five different zones
viz., Ahemdabad, Anand, Jamnagar, Surat and
Vadodara of 10 private undertakings and 10 public
undertakings of Gujarat State.
Sample Size:  Out of the total 20 undertakings, 15
women employees from each undertaking were
selected as respondents. The respondents were
selected among the working women at different levels
like managers, branch managers, deputy managers,
and senior executives.
The questionnaire was administered to total number
of 300 respondents randomly working in both the
public and private undertakings throughout the five
zones of Gujarat State.
10. HYPOTHESES OF THE STUDY
In order to plan the nature and scope of the
investigations set of hypotheses were evolved. The
major hypotheses relating to each aspect of the study
are undertaken to test the following hypotheses:
1. There is no significant relationship among the

working women with respect to their job
participating in administration.

2. There is no significant relationship among the
working women with respect to their career
development participating in administration.

3. There is no significant relationship among the
working women with respect to the organizational
support.

4. There is no significant relationship among the
working women with respect to their strengths
leads to success that affect to participate in
administration.

11. TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES OF THE
STUDY
The primary data collected were analyzed by using
both quantitative and qualitative data analysis tools.
The collected quantitative statistical information has
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been processed through different software like SPSS
and Microsoft Excel for analyzing and presenting the
data in the form of tables and graphs to illustrate the
major findings of the study.
12. FINDINGS
1. FINDINGS BASED ON DEMOGRAPHIC
PROFILE OF THE RESPONDENTS
Age Groups: The study concluded that majority of
the respondents (70%), belong to a comparatively
younger age between 25 to 35 years. This age group
of working women is generally looked upon as
energetic and efficient age group participating in
administration.
Educational Qualification: Most of the women
respondents (73.33%) participating in administration
are well educated possessing post-graduation degree.
2. FINDINGS BASED ON THE
RESPONDENTS’ OPINION TOWARDS
THEIR JOB
Attitude of the people around you at the work
place is extremely good: Taking total 300
respondents, maximum number of respondents 152
(50.67%) strongly agreed, out of which 75 (25.00%)
were from government undertakings and 77 (25.67%)
were from private organization. Zone-wise it is
cleared that maximum number of respondents 42
(14.00%) those who strongly agreed were from
Jamnagar.
Facing workplace harassment and verbal
abusement because of gender: From total 300
respondents, maximum number of respondents 150
(50.00%) disagreed, out of which 85 (28.33%) were
from government undertakings and 65 (21.67%) were
from private organization. According to zone-wise it
is observed that maximum number of respondents
39 (13.00%) those who disagreed were from
Ahmedabad.
3. FINDINGS BASED ON THE
RESPONDENTS’ OPINION TOWARDS
CAREER DEVELOPMENT
Gender discrimination to a great extent is a
constraint to career advancement: Out of total
300 respondents, maximum number of respondents
209 (69.67%) agreed, out of which 103 (34.33%)
were from government undertakings and 106

(35.33%) were from private organization. According
to zone-wise it is observed that maximum number of
respondents 50 (16.67%) from Anand agreed.
Top management’s perception affects career
progression to a great extent: From total 300
respondents, maximum number of respondents 215
(71.67%) agreed, out of which 105 (35.00%) were
from government undertakings and 110 (36.67%)
were from private organization. From zone-wise it is
concluded that maximum number of respondents 47
(15.67%) from Ahmedabad agreed.
4. FINDINGS BASED ON THE
RESPONDENTS’ OPINION ABOUT THE
ORGANISATION
Gender diversity is most important in the
organization: Among 300 respondents, maximum
number of respondents 110 (36.67%) neutral, out of
which 59 (19.67%) were from government
undertakings and 51 (17.00%) were from private
organization. Considering zone-wise, it is depicted that
maximum number of respondents 31 (10.33%) from
Ahmedabad disagreed.
Judgment of work performance is done critically
than men in the organization: Among 300
respondents, maximum number of respondents 197
(65.67%) disagreed, out of which 93 (31.00%) were
from government undertakings and 104 (34.67%)
were from private organization. Looking zone-wise,
it is interpreted that maximum number of respondents
47 (15.67%) from Anand disagreed.
5. FINDINGS BASED ON THE
RESPONDENTS’ OPINION WHETHER
THEY POSSESS SKILLS AND ABILITIES TO
PARTICIPATE IN ADMINISTRATION
WHERE THEY WORK
Problem solving and conflict resolution: From
total 300 respondents, maximum number of
respondents 277 (92.33%) strongly agreed, out of
which 136 (45.33%) were from government
undertakings and 141 (47.00%) were from private
organization. It is observed zone-wise that maximum
number of respondents 58 (19.33%) from Ahmedabad
and Surat strongly agreed.
Stress Management: Observing total 300
respondents, maximum number of respondents 268
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(89.33%) strongly agreed, out of which 129 (43.00%)
were from government undertakings and 139
(46.33%) were from private organization. Looking
zone-wise it is examined that maximum number of
respondents 56 (18.67%) from Surat strongly agreed.
6. FINDINGS BASED ON THE
RESPONDENTS’ OPINION THAT
POSSESSING DIFFERENT ABILITIES IS
IMPORTANT TO PARTICIPATE IN
ADMINISTRATION
Self-development: Considering total 300
respondents, maximum number of respondents 270
(90.00%) strongly agreed, out of which 132 (44.00%)
were from government undertakings and 138
(46.00%) were from private organization. Further it
is observed zone-wise that maximum number of
respondents 59 (19.67%) from Anand strongly agreed.
Intellectual development: Among total 300
respondents, maximum number of respondents 272
(90.67%) strongly agreed, out of which 130 (43.33%)
were from government undertakings and 142
(47.33%) were from private organization. Looking
zone-wise it is observed that maximum number of
respondents 58 (19.33%) from Ahmedabad strongly
agreed.
7. FINDINGS BASED ON THE
RESPONDENTS’ OPINION THAT
POSSESSING DIFFERENT ABILITIES IS
IMPORTANT TO PARTICIPATE IN
ADMINISTRATION
Leader: Taking together 300 respondents, maximum
number of respondents 259 (86.33%) strongly agreed,
out of which 128 (42.67%) were from government
undertakings and 131 (43.67%) were from private
organization. From zone-wise it is interpreted that
maximum number of respondents 57 (19.00%) from
Ahmedabad strongly agreed.
Innovator: When total 300 respondents taken
together, maximum number of respondents 262
(87.33%) strongly agreed, out of which 130 (43.33%)
were from government undertakings and 132
(44.00%) were from private organization. Observing
zone-wise it is reported that maximum number of
respondents 55 (18.33%) from Ahmedabad and Surat
strongly agreed.

8. FINDINGS BASED ON THE
RESPONDENTS’ OPINION ON THEIR
STRENGTHS LEADS TOWARDS SUCCESS
TO PARTICIPATE IN ADMINISTRATION
Self-esteem and ambition for career growth:
Observing total 300 respondents, maximum number
of respondents 261 (87.00%) strongly agreed, out of
which 128 (42.67%) were from government
undertakings and 133 (44.33%) were from private
organization. Also it is interpreted that maximum
number of respondents 55 (18.33%) from Ahmedabad
strongly agreed.
Firm attitude towards work: Among total 300
respondents, maximum number of respondents 263
(87.67%) strongly agreed, out of which 125 (41.67%)
were from government undertakings and 138
(46.00%) were from private organization. Considering
zone-wise it is evaluated that maximum number of
respondents 57 (19.00%) from Ahmedabad strongly
agreed.
9. FINDINGS BASED ON THE
RESPONDENTS’ OPINION WHETHER
THEIR WEAKNESSES CREATE
OBSTACLES IN SUCCESS TO PARTICIPATE
IN ADMINISTRATION
Lack of taking family care and family backing:
Observing total 300 respondents, maximum number
of respondents 139 (46.33%) disagreed, out of which
64 (21.33%) were from government undertakings and
75 (25.00%) were from private organization. Looking
zone-wise it is reported that maximum number of
respondents 33 (11.00%) from Vadodara disagreed.
Physical strain necessitating longer hours to
stay in the office: Among total 300 respondents,
maximum number of respondents 171 (57.00%)
disagreed, out of which 87 (29.00%) were from
government undertakings and 84 (28.00%) were from
private organization. The study zone-wise showed
that maximum number of respondents 41 (13.67%)
from Jamnagar disagreed.
13. RECOMMENDATION
The following measures are suggested to empower
and to help for facing challenges by the working
women participating in administration:
1. Even today, men are seen as the bread winner
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and women as the house-keepers and child
bearers. This typecast role model continues to
put obstacles before the working women to
efficiently participate in administration. So
fundamental change is required in the attitudes
of the employers, policy makers, family members
and other relatives and the public at large.

2. Top management support is essential to promote
women in performing different roles to participate
in administration.

3. The government as well as private organizations
should be more sensitive to women situations and
need as women generally have to look after family
and work.

4. The organizations should provide good support
system like work in flexi-timings, work from home
and transport facilities at family and workplace
which that would enable women to fulfill both
without being pressurized to prioritize one above
the other.

5. Working women should try to upgrade
themselves in the changing times by adapting the
latest technology benefits. This can facilitate
women to excel in decision-making process.

14. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
All research inquiries are subjected to few limitations,
although these may differ with respect to the
magnitude of limitations. The present study is subject
to the following limitations:
1. The study area was confined to the beneficiaries

of only five zones of Gujarat, viz., Ahmedabad,
Anand, Jamnagar, Surat and Vadodara.

2. Because of limitation of time and budget
constraints involved in research, the study was
restricted to a limited number of samples.

3. The basic limitation of possibility of difference
between what is recorded and what is truth, no
matter how carefully the interview has been
conducted. The present study may also suffer
from this limitation.
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* Dipindra Chaudhari
lJlJW 5|SFZGF\  VFNM,GMGM VeIF; SZTF\ V[S AFAT :5Q8
YFI K[ S[  VFlNJF;LVMV[ D}/E]T ZLT[ HDLG VG[ H\U,MGF
VlWSFZMGF D]N[ H lJãMCGF JFJ8F OZSFjIF CTFP 5FK/YL VF
R/J/MV[ ;FDFlHS4 WFlD"S S[ ZFHSLI :J~5 WFZ6 SI]" CMI
V[ H]NL JFT K[P 5Z\5ZFUT ZLT[ JGMDF\ J;TF  VFlNJF;LVM
V[J]\ DFGTF CTF S[ H\U,M 5Z T[DGM  H VAFlWT VlWSFZ K[P
5Z\T] lA|8LX XF;GSF/ NZLDIFG JGjIJ:YF5GGF GFD[
H\U,GF SFINF 30FIFP VF SFINFVMGF SFZ6[  VFlNJF;LVMGF
JGVlWSFZM 5Z TZF5 VFJLP  VFlNJF;LVM DF8[ VF SFINF
A\WG AGL UIFP VG[ VF A\WGDF\YL D]ST YJF  VFlNJF;LVMV[
;DIF\TZ[ VF\NM,GM SIF"P VF 5lZ5[|1IDF\  VFlNJF;LVM VG[
H\U,M JrR[GM TYF lA|l8XZMV[ VF ;\A\W 5Z S. ZLT[ U|C6
,UF0I] T[GM .lTCF; HM.V[P
H\U,M lJ`JEZGF  VFlNJF;L HLJGGM V\TZ\U CL:;M K[P
EFZTGF A[ T'TLIF\X  VFlNJF;LVM H\U,DF\ J;[ K[P EFZTGF
DM8F EFUGF 5|N[XMDF\ BMZFS4 3F;RFZM4 GFGF\ .DFZTL ,FS0F\4
VF{QFWLI T[D H VgI 36LBZL T[DGL H~ZLIFTM 5Z\5ZFUT
ZLT[ H\U,M H 5]ZL 5F0[ K[ VF H\U,GF ;\;FWGM H[ T[DGL;\:S'lT4
VY"jIJ:YF4 WD" VG[ ;FDFlHS VFlY"S jIJ:YFT\+GF 5FIFDF\
ZC[,F K[P T[YL T[DGF ;D]NFIMV[ VF ;\;FWGM ;FY[ 5Z:5ZFlzT
;CHLJL :J~5GM ;\A\W  5|:YF5LT SIM" K[P VFD T[D6[  5MTFG]\
TFNFtDI H H\U, ;FY[ HM0L N.4 H\U,MGM p5IMU VlJZT
RF,] ZFBL XSFI T[JL ;\:S'lT lJS;FJL K[P
lA|8LX XF;SMV[  VFlNJF;LVMGL VFHLlJSFGF ;FWGG[ 5MTFGL
VFJSGF T[D H .DFZTL ,FS0FG[ N]lGIFEZDF\ ;\:YFGM DF8[
RF,TF T[DGF I]âM DF8[ JCF6M AF\WJF DF8[GF ,FS0FGF :+MTGF
:J~5DF\ O[ZJL GFbIFP !)DL ;NLGF DwI ;]WLDF\ TM V\U[|HMV[
DM8F 5FI[ J'1FMG]\ BF; SZLG[4 ;FUGF\ J'1FMGL S8F.G\]  H SFD
SI]"P X~VFTDF\ V[GL GF{SF;[GFGL H~ZLIFT 5]ZL SZJF DF8[
VG[ 5FK/YL Z[,J[ ,F.GGF :,L5ZM GFBJF DF8[P VF0[W0
S8F.GF 5ZL6FDMYL lR\TLT Y.G[ 5KL JGMG[ J{7FGLS
jIJ:FY5G C[9/ ,FJJFGL lJRFZ6F YJF DF\0LP .P;P !(&$
DF\ EFZTGF 5|YD .g:5[S8Z HGZ, VMO OMZ[:8 TZLS[ HD"G

OMZ[:8Z 0[8=LR A|Flg0;GL lGD6]S Y.P T[DG[ TF,LDAâ
JGlJEFUGL :YF5GF SZLG[  N[XGF JG jIJ:YF5GG[ J{7FlGS
VFWFZ 5]ZF 5F0JFG]\ SFD ;M\5FI]\P  ;FY[ H tIFZGF V\U[|H
XF;SMV[ AWF JGlJ:TFZMG[ 5MTFGF C:TS ,. ,[JFGM XSJTL"
lG6"I ,. ,LWMP 5ZL6FD[ VFIMHLT lJSF;GF NFISFVM
NZDLIFG H\U,MGF GFXG]\ 5|DF6 JWL UI]P
K[<,F\ ;M JQFM"DF\ EFZT VFBFDF\ H\U, lJ:TFZ 38TM H UIM
K[P lA|8LXZM4 EFZT ;ZSFZ VG[ ACFZGF ,MSMGF VFS|D6G[
SFZ6[ VF ;\HMUM GLDF"IF K[P ;\:YFGJFNL XF;SM T[D H EFZT
;ZSFZ[ 30[,F SFINF H\U,JF;LVM V[8,[ S[[  VFlNJF;LVMG[
H\U, 5Z GEJFGL K]8 VF5GFZF GCMTFP  H\U,  VFlNJF;LVM
VFDG[ ;FDG[ CMJFGL E],EZ[,L DFgITFG[ SFZ6[K[<,F NM-
;M JQF"DF\ 30FI[,F S[8,FS SFINF lA|8LXZMGF RF<IF HJF TF
56 8SL ZCIF\ K[P lA|8LX jIF5FZLSZ6GF HMZNFZ VFS|D6YL
VFlNJF;L VG[ H\U, JrR[ RF,TL VF\TZlS|IFDF\ DM8] 5ZLJT"G
VFZ\EFI]P  HIFZ[ lA|8LXZM EFZT VFjIF tIFZ[ T[DG[ EFZTLI
H\U,MDF\ VFJS  TYG GLSF;GF C[T]YL 5MTFGF p5IMUDF\ ,[JF
DF8[GF DCtJGF ;\;FWGM H6FIFP T[DGL ;FDFgI GLlT TM
H\U,MGF EMU[ 56 B[TLG[ 5|Mt;FCG VF5JFGL CTLP jIJl:YT
H\U,lGlTGL X~VFT TM .P;P!((5 DF\ UJG"Z HGZ,
0[,CFp;LV[ H\U,v;Z\1F6 V\U[ HFC[ZGFD] 5|l;â SI]" tIFZYL
Y.P 56 0[8=LR A|Flg0;GM NMZJ6L C[9/ H\U, BFT] ZRFI]
VG[ H\U, V\U[GM 5|YD SFINM 30JFDF\ VFjIMP
U]HZFTDF\ H\U,MGF 8}\SM .lTCF;o\
U]HZFT ZFHIGM S], HDLG lJ:TFZ !)4&_Z CHFZ C[S8Z
V[8,[ S[ VFXZ[ A[ SZM0 C[S8Z K[P H[;DU| EFZTGF S], EF{UMl,S
lJ:TFZGF 5P)& 8SF H[8,M YFIK[P  U]HZFTGF S], EF{UMl,S
lJ:TFZDF )P() 8SF H[8,L HDLGM 5Z H\U,M VFJ[,F K[P S],
H\U, lJ:TFZDF *!PZ& 8SF H[8,] H\U, VGFDT H\U, K[P
HIFZ[ 5P!$8SF H[8,] H\U, Zl1FT H\U, K[P VG[ Z#P&_ 8SF
H[8,M lJ:TFZ ALGJUL"S'T K[P U]HZFTGF S], !(_Z(
UFDMDF\YL $*#Z UFDM H\U, lJ:TFZDF\ VFJ[,F K[P H\U,
lJ:TFZGF DM8F EFUGF UFDM 5}J"58'LDF\ l:YT K[P HIF\
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VFlNJF;LVM J;JF8 SZ[ K[P  U]HZFTDF\ BZF VY"DF !Z ,FB
C[S8Z H[8,L HDLGDF\ H\U, VFJ[,] K[P T[DF\ ;F{YL ;3G H\U,M
D]bItJ[ 0F\U4 J,;F04 GJ;FZL4 ;]ZT VG[ GD"NF HL<,FDF\
VFJ[,F K[P
VFhFNL 5]J[ " U]HZFTGF DM8F EFUGF lJ:TFZM lJlEgG
ZFHFVMGF TFAF C[9/ CTFP VF NZ[S ZFHFGF ZHJF0FDF\
V,UV,U  H\U,MGF ;\RF,GGL 5âTLVM CTLP H\U,GL
DF,LSL H[ T [ ZHJF0FGF ZFHFGL CTLP VFD KTF \ H[
VFlNJF;LVM 5MTFGL H~ZLIFT H[8,F A/T6GF ,FS0F4  -MZ
RZFJJF T[D H H\U,vUF{6 5[NFX JU[Z[4  ;Z/TFYL D[/JL
XSFTF CTFP VFGF 5lZ6FD :J~5[ H\U,GF Z1F6 DF8[
VFlNJF;LVMV[ 5MTFGL V[S V,U jIJ:YF pEL SZL CTLP
36F ZFHFVMV[ H\U,MGM VD]S EFU lXSFZ DF8[ BF; VGFDT
ZFbIM CTMP WZD5]ZGF ZFHF TM lXSFZGL 5}J"T{IFZL~5[
VFlNJF;LVMG[ H\U,DF\ DMS,LG[ lXSFZG[ RFZ[ AFH]YL 3[ZLG[
CFSM8F 5F0TF T[G[ ZFHF HIF lXSFZ DF8[ T{IFC ZMI T[JL
HuIFV[ ,FJJFGL OZH 5F0TFP VFD SZJF HTF\ 36F
VFlNJF;LVMV[ HLJ U]DFjIFGF 56 NFB,F K[P
5\RDCF, VG[ ;]ZT 1F[+GF H\U,M ;LWL ZLT[ D]\A. ZFHGL
CS]DT C[9/ CTFP T[DH VF H\U,M 5Z lA|l8XZFHGL H\U,GL
GLlT VD,DF CTLP ALHL TZO 0F\UGF H\U,M lJlXQ8 ZLT[
:YFGLS EL, ZFHFVMGL CS]DT C[9/ CTF\P 5Z\T] BF; SZFZ
SZLG[ 0F\UGF H\U,M lA|l8XZMV[ ,Lh 5ZC:TUT SZL ,LWF
CTF\P T[GF AN,FDF\ 0F\UL ZFHFVMG[ JFlQF"S GSSL SZ[,L ZSD
VF5JFDF\ VFJL CTLP VF H\U,MGM JCLJ8 X~VFTDF\ 5|tI1F
ZLT[ S[gN= ;ZSFZ SZTL CTLP 5Z\T] tIFZAFN D]\A. ;ZSFZGL
JCLJ8L N[BZ[B C[9/ VFjIF CTFP ,Lh 5Z ,LW[,F H\U,MGF
AN,FDF\ lA|l8XZM ZFHFVMG[ H[ ZSD VF5TF CTF T[ AFAT[
VJFZGJFZ lA|l8X V[Hg8M VG[ ZFHFVM JrR[ h30F YIF CTFP
VF h30FGM V\T ,FJJF DF8[ lA|l8XZMV[ 5_ 8SFYL JW] H\U,M
.P;P!(*5 YL .P;P!)_* ;]WLDF VGFDT H\U,M TZLS[
HFC[Z SIF"P T[GF 5Z lA|l8XZMGM ;\5]6" CSS AgIMP VFJL H
ZLT[ 5\RDCF, VG[ ;]ZTGF H\U,MGF lJ:TFZ 56 VGFDT
H\U, TZLS[ HFC[Z YIMP VFD .P;P!)_! GL H\U,GLTL
VD,DF VFJL tIF ;]WLDF\ AWF H\U,M lA|l8XZMGFTFAF  C[9/
VFJL UIF CTFP VFhFNL AFN 56 ;ZSFZ[  lA|l8XZM wJFZF
AGFJFI[,F H\U,MGF SFINFG[ wIFGDF  ZFBLG[ H\U,MG[ ;ZSFZL
DF,LSLGF AGFjIFP VFD4 VFlNJF;LVMGF 5Z\5ZFUT H\U,
5ZGF CSSMG[ SFINFSLI ZLT[ KLGJL ,[JFDF\ VFjIFP VF AFAT[
VFlNJF;LVMV[ VG[SJFZ VF\NM,GM 56 SIF"P H[  VFlNJF;LVM
JQFMYL H\U,MDF H\U,GM lJGFX SIF" lJGF H\U,GL HDLG
B[0TF CTF T[DGL 5F;[YL  HDLGM KLGJL  ,[JF DF8[ ;ZSFZ[

JBTMJBT  S0S SFINFVM AGFjIFP VG[  VFlNJF;LVM ZCIF
;CIF CSSM 5Z TZF5 DFZJFGL X~VFT SZLP
H\U,GF SFINFVMo
VFlNJF;LVM DF8[ A\WG~5 AGL UI[,F4 :JT\+TF 5C[,F\ VG[
:JT\+TF 5KL AG[,F H\U, SFINFVMGL lJUTM VF 5|DF6[ K[P
!f .P;P !(&5 GM H\U, V\U[GM SFINMo

VF SFINM H\U,GF p5IMU4 jIJ:YF VG[ HF/J6LG[
lGI\l+T SZJF DF8[ 30JFDF\ VFjIM CTMP  H\U,JF;LVM wJFZF
V[S9L SZFTL H\U, 5[NFXM p5Z lGI\+6 ,FNJFGM VF ;F{ 5|YD
5|IF; CTMP VF JGSFINM VD,DF D]SLG[ V\U[|HM H\U,GF
DF,LS AGL UIFP VF SFINFGF VD,LSZ6DF\ DNN SZJF DF8[
T[D6[ H\U BFTFGL :YF5GF SZLP H\U,GF lJSF; VG[ ;Z\1F6
DF8[ J{7FlGS JG jIJ:YF pEL SZJFGF C[T]YL VF SFINM
VD,DF ,FjIF V[D H6FjI]P H[ H[ lJ:TFZDF\ H\U, CT] T[G[
;ZSFZL JG HFC[Z SI]" VG[ VtIFZ ;]WL H\U, ;FY[ VMT5|MT
Y.G[ HLJ[,F  VFlNJF;LVM VF SFINF wJFZF VlTS|D6 SZGFZF
Y. UIFP VF SFINM 30JFGM C[T] H[ SM. D]xS[,L JUZ H\U,M
SF5LG[ .DFZTL ,FS0FGM 5MTFGL .rKF D]HA p5IMU SZJFGM
CTM H[YL T[DF SM.  VFlNJF;L JrR[ VFJ[ GCLP
CSLSTDF\ V\U[|HMV[ VF SFINM B]A pTFJ/DF T{IFZ SZLG[ 5;FZ
SIM" CTMP H[YL Z[,J[GF 5F8F DF8[GF ,FS0F DF8[ H\UY, lJ:TFZ
H[D AG[ T[D H<NL 5MTFGF CFYDF VFJL HFIP VFD4 HU,
SFINFVM AGFJJF 5FK/GM V\U[|HMGM C[T] H\U,GM V[DGL .rKF
D]HA p5IMU SZL VFlY"S ,FE D[/JJFGM CTMP 8]SDF\ V\U[|HMV[
AGFJ[,M JGSFINM EFZTGF .DFZTL ,FS0F ,]8JF DF8[GL V[S
jIJ:YF CTLP
sZf .P;P !(*( GM H\U, SFINMo
.P;P!(*( DF\ JGSFINFDF\ ;]WZM SZLG[ .DFZTL ,FS0F 5Z
SZ GFBJFDF VFjIMP H\U,MDF U[ZSFIN[;Z 5|J[X TYF -MZ
RFZJF 5Z 5|lTA\W D]SJFDF VFjIMP H\U,MG[ VGFDT H\U,M4
;Z\1FLT H\U,M VG[ U|FD H\U,vALGJUL"S'T H\U,M V[D +6
JU"DF\ JUL"S'T SZJFDF\ VFjIFP
sSf VGFDT H\U,Mo VFJF  H\U,MGM CSS H\U,BFTF
C:TS VGFDT K[P H\U,L 5|F6LVM4 J'1FM4 JG:5TL VG[ H\U,GL
TDFD 5|SFZGL 5[NFXMG[ AFCI HUT wJFZF SM.56 5|SFZGL
NB, S[ G]SXFG 5CMRF0JF 5Z 5|lTA\W K[P -MZ4 RFZJF DF8[ S[
UF{6 5[NFX E[UL SZJF DF8[ 56 H\U,GL V\NZ HJF p5Z 5|lTA\W
K[P VCL H\U, HDLG ;\5]6" ZLT[ ;ZSFZGL DF,LSL C[9/ VG[
T[GF SFA]DF K[P
sBf ;Z\1FLT H\U,Mo ;Z\1FLT H\U, TZLS[ HFC[Z SZJFDF\
VFJ[,M H\U, lJ:TFZ VF lJEFUDF\ VFJ[ K[P 5Z\T] S[8,LS
S,DM wJFZF  VFlNJF;LVM TYF D]/JTGLVMG[ A/T64 ,FS0]4
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O/M JU[Z[ UF{6 5[NFX E[UL SZL p5IMU SZJFGL 5ZJFGUL
VF5JFDF\ VFJL K[P VCL H\U,GL DF,LSL ;ZSFZGL4 56 UFD
,MSMG[ T[GM p5IMU SZJFGL 5ZJFGUL K[P
sUf U|FD H\U,  q ALGJUL"S'T H\U,M o H[ VGFDT S[
;\Z1FLT H\U, TZLS[ HFC[Z SIF" GYL T[G[ U|FD H\U, S[
ALGJUL"S'T H\U, TZLS[ VM/BFJJFDF VFJTF CTFP 5Z\T]
5FK/YL U|FD H\U,MG[ VGFDT S[ ;Z\1FLTDF ;DFJL ,LWFP
s#f H\U, GLTL 9ZFJv!()$o
VF 9ZFJ C[9/ H\U,GF RFZ JU" 5F0JFDF\ VFjIF s!f
VFAMCJF S[ EF{lTS VFWFZM 5Z H\U,MG[ VGFDT ZFBJF H~ZL
CMIP sZf H[ H\U,MjIF5FZL C[T] DF8[ SL\DTL .DFZTL ,FS0FGM
5]ZJ9M 5]ZM 5F0L XSTF CMI s#f UF{6 H\U,M VG[ s$f -MZ
RFZJF DF8[GL HDLGMP
.P;P !()$ DF\ HDLG ;\5FNGGM SFINM VD,DF VFjIMP
VF SFINF D]HA H[ HDLG SM.GF GFD[ GYL T[ AWL HDLG
;ZSFZGL K[ V[D  HFC[Z YI]P  VFlNJF;LVMGF ZLJFH 5|DF6[
HDLG SM.GF GFD[ GCMTLP T[YL SM.56  VFlNJF;L 5F;[
DL,STGF N:TFJ[HM GCMTFP DF8[  VFlNJF;LVM B[0TM CTF T[
AWL HDLGM VF SFINFYL ;ZSFZGL Y. U.P VG[  VFlNJF;LVM
5MTFGL HDLG 5Z U[ZSFIN[;ZGF U6FJF DF\\0IFP VF SFINM
VFlNJF;LVMGF CSS p5ZGM ;F{YL BTZGFS 5|CFZ CTMP

s$f .P;P!)Z* GM EFZTLI H\U,M V\U[GM SFINMo
.P;P!(&5 DF\ AGFJ[,F JGSFINFDF\ OZL ;]WFZM SZLG[
.P;P!)Z* DF\ V\U[|HM EFZTLI H\U, VlWlGID VD,DF
VFjIFP VF SFINF wJFZF H\U, p5Z VG[ T[GL 5[NFXM p5Z
ZFHIG] GLI\+6 JWFZ[ S0S AGFJFI]P T[DF H\U,MG]  lJEFHG
.P;P!(*( GF SFINF D]HA SZJFDF VFjI] CT]P H\U,M 5Z
ZFHIG] lGI\+6 lJ:TFZJF DF8[GL HMUJF.VM lJ:T'T SZJFDF
VFJL CTLP VD]S lS:;FVMDF BFGULH\U,MGL jIJ:YF C:TUT
SZJFGL HMUJF.VM 56 SZJFDF VFJL CTLP .DFZTL ,FS0F
VG[ T[DFYL D/TM GOM V[ V\U[|HMV[AGFJ[,F VF JGSFINFGF
S[gN=:YFG CTFP VF VlWlGIDDF\ D]bItJ[ H\U,GF ;\RF,G4
H\U, 5[NFXMGL GLSF;4 ,FS0F VG[ H\U, 5[NFXM p5ZGF J[ZF
V\U[GM  SFINM DHA]T SZJF DF8[GF GLIDM CTFP 5Z\T] SM.56
HuIFV[ VF SFINFD H\U, ;Z\1F6 S[ lJSF;GL JFT SZJFDF
VFJL GCMTLP H\U, ;A\WL U]GFVMG[ VF SFINF C[9/ ;HF5F+
U]GFVM TZLS[ :5Q856[ GSSL SZLG[ T[ V\U[ T[ SFINF C[9/ GLIDM
30JFDF VFjIFP
VFhFNL 5KL4 VFNLJF;LVMG[ VgIFI SZGFZ VG[ N[XG[ ,]8JF
DF8[ AGFJ[,F V\U[|HMGF VF SFINFVM GFA]N SZJFG[ AN,[ EFZT
;ZSFZ[ T[ RF,] ZFbIF ;ZSFZ[ VF SFINFVM JW] S0S VG[
VFlNJF;L lJZMWL AGFjIFP
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* Dipindra Chaudhari
VFlNJF;LVM H EFZTGF D}/ lGJF;L K[ V[J] \
G'J\XXF:+LVMG]\ V[S H}Y DFG[ K[P HIFZ[ ALHFVM V[J]\ DFG[
K[ S[ T[VM V[lXIF VG[ I]ZM5GF lJlJW lJ:TFZMDF\YL
:Y/F\TZ SZLG[ VFjIF K[P HM S [  VFlNJF;LVM
5|FUvV{lTCFl;S SF/YL V[8,[ S[ VFIM" ;%Tl;\W]DF\ J:IF
T[GF\ 36F\ JQFM" 5C[,F\YL EFZTDF\ J;[ K[ V[ JFT ;FY[ ;C]
;D\T K[P
VFlNJF;LVM ;FDFgI56[ 3G3MZ H\U,M VG[ N]U"D 5CF0MDF\
J;[ K[P VFIM"V[ VF D}/ lGJF;LVMG[ V\TlZIF/ H\U,M VG[
5CF0MDF\ WS[,L NLWF CMJFGL DFgITF 5|JT[" K[P VFIM"V[
VFlNJF;LVMG[ 5LK[C9 SZJF S. ZLT[ DHA]Z SIF" CX[ V[
:5Q8 GYL4 5Z\T] D}/ lGJF;LVMV[ VFIM"GM HAZN:T 5|lTSFZ
SIM" CX[ V[ JFT RMSS; K[P HM S[  VFlNJF;LVMV[ D]bI
WFZFGL ;eI ;\:S'lTYL N}Z HTF ZC[J]\ 50I]\P VF 5|lS|IF
NZlDIFG T[D6[ N]U"D lJ:TFZMDF\ Vl,%T  VG[ V[SFSL HLJG
HLJJFG]\ X~ SI]"P HLJG HLJJFGF\ ;FWGM VG[ ;FDFlHS
;\:YFGM lJSF; SIM"P VFD4 T[DG[  VFlNJF;LSZ6 SCL XSFI
T[JF\ H]NF\ ,1F6M 5|F%T SIF"P
VFlNJF;LVM 5FKF 5U,[ H\U,M VG[ 5CF0MDF\ HTF ZCIFP
V[SF\TJF;DF\ ZC[JF ,FuIFP 5Z\T] T[D[G V[SF\T HLJG HLJJF
G N[JFI]\P 5|FRLG SF/DF\ lC\N] ZFHFVM V[G T[DGF CFY GLR[
SFD SZTF D]lBIFVMV[ A|Fï6MG[  VFlNJF;L 1F[+MDF\ :YFIL
YJFG]\ 5|Mt;FCG VF%I]\P V[ ZLT[ D]/ lGJF;LVMGF lJ:TFZDF\
5U5[;FZM SIM"P T[D6[ A|Fï6MG[ lJGFD}<I[ HDLG VG[ VgI
;]lJWFVM VF5LP  VFlNJF;LVM h]D 5âlTYL B[TL SZTF
CTFP 5Z\T] ACFZYL VFJ[,F A|Fï6MV[ C/ J0[ B[TL SZJFG]\
X~ SI]"P A|Fï6MGL ;FY[ H SFZLUZM4 ;]YFZM VG[ ALHFVM
56 :Y/F\TZ SZLG[  VFlNJF;L lJ:TFZDF\ VFJLG[ J:IFP
VFlNJF;LVMV[ VF 3};6BMZLGM 56 HMZNFZ 5|lTSFZ SIM"
CTMP
JC[TF ;DIGL ;FY[  VFlNJF;L D]lBIFVMV[ 5MTFGF 5|N[XMDF\
S[8,F\S DFD},L ZFHIMGL :YF5GF SZLP NZlDIFG Rl0IFT]\
,xSZL A/ WZFJTF ZFH5}TMV[ K9'L ;NLYL  VFlNJF;LVM

5Z VFlW5tI HDFjI]\P 5lZ6FD[  VFlNJF;LVMG[ JW]
V\TlZIF/ H\U,M VG[ 5CF0MDF\ 5FKF B;JFGL OZH 50LP
VF VUdI 5|N[XDF\YL 56 VFlNJF;LVM ZFH5}T ZFHFVM
;FY[ ;\3QF" SZTF ZCIFP VF ,0T NZlDIFG ZFH5}T ZFHFVMG[
bIF, VFjIM S[ N]U"D lJ:TFZDF\  VFlNJF;LVMG[ ;\5]6"56[
JX SZJF XSI GYLP V[8,[ TD[6[  VFlNJF;L D]lBIFVMGF
VlWSFZMG[ DFgITF VF5LP VF GLlTG[ SFZ6[ AgG[ 51F JrR[
;CSFZ :Y5FIMP CJ[ T[DGF\ ;\A\WM  ;lCIFZF ;CSFZGL
EFJGF 5Z VFWFlZT CTFP KTF\ SIFZ[S AgG[ ;D]NFI JrR[
3QF"6 YT]\ CT]\P ACFZYL VFJ[,F J;FCTLVM åFZF HDLG
;\5FNG4  VFlNJF;LVM H[ HDLGB[0TF CTF T[GF 5Z
J;FCTLVM åFZF DC[;],G] p3ZF6]\  VG[  VFlNJF;LVM 5Z
A|Fï6M HLJG5âlT 9MSL A[;F0JFGF 5|IF;M 3QF"6GF\ D]bI
SFZ6M CTFP
;<TGT SF/DF\ 56  VFlNJF;L lJ:TFZMDF\ J;FCTLVMG]\
VlTS|D6 YT]\ ZCI]P lACFZGF KM8F GFU5]ZDF\ D/L VFJ[,F
CLZFVMGF SFZ6[ DMU,M VF lJ:TFZ 5|tI[ VFSQFF"IFP DMU,
XF;SM4 T[DGF D]lBIFVM VG[ :YFlGS HDLGNFZMV[
J;FCTLVMGF VlTS|D6G[ lJXF/ 5FI[ 5|Mt;FCG VF%I]\P
VFlNJF;L 58'FDF\ 5MTFGM VlWSFZ VG[ VFlW5tI :YF5JF4
jIF5FZG[ pT[HG VF5JF VG[ ,xSZGL h05L VJZHJZ DF8[
T[D6[  VFlNJF;L 1F[+GF H\U,MGM GFX SIM" VG[ Z:TFVM
AGFjIFP T[D6[ EL,4 DL6F4 SM, VG[ UM\0 ,MSMG[  VFlNJF;L
lJ:TFZGF JR":J WZFJTF ;D]NFIM TZLS[ :JLS'lT VF5LP VF
GLlTG[ 5U,[  VFlNJF;L 5|N[XGL S}BDF\YL S[8,FS ZFHIMGM
HgD YIMP DwI EFZTG]\ hM\0 ZFHI T[G]\ z[Q9 pNFCZ6 K[P
ZFH5}TM VG[ VgI HFTLVM åFZF D}/ lGJF;LVM 5Z
VFlW5tI HDFJJFGF 5|IF;M4 V[  VFlNJF;L :JFtITTFG[
V;Z SZGFZ] VgI 5lZA/ CT]\P 5lZ6FD[  VFlNJF;L
;D]NFIMGF ;FDFlHS4 VFlY"S VG[ ZFHSLI DF/BFDF\
GM\W5F+ 5lZJT"G YIF\P   VFlNJF;L lJ:TFZMGF 36FBZF
EFUMDF\ :YFlGS ;ZNFZMV[ 5MTFGL ;tTF JWFZL NLWLP VF
5lZJT"G  VFlNJF;L ;DFHG[ ;tTFGL JC[\R6L VG[ HDLGGF
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RURAL DEVELOPMENT OF INDIA

* Visiting Lecturer, D.D. Thakar & K.J. Patel Commerce College, Khedbrahma

* Mittal A. Vyas
1. Poverty in rural areas is deepest among members of schedule caste and tribes.
2. Poverty affects tribal people in forest areas, where loss of entitlement to resources has made them even

poorer.
3. In coastal fishing communities people living conditions are deteriorating because of environmental

degradation stock depletion and vulnerability to natural disasters.
4. Many successful models piloted projects have been set up by state governments for the poor people of

our country.
5. The government of India has helped them by giving money for their houses and other facilities.
6. The project supports poverty reduction in many states of India by promoting sustainable livelihood

opportunities. Priority target group include small scale rural producer women, schedule caste households
and young people.

7. The food security component of the project will support crop and live stock production higher value cash
crops and others forms of economic development such as rural areas to provide cash incomes.

8. The programs and projects in India seek to converse with this important national policies enhancing
efficiency in the delivery of services to poor rural people.

9. This project has empowered rural women to gain a greater voice in decision making and resources
allocation for development programs and projects.

10. On going initiatives supported by the projects in the region focus on connective rural produces to markets
and creating jobs, strengthening the capacities of women and young people partnering with the private
sector to drive rural growth.

Introduction:-Mostly India is a poor country.
Especially in rural areas and its most striking feature
is it diversity. The countries population of about 1.24
billion people is composed of several ethnic groups,
speaking over I thousand languages and following 6
major religions our countries annual population growth
rate of 1.3 percent India is projected to become most
populous country in the world by2035 .India’s
population is growing day by day. so, more than 4000
million people in India still live in poverty .poverty is
the most prevalent (prevalent) in rural areas with about
26 percent of rural  people living in poverty compared
with about 14 percent of the urban population although
the countries saw strong economic growth in past
years. Poverty levels did not decline proportionately

and overall rate of growth decreased recently. Poor
rural people continue live within inadequate physical
and social infrastructure. Poor access to services and
highly stratified and Hierarchical social structure,
characterized by inequalities in assets status and poor
so ,we can say that many people live in poor condition
in India.
India ranked 136 th  out of 187 countries on the united
nations development programmed 2013.human
development index a comparative measure of life
expectancy, literacy, education and standards, of living
for countries worldwide .All most 70 percent of India’s
population lives in rural areas and some 20 millions
rural households are reported to be landless while
millions more have insecure rights to their land
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.agriculture wage earners, small holed farmers and
casual worked in the non-farm sector constitute the
bulk of poor rural people with this categories  women
and tribal and communities are the most deprives.
Young people in rural areas are forced to my great
spinally or permanently.
Poverty is the deepest among members of sc st areas
in our country. the poor areas in our country in the
parts of Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh,
Bihar, Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh and west Bengal.
Large numbers of poor people live in our semiarid
topical region in this area shortage of water and
recurrent droughts impede the transformation of
agriculture that the green revolution achieved
elsewhere. Poverty   affects tribal people in forest
areas where loss of incitement of resources has made
them even poorer in coastal fishing community’s
peoples living conditions peoples living conditions are
deteriorating because of environmental degradation
stock depletion and vulnerability to natural disasters.
2)  The condition of rural  development:-
India 12th  five year plan aims to rivers the slow down.
In economic growth in the short term and return to
higher. More inclusive growth in the longer term. The
plan sets ambitious forgets for rural infrastructure
and aims foreign annual growth rate of 4 percent in
the agriculture sector.
Several important policies strategies and acts provide
the frame work for agriculture forestry rural
development for example the Mahatma Gandhi
national rural employment program in the world.
In addition the national rural livelihoods mission under
the ministry of rural development provides livelihood
development opportunities to poor rural families it
helps the poor people of India mainly in Bihar,
Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, Orissa. Many private
sectors have helped them for that progress and for
that development.
Finally, the Panchayat act of 1996 and the forest rights
act of 2006 .provide a legal frame work for
transferring rights to tribal communities for natural
resource management while protecting their heritage,
rights indigenous knowledge and cultures.
3)  Innovative ideas for the  poor people of our
country;-

The country strategic opportunities programmed
strategic opportunities programmed in India is fully a
aligned with the government’s policy, framework and
aim sat increasing access to agricultural technologies
natural resources financial services and value change
a major cross cutting objective is to share knowledge
and learning on poverty reduction and nutrition
security with a focus on tribal communities small
holder farming households landless people, women
and unemployed young people.
Some institutes are working at the grass roots level
targeting its activities to the poorest and  most
vulnerable groups in rural society such as small skills
and marginal farmers women ,tribal communities and
scheduled caste I over the years the fund and the
government of India have achieved significant results
in the poor areas in our countries.
The government is increasingly investing in the
commercial libation of small holder agriculture holder
agriculture and building the capacity of small farmers
to enhance their incomes from new market
opportunities & projects have facilitated  innovative
partnerships  between  small farmers and private
sector companies the government supported projects
focus on strengthening local people ability to manage
their own development .The government of India has
empowered rural women to gain a greater voice in
decision making and resource allocation for
development programs and projects. Innovative
efforts such as the so called courage brigades have
removed constraints that tip women for using their
full potential for rural development. Projects have also
emphasized enhancing access for women for
example help groups with commercial banks.
Tribal communities often located in the most remote
under developed areas of the country. Projects
supported by the government have contributed to
enhancing the livelihoods of many tribal communities
.the success of these projects has led to recent
attempts to reach out to the most advantaged tribal
communities known as particularly vulnerable tribal
groups many successful models piloted projects have
now state governments and other development
partners. Extending benefits to millions of rural women
man and children through India.
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4) The problems in rural areas.
India is poor country. Many states are not well
developed many people live in poor conditions in many
states like Rajasthan, Gujarat, Bihar, Orissa, Madhya
Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, Jharkhand. The problems
of water facility electricity roads houses this facilities
do not reach  such areas go to fetch water or use
hand pumps .many people do not have electric do
not have electric facilities in some areas there is no
their economical condition is very poor. The
government of India has helped them. In some areas
there are no health facility and go for many people of
these areas are dying of curable diseases.
Conclusion:

The primary goal of this project is to improve the
livelihoods of the vulnerable groups sustainably by
introducing improve land management practices that
preserve the ecological in create better option for
poor farmers the government  of India has tried
conditions in rural areas .The government
programmers and projects for the rural areas been a
starting point for larger development initiatives.
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5|:TFJGFo5|:TFJGFo5|:TFJGFo5|:TFJGFo5|:TFJGFo

GFZL 5|S'lT SF ;]NZTD p5CFZ C{ P :+L ;'lQ8 SF VFWFZ

CMG[ S[ SFZ6 p;[ lJWFTF SL VlâTLI ZRGF SCF UIF C{

P :+L D[ SMD,TF4 pNFZTF4 ;CGXL,TF4 S~6F4 tIFU4

DDTF VFlN U]6M SL pNFTTF ;DFlCT C{ P :+L ;DFH4

;\:S'lT VF{Z ;FlCtI ,l,T S,F VFlN SF DCtJ5]6" V\U

C{ P DF"4 ACG4 5tGL VF{Z lD+ S[ ~5 D[\ DFGJ lJSF; SL

N|lQ8 ;[ VG]5D :YFG ZBTL C{ P ;EITF SL 5|lTS C{ P

DFGJ ;\:S'lT S[ ;'HG ;\RF,G VF{Z lJSF; D[ :+L SL

E]DLSF 5]~QF SL T],GF D[\ VtIlWS DCtJ5]6" ZCL C{ P

;]5|l;wW lJRFZS VZ:T] G[ SCF YF v cGFZL SL pgGTL IF

VJGlT 5Z CL ZFQ8= SL pgGTL IF VJGlT GLWF"ZLT C{ P c

:JFDL lJJ[SFG\N G[ SCF v cINL VF5 D]H[ ̂ S 5]QF N[ TM D{\

ZFQ8= SM ˆS JQF" D[ AN, N]UF4 5ZgT] INL D]H[ 5RF;

DCLIFV[ N[4 TM D[ S]K CL DCLGM D[ N[X SM AN, N]UF P

0M³ AFAF ;FCA VFdA[0SZ G[ SCF v cSL;L ;DFH SL

DlC,FVM SL 5|UlT 5Z CL p; ;DFH SL 5UlT SF VgNFH

,UFIF HFTF C{4 V5GF ;DFH ;EL TM 5|UTL 5Y 5Z C{ P c

UF\WLHL G[ SCF v cDlC,FVM S[ VlWSFZM\ S[ lJFI D[

;DHF{TF GCL SZ ;STF P XFZLlZS AGFJ8 VF{Z l,\U E[N

5]~QF VF{Z DlC,FVM S[ SFIM" S[ VgTZ SM GCL\ P c

.G ;EL lJâFGM S[ SYG ;[ :+L SL DCTF SF ;CH CL

VG]DFG ,UFIF HF ;STF C{ P DGMJ{7FlG SM SF DFGGF C{

SL 5]~QF ,MU jIJ:YFAW FR[ D[ lJ‘JF; ZBT[ C{  P

HASL l:+IF 5ZL6FD,1FL CMG[ SL JHC ;[ TFtSF,LS

5lZl:YTL SM ;]WFZG[ 5Z HMZ N[TL C{ P

lCgNL ;FCLtI S[ VgTU"T  N|lQ85FT SZ[ TM .:DT4  R]UTF."4

S]Z"T],V[G, C{NZ4 S'Q6F ;MAL4 pQFF l5|IdJNF4 DgG] E\0FZL

H{;L ;DY" ,[lBSFVM G[ GFZL R[TGF SL HM G." ADLG T{IFZ

SL p; 5Z DlC,F SYFSFZM SL V[S ;DY" 5L-L B0L C]."

P .; SYF 5Zd5ZF D[\ D'N],F lACFZL V[S ;XST C:TF1FZ

C{4 pGSL ZRGF cS]K VGSCL c SL GFlISF ZDF 5|;FN

EFZTLI 5|XF;GLS ;[JF D[ prR VlWSFZL CMT[ C]V[ EL
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* Head of Hindi Department, S.B. Mahila Arts College, Himatnagar

* Dr. Shirin A. Shaikh
5FlZJFlZS4 ;FDFlHS4 DGMJ{7FlGS V[J EFJGFtDS NAFJM

;[ H];TL C{ P VF{Z VFtDA, VlH"8 SZTL C{ P JC :+L

;\3QF" VF{Z GFZL R[TGF SL HLJgT lDXF, C{ P

.WZ TLG VFtDSYFtDS p5gIF; 5|SFX D[ VFV[ C{ P lHG

D[ cVgIF ;[ VGgIF c s5|EFB[TFGf c V[S SCFGL JC EL c sDgG]

E\0FZLf TYF cU]0LIF ELTZ U]0LIF c sD{+[IL 5]Q5F f lJX[QF

p<,[BGLI C{ P ZFH[gN| IFNJ S[ XaNM D[ cTLGM SM V[S ;]+

D[ ;DHGF RFC[ TM SC[U[ v VgIF ;[ VGgIF GFILSF C{4

5[|DLSF GCL AG ;SL P U]0LIF D[ SF{X, IC C{ SL D{+[IL

:JTg+ NM:T EL C{ VF{Z 5tGL EL P c J:T]To I[ TLGM p5gIF;

DCL,F ,[BLSFVM S[ HLJG S[ HLJ\T N:TFJ[H C{4 VF{Z :+L

JLDX" SM GI[ VFIFD N[T[ C{ P A[AL CF,NFZ SL VFtDSYF

cVF,F V\WFZL c V[;L V;bI l:+IM SL SYF C{4 HM l5TF

wJFZF p5[1FLT TYF 5TL wJFZF 5|TFl0T C{ P l5TF SL A[N]BL

TYF 5lT S[ VtIFRFZ TYF TLG ArRM SL HLdD[NFZL S\WM

5Z p9Fˆ EL J[AL CF,NFZ CFZTL GCL P 5lZl:YTLIM SL

VFl,XFG SM9LIM D[ CM ZC[ :+L zD S[ NMCT SL +F;NL5]6"

jIYF SYF SM EL JF6L NL C{ P

G." ;NL D[ E]D^0,LSZ6 SM HIFNF 5|zI N[G[ SL SMXLX

T[H C{ P :+L Vl:TtJ 5Z ,UFTFZ CM ZC[ 5|CFZ4 VF{Z p;;[

8]8 8]8 SZ lABZTL VFSF\1FFVM SM A, N[G[ S[ l,ˆ GFZL

SM VFlN XlST ̂ J N[JL ~5 D[ 5|;F\lUS AGFG[ SF 5|IF;

lSIF HFTF ZCF C{ P .; N|lQ8 ;[ E'5F, 5F\0[ S'T cN[JL c

p<,[BGLI C{ P .; p5gIF; D[ ;\E|FgT DlC,FVM\ VF{Z

lGR,[ TAS[ SL DlC,FVM SL DFGl;S l:YlTIM SF lR+6

C{ P V5GL V,U 5CRFG S[ ;FY B0[ CMG[ JF,[ I]JF

ZRGFSFZM D[ HIgTL SF GFD  p<,[BGLI C{ P pgCMG[ V5G[

p5gIF;M S[ DFwID ;[ :+L Vl:DTF VF{Z p;SL :JT\+TF ;[

H]0[ 5C,]VM 5Z S,D R,F." C{ P pGS[ cBFGF ANFX

bJFlCXM c D[ lGlW GFDS .lrKT HLJG HLGPJF,L :JFlEDFGL

lXl1FT4 D]dA."IF GFlISF SF +F;NL5]6" SF +F;NL5}6" ;\S,G

C{4 HM 5xRFT ;[ EZSZ S8TL C{ P

cpG ;EL DM0M ;[ lHGD[ lHgNL, CMSZ U]HZL ,F{8 SZ
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VFGF SD +F;N G YF V5G[ SM ,0T[4 ;\E,T[4 8]8T[ N[BGF

AC]T D]lxS, C{ P cc

.;L 5|SFZ D{+[IL 5]Q5F SF cV<DF SA]TZL c GI[ I]U S[ V5G[

N[BG[JF,L D;DL ;\EFJGFVM ;[ I]ST VFtDF GFlISFSL

5lZl:YTL JX ;AS]K BtD CMGF 5]Z[ ;DFH SM S9Z[ D[

B0F SZTF C{ P J:T]To HM VGU-TF IF B]ZNZF5G D{+[IL

5]Q5F S[ ,[BS SL 5CRFG AG R]SF C{4 p;SF EL V5GF

:JFN4 VF{lRtI VF{Z ;FY"STF C{ P D]CFJZ[ D[ SCF HFI TM

D{+[IL 5]Q5F clCgNL ;FlCtID[ W], SF O], C{Pc

:+L 5lZJFZ SL W]ZL C{ P p;G[ V5GF ;JM"TD 5lZJFZ SM

lNIF C{ P ,[lSG VFH SL R{TgI VF{Z ;DY" DFGL HFG[JF,L

:+L S[ 5F; V5GL 5|FYDLSTFVM SL EL ,dAL ;]RL C{ P

p;S[ l,V[ 5ZLJFZ VCD C{ TM p;S[ TG DG VF{Z VFtDF

;[ H]NL EF{lTS4 AF{lwWS V[J EFJGFtdS VFJxISTFV[ EL

DCtJ5]6" C{ P lSgT] IC EL ;R C{ SL 5FxRFtI ;eIF

;\:S'lT SM GFZL V5GL VFwIFltd ;\:S'lT SM KM0SZ EMUJFN

SL VF{Z pgD]B CM ZCL C{ P VF{Z lGZgTZ AFHFZ SL ULZOT

D[ O;TL HF ZCL C{ P O,To 5ZLJFZ SF ,MC;FZ  3M

RZDZF p9F C{ P T,FS4 lJBZTF NFd5tI4 VF{Z l;;STF

AR5G lH;SF 5lZ6FD C{ P VFW]GLS HLJG D[ T,FSI]NF

5lTv5tGL S[ .S,F{T[ ArR[ A[8L SL V;CFI4 lJJX VF{Z

S8]TF5]6" DGol:YZ SL VCD ;D:IFSF DGMJ{7FlGS

lNUNX"G DgG] E\0FZL S'T cVF5SF A[8L c D[ C]VF C{ P

DFT'tJ GFZL SL ;A;[ A0L p5,laW C{ P lSgT] GFZL

:JFT\+I S[ TYFSlYT VlWSFZ SF N]Z]5IMU cSgIF E]|6

CtIF c ~5 D[ CMGF N]oBN C{ P D'N],F UU" G cS9U],FA c D[

p;S[ ;SFZFtDS 51FSFZ pEFZF C{4 TM lR+F D'N]U, G[

cVF\B c D[ :+L SM lSZFI[ SL SMB S[ ~5 D[ 5|I]ST lSV[

HFG[ SL ;FHL SF lZNU|FCL V\SG lSIF C{ P

J:T]To GFZL S[ l,V[ l8Dl8DFT[ NL5S ;[ 5|SFX :TdE AG

HFG[ SL IF+F lHTGL ;]NLW" C{4 pTGL CL N]U"D EL P 5J"TM

;L AFWFVM SM 5FZ SZS[ ;DFH SL JH"GFVM S[ p5ZFtT

GFZLG[ 8]-LJFNL 5]~QF5|WFG ;DFH S[ lJ~wW SND A-

FSZ HM D]SFD 5FIF C{4 JC V5G[ VF5D[ V[S p5,laW C{

P

lGQSQF"To SCF HF ;STF C{ SL 5]~QF ;TF SL H0[ CDFZ[

;DFH D[ AC]T UCG 3;L C{4 .gC[ TM0GF IF AN,GF IF

;\JFNGF V[S ,dAL ,0F." C{ P 5|tI[S 1F[+ D[ GFZL GL V5GF

:YFG AGFIF C{ P VF{Z V5GL V5GL TZC ;[ ,0F." ,0 ZCL

C{ P SYF ;FCLtI D[ :+L R[TGFG[ V5GL p5l:YTL 5]ZL

UCZF. VF{Z lXNNT S[ ;FY NH" S8FIL C{4 lSgT] VEL

p;SF ;OZ 5]ZF GCL C]VF4 p;S[ ;gD]B VG[S R]GF{TLIF

C{ P OLZ EL ;R IC C{ SL GFZL lJlJW ~5M D[ ;FH SM

p5S'T SZ ZCL C{ VF{Z GFZL V5GL DCtJ ;[ VJUT C{ P

V\T D[ GFZL S[ ;\5]6" HLJG SF ;FZ I[ S]K 5\lSTIM D[³³³³³³³³

SA| S[ VFUMX D[\ HA YS S[ ;M HFTL C{  cGFZL c

lOS| D[ ArRM SL V[;L W], HFTL C{ v cGFZL c

GF{HJF CM SZ EL A]-L GHZ VFTL C{ cGFZL c

8]C S[ lZxTM SL I[ U8ZF.IF TM N[BLI

RM8 ,UTL C{ ArRM SM lR<,FTL C{  cGFZL c
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Drought is one of the most frequently occurring national disasters in India. With its increased frequency and
expanded coverage in the recent years, about one third of the country is either drought prone or under desert
areas. These areas are lagging behind in agriculture and also in overall economic growth. They experience
wide year-to-year fluctuations in agricultural production and incomes and have a relatively high incidence of
poverty. The poor in these regions are highly vulnerable to a variety of risks due to their low and fluctuating
incomes, high indebtedness and low human development. Helping the poor to come out of vulnerability and
poverty and integrating the drought prone areas into the mainstream of development is a serious challenge
faced by policy makers at present.
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CAUSES OF DROUGHT AND ITS MEASURES
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1. Introduction :
The climate of India can broadly be classified as
tropical monsoon. But, in spite of much of the northern
part of India lying beyond the tropical zone, the entire
country has a tropical climate marked by relatively
high temperatures and dry winters. There are four
seasons:
 Winter (December-February)
I. Summer (March-June)
II. south-west monsoon season (June-September)
III. post monsoon season (October-November)
2. What is Drought?
In India around 68 percent of the agriculture land
country is prone to drought in varying degrees. Of
the entire area 35 percent receives rain falls between
750 mm and 1125 mm which is considered drought
prone while 33 percent, which receives rainfalls
between less than 750 mm is considered to be
chronically drought prone.
Drought is a deficiency in precipitation over an
extended period, usually a season or more, resulting
in a water shortage causing adverse impacts on
vegetation, animals, and/or people. It is a normal,
recurrent feature of climate that occurs in virtually
all climate zones, from very wet to very dry. Drought
is a temporary aberration from normal climatic
conditions, thus it can vary significantly from one

region to another. Drought is different than aridity,
which is a permanent feature of climate in regions
where low precipitation is the norm, as in a desert.
 Human factors, such as water demand and water
management, can exacerbate the impact that drought
has on a region. Because of the interplay between a
natural drought event and various human factors,
drought means different things to different people.
In practice, drought is defined in a number of ways
that reflect various perspectives and interests.
3. Classification of drought :
The National Commission on Agriculture in India
classified three types of drought:
[A] Meteorological Drought:
Meteorological drought is usually defined based on
the degree of dryness (in comparison to some
“normal” or average) and the duration of the dry
period. Drought onset generally occurs with a
meteorological drought.
[B] Agricultural Drought:
Agricultural drought links various characteristics of
meteorological (or hydrological) drought to agricultural
impacts, focusing on precipitation shortages, soil water
deficits, reduced ground water or reservoir levels
needed for irrigation, and so forth.
[c] Hydrological drought:
Hydrological drought conditions occurs when there
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is marked depletion of surface water causing very
low stream flow and drying of lakes, reservoirs and
rivers. The major indicators of hydrological droughts
are low reservoir storage, inadequate stream flows,
aggregate runoff less than long-term average runoff
and precipitation in high elevation. Its frequency and
occurrence is arrived using SWSI (surface water
supply index).
4. Causes of drought:
The situation of drought arises when there is long
spell of severe water shortages. The causes of
drought include the followings:
a. Lack of irrigation facilities to supplement the need
for water during the period of inadequate monsoon.
b. Lack of properly developed Rain-water harvesting
methods
c. Lack of proper planning to deal with the situation.
d. Widespread deforestation and cutting of trees has
reduced the ability of soil to hold water. Lack of
underground water is a major cause for droughts.
e. Scarcity of rain-fall
Drought has many causes. It can be caused by not
receiving rain or snow over a period of time. We
learned in the discussions about the water cycle and
weather that changes in the wind patterns that move
clouds and moisture through the atmosphere can
cause a place to not receive its normal amount of
rain or snow over a long period of time.
If you live in a place where most of the water you
use comes from a river, a drought in your area can
be caused by places upstream from you not receiving
enough moisture. There would be less water in the
river for you and other people who live along the
river to use. 
People can also play a big role in drought. If we use
too much water during times of normal rainfall, we
might not have enough water when a drought
happens
5. Measuring Drought :
The wide variety of disciplines affected by drought,
its diverse geographical and temporal distribution, and
the many scales drought operates on make it difficult
to develop both a definition to describe drought and
an index to measure it. Many quantitative measures
of drought have been developed in the United States,

depending on the discipline affected, the region being
considered, and the particular application. Several
indices developed by Wayne Palmer, as well as the
Standardized Precipitation Index, are useful for
describing the many scales of drought.
Common to all types of drought is the fact that they
originate from a deficiency of precipitation resulting
from an unusual weather pattern. If the weather
pattern lasts a short time (say, a few weeks or a
couple months), the drought is considered short-term.
But if the weather or atmospheric circulation pattern
becomes entrenched and the precipitation deficits last
for several months to several years, the drought is
considered to be a long-term drought. It is possible
for a region to experience a long-term circulation
pattern that produces drought, and to have short-term
changes in this long-term pattern that result in short-
term wet spells. Likewise, it is possible for a long-
term wet circulation pattern to be interrupted by short-
term weather spells that result in short-term drought.
5.1 The Palmer Drought Indices
The Palmer Z-Index measures short-term drought on
a monthly scale. The Palmer Crop Moisture Index
(CMI) measures short-term drought on a weekly
scale and is used to quantify drought’s impacts on
agriculture during the growing season.
The Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) (known
operationally as the Palmer Drought Index (PDI))
attempts to measure the duration and intensity of the
long-term drought-inducing circulation patterns. Long-
term drought is cumulative, so the intensity of drought
during the current month is dependent on the current
weather patterns plus the cumulative patterns of
previous months. Since weather patterns can change
almost literally overnight from a long-term drought
pattern to a long-term wet pattern, the PDSI (PDI)
can respond fairly rapidly.
The hydrological impacts of drought (e.g., reservoir
levels, groundwater levels, etc.) take longer to develop
and it takes longer to recover from them. The Palmer
Hydrological Drought Index (PHDI), another long-
term drought index, was developed to quantify these
hydrological effects. The PHDI responds more
slowly to changing conditions than the PDSI (PDI).
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5.2 The Standardized Precipitation Index
While Palmer’s indices are water balance indices that
consider water supply (precipitation), demand
(evapotranspiration) and loss (runoff),
the Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI) is a
probability index that considers only precipitation.
The SPI is an index based on the probability of
recording a given amount of precipitation, and the
probabilities are standardized so that an index of zero
indicates the median precipitation amount (half of the
historical precipitation amounts are below the median,
and half are above the median). The index is negative
for drought, and positive for wet conditions. As the
dry or wet conditions become more severe, the index
becomes more negative or positive. The SPI is
computed by NCEI for several time scales, ranging
from one month to 24 months, to capture the various
scales of both short-term and long-term drought.
6. Ways to fight drought:
There are several things you can do to ease your
plants through a dry summer and even improve your
landscape at the same time.
a.  Assess your priorities. Survey your landscape:
What areas or individual plants do you want most to
save? Give top priority to irrigating established trees
and shrubs; they’re virtually irreplaceable. Consider
perennials a second priority.
b. Identify root zones. The roots of various plants
grow to different depths; the trick is to apply just
enough water to moisten the roots. Most tree roots
are located in the top 2 feet of soil. The dripline of a
tree or shrub, which runs around the perimeter of the
canopy, outlines much of the root zone. Focus water
there.
c. Try a root irrigator. The hose-end device has a
needlelike shaft that injects water into the ground,
irrigating roots directly so no water is lost to
evaporation. Check garden centers for root irrigators
like the one from Hound Dog Products (about $20;
800/694-6863). Insert the shaft 6 to 12 inches or
deeper into the soil around trees and shrubs. After
watering in one spot along the drip line, move the
irrigator to another spot until you complete one round-
trip. 
d. Check soil moisture. Dig down 1 foot with a

trowel or spade and feel a handful of soil. An even
easier way to test moisture is to use a sampling tube
to “read” the soil. When you push the metal tube into
the ground and twist it back out, it extracts a 12-inch
or longer core, showing in cross section how wet or
dry the soil actually is. If the top 2 inches of the soil
sample are dry, it’s time to water.
e. Irrigate slowly. Slow soaking limits runoff and
encourages plants to develop deep root systems that
are better able to tolerate drought. The heavier your
soil, the more important slow soaking is in preventing
runoff. Using an oscillating sprinkler to water large
areas helps reduce runoff. But if you see puddling,
turn the water off for an hour, then start again. To
minimize evaporation, irrigate in the early morning or
evening.
f. Build watering basins. Mound soil berms around
young trees and shrubs such as roses to concentrate
water on the root zones. Fill the basin with a slow-
running hose so water soaks in.
g. Use soaker hoses. These porous hoses ooze
water along their length. Run them among flowers
and shrubs or along hedges or rows of vegetables.
Coil them under the driplines of large trees; a good
average length is 50 or 100 feet.
h.  Apply mulch. Drought or not, spreading a layer
of mulch over the soil around plants is simply good
gardening. Mulch reduces evaporation, insulates roots
from extreme temperature changes, and helps prevent
weeds, which steal water needed by desirable plants.
Spread a 3-inch layer of organic mulch such as
compost or shredded bark around trees and shrubs;
for flowers and vegetables, apply 1 to 2 inches. Gravel
and other mineral mulches are also effective
i.  Modify lawn care. If local restrictions allow lawn
irrigation, there are some things you can do to reduce
the amount of water you apply. Set your mower to
cut at the high end of the recommended range: 1 1/2
inches for bent grass; 2 inches for bluegrass and
perennial ryegrass; 3 inches for tall fescue. Taller
grass shades the soil, reducing evaporation. In early
June, fertilize with 1 pound of nitrogen per 1,000
square feet of turf to strengthen grass before it
becomes stressed. In July, cut back to a 1/2 inch of
water every week; under this regime, lawns turn the
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color of straw and go semidormant through summer
but bounce back after the weather cools.
j. Be water-wise with pots. Use glazed terra-cotta
or plastic ones, which hold water better. For extra
insulation, nest smaller pots inside larger ones, or bury
pots up to their rims in the ground.
k.  Harvest rain. Even in summer months, some
rain usually falls on the Northwest, and roofs catch a
lot of it. Channel runoff into a rain barrel, then use it
to water container plants.
7 . Drought Losses:
 In most parts of the country, farmers have lost

the seed they planted to deficient rainfall.
 The projected GDP growth could not be achieved

and employment generation suffered.
 There has been a stunted growth of various kharif

crops and in certain parts the crop has withered.
 The drought has affected the milk yield of milch

cattle. Moreover, shortage of green fodder has
also affected the milk yield.

8. Solution: 
To tackle the problem of drought in our country, the
following solutions are suggested.
1. All our efforts should be made to preserve rain

waters in various ways and tap ground water
sources to meet unexpected drought situations.

2. Improved rain-water harvesting methods should
be deployed.

3. The people should be educated regarding the
importance of water, so that they do-not misuse
the stored water

4. New improved methods of irrigation should be
introduced.

5. Deforestation should be discouraged to increase
the ability of the soil to hold water.

9. Conclusion: 
It is high time that the government mobilized all its
resources to provide succor to the people in this hour
and fight the monster of drought with determination.
It has not yet devised ways and means to face and
fight natural calamities.
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Z! JL ;NL D[ DFGJL lJSF; S[ GFD 5[ lJGFXSL VF{Z UlT

SZTF C]VF lNBFI N[TF C{ P HL; ."xJZG[ DFGJL SM AGFIF

VFH JCL DFGJ ."xJZSM AGFG[ ,UF C{ P ."xJZS[ ;FY

AGFJ8 s3MBFf SZG[ ,UF C{ P ;JM"¿D ;H"G DFGJSF

DFGF HFTF C{ P ."xJZG[ p;[ ;\J[NGF4 XlST4 A]lwW4

lJRFZXlST VF{Z p;[ 5|:T]T SZG[ S[ l,I[ EFQFF EL NL C{

P 5Z VFH DFGJ p;SF N]Z]5IMU SZTF C]VF lNBFI N[TF

C{ P 5|FToSF, CD JT"DFG5+ 50T[ C{ TA ;A;[ ßIFNF

;DFRFZ A,FtSFZ4 B]G4 ,}\84 VFtDCtIF S[ 5FT[ C{ P .;

lJQFI 5;\N SZG[SF SFZ6 IC C{ lS D{G[ S]K lNG 5}J[“

c;F{ZFQ8- ;DFRFZ c JT"DFG5+D[ ;DFRFZ 5-[ SL RFZv5F\R

KF+MG[ V5GL ;CwIFILGL 5[ A,FtSFZ SLIF P I[ ¾IF

ATFTF C{ m SCF" JM 5|FRLGSF, SL lX1F6jIJ:YF JM

VFNX" KF+[ VF{Z SCF" JT"DFGSF lX1F6 P VFH lJnFYL"

V5GF ST"jI E], UIF C{ P 5}J[“ U]H"ZEFQFFD[ VlT5|Rl,T

SC[JT YL v c;M8L JFU[ ;D;D G[ lJnF VFJ[ WDWD
c 5Z VFH SFIN[S[ SFZ6 lX1FS  VFH CFYD[ ;M8L

s,S0Lf GCL ,[ 5FTF P S]K lNG 5}J[“ T.V. 5[  ˆS
gI}HR[G,D[ ˆS U]HZFTL S,FSFZ l;wWFY" ;\N[ZLIF S[

,LI[ C]I[  .g8ZjI]D[ p; S,FSFZG[ SCF YF lS v c;ZSZG[

lX1FS S[ CFYD[ ;[ N^0 KLG ,LIF .;L,LI[ VFH 5],L;SM

CFYD[ N^0 ,[GF 50F C{ P c VFH lJnFYL" lX1FS SM DFZG[4

p;SL CtIF SZG[ ;[ GCL lCRSLRFTF P TA VFH lJnFYL"VM

SM IFN SZFGF VFJxIS C{ lS p;SF ST"jI ¾IF C{ P INL

lJnFYL" V5GF ST"jI ;DH ,[ TM N[XSF EFJL pßHJ, CM

;STF C{ P

VA 5|xG I[ C[ lS lJnFYL"VM SM p;S[ ST"jI SF EFG SF{G

SZFI[UF m pTZ C{ v WD":XF+ P HA HA DFGJL V5G[ DFU"

;[ rI]T CM HFI[4 DFU" E], HFI[ TA p;[ V5G[ ST"jI ;[ 7FG

WD"XF:+ SZFTF C{ P WD"XF:+ D[ :D'lTU\YMSF ;DFJ[X

CMTF C{ P 5|l;wW :D'lTU\|Y DG]:D'lT C{ P TN]5ZF\T

IF7J<SI:D'lT4 CFlZT:D'lT .tIFNL :D'lTU\|Y[ C{ P ZFDFI64

DCFEFZT EL WD"XF:+ C{

P D[ 5|YD WD"XF:+SF VY" HFGGF RFCLI[ P

cWD"XF:+  cSF VY"o

s;\f sGf RFZ J[N S[ p5F\UM D[ ;[ ˆS EFU SF GFD HM

:D'lT GFD ;[ 5|l;wW C{ P

sGf WD"5]:TSo DG]QIS[ ;]JT"G ;\A\WL RIG SZ[,

lGIDMSF 5]:TSo DG]QIS[ ,MS 5Z,MS ;\A\WL z[I VF{Z

X]EFRFZ lJRFZMS[ lGIDM SF lGA\WG4 WD" SF XF:+o

TtJU\|Y P

sGf OH" ;\A\WL XF:+o ST"jIXF:+ P

sGf lC\N]WD"S[ SFIN[ SF 5]:TSo gIFI VF{Z GLlT 5[

klQFIMG[ ,LB[, SFIN[ SF 5]:TS P

c ST"jI c SF VY" o

s;\f S'sSZGFf G VJxI K[NGF IF SF5GF P

sGf SD"4 SFI"4 S'tI P

sGf JT"G4 JT"6]S4 VFRFZ P

sGf WD" VF{Z OH" P

slJf SZG[ IMuI P

slJf K[NG[ IMuI4 SF5G[ IMuI P

SlT XF:+MD[ cA|CDRIF"zD c RRF" 5|;\U[ lJnFYL"IMS[

ST"jISL RRF" SL C{ P TM SCL 5[ IYFIMuI 5|;U[ 5|tI1F IF

5ZM1F AFT SL C{ P ;EL XF:+MSM S[gN|D[ G ZBT[ C]I[ CD

cDG]:D'lT c S[ VFWFZ 5[ lJnFYL"IM S[ ST"jI SM N[BT[ 5}J"

cDG]:D'lTc SF ;\1FLÃT 5|FÃT SZ[\U[ P

cDG]:D'lT c SF 5lZRI o

cDG]:D'lT c ̂ S :D'lT U\|Y C{ P :D'lTIF" VG[S C{ 5Z cDG]:D'lTc

5|l;wWU\|Y C{ P HL;SL ZRGF EUJFG DG]G[ SL YL P !Z

VwIFID[ lJEFHLT I[ :D'lTU\|YD[ DFGJWD"SL AFT SL C{ P

.;,LI[ p;SF N];ZF GFD cDFGJWD"XF:+ c EL C{ P DG]:D'lTS[

5|YD VwIFID[ HUTpt5lTSF lJQFI4 N];Z[ VwIFID[ ;M,C

;\:SFZSL lJlW VF{Z A|CDRFZLS[ WD"4 VwIFIv# D[ U'C:Y

S[ WD" lJJFCS[  ,1F64 5\RDCFI7 TYF zFwWlJlW4 VwIFIv

5 D[ E1IFE1I 5NFYM"4 VXF{RlG6"I4 5NFY" X]lwW TYF

:+LWD" ATFIF C{4 VwIFIv& D[ JFG5|:Y TYF ;\gIF;L S[
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WD"4 VwIFIv* D[ ZFHFVMS[ ;\5]6" WD"4 VwIFIv( D[ NFJF4

RMZL .tIFNLS[ gIFI TYF SZ ,[G[SL ZLT4 VwIFIv) D[

:+Lv5]~QFS[ WD"4 NFIEFU4 H]UFZSF lGQF[W4 TYF

V5ZFWLVMSM lX1FF SZG[ SL ZLT4 VwIFIv!_ D[ J6";\SZ

HFlTIM VF{Z p;S[ SD" TYF RFZ J6M"S[ VF5lTSF,S[

WD"4 VwIFIv!! D[ lEgG lEgG HFTS[ 5F5SDM" TYF p;S[

5|FIllxRTSL lJlW VF{Z VwIFIv!Z D[ X]EFX]E SD";[ 5|FÃT

UlT TYF VFtD7FGS[ :J~5 SL AFT SL C{ P

cDG]:D'lT c D[ lG~l5T lJnFYL' ST"jI o

DG]:D'lT WD"XF:+U\|YD[ VwIFIvZ D[ lJnFYL"IM S[ ST"jIGL

AFT SL C{ P HL;D[ ;[ JT"DFG ;DI SM wIFGD[ ,[T[ C]I[

lGN[“XLT ST"jIM SF VFRZ6 lJnFYL" SZ[ TM p;SL V;Z

N[XS[ ElJQI 5Z VJxI CMUL P

cDG]:D'lT c VFWFZLT ;F\5|T ;DID[ lJnFYLIM S[ ST"jI SL

5|:T]TTFo

s!f lJnFYL"IMSF lX1FS S[ ;FY VFRZ6 o

A|CDFZdE[0J;FG[ R 5FNF{ U|FCIF{ U]ZMo ;NF P

;C:tI C:TFJwI[N\ : lC A|CDFuHl, :D'lT P

sDG]³ Zv*!f

J[NVwIIG S[ 5|FZ\ED[ TYF V\TD[ ;NF U]~S[ RZ6MSF :5X"

SZGF VF{Z NM CFY HM0SZ lJGI S[ ;FY VwIIG SZGF

JM A|CDF\Hl, C{ P

XiIF;G[0wJF RlZT[ K[I;F G ;DFlJQF[T P

XiIF;G:YFlJJ{G 5|tI]tYFIFlWJFNI[T PP

sDG]³ Zv!!)f

lJnF .tIFNLD[ CD;[ VlWS VF{Z U]~ HL; XiIF IF

VF;G 5[ A{9[ CM p; VF;G 5[ GCL AL9GF RFCLI[4 VF{Z ̂ {;[

SM. VF HFI[ TA CD HL; XiIF IF VF;G 5[ A{9[ CM TM

JCF";[ p9SZ p;SM J\NG SZGF RFCLI[ P
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N[JTF XaN lNJ WFT]v 5|SFlXT S¯GF lGQ5gG C]VF C{N[JTF XaN lNJ WFT]v 5|SFlXT S¯GF lGQ5gG C]VF C{N[JTF XaN lNJ WFT]v 5|SFlXT S¯GF lGQ5gG C]VF C{N[JTF XaN lNJ WFT]v 5|SFlXT S¯GF lGQ5gG C]VF C{N[JTF XaN lNJ WFT]v 5|SFlXT S¯GF lGQ5gG C]VF C{

P EF¯M5LI 5l¯J¯ SL lJlEgG XFBFVMD[ lD,G[JF,[P EF¯M5LI 5l¯J¯ SL lJlEgG XFBFVMD[ lD,G[JF,[P EF¯M5LI 5l¯J¯ SL lJlEgG XFBFVMD[ lD,G[JF,[P EF¯M5LI 5l¯J¯ SL lJlEgG XFBFVMD[ lD,G[JF,[P EF¯M5LI 5l¯J¯ SL lJlEgG XFBFVMD[ lD,G[JF,[

lJn]T N[JTFVMS[ N[JTFXF:+LI ,1F6M SL ;DTF S[lJn]T N[JTFVMS[ N[JTFXF:+LI ,1F6M SL ;DTF S[lJn]T N[JTFVMS[ N[JTFXF:+LI ,1F6M SL ;DTF S[lJn]T N[JTFVMS[ N[JTFXF:+LI ,1F6M SL ;DTF S[lJn]T N[JTFVMS[ N[JTFXF:+LI ,1F6M SL ;DTF S[

VFWF¯F 5¯ VG]DFG lSIF UIF C{ lS lS;L ;FDFgI GFDVFWF¯F 5¯ VG]DFG lSIF UIF C{ lS lS;L ;FDFgI GFDVFWF¯F 5¯ VG]DFG lSIF UIF C{ lS lS;L ;FDFgI GFDVFWF¯F 5¯ VG]DFG lSIF UIF C{ lS lS;L ;FDFgI GFDVFWF¯F 5¯ VG]DFG lSIF UIF C{ lS lS;L ;FDFgI GFD

S[ G lD,G[ 5¯ EL EF¯M5LI I]U D[ ;ASF z[Q9 lJn]TS[ G lD,G[ 5¯ EL EF¯M5LI I]U D[ ;ASF z[Q9 lJn]TS[ G lD,G[ 5¯ EL EF¯M5LI I]U D[ ;ASF z[Q9 lJn]TS[ G lD,G[ 5¯ EL EF¯M5LI I]U D[ ;ASF z[Q9 lJn]TS[ G lD,G[ 5¯ EL EF¯M5LI I]U D[ ;ASF z[Q9 lJn]T

N[J ¯CF CMUF P pGSF pNFTRl¯T N[JTFVMS[ lJQFI D[N[J ¯CF CMUF P pGSF pNFTRl¯T N[JTFVMS[ lJQFI D[N[J ¯CF CMUF P pGSF pNFTRl¯T N[JTFVMS[ lJQFI D[N[J ¯CF CMUF P pGSF pNFTRl¯T N[JTFVMS[ lJQFI D[N[J ¯CF CMUF P pGSF pNFTRl¯T N[JTFVMS[ lJQFI D[

lHGSF ;\A\W 5|SFX VF{¯ VFSFX ;[ C{4 cN[JTF c .; GFDlHGSF ;\A\W 5|SFX VF{¯ VFSFX ;[ C{4 cN[JTF c .; GFDlHGSF ;\A\W 5|SFX VF{¯ VFSFX ;[ C{4 cN[JTF c .; GFDlHGSF ;\A\W 5|SFX VF{¯ VFSFX ;[ C{4 cN[JTF c .; GFDlHGSF ;\A\W 5|SFX VF{¯ VFSFX ;[ C{4 cN[JTF c .; GFD

;FdI ;[ CMTL C{ SIMlS VFSFX VF{¯ 5'yJL S[ lJQFID[\;FdI ;[ CMTL C{ SIMlS VFSFX VF{¯ 5'yJL S[ lJQFID[\;FdI ;[ CMTL C{ SIMlS VFSFX VF{¯ 5'yJL S[ lJQFID[\;FdI ;[ CMTL C{ SIMlS VFSFX VF{¯ 5'yJL S[ lJQFID[\;FdI ;[ CMTL C{ SIMlS VFSFX VF{¯ 5'yJL S[ lJQFID[\

l5TFv DFTF SL EFJGF RLG VF{¯ gI]HL,[^0 S[ N[JXF:+D[l5TFv DFTF SL EFJGF RLG VF{¯ gI]HL,[^0 S[ N[JXF:+D[l5TFv DFTF SL EFJGF RLG VF{¯ gI]HL,[^0 S[ N[JXF:+D[l5TFv DFTF SL EFJGF RLG VF{¯ gI]HL,[^0 S[ N[JXF:+D[l5TFv DFTF SL EFJGF RLG VF{¯ gI]HL,[^0 S[ N[JXF:+D[

EL lD,TL C{ PEL lD,TL C{ PEL lD,TL C{ PEL lD,TL C{ PEL lD,TL C{ P

VFlN HFlTIM D[ N[JL N[JTF 5¯DFtDF S[ :YFG ,[T[  Y[VFlN HFlTIM D[ N[JL N[JTF 5¯DFtDF S[ :YFG ,[T[  Y[VFlN HFlTIM D[ N[JL N[JTF 5¯DFtDF S[ :YFG ,[T[  Y[VFlN HFlTIM D[ N[JL N[JTF 5¯DFtDF S[ :YFG ,[T[  Y[VFlN HFlTIM D[ N[JL N[JTF 5¯DFtDF S[ :YFG ,[T[  Y[

P I[ N[JTF HLJGSM ;D'wW VF{¯ WG;\5G AGFT[ Y[ PP I[ N[JTF HLJGSM ;D'wW VF{¯ WG;\5G AGFT[ Y[ PP I[ N[JTF HLJGSM ;D'wW VF{¯ WG;\5G AGFT[ Y[ PP I[ N[JTF HLJGSM ;D'wW VF{¯ WG;\5G AGFT[ Y[ PP I[ N[JTF HLJGSM ;D'wW VF{¯ WG;\5G AGFT[ Y[ P

JG:5lT4 X:I4 5X] V[J\ WG WFgI D[ 5|FR]I" 5{NF S¯T[JG:5lT4 X:I4 5X] V[J\ WG WFgI D[ 5|FR]I" 5{NF S¯T[JG:5lT4 X:I4 5X] V[J\ WG WFgI D[ 5|FR]I" 5{NF S¯T[JG:5lT4 X:I4 5X] V[J\ WG WFgI D[ 5|FR]I" 5{NF S¯T[JG:5lT4 X:I4 5X] V[J\ WG WFgI D[ 5|FR]I" 5{NF S¯T[

Y[ P I[ N[JTF A,JFG VF{¯ XlST ;\5gG Y[ P WD" D[Y[ P I[ N[JTF A,JFG VF{¯ XlST ;\5gG Y[ P WD" D[Y[ P I[ N[JTF A,JFG VF{¯ XlST ;\5gG Y[ P WD" D[Y[ P I[ N[JTF A,JFG VF{¯ XlST ;\5gG Y[ P WD" D[Y[ P I[ N[JTF A,JFG VF{¯ XlST ;\5gG Y[ P WD" D[

pGSL DCTF SF VFWF¯ pGSL XlST YL4 pHF" YL VFNLpGSL DCTF SF VFWF¯ pGSL XlST YL4 pHF" YL VFNLpGSL DCTF SF VFWF¯ pGSL XlST YL4 pHF" YL VFNLpGSL DCTF SF VFWF¯ pGSL XlST YL4 pHF" YL VFNLpGSL DCTF SF VFWF¯ pGSL XlST YL4 pHF" YL VFNL

;Q8F SF :YFG ,[G[ JF,[ N[JTF lJX[QF 5|SF¯ SL XlST;Q8F SF :YFG ,[G[ JF,[ N[JTF lJX[QF 5|SF¯ SL XlST;Q8F SF :YFG ,[G[ JF,[ N[JTF lJX[QF 5|SF¯ SL XlST;Q8F SF :YFG ,[G[ JF,[ N[JTF lJX[QF 5|SF¯ SL XlST;Q8F SF :YFG ,[G[ JF,[ N[JTF lJX[QF 5|SF¯ SL XlST

S[ lGWFG Y[ P lSgT] HA HA DFGJHLJG SL RF¯]TFS[ lGWFG Y[ P lSgT] HA HA DFGJHLJG SL RF¯]TFS[ lGWFG Y[ P lSgT] HA HA DFGJHLJG SL RF¯]TFS[ lGWFG Y[ P lSgT] HA HA DFGJHLJG SL RF¯]TFS[ lGWFG Y[ P lSgT] HA HA DFGJHLJG SL RF¯]TF

V[J\ p;S[ 5|FR]I" SL VF{¯ A-TF UIF TA JC HLJG S[V[J\ p;S[ 5|FR]I" SL VF{¯ A-TF UIF TA JC HLJG S[V[J\ p;S[ 5|FR]I" SL VF{¯ A-TF UIF TA JC HLJG S[V[J\ p;S[ 5|FR]I" SL VF{¯ A-TF UIF TA JC HLJG S[V[J\ p;S[ 5|FR]I" SL VF{¯ A-TF UIF TA JC HLJG S[

pJ"¯S N[JTFVM S[ HF,D[ O\;TF UIF P VF{¯ pG;[pJ"¯S N[JTFVM S[ HF,D[ O\;TF UIF P VF{¯ pG;[pJ"¯S N[JTFVM S[ HF,D[ O\;TF UIF P VF{¯ pG;[pJ"¯S N[JTFVM S[ HF,D[ O\;TF UIF P VF{¯ pG;[pJ"¯S N[JTFVM S[ HF,D[ O\;TF UIF P VF{¯ pG;[

HLJG SM ;¯; V\J[ ;\5gG AGFG[ SL 5|FY"GFV[ A-FTFHLJG SM ;¯; V\J[ ;\5gG AGFG[ SL 5|FY"GFV[ A-FTFHLJG SM ;¯; V\J[ ;\5gG AGFG[ SL 5|FY"GFV[ A-FTFHLJG SM ;¯; V\J[ ;\5gG AGFG[ SL 5|FY"GFV[ A-FTFHLJG SM ;¯; V\J[ ;\5gG AGFG[ SL 5|FY"GFV[ A-FTF

UIF P V[S ;DI V[;F VFIF SL JC J¯]6 H{;[ HUTUIF P V[S ;DI V[;F VFIF SL JC J¯]6 H{;[ HUTUIF P V[S ;DI V[;F VFIF SL JC J¯]6 H{;[ HUTUIF P V[S ;DI V[;F VFIF SL JC J¯]6 H{;[ HUTUIF P V[S ;DI V[;F VFIF SL JC J¯]6 H{;[ HUT

;Q8F VM SM EL E], A{9F VF{¯ pGSL HUT N[JL N[JTFVM;Q8F VM SM EL E], A{9F VF{¯ pGSL HUT N[JL N[JTFVM;Q8F VM SM EL E], A{9F VF{¯ pGSL HUT N[JL N[JTFVM;Q8F VM SM EL E], A{9F VF{¯ pGSL HUT N[JL N[JTFVM;Q8F VM SM EL E], A{9F VF{¯ pGSL HUT N[JL N[JTFVM

SM DFGG[ ,U[ p;SF N"Q8FgT ~5 C{ S'lQF N[JL PSM DFGG[ ,U[ p;SF N"Q8FgT ~5 C{ S'lQF N[JL PSM DFGG[ ,U[ p;SF N"Q8FgT ~5 C{ S'lQF N[JL PSM DFGG[ ,U[ p;SF N"Q8FgT ~5 C{ S'lQF N[JL PSM DFGG[ ,U[ p;SF N"Q8FgT ~5 C{ S'lQF N[JL P

SL55R ;\:S'lTIM D[ TM VJ"¯STF SF IC 5]\ N[JTF :+LSL55R ;\:S'lTIM D[ TM VJ"¯STF SF IC 5]\ N[JTF :+LSL55R ;\:S'lTIM D[ TM VJ"¯STF SF IC 5]\ N[JTF :+LSL55R ;\:S'lTIM D[ TM VJ"¯STF SF IC 5]\ N[JTF :+LSL55R ;\:S'lTIM D[ TM VJ"¯STF SF IC 5]\ N[JTF :+L

pJ"¯S N[JL SF VG]QFUL AGS¯ CDF¯[ ;FDG[ pE¯TF C{pJ"¯S N[JL SF VG]QFUL AGS¯ CDF¯[ ;FDG[ pE¯TF C{pJ"¯S N[JL SF VG]QFUL AGS¯ CDF¯[ ;FDG[ pE¯TF C{pJ"¯S N[JL SF VG]QFUL AGS¯ CDF¯[ ;FDG[ pE¯TF C{pJ"¯S N[JL SF VG]QFUL AGS¯ CDF¯[ ;FDG[ pE¯TF C{

SIMSL .G ;\:S'lT IM D[ HUTL S[ ELT¯ ̄ ;F;F¯ 5|JFCLTSIMSL .G ;\:S'lT IM D[ HUTL S[ ELT¯ ̄ ;F;F¯ 5|JFCLTSIMSL .G ;\:S'lT IM D[ HUTL S[ ELT¯ ̄ ;F;F¯ 5|JFCLTSIMSL .G ;\:S'lT IM D[ HUTL S[ ELT¯ ̄ ;F;F¯ 5|JFCLTSIMSL .G ;\:S'lT IM D[ HUTL S[ ELT¯ ̄ ;F;F¯ 5|JFCLT

S¯GF :+L N[JL SF SFD C{ N[JTF p;SF 5[|¯S AGTF C{S¯GF :+L N[JL SF SFD C{ N[JTF p;SF 5[|¯S AGTF C{S¯GF :+L N[JL SF SFD C{ N[JTF p;SF 5[|¯S AGTF C{S¯GF :+L N[JL SF SFD C{ N[JTF p;SF 5[|¯S AGTF C{S¯GF :+L N[JL SF SFD C{ N[JTF p;SF 5[|¯S AGTF C{

P H{;[ ;FBID[ 5]~QF VF{¯ 5|S'lT PP H{;[ ;FBID[ 5]~QF VF{¯ 5|S'lT PP H{;[ ;FBID[ 5]~QF VF{¯ 5|S'lT PP H{;[ ;FBID[ 5]~QF VF{¯ 5|S'lT PP H{;[ ;FBID[ 5]~QF VF{¯ 5|S'lT P

J{lNS kQFLG[ VG[STF ;[ R,S¯ V[STF S[ lA\N] 5¯ VFJ{lNS kQFLG[ VG[STF ;[ R,S¯ V[STF S[ lA\N] 5¯ VFJ{lNS kQFLG[ VG[STF ;[ R,S¯ V[STF S[ lA\N] 5¯ VFJ{lNS kQFLG[ VG[STF ;[ R,S¯ V[STF S[ lA\N] 5¯ VFJ{lNS kQFLG[ VG[STF ;[ R,S¯ V[STF S[ lA\N] 5¯ VF

5C]RF YF VF{¯ .; TtJ7FG S[ WF¯F p;G[ V[STFSM5C]RF YF VF{¯ .; TtJ7FG S[ WF¯F p;G[ V[STFSM5C]RF YF VF{¯ .; TtJ7FG S[ WF¯F p;G[ V[STFSM5C]RF YF VF{¯ .; TtJ7FG S[ WF¯F p;G[ V[STFSM5C]RF YF VF{¯ .; TtJ7FG S[ WF¯F p;G[ V[STFSM

Vl^0T S¯G[JF,L DFIF SF lG¯FS¯6 S¯ l,IF YF PVl^0T S¯G[JF,L DFIF SF lG¯FS¯6 S¯ l,IF YF PVl^0T S¯G[JF,L DFIF SF lG¯FS¯6 S¯ l,IF YF PVl^0T S¯G[JF,L DFIF SF lG¯FS¯6 S¯ l,IF YF PVl^0T S¯G[JF,L DFIF SF lG¯FS¯6 S¯ l,IF YF P

H{;[ lXJ VF{¯ XlST S[ ;\EFJG S[ NX"GG[ CL DFGJLIH{;[ lXJ VF{¯ XlST S[ ;\EFJG S[ NX"GG[ CL DFGJLIH{;[ lXJ VF{¯ XlST S[ ;\EFJG S[ NX"GG[ CL DFGJLIH{;[ lXJ VF{¯ XlST S[ ;\EFJG S[ NX"GG[ CL DFGJLIH{;[ lXJ VF{¯ XlST S[ ;\EFJG S[ NX"GG[ CL DFGJLI

HLJG 5FIF HFTF C{ P 5|lTNLG CMG[JF,L 5|FS'lTS V[J\HLJG 5FIF HFTF C{ P 5|lTNLG CMG[JF,L 5|FS'lTS V[J\HLJG 5FIF HFTF C{ P 5|lTNLG CMG[JF,L 5|FS'lTS V[J\HLJG 5FIF HFTF C{ P 5|lTNLG CMG[JF,L 5|FS'lTS V[J\HLJG 5FIF HFTF C{ P 5|lTNLG CMG[JF,L 5|FS'lTS V[J\

DFGJLI 38GFVMD[ lJlEgG 5|SF¯ S[ SDM" SF VFGFDFGJLI 38GFVMD[ lJlEgG 5|SF¯ S[ SDM" SF VFGFDFGJLI 38GFVMD[ lJlEgG 5|SF¯ S[ SDM" SF VFGFDFGJLI 38GFVMD[ lJlEgG 5|SF¯ S[ SDM" SF VFGFDFGJLI 38GFVMD[ lJlEgG 5|SF¯ S[ SDM" SF VFGF

HFGF :JFEFlJS C{ P VF{¯ p; 5¯ lGI\+6 S¯GF ELHFGF :JFEFlJS C{ P VF{¯ p; 5¯ lGI\+6 S¯GF ELHFGF :JFEFlJS C{ P VF{¯ p; 5¯ lGI\+6 S¯GF ELHFGF :JFEFlJS C{ P VF{¯ p; 5¯ lGI\+6 S¯GF ELHFGF :JFEFlJS C{ P VF{¯ p; 5¯ lGI\+6 S¯GF EL

VGLJFI" C{ P DFGJ SL HLJG ;\A\WL IC ptS8 EFJGFVGLJFI" C{ P DFGJ SL HLJG ;\A\WL IC ptS8 EFJGFVGLJFI" C{ P DFGJ SL HLJG ;\A\WL IC ptS8 EFJGFVGLJFI" C{ P DFGJ SL HLJG ;\A\WL IC ptS8 EFJGFVGLJFI" C{ P DFGJ SL HLJG ;\A\WL IC ptS8 EFJGF

lJlEgG DFT'VMDL 5|lTDF S[ ~5 D[ VF{¯ p;S[ lJlEgGlJlEgG DFT'VMDL 5|lTDF S[ ~5 D[ VF{¯ p;S[ lJlEgGlJlEgG DFT'VMDL 5|lTDF S[ ~5 D[ VF{¯ p;S[ lJlEgGlJlEgG DFT'VMDL 5|lTDF S[ ~5 D[ VF{¯ p;S[ lJlEgGlJlEgG DFT'VMDL 5|lTDF S[ ~5 D[ VF{¯ p;S[ lJlEgG

V\UM U]6M V[\J S'tIM SL 5]HF S[ ~5D[ 5|U8 S¯T[ C{ PV\UM U]6M V[\J S'tIM SL 5]HF S[ ~5D[ 5|U8 S¯T[ C{ PV\UM U]6M V[\J S'tIM SL 5]HF S[ ~5D[ 5|U8 S¯T[ C{ PV\UM U]6M V[\J S'tIM SL 5]HF S[ ~5D[ 5|U8 S¯T[ C{ PV\UM U]6M V[\J S'tIM SL 5]HF S[ ~5D[ 5|U8 S¯T[ C{ P

l;¯LIF4 SL84 A[AL,MG VFNL N[XMD[ DFT'N[JL SF DCtJl;¯LIF4 SL84 A[AL,MG VFNL N[XMD[ DFT'N[JL SF DCtJl;¯LIF4 SL84 A[AL,MG VFNL N[XMD[ DFT'N[JL SF DCtJl;¯LIF4 SL84 A[AL,MG VFNL N[XMD[ DFT'N[JL SF DCtJl;¯LIF4 SL84 A[AL,MG VFNL N[XMD[ DFT'N[JL SF DCtJ

V1F]^I AGF ̄ CF C{ P DFT'N[JL SL IC 5}HF 5|FRLG S'lQFV1F]^I AGF ̄ CF C{ P DFT'N[JL SL IC 5}HF 5|FRLG S'lQFV1F]^I AGF ̄ CF C{ P DFT'N[JL SL IC 5}HF 5|FRLG S'lQFV1F]^I AGF ̄ CF C{ P DFT'N[JL SL IC 5}HF 5|FRLG S'lQFV1F]^I AGF ̄ CF C{ P DFT'N[JL SL IC 5}HF 5|FRLG S'lQF

;eITFD[ Nl1F64 5l‘RD V[¯LIF;[ 5l‘RDL I]¯M5 VF{¯;eITFD[ Nl1F64 5l‘RD V[¯LIF;[ 5l‘RDL I]¯M5 VF{¯;eITFD[ Nl1F64 5l‘RD V[¯LIF;[ 5l‘RDL I]¯M5 VF{¯;eITFD[ Nl1F64 5l‘RD V[¯LIF;[ 5l‘RDL I]¯M5 VF{¯;eITFD[ Nl1F64 5l‘RD V[¯LIF;[ 5l‘RDL I]¯M5 VF{¯

EF¯T SL VF{¯ O{,FTL C]." JCF DFT'N[JL V[S ;DgIIFtDEF¯T SL VF{¯ O{,FTL C]." JCF DFT'N[JL V[S ;DgIIFtDEF¯T SL VF{¯ O{,FTL C]." JCF DFT'N[JL V[S ;DgIIFtDEF¯T SL VF{¯ O{,FTL C]." JCF DFT'N[JL V[S ;DgIIFtDEF¯T SL VF{¯ O{,FTL C]." JCF DFT'N[JL V[S ;DgIIFtD

S N[JL SF :J~5 WF¯6 SLIF P VF{¯ DFT'tJ4 HGG V[J\S N[JL SF :J~5 WF¯6 SLIF P VF{¯ DFT'tJ4 HGG V[J\S N[JL SF :J~5 WF¯6 SLIF P VF{¯ DFT'tJ4 HGG V[J\S N[JL SF :J~5 WF¯6 SLIF P VF{¯ DFT'tJ4 HGG V[J\S N[JL SF :J~5 WF¯6 SLIF P VF{¯ DFT'tJ4 HGG V[J\

pJ"¯6 SL ;EL N[JLIMSF :YFG ,[ ,LIF PpJ"¯6 SL ;EL N[JLIMSF :YFG ,[ ,LIF PpJ"¯6 SL ;EL N[JLIMSF :YFG ,[ ,LIF PpJ"¯6 SL ;EL N[JLIMSF :YFG ,[ ,LIF PpJ"¯6 SL ;EL N[JLIMSF :YFG ,[ ,LIF P

J[N D[ VlNlT V[J\ VgI N[JLIM S[ ;FY TL;| o N[JLISFJ[N D[ VlNlT V[J\ VgI N[JLIM S[ ;FY TL;| o N[JLISFJ[N D[ VlNlT V[J\ VgI N[JLIM S[ ;FY TL;| o N[JLISFJ[N D[ VlNlT V[J\ VgI N[JLIM S[ ;FY TL;| o N[JLISFJ[N D[ VlNlT V[J\ VgI N[JLIM S[ ;FY TL;| o N[JLISF

SL RRF" SL U." C{ P JM C[ BTF4 EF¯TL VF{¯ ;¯:JTLSL RRF" SL U." C{ P JM C[ BTF4 EF¯TL VF{¯ ;¯:JTLSL RRF" SL U." C{ P JM C[ BTF4 EF¯TL VF{¯ ;¯:JTLSL RRF" SL U." C{ P JM C[ BTF4 EF¯TL VF{¯ ;¯:JTLSL RRF" SL U." C{ P JM C[ BTF4 EF¯TL VF{¯ ;¯:JTL

P I[ TLGM N[JLIF DFT'E}lD4 DFT'EFQFF VF{¯ DFT' ;\:S'lTP I[ TLGM N[JLIF DFT'E}lD4 DFT'EFQFF VF{¯ DFT' ;\:S'lTP I[ TLGM N[JLIF DFT'E}lD4 DFT'EFQFF VF{¯ DFT' ;\:S'lTP I[ TLGM N[JLIF DFT'E}lD4 DFT'EFQFF VF{¯ DFT' ;\:S'lTP I[ TLGM N[JLIF DFT'E}lD4 DFT'EFQFF VF{¯ DFT' ;\:S'lT

S[ ~5 D[ C{ P I[ ;A DG]QIM SF VFN¯ S¯G[ IMuI C{ VF{¯S[ ~5 D[ C{ P I[ ;A DG]QIM SF VFN¯ S¯G[ IMuI C{ VF{¯S[ ~5 D[ C{ P I[ ;A DG]QIM SF VFN¯ S¯G[ IMuI C{ VF{¯S[ ~5 D[ C{ P I[ ;A DG]QIM SF VFN¯ S¯G[ IMuI C{ VF{¯S[ ~5 D[ C{ P I[ ;A DG]QIM SF VFN¯ S¯G[ IMuI C{ VF{¯

DG]QI SM ;]B N[G[JF,L C{ P .GD[ ;[ V[S EL G ¯CL TMDG]QI SM ;]B N[G[JF,L C{ P .GD[ ;[ V[S EL G ¯CL TMDG]QI SM ;]B N[G[JF,L C{ P .GD[ ;[ V[S EL G ¯CL TMDG]QI SM ;]B N[G[JF,L C{ P .GD[ ;[ V[S EL G ¯CL TMDG]QI SM ;]B N[G[JF,L C{ P .GD[ ;[ V[S EL G ¯CL TM

DG]QI VW]¯F AG HFTF C{ P IlN DFT'lED G ̄ CL TM DG]QIDG]QI VW]¯F AG HFTF C{ P IlN DFT'lED G ̄ CL TM DG]QIDG]QI VW]¯F AG HFTF C{ P IlN DFT'lED G ̄ CL TM DG]QIDG]QI VW]¯F AG HFTF C{ P IlN DFT'lED G ̄ CL TM DG]QIDG]QI VW]¯F AG HFTF C{ P IlN DFT'lED G ̄ CL TM DG]QI

SM ̄ CG[ S[ l,V[ :YFG CL GCL DL,[UF4 DFT'EFQFF G ̄ CLSM ̄ CG[ S[ l,V[ :YFG CL GCL DL,[UF4 DFT'EFQFF G ̄ CLSM ̄ CG[ S[ l,V[ :YFG CL GCL DL,[UF4 DFT'EFQFF G ̄ CLSM ̄ CG[ S[ l,V[ :YFG CL GCL DL,[UF4 DFT'EFQFF G ̄ CLSM ̄ CG[ S[ l,V[ :YFG CL GCL DL,[UF4 DFT'EFQFF G ̄ CL
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TM DG]QI AM,[UF SL; T¯C VF{¯ 7FG SL; T¯C 5|F%TTM DG]QI AM,[UF SL; T¯C VF{¯ 7FG SL; T¯C 5|F%TTM DG]QI AM,[UF SL; T¯C VF{¯ 7FG SL; T¯C 5|F%TTM DG]QI AM,[UF SL; T¯C VF{¯ 7FG SL; T¯C 5|F%TTM DG]QI AM,[UF SL; T¯C VF{¯ 7FG SL; T¯C 5|F%T

S¯[UFP DFT';eITF G ¯CL TM DG]QI 5X]JT CL AGS¯[UFP DFT';eITF G ¯CL TM DG]QI 5X]JT CL AGS¯[UFP DFT';eITF G ¯CL TM DG]QI 5X]JT CL AGS¯[UFP DFT';eITF G ¯CL TM DG]QI 5X]JT CL AGS¯[UFP DFT';eITF G ¯CL TM DG]QI 5X]JT CL AG

HFI[UF P .; l,V[ J[NMD[  SCF UIF C{ SL I[ TLGHFI[UF P .; l,V[ J[NMD[  SCF UIF C{ SL I[ TLGHFI[UF P .; l,V[ J[NMD[  SCF UIF C{ SL I[ TLGHFI[UF P .; l,V[ J[NMD[  SCF UIF C{ SL I[ TLGHFI[UF P .; l,V[ J[NMD[  SCF UIF C{ SL I[ TLG

N[JLIF DG]QIMSM p5F;GLI C{ P DFT'EFQFF DFTF SLN[JLIF DG]QIMSM p5F;GLI C{ P DFT'EFQFF DFTF SLN[JLIF DG]QIMSM p5F;GLI C{ P DFT'EFQFF DFTF SLN[JLIF DG]QIMSM p5F;GLI C{ P DFT'EFQFF DFTF SLN[JLIF DG]QIMSM p5F;GLI C{ P DFT'EFQFF DFTF SL

UMND[ A{9F C]VF AF,S ;LBTF C{ DFT'E]DL ¯CG[ S[UMND[ A{9F C]VF AF,S ;LBTF C{ DFT'E]DL ¯CG[ S[UMND[ A{9F C]VF AF,S ;LBTF C{ DFT'E]DL ¯CG[ S[UMND[ A{9F C]VF AF,S ;LBTF C{ DFT'E]DL ¯CG[ S[UMND[ A{9F C]VF AF,S ;LBTF C{ DFT'E]DL ¯CG[ S[

l,V[ 3¯ VF{¯ BFG[ S[ l,V[ VgG H, N[TL C{ VF{¯l,V[ 3¯ VF{¯ BFG[ S[ l,V[ VgG H, N[TL C{ VF{¯l,V[ 3¯ VF{¯ BFG[ S[ l,V[ VgG H, N[TL C{ VF{¯l,V[ 3¯ VF{¯ BFG[ S[ l,V[ VgG H, N[TL C{ VF{¯l,V[ 3¯ VF{¯ BFG[ S[ l,V[ VgG H, N[TL C{ VF{¯

DFT';eITF p;SM ;eI;\5gG ;\:SF¯ TYF DFGJLI  U]6MDFT';eITF p;SM ;eI;\5gG ;\:SF¯ TYF DFGJLI  U]6MDFT';eITF p;SM ;eI;\5gG ;\:SF¯ TYF DFGJLI  U]6MDFT';eITF p;SM ;eI;\5gG ;\:SF¯ TYF DFGJLI  U]6MDFT';eITF p;SM ;eI;\5gG ;\:SF¯ TYF DFGJLI  U]6M

;[ ;\5gG S¯TL C{4 .G TLG N[JLIF SL lJX[QF6 .; T¯C;[ ;\5gG S¯TL C{4 .G TLG N[JLIF SL lJX[QF6 .; T¯C;[ ;\5gG S¯TL C{4 .G TLG N[JLIF SL lJX[QF6 .; T¯C;[ ;\5gG S¯TL C{4 .G TLG N[JLIF SL lJX[QF6 .; T¯C;[ ;\5gG S¯TL C{4 .G TLG N[JLIF SL lJX[QF6 .; T¯C

5|NlX"T C]." C{ P5|NlX"T C]." C{ P5|NlX"T C]." C{ P5|NlX"T C]." C{ P5|NlX"T C]." C{ P

s!f Z__! VF5|L;]STM D[ Z__! SF p<,[B EF¯TL4 DCLs!f Z__! VF5|L;]STM D[ Z__! SF p<,[B EF¯TL4 DCLs!f Z__! VF5|L;]STM D[ Z__! SF p<,[B EF¯TL4 DCLs!f Z__! VF5|L;]STM D[ Z__! SF p<,[B EF¯TL4 DCLs!f Z__! VF5|L;]STM D[ Z__! SF p<,[B EF¯TL4 DCL

VF{¯ ;¯:JTL S[ ;FY[ lD,TF C{ P IC 5]HIJF6L SLVF{¯ ;¯:JTL S[ ;FY[ lD,TF C{ P IC 5]HIJF6L SLVF{¯ ;¯:JTL S[ ;FY[ lD,TF C{ P IC 5]HIJF6L SLVF{¯ ;¯:JTL S[ ;FY[ lD,TF C{ P IC 5]HIJF6L SLVF{¯ ;¯:JTL S[ ;FY[ lD,TF C{ P IC 5]HIJF6L SL

VlWQ9F+L N[JL C{ P 5'yJL VgG VF{¯ W[G]D[ EL N[JtJ SFVlWQ9F+L N[JL C{ P 5'yJL VgG VF{¯ W[G]D[ EL N[JtJ SFVlWQ9F+L N[JL C{ P 5'yJL VgG VF{¯ W[G]D[ EL N[JtJ SFVlWQ9F+L N[JL C{ P 5'yJL VgG VF{¯ W[G]D[ EL N[JtJ SFVlWQ9F+L N[JL C{ P 5'yJL VgG VF{¯ W[G]D[ EL N[JtJ SF

VF¯M5 S¯T[ C]VF .gC[ Z__! SCF UIF C{ P . .P WFT] ;[VF¯M5 S¯T[ C]VF .gC[ Z__! SCF UIF C{ P . .P WFT] ;[VF¯M5 S¯T[ C]VF .gC[ Z__! SCF UIF C{ P . .P WFT] ;[VF¯M5 S¯T[ C]VF .gC[ Z__! SCF UIF C{ P . .P WFT] ;[VF¯M5 S¯T[ C]VF .gC[ Z__! SCF UIF C{ P . .P WFT] ;[

jI]t5gg C]VF C{ VF{¯ :T]tIY" S[ AF¯[D[ p;SF VY" lNIFjI]t5gg C]VF C{ VF{¯ :T]tIY" S[ AF¯[D[ p;SF VY" lNIFjI]t5gg C]VF C{ VF{¯ :T]tIY" S[ AF¯[D[ p;SF VY" lNIFjI]t5gg C]VF C{ VF{¯ :T]tIY" S[ AF¯[D[ p;SF VY" lNIFjI]t5gg C]VF C{ VF{¯ :T]tIY" S[ AF¯[D[ p;SF VY" lNIF

UIF C{4 5|IFH VF{¯ VG]IFH S[ DwI Vl5"T lSI[ HFG[JF,[UIF C{4 5|IFH VF{¯ VG]IFH S[ DwI Vl5"T lSI[ HFG[JF,[UIF C{4 5|IFH VF{¯ VG]IFH S[ DwI Vl5"T lSI[ HFG[JF,[UIF C{4 5|IFH VF{¯ VG]IFH S[ DwI Vl5"T lSI[ HFG[JF,[UIF C{4 5|IFH VF{¯ VG]IFH S[ DwI Vl5"T lSI[ HFG[JF,[

VlJQFID[ EL N[JtJSF VF¯M56 S¯ p;[ .0F SCF UIFVlJQFID[ EL N[JtJSF VF¯M56 S¯ p;[ .0F SCF UIFVlJQFID[ EL N[JtJSF VF¯M56 S¯ p;[ .0F SCF UIFVlJQFID[ EL N[JtJSF VF¯M56 S¯ p;[ .0F SCF UIFVlJQFID[ EL N[JtJSF VF¯M56 S¯ p;[ .0F SCF UIF

C{ .;l,V[ IHGE}lD .0F SF V5GF :YFG SCL U." C{ PC{ .;l,V[ IHGE}lD .0F SF V5GF :YFG SCL U." C{ PC{ .;l,V[ IHGE}lD .0F SF V5GF :YFG SCL U." C{ PC{ .;l,V[ IHGE}lD .0F SF V5GF :YFG SCL U." C{ PC{ .;l,V[ IHGE}lD .0F SF V5GF :YFG SCL U." C{ P

.0F wJF¯F IHG S¯G[ SL RRF"EL VY"JJ[ND[ C{ VF{¯.0F wJF¯F IHG S¯G[ SL RRF"EL VY"JJ[ND[ C{ VF{¯.0F wJF¯F IHG S¯G[ SL RRF"EL VY"JJ[ND[ C{ VF{¯.0F wJF¯F IHG S¯G[ SL RRF"EL VY"JJ[ND[ C{ VF{¯.0F wJF¯F IHG S¯G[ SL RRF"EL VY"JJ[ND[ C{ VF{¯

JCF .0F VlJQF] SL AFWS C{ P VluG SL :T]TL~5 JFSJCF .0F VlJQF] SL AFWS C{ P VluG SL :T]TL~5 JFSJCF .0F VlJQF] SL AFWS C{ P VluG SL :T]TL~5 JFSJCF .0F VlJQF] SL AFWS C{ P VluG SL :T]TL~5 JFSJCF .0F VlJQF] SL AFWS C{ P VluG SL :T]TL~5 JFS

N[JL .0F C{ .;l,I[ JFS S[ ;FY[ p;SF :D¯6 lSIFN[JL .0F C{ .;l,I[ JFS S[ ;FY[ p;SF :D¯6 lSIFN[JL .0F C{ .;l,I[ JFS S[ ;FY[ p;SF :D¯6 lSIFN[JL .0F C{ .;l,I[ JFS S[ ;FY[ p;SF :D¯6 lSIFN[JL .0F C{ .;l,I[ JFS S[ ;FY[ p;SF :D¯6 lSIF

UIF C{ P p;S[ VFJM;D[ HFS¯ IFl7S :JI SM 5lJ+UIF C{ P p;S[ VFJM;D[ HFS¯ IFl7S :JI SM 5lJ+UIF C{ P p;S[ VFJM;D[ HFS¯ IFl7S :JI SM 5lJ+UIF C{ P p;S[ VFJM;D[ HFS¯ IFl7S :JI SM 5lJ+UIF C{ P p;S[ VFJM;D[ HFS¯ IFl7S :JI SM 5lJ+

VF{¯ X]wW AGFT[ C{ P JC N[JL W'T5NL m XlSTDTL4VF{¯ X]wW AGFT[ C{ P JC N[JL W'T5NL m XlSTDTL4VF{¯ X]wW AGFT[ C{ P JC N[JL W'T5NL m XlSTDTL4VF{¯ X]wW AGFT[ C{ P JC N[JL W'T5NL m XlSTDTL4VF{¯ X]wW AGFT[ C{ P JC N[JL W'T5NL m XlSTDTL4

;MD5'Q9F VF{¯ ;DU| N[JM S[ l,V[ l5|I C{ P I7D[ p;S[;MD5'Q9F VF{¯ ;DU| N[JM S[ l,V[ l5|I C{ P I7D[ p;S[;MD5'Q9F VF{¯ ;DU| N[JM S[ l,V[ l5|I C{ P I7D[ p;S[;MD5'Q9F VF{¯ ;DU| N[JM S[ l,V[ l5|I C{ P I7D[ p;S[;MD5'Q9F VF{¯ ;DU| N[JM S[ l,V[ l5|I C{ P I7D[ p;S[

;FlGwI S[ l,V[ 5|FY"GF SL U." C{ P .gCF S[ AF¯[;FlGwI S[ l,V[ 5|FY"GF SL U." C{ P .gCF S[ AF¯[;FlGwI S[ l,V[ 5|FY"GF SL U." C{ P .gCF S[ AF¯[;FlGwI S[ l,V[ 5|FY"GF SL U." C{ P .gCF S[ AF¯[;FlGwI S[ l,V[ 5|FY"GF SL U." C{ P .gCF S[ AF¯[

;FI6FRFI"G[ ATFIF C{ lS lH;S[ 5|F;FN S[ l,V[ I7MD[;FI6FRFI"G[ ATFIF C{ lS lH;S[ 5|F;FN S[ l,V[ I7MD[;FI6FRFI"G[ ATFIF C{ lS lH;S[ 5|F;FN S[ l,V[ I7MD[;FI6FRFI"G[ ATFIF C{ lS lH;S[ 5|F;FN S[ l,V[ I7MD[;FI6FRFI"G[ ATFIF C{ lS lH;S[ 5|F;FN S[ l,V[ I7MD[

C]T ;[ AR[ C]V[ 5]¯M0FX SF EFU lGSF,F HFTF C{ lNlT4C]T ;[ AR[ C]V[ 5]¯M0FX SF EFU lGSF,F HFTF C{ lNlT4C]T ;[ AR[ C]V[ 5]¯M0FX SF EFU lGSF,F HFTF C{ lNlT4C]T ;[ AR[ C]V[ 5]¯M0FX SF EFU lGSF,F HFTF C{ lNlT4C]T ;[ AR[ C]V[ 5]¯M0FX SF EFU lGSF,F HFTF C{ lNlT4

VlNlT4 .gN|F6L VF{¯ .0F J|FtI S[ 5|;\UMD[ V[S ̄ CTL C{VlNlT4 .gN|F6L VF{¯ .0F J|FtI S[ 5|;\UMD[ V[S ̄ CTL C{VlNlT4 .gN|F6L VF{¯ .0F J|FtI S[ 5|;\UMD[ V[S ̄ CTL C{VlNlT4 .gN|F6L VF{¯ .0F J|FtI S[ 5|;\UMD[ V[S ̄ CTL C{VlNlT4 .gN|F6L VF{¯ .0F J|FtI S[ 5|;\UMD[ V[S ̄ CTL C{

DFT'E]DL VluG SF ~5 C{ P  SIMSL E]DL CL VluG SFDFT'E]DL VluG SF ~5 C{ P  SIMSL E]DL CL VluG SFDFT'E]DL VluG SF ~5 C{ P  SIMSL E]DL CL VluG SFDFT'E]DL VluG SF ~5 C{ P  SIMSL E]DL CL VluG SFDFT'E]DL VluG SF ~5 C{ P  SIMSL E]DL CL VluG SF

:YFG C{ P lNjI DG]QIM S[ ;FY DFT'E]DL pgGT CMTL C{:YFG C{ P lNjI DG]QIM S[ ;FY DFT'E]DL pgGT CMTL C{:YFG C{ P lNjI DG]QIM S[ ;FY DFT'E]DL pgGT CMTL C{:YFG C{ P lNjI DG]QIM S[ ;FY DFT'E]DL pgGT CMTL C{:YFG C{ P lNjI DG]QIM S[ ;FY DFT'E]DL pgGT CMTL C{

P lNjI JM C{ HM SL0FS]X,4 lHI[rK] jIJCF¯RT]¯4P lNjI JM C{ HM SL0FS]X,4 lHI[rK] jIJCF¯RT]¯4P lNjI JM C{ HM SL0FS]X,4 lHI[rK] jIJCF¯RT]¯4P lNjI JM C{ HM SL0FS]X,4 lHI[rK] jIJCF¯RT]¯4P lNjI JM C{ HM SL0FS]X,4 lHI[rK] jIJCF¯RT]¯4

T[H:JL 5|X\;GLI4 5|;gG4 VFGlgNT l5|ISD"STF" VF{¯T[H:JL 5|X\;GLI4 5|;gG4 VFGlgNT l5|ISD"STF" VF{¯T[H:JL 5|X\;GLI4 5|;gG4 VFGlgNT l5|ISD"STF" VF{¯T[H:JL 5|X\;GLI4 5|;gG4 VFGlgNT l5|ISD"STF" VF{¯T[H:JL 5|X\;GLI4 5|;gG4 VFGlgNT l5|ISD"STF" VF{¯

;'lQ8 SL ;D'lwW S[ l,V[ 5|UTLXL, CMT[ C{ P;'lQ8 SL ;D'lwW S[ l,V[ 5|UTLXL, CMT[ C{ P;'lQ8 SL ;D'lwW S[ l,V[ 5|UTLXL, CMT[ C{ P;'lQ8 SL ;D'lwW S[ l,V[ 5|UTLXL, CMT[ C{ P;'lQ8 SL ;D'lwW S[ l,V[ 5|UTLXL, CMT[ C{ P

VYJ"J[N D[ SF^0 !Z q ! D[ DFT'E]DLSF ;]ST C{ P p;VYJ"J[N D[ SF^0 !Z q ! D[ DFT'E]DLSF ;]ST C{ P p;VYJ"J[N D[ SF^0 !Z q ! D[ DFT'E]DLSF ;]ST C{ P p;VYJ"J[N D[ SF^0 !Z q ! D[ DFT'E]DLSF ;]ST C{ P p;VYJ"J[N D[ SF^0 !Z q ! D[ DFT'E]DLSF ;]ST C{ P p;

;]ST D[ C¯ D\_M C{ P 5F9S SM pG Dg+MSF DGG S¯GF;]ST D[ C¯ D\_M C{ P 5F9S SM pG Dg+MSF DGG S¯GF;]ST D[ C¯ D\_M C{ P 5F9S SM pG Dg+MSF DGG S¯GF;]ST D[ C¯ D\_M C{ P 5F9S SM pG Dg+MSF DGG S¯GF;]ST D[ C¯ D\_M C{ P 5F9S SM pG Dg+MSF DGG S¯GF

RFCLV[ V[;F JCF 5[ lJJ[RG SLIF UIF C{4 DFT'E]DLRFCLV[ V[;F JCF 5[ lJJ[RG SLIF UIF C{4 DFT'E]DLRFCLV[ V[;F JCF 5[ lJJ[RG SLIF UIF C{4 DFT'E]DLRFCLV[ V[;F JCF 5[ lJJ[RG SLIF UIF C{4 DFT'E]DLRFCLV[ V[;F JCF 5[ lJJ[RG SLIF UIF C{4 DFT'E]DL

CDF¯L C{ VF{¯ D[ p;SF 5]+ C] D[ .; DFTF S[ l,V[ V5GFCDF¯L C{ VF{¯ D[ p;SF 5]+ C] D[ .; DFTF S[ l,V[ V5GFCDF¯L C{ VF{¯ D[ p;SF 5]+ C] D[ .; DFTF S[ l,V[ V5GFCDF¯L C{ VF{¯ D[ p;SF 5]+ C] D[ .; DFTF S[ l,V[ V5GFCDF¯L C{ VF{¯ D[ p;SF 5]+ C] D[ .; DFTF S[ l,V[ V5GF

A,L N[TF C] P IC ;A ;]ST ICF N[BG[ IMuI C{ PA,L N[TF C] P IC ;A ;]ST ICF N[BG[ IMuI C{ PA,L N[TF C] P IC ;A ;]ST ICF N[BG[ IMuI C{ PA,L N[TF C] P IC ;A ;]ST ICF N[BG[ IMuI C{ PA,L N[TF C] P IC ;A ;]ST ICF N[BG[ IMuI C{ P

cDFTF E]DLo 5]+M 0 C 5'lYjIFo P T]eI\ Al,CTo :IFD4 H[cDFTF E]DLo 5]+M 0 C 5'lYjIFo P T]eI\ Al,CTo :IFD4 H[cDFTF E]DLo 5]+M 0 C 5'lYjIFo P T]eI\ Al,CTo :IFD4 H[cDFTF E]DLo 5]+M 0 C 5'lYjIFo P T]eI\ Al,CTo :IFD4 H[cDFTF E]DLo 5]+M 0 C 5'lYjIFo P T]eI\ Al,CTo :IFD4 H[

30L lCgN :JLSF¯[ 5X]A6GL z[Q9TF DFT'E]DL SC[JFDF30L lCgN :JLSF¯[ 5X]A6GL z[Q9TF DFT'E]DL SC[JFDF30L lCgN :JLSF¯[ 5X]A6GL z[Q9TF DFT'E]DL SC[JFDF30L lCgN :JLSF¯[ 5X]A6GL z[Q9TF DFT'E]DL SC[JFDF30L lCgN :JLSF¯[ 5X]A6GL z[Q9TF DFT'E]DL SC[JFDF

DG[ CQF" GC H¯L P UF\WLULTF PDG[ CQF" GC H¯L P UF\WLULTF PDG[ CQF" GC H¯L P UF\WLULTF PDG[ CQF" GC H¯L P UF\WLULTF PDG[ CQF" GC H¯L P UF\WLULTF P

5¯D[‘J lH;D[ ;EL SF lGJF; C{ VF{¯ HM ;A;[ DCFG5¯D[‘J lH;D[ ;EL SF lGJF; C{ VF{¯ HM ;A;[ DCFG5¯D[‘J lH;D[ ;EL SF lGJF; C{ VF{¯ HM ;A;[ DCFG5¯D[‘J lH;D[ ;EL SF lGJF; C{ VF{¯ HM ;A;[ DCFG5¯D[‘J lH;D[ ;EL SF lGJF; C{ VF{¯ HM ;A;[ DCFG

C{ lH;D[ E]TM IFG[ SL 5|F6LDF+ pt5gG CMT[ C{ P p;[C{ lH;D[ E]TM IFG[ SL 5|F6LDF+ pt5gG CMT[ C{ P p;[C{ lH;D[ E]TM IFG[ SL 5|F6LDF+ pt5gG CMT[ C{ P p;[C{ lH;D[ E]TM IFG[ SL 5|F6LDF+ pt5gG CMT[ C{ P p;[C{ lH;D[ E]TM IFG[ SL 5|F6LDF+ pt5gG CMT[ C{ P p;[

HDLG SCT[ C{ P IC 5'yJLDFTF ;EL 5|F6LIM SF 3¯ C{HDLG SCT[ C{ P IC 5'yJLDFTF ;EL 5|F6LIM SF 3¯ C{HDLG SCT[ C{ P IC 5'yJLDFTF ;EL 5|F6LIM SF 3¯ C{HDLG SCT[ C{ P IC 5'yJLDFTF ;EL 5|F6LIM SF 3¯ C{HDLG SCT[ C{ P IC 5'yJLDFTF ;EL 5|F6LIM SF 3¯ C{

.;L l,V[ E]DL SC,FTL C{.;L l,V[ E]DL SC,FTL C{.;L l,V[ E]DL SC,FTL C{.;L l,V[ E]DL SC,FTL C{.;L l,V[ E]DL SC,FTL C{

EUJTL EFUJTEUJTL EFUJTEUJTL EFUJTEUJTL EFUJTEUJTL EFUJT

¯tG5|EF4 XS"¯F5|EF4 JF,]SF 5|EF4 5\S5|WF4 W]D5|EF¯tG5|EF4 XS"¯F5|EF4 JF,]SF 5|EF4 5\S5|WF4 W]D5|EF¯tG5|EF4 XS"¯F5|EF4 JF,]SF 5|EF4 5\S5|WF4 W]D5|EF¯tG5|EF4 XS"¯F5|EF4 JF,]SF 5|EF4 5\S5|WF4 W]D5|EF¯tG5|EF4 XS"¯F5|EF4 JF,]SF 5|EF4 5\S5|WF4 W]D5|EF

TDo5|EF VF{¯ DCFTDo I[ ;FT E]DLVMSF 5|SF¯ DFGF UIFTDo5|EF VF{¯ DCFTDo I[ ;FT E]DLVMSF 5|SF¯ DFGF UIFTDo5|EF VF{¯ DCFTDo I[ ;FT E]DLVMSF 5|SF¯ DFGF UIFTDo5|EF VF{¯ DCFTDo I[ ;FT E]DLVMSF 5|SF¯ DFGF UIFTDo5|EF VF{¯ DCFTDo I[ ;FT E]DLVMSF 5|SF¯ DFGF UIF

C{ TtJFY" ;]+C{ TtJFY" ;]+C{ TtJFY" ;]+C{ TtJFY" ;]+C{ TtJFY" ;]+

5]¯F6M . SF DFGJLS¯6 lNBFIF UIF C{ 4 . SM 5]¯]BF5]¯F6M . SF DFGJLS¯6 lNBFIF UIF C{ 4 . SM 5]¯]BF5]¯F6M . SF DFGJLS¯6 lNBFIF UIF C{ 4 . SM 5]¯]BF5]¯F6M . SF DFGJLS¯6 lNBFIF UIF C{ 4 . SM 5]¯]BF5]¯F6M . SF DFGJLS¯6 lNBFIF UIF C{ 4 . SM 5]¯]BF

SL DFTF V{¯ pJ"XL SL ;FYL HTF." U." C{ p;[ lD+FJ¯]6F{SL DFTF V{¯ pJ"XL SL ;FYL HTF." U." C{ p;[ lD+FJ¯]6F{SL DFTF V{¯ pJ"XL SL ;FYL HTF." U." C{ p;[ lD+FJ¯]6F{SL DFTF V{¯ pJ"XL SL ;FYL HTF." U." C{ p;[ lD+FJ¯]6F{SL DFTF V{¯ pJ"XL SL ;FYL HTF." U." C{ p;[ lD+FJ¯]6F{

VF{¯ DG]SL 5]+L DFGL U." C{VF{¯ DG]SL 5]+L DFGL U." C{VF{¯ DG]SL 5]+L DFGL U." C{VF{¯ DG]SL 5]+L DFGL U." C{VF{¯ DG]SL 5]+L DFGL U." C{

E¯TL v EF¯TL IC N[XEFQFF C{ P DFT'EFQFF .;SF GFD C{E¯TL v EF¯TL IC N[XEFQFF C{ P DFT'EFQFF .;SF GFD C{E¯TL v EF¯TL IC N[XEFQFF C{ P DFT'EFQFF .;SF GFD C{E¯TL v EF¯TL IC N[XEFQFF C{ P DFT'EFQFF .;SF GFD C{E¯TL v EF¯TL IC N[XEFQFF C{ P DFT'EFQFF .;SF GFD C{

P p5EFQFFVMS[ ;FY ¯FQ8=EFQFF 5|FgTEFQFFVMS[ ;FY ELP p5EFQFFVMS[ ;FY ¯FQ8=EFQFF 5|FgTEFQFFVMS[ ;FY ELP p5EFQFFVMS[ ;FY ¯FQ8=EFQFF 5|FgTEFQFFVMS[ ;FY ELP p5EFQFFVMS[ ;FY ¯FQ8=EFQFF 5|FgTEFQFFVMS[ ;FY ELP p5EFQFFVMS[ ;FY ¯FQ8=EFQFF 5|FgTEFQFFVMS[ ;FY EL

¯FQ8=EFQFF ;CFIS AGTL C{ P lJgWIFR, VF{¯ lCDF,I¯FQ8=EFQFF ;CFIS AGTL C{ P lJgWIFR, VF{¯ lCDF,I¯FQ8=EFQFF ;CFIS AGTL C{ P lJgWIFR, VF{¯ lCDF,I¯FQ8=EFQFF ;CFIS AGTL C{ P lJgWIFR, VF{¯ lCDF,I¯FQ8=EFQFF ;CFIS AGTL C{ P lJgWIFR, VF{¯ lCDF,I

S[ ALRD[ VFI[ C]VF 5N[XMD[ . ; 5]J[“ .;¯F ;{SF D[S[ ALRD[ VFI[ C]VF 5N[XMD[ . ; 5]J[“ .;¯F ;{SF D[S[ ALRD[ VFI[ C]VF 5N[XMD[ . ; 5]J[“ .;¯F ;{SF D[S[ ALRD[ VFI[ C]VF 5N[XMD[ . ; 5]J[“ .;¯F ;{SF D[S[ ALRD[ VFI[ C]VF 5N[XMD[ . ; 5]J[“ .;¯F ;{SF D[

;\:S'T EFQFF AM,RF, SL EFQFF YL P .;S[ AF¯[D[ ;\XI;\:S'T EFQFF AM,RF, SL EFQFF YL P .;S[ AF¯[D[ ;\XI;\:S'T EFQFF AM,RF, SL EFQFF YL P .;S[ AF¯[D[ ;\XI;\:S'T EFQFF AM,RF, SL EFQFF YL P .;S[ AF¯[D[ ;\XI;\:S'T EFQFF AM,RF, SL EFQFF YL P .;S[ AF¯[D[ ;\XI

5{NF CL GCL CMTF P .;S[ AFN D]U,MS[ VS|D6 AFN;\:S'T5{NF CL GCL CMTF P .;S[ AFN D]U,MS[ VS|D6 AFN;\:S'T5{NF CL GCL CMTF P .;S[ AFN D]U,MS[ VS|D6 AFN;\:S'T5{NF CL GCL CMTF P .;S[ AFN D]U,MS[ VS|D6 AFN;\:S'T5{NF CL GCL CMTF P .;S[ AFN D]U,MS[ VS|D6 AFN;\:S'T

EFQFF AM,RF, SL EFQFF GCL ̄ CL P I[ ;\:S'T EFQFFF RF¯EFQFF AM,RF, SL EFQFF GCL ̄ CL P I[ ;\:S'T EFQFFF RF¯EFQFF AM,RF, SL EFQFF GCL ̄ CL P I[ ;\:S'T EFQFFF RF¯EFQFF AM,RF, SL EFQFF GCL ̄ CL P I[ ;\:S'T EFQFFF RF¯EFQFF AM,RF, SL EFQFF GCL ̄ CL P I[ ;\:S'T EFQFFF RF¯

lJEFUM S[ lJEFlHT  SL U." C{ P s!f N[JEFQFF s¯flJEFUM S[ lJEFlHT  SL U." C{ P s!f N[JEFQFF s¯flJEFUM S[ lJEFlHT  SL U." C{ P s!f N[JEFQFF s¯flJEFUM S[ lJEFlHT  SL U." C{ P s!f N[JEFQFF s¯flJEFUM S[ lJEFlHT  SL U." C{ P s!f N[JEFQFF s¯f

VFI"EFQFF s#f 5{XFlRS EFQFF VF{¯ s$f DFG]QFEFQFF PVFI"EFQFF s#f 5{XFlRS EFQFF VF{¯ s$f DFG]QFEFQFF PVFI"EFQFF s#f 5{XFlRS EFQFF VF{¯ s$f DFG]QFEFQFF PVFI"EFQFF s#f 5{XFlRS EFQFF VF{¯ s$f DFG]QFEFQFF PVFI"EFQFF s#f 5{XFlRS EFQFF VF{¯ s$f DFG]QFEFQFF P

5Fl6lGG[ ;\:S'T EFQFF S[ AF¯[ D[ l,BF C{ SL lXQ85Fl6lGG[ ;\:S'T EFQFF S[ AF¯[ D[ l,BF C{ SL lXQ85Fl6lGG[ ;\:S'T EFQFF S[ AF¯[ D[ l,BF C{ SL lXQ85Fl6lGG[ ;\:S'T EFQFF S[ AF¯[ D[ l,BF C{ SL lXQ85Fl6lGG[ ;\:S'T EFQFF S[ AF¯[ D[ l,BF C{ SL lXQ8

;\:S'T SF 5l¯JT"G CL lJS'lT C{ P .; T¯C ;\:S'T;\:S'T SF 5l¯JT"G CL lJS'lT C{ P .; T¯C ;\:S'T;\:S'T SF 5l¯JT"G CL lJS'lT C{ P .; T¯C ;\:S'T;\:S'T SF 5l¯JT"G CL lJS'lT C{ P .; T¯C ;\:S'T;\:S'T SF 5l¯JT"G CL lJS'lT C{ P .; T¯C ;\:S'T

EFQFF jIFS¯6 AwW ̄ RL C]." YL VF{¯ ;\:S'T EFQFFF VFHEFQFF jIFS¯6 AwW ̄ RL C]." YL VF{¯ ;\:S'T EFQFFF VFHEFQFF jIFS¯6 AwW ̄ RL C]." YL VF{¯ ;\:S'T EFQFFF VFHEFQFF jIFS¯6 AwW ̄ RL C]." YL VF{¯ ;\:S'T EFQFFF VFHEFQFF jIFS¯6 AwW ̄ RL C]." YL VF{¯ ;\:S'T EFQFFF VFH

;EL ,MUM SM Sl8GTD ,U ¯CL C{ P VFH VF\u,EFQFF;EL ,MUM SM Sl8GTD ,U ¯CL C{ P VFH VF\u,EFQFF;EL ,MUM SM Sl8GTD ,U ¯CL C{ P VFH VF\u,EFQFF;EL ,MUM SM Sl8GTD ,U ¯CL C{ P VFH VF\u,EFQFF;EL ,MUM SM Sl8GTD ,U ¯CL C{ P VFH VF\u,EFQFF

SF R,G AC]T T[HUlT ;[ R, ¯CF C{ P p;[ VFH S[SF R,G AC]T T[HUlT ;[ R, ¯CF C{ P p;[ VFH S[SF R,G AC]T T[HUlT ;[ R, ¯CF C{ P p;[ VFH S[SF R,G AC]T T[HUlT ;[ R, ¯CF C{ P p;[ VFH S[SF R,G AC]T T[HUlT ;[ R, ¯CF C{ P p;[ VFH S[

EFQFF XF:+L p;[ :JFEFlJS lJSF; DFG ¯C[ C{ PEFQFF XF:+L p;[ :JFEFlJS lJSF; DFG ¯C[ C{ PEFQFF XF:+L p;[ :JFEFlJS lJSF; DFG ¯C[ C{ PEFQFF XF:+L p;[ :JFEFlJS lJSF; DFG ¯C[ C{ PEFQFF XF:+L p;[ :JFEFlJS lJSF; DFG ¯C[ C{ P

UF\WLHLG[ p;S[ AF¯[ D[ ;MRF YF SL CDF¯L DFT'EQFF CD[UF\WLHLG[ p;S[ AF¯[ D[ ;MRF YF SL CDF¯L DFT'EQFF CD[UF\WLHLG[ p;S[ AF¯[ D[ ;MRF YF SL CDF¯L DFT'EQFF CD[UF\WLHLG[ p;S[ AF¯[ D[ ;MRF YF SL CDF¯L DFT'EQFF CD[UF\WLHLG[ p;S[ AF¯[ D[ ;MRF YF SL CDF¯L DFT'EQFF CD[

;\5]6" SIM G VFTL CM DU¯ CD p;;[ V,U GCL CMG[;\5]6" SIM G VFTL CM DU¯ CD p;;[ V,U GCL CMG[;\5]6" SIM G VFTL CM DU¯ CD p;;[ V,U GCL CMG[;\5]6" SIM G VFTL CM DU¯ CD p;;[ V,U GCL CMG[;\5]6" SIM G VFTL CM DU¯ CD p;;[ V,U GCL CMG[

N[T[ P lH; T¯C DFTF V5G[ ArR[ SM AFCMD[ ¯BT[ C{ PN[T[ P lH; T¯C DFTF V5G[ ArR[ SM AFCMD[ ¯BT[ C{ PN[T[ P lH; T¯C DFTF V5G[ ArR[ SM AFCMD[ ¯BT[ C{ PN[T[ P lH; T¯C DFTF V5G[ ArR[ SM AFCMD[ ¯BT[ C{ PN[T[ P lH; T¯C DFTF V5G[ ArR[ SM AFCMD[ ¯BT[ C{ P

lSgT] VFHS, VFuU, EFQFF SF JR":J 5]¯HMXD[ lB,FlSgT] VFHS, VFuU, EFQFF SF JR":J 5]¯HMXD[ lB,FlSgT] VFHS, VFuU, EFQFF SF JR":J 5]¯HMXD[ lB,FlSgT] VFHS, VFuU, EFQFF SF JR":J 5]¯HMXD[ lB,FlSgT] VFHS, VFuU, EFQFF SF JR":J 5]¯HMXD[ lB,F

C{ P .;l,V[ p;SM lJnF5L9 S[ VeIF; S|DMD[ SD ;[C{ P .;l,V[ p;SM lJnF5L9 S[ VeIF; S|DMD[ SD ;[C{ P .;l,V[ p;SM lJnF5L9 S[ VeIF; S|DMD[ SD ;[C{ P .;l,V[ p;SM lJnF5L9 S[ VeIF; S|DMD[ SD ;[C{ P .;l,V[ p;SM lJnF5L9 S[ VeIF; S|DMD[ SD ;[

SD :YFG lNIF HFI HM p;[ 5;\N S¯T[ C{ P VFHS,SD :YFG lNIF HFI HM p;[ 5;\N S¯T[ C{ P VFHS,SD :YFG lNIF HFI HM p;[ 5;\N S¯T[ C{ P VFHS,SD :YFG lNIF HFI HM p;[ 5;\N S¯T[ C{ P VFHS,SD :YFG lNIF HFI HM p;[ 5;\N S¯T[ C{ P VFHS,

;EL ,MU V5GL 5|FgTEFQFF SM E],S¯ VgI EFQFFVMSM;EL ,MU V5GL 5|FgTEFQFF SM E],S¯ VgI EFQFFVMSM;EL ,MU V5GL 5|FgTEFQFF SM E],S¯ VgI EFQFFVMSM;EL ,MU V5GL 5|FgTEFQFF SM E],S¯ VgI EFQFFVMSM;EL ,MU V5GL 5|FgTEFQFF SM E],S¯ VgI EFQFFVMSM

HIFNFT¯ DCtJ N[ ¯C[ C{ V5GL D],EFQFF CL VgI N[XMHIFNFT¯ DCtJ N[ ¯C[ C{ V5GL D],EFQFF CL VgI N[XMHIFNFT¯ DCtJ N[ ¯C[ C{ V5GL D],EFQFF CL VgI N[XMHIFNFT¯ DCtJ N[ ¯C[ C{ V5GL D],EFQFF CL VgI N[XMHIFNFT¯ DCtJ N[ ¯C[ C{ V5GL D],EFQFF CL VgI N[XM

SL EFQFFVMSM HgD N[TL C{ UF\WLHLG[ VgI EFQFFVMSFSL EFQFFVMSM HgD N[TL C{ UF\WLHLG[ VgI EFQFFVMSFSL EFQFFVMSM HgD N[TL C{ UF\WLHLG[ VgI EFQFFVMSFSL EFQFFVMSM HgD N[TL C{ UF\WLHLG[ VgI EFQFFVMSFSL EFQFFVMSM HgD N[TL C{ UF\WLHLG[ VgI EFQFFVMSF

V5GL EFQFF 5¯ 5|EFJ N[BS¯ AC]T N]B jIST lSIF C{V5GL EFQFF 5¯ 5|EFJ N[BS¯ AC]T N]B jIST lSIF C{V5GL EFQFF 5¯ 5|EFJ N[BS¯ AC]T N]B jIST lSIF C{V5GL EFQFF 5¯ 5|EFJ N[BS¯ AC]T N]B jIST lSIF C{V5GL EFQFF 5¯ 5|EFJ N[BS¯ AC]T N]B jIST lSIF C{

PPPPP

;¯:JTL v;¯:JTL v;¯:JTL v;¯:JTL v;¯:JTL v

;¯:JTL 5|JFCJF,L ;\:S'lT C{ 4 ;¯:JTL XaN SF VY";¯:JTL 5|JFCJF,L ;\:S'lT C{ 4 ;¯:JTL XaN SF VY";¯:JTL 5|JFCJF,L ;\:S'lT C{ 4 ;¯:JTL XaN SF VY";¯:JTL 5|JFCJF,L ;\:S'lT C{ 4 ;¯:JTL XaN SF VY";¯:JTL 5|JFCJF,L ;\:S'lT C{ 4 ;¯:JTL XaN SF VY"

;¯; sH,f JTL sJF,Lf P JC H,DIL C{ .;l,V[;¯; sH,f JTL sJF,Lf P JC H,DIL C{ .;l,V[;¯; sH,f JTL sJF,Lf P JC H,DIL C{ .;l,V[;¯; sH,f JTL sJF,Lf P JC H,DIL C{ .;l,V[;¯; sH,f JTL sJF,Lf P JC H,DIL C{ .;l,V[

;¯:JTL GFD ;[ ;]lJlNT C{4 J{lNS SF, D[ ;FU¯TS;¯:JTL GFD ;[ ;]lJlNT C{4 J{lNS SF, D[ ;FU¯TS;¯:JTL GFD ;[ ;]lJlNT C{4 J{lNS SF, D[ ;FU¯TS;¯:JTL GFD ;[ ;]lJlNT C{4 J{lNS SF, D[ ;FU¯TS;¯:JTL GFD ;[ ;]lJlNT C{4 J{lNS SF, D[ ;FU¯TS

JC 5|JFCLT YL IC GNL :YF%JLXJ¯ ;[ ACTL C].JC 5|JFCLT YL IC GNL :YF%JLXJ¯ ;[ ACTL C].JC 5|JFCLT YL IC GNL :YF%JLXJ¯ ;[ ACTL C].JC 5|JFCLT YL IC GNL :YF%JLXJ¯ ;[ ACTL C].JC 5|JFCLT YL IC GNL :YF%JLXJ¯ ;[ ACTL C].

5TLIF/F 1F[+ D[ lD,TL C]." VF{¯ lXl¯QFJGA[ VFU[5TLIF/F 1F[+ D[ lD,TL C]." VF{¯ lXl¯QFJGA[ VFU[5TLIF/F 1F[+ D[ lD,TL C]." VF{¯ lXl¯QFJGA[ VFU[5TLIF/F 1F[+ D[ lD,TL C]." VF{¯ lXl¯QFJGA[ VFU[5TLIF/F 1F[+ D[ lD,TL C]." VF{¯ lXl¯QFJGA[ VFU[

D¯]E]DL D[ ,]%T CM HFTL C{ P p;[ k]TFJ¯L4 ;ÃT:A;FD¯]E]DL D[ ,]%T CM HFTL C{ P p;[ k]TFJ¯L4 ;ÃT:A;FD¯]E]DL D[ ,]%T CM HFTL C{ P p;[ k]TFJ¯L4 ;ÃT:A;FD¯]E]DL D[ ,]%T CM HFTL C{ P p;[ k]TFJ¯L4 ;ÃT:A;FD¯]E]DL D[ ,]%T CM HFTL C{ P p;[ k]TFJ¯L4 ;ÃT:A;F

VF{¯ ;]H]QF SCL U. C{ P 5|FRLG ;DI D[ VG[S ¯FHFVF{¯ ;]H]QF SCL U. C{ P 5|FRLG ;DI D[ VG[S ¯FHFVF{¯ ;]H]QF SCL U. C{ P 5|FRLG ;DI D[ VG[S ¯FHFVF{¯ ;]H]QF SCL U. C{ P 5|FRLG ;DI D[ VG[S ¯FHFVF{¯ ;]H]QF SCL U. C{ P 5|FRLG ;DI D[ VG[S ¯FHF
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.;S[ lSGF¯[ lGJF; S¯T[ Y[ WL¯[ WL¯[ ;F\:S'lTS lJSF;.;S[ lSGF¯[ lGJF; S¯T[ Y[ WL¯[ WL¯[ ;F\:S'lTS lJSF;.;S[ lSGF¯[ lGJF; S¯T[ Y[ WL¯[ WL¯[ ;F\:S'lTS lJSF;.;S[ lSGF¯[ lGJF; S¯T[ Y[ WL¯[ WL¯[ ;F\:S'lTS lJSF;.;S[ lSGF¯[ lGJF; S¯T[ Y[ WL¯[ WL¯[ ;F\:S'lTS lJSF;

SF 5|JFC 5]J" SL VF{¯ A-TF ¯CF P ;¯:JTL .;L T¯CSF 5|JFC 5]J" SL VF{¯ A-TF ¯CF P ;¯:JTL .;L T¯CSF 5|JFC 5]J" SL VF{¯ A-TF ¯CF P ;¯:JTL .;L T¯CSF 5|JFC 5]J" SL VF{¯ A-TF ¯CF P ;¯:JTL .;L T¯CSF 5|JFC 5]J" SL VF{¯ A-TF ¯CF P ;¯:JTL .;L T¯C

I7 IFU4 SFjI VF{¯ lRgTG SL N[JL AG U. “ P J{lNSI7 IFU4 SFjI VF{¯ lRgTG SL N[JL AG U. “ P J{lNSI7 IFU4 SFjI VF{¯ lRgTG SL N[JL AG U. “ P J{lNSI7 IFU4 SFjI VF{¯ lRgTG SL N[JL AG U. “ P J{lNSI7 IFU4 SFjI VF{¯ lRgTG SL N[JL AG U. “ P J{lNS

SF, SL ;eITF ;\:S'lT VF{¯ ;FlCtI kQFLIM VF{¯ ̄ FHFSF, SL ;eITF ;\:S'lT VF{¯ ;FlCtI kQFLIM VF{¯ ̄ FHFSF, SL ;eITF ;\:S'lT VF{¯ ;FlCtI kQFLIM VF{¯ ̄ FHFSF, SL ;eITF ;\:S'lT VF{¯ ;FlCtI kQFLIM VF{¯ ̄ FHFSF, SL ;eITF ;\:S'lT VF{¯ ;FlCtI kQFLIM VF{¯ ̄ FHF

VMG[ p;SL N[G DFGL U." C{ P ;¯:JTL S[ p5F;SMSMVMG[ p;SL N[G DFGL U." C{ P ;¯:JTL S[ p5F;SMSMVMG[ p;SL N[G DFGL U." C{ P ;¯:JTL S[ p5F;SMSMVMG[ p;SL N[G DFGL U." C{ P ;¯:JTL S[ p5F;SMSMVMG[ p;SL N[G DFGL U." C{ P ;¯:JTL S[ p5F;SMSM

;F¯:JT SCF UIF C{ P ;¯:JTL GNL ~5 UF{6 C{ VF{¯;F¯:JT SCF UIF C{ P ;¯:JTL GNL ~5 UF{6 C{ VF{¯;F¯:JT SCF UIF C{ P ;¯:JTL GNL ~5 UF{6 C{ VF{¯;F¯:JT SCF UIF C{ P ;¯:JTL GNL ~5 UF{6 C{ VF{¯;F¯:JT SCF UIF C{ P ;¯:JTL GNL ~5 UF{6 C{ VF{¯

N{JL ~5 5|D]B ~5;[ C{ P VYJ"J[ND[ ;¯:JTL GNL SFN{JL ~5 5|D]B ~5;[ C{ P VYJ"J[ND[ ;¯:JTL GNL SFN{JL ~5 5|D]B ~5;[ C{ P VYJ"J[ND[ ;¯:JTL GNL SFN{JL ~5 5|D]B ~5;[ C{ P VYJ"J[ND[ ;¯:JTL GNL SFN{JL ~5 5|D]B ~5;[ C{ P VYJ"J[ND[ ;¯:JTL GNL SF

V[S CL :YFG 5¯ J6"G SLIF UIF C{ P ICF p;[ ̄ 1FF VF{¯V[S CL :YFG 5¯ J6"G SLIF UIF C{ P ICF p;[ ̄ 1FF VF{¯V[S CL :YFG 5¯ J6"G SLIF UIF C{ P ICF p;[ ̄ 1FF VF{¯V[S CL :YFG 5¯ J6"G SLIF UIF C{ P ICF p;[ ̄ 1FF VF{¯V[S CL :YFG 5¯ J6"G SLIF UIF C{ P ICF p;[ ̄ 1FF VF{¯

;CFITF S[ l,V[ :T]TL SL U." C{P ;¯:JTL SF :TG;CFITF S[ l,V[ :T]TL SL U." C{P ;¯:JTL SF :TG;CFITF S[ l,V[ :T]TL SL U." C{P ;¯:JTL SF :TG;CFITF S[ l,V[ :T]TL SL U." C{P ;¯:JTL SF :TG;CFITF S[ l,V[ :T]TL SL U." C{P ;¯:JTL SF :TG

DFTF SL T¯C 5MQFS ;]BS¯ VFGgNJW"S VF{¯ ;DISDFTF SL T¯C 5MQFS ;]BS¯ VFGgNJW"S VF{¯ ;DISDFTF SL T¯C 5MQFS ;]BS¯ VFGgNJW"S VF{¯ ;DISDFTF SL T¯C 5MQFS ;]BS¯ VFGgNJW"S VF{¯ ;DISDFTF SL T¯C 5MQFS ;]BS¯ VFGgNJW"S VF{¯ ;DIS

NFTF C{ PNFTF C{ PNFTF C{ PNFTF C{ PNFTF C{ P

;¯:JTL SL lJX[QFTF I[ C{ SL p;S[ NMGM T8 5¯;¯:JTL SL lJX[QFTF I[ C{ SL p;S[ NMGM T8 5¯;¯:JTL SL lJX[QFTF I[ C{ SL p;S[ NMGM T8 5¯;¯:JTL SL lJX[QFTF I[ C{ SL p;S[ NMGM T8 5¯;¯:JTL SL lJX[QFTF I[ C{ SL p;S[ NMGM T8 5¯

5|lTNLG klQFIM S[ wJF¯F I7lJTFG CMT[ ¯CT[ C{ P5|lTNLG klQFIM S[ wJF¯F I7lJTFG CMT[ ¯CT[ C{ P5|lTNLG klQFIM S[ wJF¯F I7lJTFG CMT[ ¯CT[ C{ P5|lTNLG klQFIM S[ wJF¯F I7lJTFG CMT[ ¯CT[ C{ P5|lTNLG klQFIM S[ wJF¯F I7lJTFG CMT[ ¯CT[ C{ P

;¯;JTL VFlN ESTMS[ l,V[ VlTl5|I C{ P ;¯:JTL SL;¯;JTL VFlN ESTMS[ l,V[ VlTl5|I C{ P ;¯:JTL SL;¯;JTL VFlN ESTMS[ l,V[ VlTl5|I C{ P ;¯:JTL SL;¯;JTL VFlN ESTMS[ l,V[ VlTl5|I C{ P ;¯:JTL SL;¯;JTL VFlN ESTMS[ l,V[ VlTl5|I C{ P ;¯:JTL SL

JF6L IF lJnF VlWN[JTF S[ ~5 5|D]B DFGL U." C{ PJF6L IF lJnF VlWN[JTF S[ ~5 5|D]B DFGL U." C{ PJF6L IF lJnF VlWN[JTF S[ ~5 5|D]B DFGL U." C{ PJF6L IF lJnF VlWN[JTF S[ ~5 5|D]B DFGL U." C{ PJF6L IF lJnF VlWN[JTF S[ ~5 5|D]B DFGL U." C{ P

.gN|4 lJQ6]  VF{¯ ;lJTF S[ ;FY ;¯:JTL ;[ NFG SL.gN|4 lJQ6]  VF{¯ ;lJTF S[ ;FY ;¯:JTL ;[ NFG SL.gN|4 lJQ6]  VF{¯ ;lJTF S[ ;FY ;¯:JTL ;[ NFG SL.gN|4 lJQ6]  VF{¯ ;lJTF S[ ;FY ;¯:JTL ;[ NFG SL.gN|4 lJQ6]  VF{¯ ;lJTF S[ ;FY ;¯:JTL ;[ NFG SL

5|FY"GF SL U." C{ P kuJ[N VG];F¯ ;¯:JTL 5FJS5|FY"GF SL U." C{ P kuJ[N VG];F¯ ;¯:JTL 5FJS5|FY"GF SL U." C{ P kuJ[N VG];F¯ ;¯:JTL 5FJS5|FY"GF SL U." C{ P kuJ[N VG];F¯ ;¯:JTL 5FJS5|FY"GF SL U." C{ P kuJ[N VG];F¯ ;¯:JTL 5FJS

;D'lå VF{¯ WGJTL Dg+MSL lGlW VF{¯ I7 SL lGW"FlCSF;D'lå VF{¯ WGJTL Dg+MSL lGlW VF{¯ I7 SL lGW"FlCSF;D'lå VF{¯ WGJTL Dg+MSL lGlW VF{¯ I7 SL lGW"FlCSF;D'lå VF{¯ WGJTL Dg+MSL lGlW VF{¯ I7 SL lGW"FlCSF;D'lå VF{¯ WGJTL Dg+MSL lGlW VF{¯ I7 SL lGW"FlCSF

C{ P ;eITF IF ;\:S'lT EL VluG S[ ;DFG T[H:JL C{ PC{ P ;eITF IF ;\:S'lT EL VluG S[ ;DFG T[H:JL C{ PC{ P ;eITF IF ;\:S'lT EL VluG S[ ;DFG T[H:JL C{ PC{ P ;eITF IF ;\:S'lT EL VluG S[ ;DFG T[H:JL C{ PC{ P ;eITF IF ;\:S'lT EL VluG S[ ;DFG T[H:JL C{ P

VgI kRFVMD[\ ;¯:JTL SL D¯]TM S[ ;FY 5|FY"GF SLVgI kRFVMD[\ ;¯:JTL SL D¯]TM S[ ;FY 5|FY"GF SLVgI kRFVMD[\ ;¯:JTL SL D¯]TM S[ ;FY 5|FY"GF SLVgI kRFVMD[\ ;¯:JTL SL D¯]TM S[ ;FY 5|FY"GF SLVgI kRFVMD[\ ;¯:JTL SL D¯]TM S[ ;FY 5|FY"GF SL
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Ãkwhký yLku Ä{oþkMºkLke MkkB«ík Mk{Þ{kt  WÃkÞkuøkeíkk yLku «kMktrøkfíkk
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* Dr. Sanjay S. Joshi
Ãkwhkýku ykÏÞkrÞfkyku, rðãkyku , fÚkkyku yLku EríknkMkLkk
MktøkúnYÃk  Au.  íku ÷øk¼øk  &÷kuf çkØ yLku ðirËf rMkØkLíkkuLke
ÔÞkÏÞkYÃk Au.  yuLke ¼k»kk Mkh¤ yLku MkðoMkkÄkhý {Lkw»Þ Ãký
rõ÷ü ËkþorLkf rMkØkLíkku yLku rðãkykuLku ÓËÞtøk{ fhe þfu íkuðe
MkwçkkuÄ  Ãký Au.  ¼khík ð»koLke  MkÇÞíkk, rþük[kh yLku f÷kykuLkk
Mktøkún Mk{kLk Ãkwhkýkuyu ÃkhBÃkhk yLku M{]ríkykuLku ÷wó  Úkíke
yxfkðeLku yksLkk Mk{ks MkwÄe  ÃknkU[kzðkLkwt W¥k{fkÞo fÞwo tAu.
ðuË{kt þkïík MkíÞ Ãkh{ík¥ðLkwt Mkðkuo¥k{ yLku «k{krýf ðýoLk Au.
Ä{ko[kh, rþük[kh,fíkoÔÞkfíkoÔÞ ðøkuhu Ä{oþkMºkku îkhk òýe
þfeyu  Aeyu. Ãkhtíkw suyku «{kË , Ëwhkøkún yÚkðk  rðrÄðíkT
rþûkkLkk y¼kð suðk Ëku»kkuLkk fkhýu ©wrík-M{]ríkykuLkk hnMÞku
îkhk ÃkkuíkkLkk fÕÞký{køkoLku þkuÄe LkÚke þfíkk íkuykuLku Mkwøk{íkkÃkqðof
©wrík-M{]rík¿kkLkLku Mkáüktík  Ãkwhkýku  Mk{òðu  Au. ÃkwhkýkuLke  WíÃkr¥k
‘ðuËkÚko- WÃkçk]tný’ {kxu ÚkE Au íku MkðorðrËík Au. ðíko{kLkfk¤ MkwÄe
sux÷k  ¿kkLk- rð¿kkLk , f÷k yLku rðãkykuLkk ûkuºkku íkÚkk íkuLke
þk¾k- «þk¾kykuLkku yrð»fkh ÚkÞku Au,íku MkðoLkku Mkkhktþ
Mkqû{YÃk{kt Ãkwhkýku{kt òuE þfkÞ Au.  òu fu íkuLke  þi÷e þkMºkeÞ Lk
hnuíkk  Ãkkihkrýf  Au.yk òuELku s  rðïfkuþkuLke ÃkhtÃkhk þY ÚkE
Au, sÞkhu Ãkwhkýku  «k[eLkík{ rðïfkuþLke økhs  Mkkhu Au. MkkÚku-
MkkÚku Ãkrðºkíkk , h[LkkLke  MkwtËhíkk yLku W¥k{ AtËkuçkØíkkLku ÷eÄu
yksu Ãký Mkðo©uc MÚkkLku  þku¼u Au.
MÚkkÃkíÞðuË, ÄLkwðuoË , økkLÄðoðuË yLku  ykÞwðuoË ,yk [khuÞ WÃkðËkuLkwt
MkktøkkuÃkktøk ðýoLk rð»ýwÄ{kuo¥khÃkwhký{kt {¤u Au. økÁzÃkwhký{kt
ykÞwðuoËLkwt ¾qçk MkwtËh ðýoLk Au. yÂøLkÃkwhký{kt yïkÞwðuoË (
289{ktyæÞkÞ)  økòÞwðuoË (291{kty.) økðkÞwðu oË yLku
þkLíÞkÞwðuoËLkwt (292{kty.) ðýoLk òuðk {¤u Au.Ãkþwr[rfíMkk
MktË¼oLkwt þkMºk rð»ýwÄ{kuo¥kh yLku økÁzÃkwhký{kt Ãký òuE þfkÞ
Au.
f]r»k«ÄkLk ykÃkýk Ëuþ {kxu ‘ð]ûkkÞwðuoË’ ¾qçk WÃkÞkuøke þk† Au.
LkkhËM{]rík, çk]nMÃkrík-M{]rík,rð»ýwÄ{kuo¥khÃkwhký yLku yÂøLkÃkwhký
(282{kty.) {kt ¾uíke rð»kÞf rð¿kkLk òuðk {¤u Au.
A ðuËktøk{kt ÔÞkfhý,LkkhËÃkwhký(Ãkqðo¼køk,rîíkeÞÃkkË,51{ku
yæÞkÞ),yÂøLkÃk whký (349 Úke 359  {k t  yæÞkÞ),

AtË:þkMºk,økÁzÃkwhký (207 Úke212{kt y.), LkkhËÃkwhký
(Ãk qð o¼køk, rîíkeÞÃkkË, 57{kuyæÞkÞ),  yÂøLkÃk whký
(328Úke335 -{kt yæÞkÞ){kt ðirËf-÷kirff ALËku ðýoðk{kt
ykÔÞk Au. rMkØkLík- Mktrníkk- nkuhkYÃk  rºkMfLÄ sÞkurík»k
LkkhËÃkwhký ( Ãkqðo¼køk,rîíkeÞÃkkË,54-56 {kt yæÞkÞ){kt Au.
rLkhwõík rþûkk- fÕÃkkuLkwt yÕÃk Aíkkt  {LkLkeÞ ðýoLk Ãkwhkýkuyu ËþokÔÞtw
Au.
Ãkwhkýku{kt  MkðoËþoLkLkk {q¤¼qík rMkØkLíkkuLkku Mk{kðuþ òuðk {¤u
Au. çkúñÃkwhký{kt (235 Úke 244{kt yæÞkÞ) «k[eLk MkktÏÞËþoLk
íkÚkk ©e{ËT¼køkðíkÃkwhkýLkkt ík]íkeÞ MfLÄ{kt MkuïhMkktÏÞËþoLk ðýoLk
Au. ÞkuøkþkMºkLkwt  ðýoLk çkÄk Ãkwhkýku{kt òuðk {¤u Au. rðþu»k
®÷økÃkwhký (ÃkqðkoÄo 8 Úke 10{kt yæÞkÞ){kt íku{s (66-
88{ktyæÞkÞ){kt rð»ýwÃkwhký{kt (6êk ytþ{kt), MfLËÃkwhký{kt
fkþe¾tz (41{kt yæÞkÞ) {kt ÷øk¼øk 190 &÷kuf{kt «k[eLkík{
ÞkuøkþkMºk ðŠýík Au.
¼qr{þkuÄLk øk]n-¼ðLk-Lkøkhh[Lkk íkÚkk øk]nkuÃkÞkuøke ðkð,
fqÃk,ík¤kð, WãkLk,ð]ûkkhkuÃký, yki»kÄËkunLk, íkÚkk  «kMkkËrLk{koý
ðøkuhu ðkMíkwþkMºkLkk  rðþu»k  MðYÃkku Au. {íÞMÞÃkwhký (252-
256{kt yæÞkÞ), rð»ýwÄ{kuo¥khÃkwhký (rîíkeÞ¾tz, 29{kt y.,
ík]íkeÞ¾tz 94-95{kty.), yÂøLkÃkwhký (93,104-106{kt
y.) íku{s økÁzÃkwhký (Ãkqðo¾tz,46{kt y.) {kt ðkMíkwþkMºkLkwt
ðýoLk æÞkLkkf»kof çkLke hnu Au.
{íMÞÃkwhký yLku rð»ýwÄ{kuo¥kh Ãkwhký{kt rþÕÃkþk† rðMíkkhÚke
ðýoðkÞu÷tw Au. r[ºkþk†,«rík{kþk† yÂøLkÃkwhký, {íMÞÃkwhký
íkÚkk rð»ýwÄ{kuo¥khÃkwhký{kt òuE þfeyu Aeyu. økÁzÃkwhký (68
Úke 80{kt y.) {k t rðMíkkhÚke híLkþkMºkLk w t  ðýoLk yLk u
yÂøLkÃkwhký{kt Ãký xqtf{kt ðýoLk òuR þfeyu Aeyu.
Ãkwhký-Ä{oþkMºkku{kt {Lkw»ÞLkk rðrðÄ Mkku¤MktMfkhkuLkwt  ðýoLk Au.
yk MktMfkhku {Lkw»ÞLku ÃkkÃk yLku y¿kkLkÚke Ëqh hk¾e yk[kh-rð[kh
yLku ¿kkLk-rð¿kkLkÚke Þwfík fhðkLkwt fk{ fhu Au. su yksu Ãký ÃkqýoÃkýu
«Míkwík Au. MktMfkhkuLku {kLkðSðLkÚke y÷øk fhe þfkíkk LkÚke.
yk[kh-rð[kh Ãkh Ãký Ãkwhký–Ä{oþkMºkku ¼kh {qfu Au. ËeÄo-
ykÞw»Þ, ÄLk , Mktíkrík, Mkw¾ yLku Ä{oLke «kró {kxu yk[khðkLkT
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nkuðtw sYhe Au. yksu Ãký Mk{ks{kt Wå[ yk[kh-rð[kh ÄhkðLkkhk
÷kufku ykËþoYÃk MÚkkLk Ãkk{u Au, Mk{ksLku MkL{køko Ãkh Ëkuhe þfu
Au. suLkk ßð÷tík WËknhý{kt Ä{oûkuºk{kt ÃkqsÞ ‘{kuhkheçkkÃkw’ íkÚkk
MkL{kLkLkeÞ  økeðkoýðkø¼qr»kík ÃkqsÞ h{uþ¼kE ykuÍk Au.
{kLkðLkkt ËirLkf fkÞkuoLku ÷økíkk rLkÞ{ku Ãký Ãkwhký-Ä{oþkMºk Ëþkoðu
Au.þk i[k[kh, ËLíkÄkðLkrðrÄ, rLkr»kØfk÷, ûkk ihf{o,
ík i÷kÇÞtøkMLkkLkrðÄkLk, ¼kusLkrðrÄ, sLkLk- {hýþki[,
yk[{LkrðrÄ, ËuðkuÃkkMkLkk, yknkhþwrØ ðøkuhu rLkíÞf{orðrÄ
rðMíkkhÚke Ãkwhkýku{kt òuE þfkÞ Au.
¼khíkeÞ MktMf]rík{kt MkLkkíkLkÄ{oLkku ykÄkh ‘ðýko©{’ ÔÞðMÚkk
Au. yLkkrËfk¤Úke SðkuLkk su sL{-sL{ktíkh{kt fhu÷ f{kuoLkk
yLkwMkkh Sðku{kt Mk¥ð- hsMkT-ík{MkT økwýkuLke LÞqLkkrÄfíkk òuðk
{¤u Au.  {Lkw»Þ øk{u íku fw¤{kt sL{u÷ nkuÞ Ãký íku{kt Mk¥ðøkwýLke
«ÄkLkíkk nkuÞ íkku íku çkúkñý s Au,su{kt Mk¥ðr{r©ík hòuøkwýLke
«ÄkLkíkk nkuÞ íkku íku  ûkrºkÞ  s Au, su{ktt ík{kuøkwýr{r©ík hòuøkwýLke
«ÄkLkíkk nkuÞ íkku íku ði~Þ s Au, yLku hòuøkwýr{r©ík ík{kuøkwý
«ÄkLkíkk nkuÞ íkku íku þqÿ s Au. yk árüfkuý s yíÞkhu  «kMktrøkf
Au yLku {khk {kLkðk yLku yæÞÞLk ykÄkhu «k[eLk ÃkhtÃkhk Ãký
yk ðkíkLku yLkw{kuËLk ykÃku Au.
yk©{-ÔÞðMÚkk Ãký ¼khíkeÞ Mk{ksLkku yuf ykÄkh hnu÷ku Au.
çkúñ[Þo, øk]nMÚk, ðkLk«MÚk yLku MktLÞkMk, yk [kh yk©{
{kLkðSðLk {kxu  yksu Ãký yíÞtík WÃkÞkuøke Mkkrçkík ÚkE þfu Au.
çkÄk yk©{ku{kt øk]nMÚk-yk©{ {n¥ðÃkqýo Au. yk yk©{{kt s
SðLkLke çkÄe sðkçkËkhe rLk¼kðe þfkÞ Au.  ÞwðkðMÚkk «kó
Úkíkkt ÔÞrfík{kt yuf rðþu»k  þrfíkLkku Mkt[kh ÚkkÞ Au. Mk{Þ ðeíkíkk
ÔÞrfíkLkkt þheh yLku {Míkf{kt «kiZíkk ykðu Au. yux÷u  Ä{oþkMºkkuyu
MkðuoLku rÃkík]Éý{ktÚke {wfík Úkðk ðtþð]rØ {kxu MktíkkLkkuíÃkr¥k fhðkLkku,
Ä{oþwØ-ykSrðfk WÃkksoLk fhðkLkku, Ãkrhðkh- Mk{ks, Ëuþ yLku
hk»xÙLke Mkuðk fhðkLkku ykËuþ ykÃÞku Au. yk çkÄk rðrÄ-rLk»kuÄfkÞkuo
Ãkwhkýku yLku Ä{oþkMºkeÞ økútÚkku{ktÚke s ykÃkýu {u¤ðeyu Aeyu {kxu
yk økútÚkkuLke «kMktrøkfíkk rMkØ Au.
¼khíkeÞ Mk{ks{kt su Mkk{krsf-¼kðLkkí{f SðLkÄkuhý òuEyu
Aeyu íku ykÃkýk Ãkwhkýku-Ä{oþkMºkkuLke «uhýk s Au. su MktíkkLkku
{kíkk-rÃkíkkLkk ÉýLku ¼q÷e, fw{ríkÚke {kíkk-rÃkíkkLkku yLkkËh fhu
Au,íkuLku LÞkÞk÷Þ Ãký ¼khíkeÞ Mkk{krsf ÃkhtÃkhkLkk ykÄkhu
økwLkuøkkh økýu Au.yLku {kíkk-rÃkíkkLke MkuðkLkku ykËuþ  ykÃku Au.
«rík¿kkÃkºk  îkhk Ãký ÃkkhtÃkrhf Ãký Wå[¼kðLkk ÷kuf{kLkMk MkwÄe
Ãknkut[kzðkLkwt fkÞo ËuþLke Ëhuf þk¤k yks Ãký fhu Au. íku{ktLke
yuf «rík¿kk yk «{kýu Au. ‘ nwt {khk {kíkk-rÃkíkk,rþûkfku yLku
ðze÷ku «íÞu ykËh hk¾eþ yLku Ëhuf sý MkkÚku MkÇÞíkkÚke  ðíkeoþ.’
yk{, W¥k{ hk»xÙ½zíkh  yLku Mk{ks½zíkh {kxu ykÄkh çkLku÷k
ykÃkýk yk økútÚkku fuðe heíku  yLkwÃkÞkuøke  çkLke þfu ?

ËkLk{knkíBÞ Ãký Ãkwhkýku îkhk «kó ÚkkÞ Au.  MkíÃkkºkLku yÃkkÞu÷wt
ËkLk W¥k{ Au. sYrhÞkíkðk¤e ÔÞrfíkLku ËkLk ykÃkðtw òuEyu.
ÔÞrfíkøkík yLku Mkk{qrnfËkLk ykÃke þfkÞ. çknwsLkrník {kxu,
çknwsLkMkw¾ {kxu ËkLk yÃkkÞ. íkuLkkt rLkÞ{ yLku {køko ykÃkýu
Ä{oþkMºk îkhk {u¤ðe þfeyu Aeyu. ËkLkykÃkðkLke ð]r¥k{kt
{kLkðíkkðkË, WËkhíkkðkËLku skuE þfkÞ Au.
íkeÚk o{knkíBÞ Ãkh Ãký  Ä{oþkMºk-Ãk whkýku ¼kh {qfu  Au.
íkeÚkoMÚkkLkku{kt LkËeíkx, Ãkðoíkrþ¾hku, ík¤kðkuLkku Mk{kðuþ fhe
þfkÞ. ¼khíkðkMkeykuLku yufMkqºk{kt çkktÄðk {kxu íkeÚkoMÚk¤kuyu
W¥k{fkÞo fÞwO Au yLku fhíkk hnuþu. ¼khíkLkk MktrðÄkLk{kt f÷{
51-f {kt s-rð¼køk{kt MÃküíkk  Au fu,‘støk÷ku, ík¤kðku, LkËeyku
yLku ðLÞ ÃkþwÃkûkeyku Mkrník fwËhíke ÃkÞkoðhýLkwt síkLk  fhðkLke
yLku íkuLke MkwÄkhýk fhðkLke  yLku Sðku «íÞu yLkwftÃkk hk¾ðkLke
Ëhuf LkkøkhefLke Ãkrðºk Vhs Au. ’
ykÃkýk Ãkwhkýku yLku Ä{oþk†kuyu Ãký nòhku ð»koÚke  yk ¼kðLkkLku
÷kufMk{wËkÞ{kt  søkkze Au,Ãkku»ke Au, Mkk[ðe Ãký Au.su ¼khíkeÞ
MktrðÄkLkLkku ykÄkh çkLke Au.  Ãkhtíkw ynª yuf ®[íkk fhkðLkkhe
çkkçkík Ãký æÞkLk{kt hk¾ðe òuEyu. LkËeyku{kt Úkíkwt «Ëq»ký . suLkkt
{kxu  Ëhuf ¼khíkðkMkeyu òøk]ík  hnuðwt s Ãkzu.
‘Ãkwhký-rð{þo’ Lkk{Lkk økútÚkLke «MíkkðLkk{kt yk[kÞo çk÷Ëuð
WÃkkæÞkÞ {nkuËÞu  MktMf]ík¼k»kkLkk MkkrníÞLke rºkrðÄþi÷e Ëþkoðe
Au.
ðuËkuLke YÃkf{Þe þi÷e Au.
ÃkwhkýkuLke yríkþÞkurõík{Þe þi÷e Au.
sÞkurík»kLke Mð¼kðkurõík{Þe þi÷e Au.
{kxu þi÷e¼uËÚke ðýoLk¼uË òuðk {¤u Ãkhtíkw  íkÚÞ¼uË LkÚke s
nkuíkku.yux÷u ðuË {kxuLke ykMÚkk ÄhkðLkkh ÔÞrfík òu Ãkwhkýku {kxu
yLkkMÚkk hk¾u íkku MðÞt rðhkuÄk¼kMke ðíkoLk  fnuðkÞ. íkÚkk íku{ýu
hk{f]»ý Ãkh{ntMk yLku Mðk{e rððufkLktËSLkku yuf «Mktøk Ãký
WÕ÷uÏÞku Au,
yufðkh  Mðk{e rððufkLktËSyu hk{f]»ýSLku ÃkqAÞwt :  þw t
ÃkwhkýkuLkktfÚkkLkf MkíÞ  Au ?
Ãkh{ntMkSyu  sðkçk{kt fÌkwt  :  þwt ÃkwhkýkuLkk íkÚÞku{kt MkíÞíkk
LkÚke ?
rððufkLktËSyu fÌkwt :  nkt, yu íkÚÞku{kt MkíÞíkkLkku rLkùÞYÃku Au.
hk{f]»ýS – íkku ÃkwhkýkuLkkt fÚkkLkfku{kt MkíÞíkk ðíko{kLk Au.
Ãkh{ntMkSLke yk ðkík ÃkwhkýkuLke çkrnhtøk ðýoLkkí{f çkkçkíkku
fhíkkt yLík:ðŠýík-íkÚÞYÃk çkkçkíkkuLkwt {n¥ð Mðefkhu Au. {kxu
Ãkwhkýku-Ä{oþkMºkku «k[eLkfk¤{kt «Míkwík níkk,  ðíko{kLkfk¤{kt
Ãký ÃkÞkoðhýeÞ, SðËÞk, {kLkððkËLke árüÚke «Míkwík Au, yLku
hnuþu.fkhý fu MkíÞ þkïík Au,  þkïík yLkïh Au.
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* Dr. K. D. Vaishanav
5|:TFJGFo J[NDF\ H[ N[JTFVMG]\ lG~56 YI[,] K[ T[ 5|F6XlSTGF
lJlJW :J~5M K[P ;DU|TIF 5|F6 XlST V[ A|ï H K[P VG[
VFH[ lJ7FGDF\ T[G[ lJn]T XlST TZLS[ VM/BJFDF\ VFJ[
K[P H[DF .gã lJn]T :J~5[  5|F6 XlSTGM ZFHFlWZFH K[P
T[D 5]~QF ;]STDF\ SM. V[S N[JGF p<,[BG[ AN,[ ;J"lJ`J4
RZFRZ4 DFGJ4 5X]4 I7 S[ VgGGF ;H"S V[JF VtI\T A/
JFG GZ ~5 N[JGL S<5G SZJFDF\ VFJL K[P GF ;NL5 ;}STDF\
56 A|ïF\0GL pt5lTGM S|D NXF"JJFDF\ VFjIM K[P T[DF\ 5ZD
TtJ V\U[ U\ELZ5}6" lR\TG SZJFDF\ VFjI]\ K[P 5H"gI ;}STDF\
HIMlT T[ 5H"gI51F[ lJn]T :J~5[ K[P V[8,[ S[ T[ 5|6J :J~5
K[ T[D RFZ[I J[NMDF\ H]NL H]NL XlSTVMDF\  5|F6 XlSTG]\ DCtJ
;J"TM5lZ K[P EF{lTS S[ VEF{lTS XlSTVMGM V:T YIF 5KL
56  5|F6 XlST SFI" SZ[ K[P VF ZLT[  5|F6 XlSTG]\ DCtJ
:JI\ :5Q8 Y. HFI K[P
5|F6G]\ DCtJ o DFGJHLJGDF\ VgI lJnFVM SZTF\ 5|F6
lJnFGL VlT VFJxISTF CMI K[P DFGJXZLZDF\ T[ EF{lTS S[
VEF{lTS XlSTVMDF\ 5|F6 ;JM"5lZ K[P 5|F6GM V:T YIF
5KL VgI XlSTVM SFI" SZJF ZCL XSTL GYLP 5|F6 ;}STDF\
SC[JFDF\ VFjI]\ K[ S[ H[GF SFA}DF\ VF AW] HUT K[ T[ 5|F6G[
DFZF GD:SFZ CMP T[  5|F6 AWFGM .`JZ K[ VG[ T[DF\ AW]
HUT ZC[,]\ K[P !

5|F6 XaNYL 5ZD[̀ JZGL lJ`JjIF5S HLJG XlST SC[JFDF\
VFJL K[P T[YL H VFBF lJ`JG]\ lGIDG YT]\ VFjI]\ K[P
J[NFgTGF ;DlQ8GF VlE5|FIYL HM.V[ TM 5|F6 ;J"jIF5L K[
VG[ jIlQ8GF VlE5|FIYL HM.V[ TM 5|tI[S jIlSTDF\ 5|F6G]\
VlW5tI ZC[,] K[P 5|tI[S XZLZGL .lgãIM 5|F6G[ VlWG ZC[,L
K[P T[YL XZLZ lS|IF SZ[ K[P `JF;M`JF;GL lS|IFDF\ 56
.lgãIMGF 1FL6 YJFYL YM0M ;DI 5|F6 8SL ZC[ K[P 5|F6YL
;DU| XZLZ l:YZ ZC[ K[P 5|F6GL 5[|Z6FYL H C,GR,G lS|IF
YFI K[P
J[NM VG];FZ HM.V[ TM :TGlItG]4 lJn]T S[ JQF"TŸ  :J~5[
ZC[,F JFN/Mq D[3 V\TlZ1FDF 5|F6JFI]G[ WFZ6 SZ[ K[PZ VG[
J'lQ8 J0[ J'1FM4 JG:5lTDF\ ;\RlZT YFI K[ T[GFYL VgI HLJ

H\T]VM 5|F6LVM VFG\lNT YFI K[P DG]QI 56 T[GM VG]EJ
SZ[ K[P `JF;GL  ;FY[  5|F6G]\ XZLZGL V\NZ UDG YFI K[P
5|F6FIFDGF s!f 5]ZS sZf S]\ES s#f Z[RS VG[ s$f CIS]\ES
v V[ RFZ[IGF VeIF;YL 5|F6JX YFI K[P T[G[ 5|;gG SZJFGM
p5FI 5|F6M5F;GFGM lJlW K[P T[DF\ V5FG JFI]G[ :JFlWG
SZJFYL D/D}+FlN lS|IF ;FZL ZLT[ YTF\ 5|F6GL :JFlWGTFYL
ZSTGL X]lwW YFI K[P  VG[ T[GFYL VFB] XZLZ 5|F6G[ VFWLG
ZC[ K[P  5|F6 XlST lGA"/ CMI TM SM. VF{QFW SFI" SZL XST]
GYLP 5|F6GM WD" XZLZDF VFZMuIGL :YF5GF SZJL VG[
5lJ+ SFI" SZJ]P J[NMDF\  5|F6 XlST v
kuJ[NDF\ 5|F6 lJQFIS D\+M D/L VFJ[ K[P
5|F6FT JFI] VHFIT PP kP !_q)_q!#4 VYJ"v!)q&q
5ZD[̀ JZLI 5|F6XlSTYL JFI]GL pt5lT Y. K[P JFI] V[ 5'yJL
:YFGLI 5|F6 K[P JFI] JUZ SM. 56 5|F6LG[ HLJJ] D]xS[,
AGL HFI K[ T[YL ;J"HGM JFI]G[ H h\B[ K[P JFI] H 5|F6
:J~5 K[P V[D G DFGJ] HM.V[ SFZ6 S[ 5ZD[̀ JZGL 5|F6
XlSTYL H T[ pt5lT ;\EJL XS[ K[P T[ JFI] O[O;FDF\ HTF
5|F6LDF+G]\ HLJG jIlTT YFI K[ VG[ T[ EFJ 5|F6FIFD JBT[
DGBF U|C6 SZJMP
VFI]G"o 5|F6o P kP !q&&q!
5|F6 H VFI] K[P 5|F6 CMI tIF\ ;]WL H HLJG 8SL XZ[ K[P
VG[ T[ O[O;FDF\ ZC[ K[P O[O;F A/JFG AGJFYL 5|F6 8SL
ZC[ K[P
J{lNS N[JTF XF:+GF VlT DCtJ5]6" :+MT ~5 EFZTLI
;FlCtIGL 5|FRLG ZRGF K[ kuJ[N T[DF VG[S 5|SFZ[ lJlJW
N[JTFVMG]\ J6"G SZJFDF\ VFjI] K[P H[D S[ n]:YFGLI N[JTF4
VgTlZ1F :YFGLI N[JTF4 5'lYJL:YFGLI N[JTF4 EFJFtDS
N[JTF4 N[JLVM4 N[JU6 T[DH lGdGSMl8GF N[JTFVM K[P
kuJ[NDF A[ 5\SFZGF N[JTFVM EFJFtDS 5Z VFWFZLT K[P
s!f VF 5|SFZGF N[JTFVMG] ;LW]\ DFGJLSZ6 K[ S=D T[G] D}/
;]1DlJRFZMGL VlEJ'lwwDF K[P sZf VF 5|SFZGF N[JTFVMDF
V5[1FFS'T AC] ;\bIS N[JTFVM K[ H[ ST"]tJGF AMWS K[P NFPTP
5|HF5lT4 WFTF4 T[D cV;]GLlTc G] DFGJLSZ6 kuJ[NGF V[S
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D\+DF\ D/L VFJ[ K[P # VG[ T[DF\ NLW"HLJG XlST VG[ EMUM
DF8[GL 5|FY"GF SZJFDF\ VFJL K[P
GLlT VG[S 5|SFZ[ CMI K[P H[D S[ ZFHGLlT4 ;DFHGLlT4
U'CGLlT JU[Z[P T[D XZLZG[ R,FJJF DF8[ V;]GLlT 56 K[P
5|F6GM jIJCFZ SZJFGL GLlTG[ V;]GLlT SC[JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
SC[JFDF VFjI]\ K[ S[  tolife way to life V[8,[ HLJG
HLJJFGM DFU" V[D 5|MP D[S;dI],Z T[DH 5|MP ZMY DFG[ K[P
kuJ[NDF\ VgI+ SCI] K[ S[ !_q5)q&  C[ VG];GLTL VDG[
R1F] 5|F6 VG[ EMU WFZ6 SZFJP V;]GLlT V[8,[ 5|F6 WZFF6
SZJFGL ZLTv.lgN=IM SDHMZ AGTF 5|F6G[ 56 l:YZ SZL
XSFI K[P V;]GLlTY DGGL WFZ6F DSSD AGTF DG]QI
VFI]QIG[ ,\AFJL XS[ K[P T[ IMU;FWGF YSL NLWF"I] 5|F%T SZL
XS[ K[P 5|F65FT SZGFZF J'TFlNG] ;[JG SZGFZF AG[K[P VF
ZLT[ 5|F6GLlTG] XF:+ NLWFI]" YJF DF8[ 5|F6F5F5 SZJF 5[|ZGFZ]
K[P $

IH]"J[NDF 5|F6 XlST v
5|F6:T VF%IFITFD PP IH] &q!5f5|F6:T VF%IFITFD PP IH] &q!5f5|F6:T VF%IFITFD PP IH] &q!5f5|F6:T VF%IFITFD PP IH] &q!5f5|F6:T VF%IFITFD PP IH] &q!5f

5|F6GL XlSTG[ JWFZJFGL B}A H VFJxISTF K[ SFZ6 S[
5|F6 XlSTGM ;\A\W VJIJMGL XlST ;FY[ ZC[,M K[P ˆ[gão ˆ[gão ˆ[gão ˆ[gão ˆ[gão

5|F6o P5|F6o P5|F6o P5|F6o P5|F6o P sIH]P &qZ&_f VFtDF V[H 5|F6 K[P V\UM4 .lgN|IM
lXlY, YTF\ VFtDFGL 5|A/ .rKF XlSTYL  5|F6 XlST 5|F%T
YFI K[P VF\lUZ; lJnFDF 56 VF H 5|SFZG] ;]RG SZJFDF\
VFjI] K[P  IH]J["N !$v(P5_ DF H6FjI] K[ T[ VG];FZ 5|F6
V5FG VG[ jIlG JFI] Z1F6 YJFYL ;\5]6"XZLZ ;]Z1FLT AG[
K[P 5|F6GL T'l%T VG[ 5lJ+TFYL T[ ;]Z1FLT AG[ K[ 56 T[GFYL
lJ5ZLT T[ EMUM TZO VFSQFF"I TM T[G] 5TG YFI K[P
V5lJ+TF VG[ VT'l%T  5|F6 XlSTG[ CZL ,[ K[P 5|F6 G 5|F6 G 5|F6 G 5|F6 G 5|F6 G

JLI" Gl; PJLI" Gl; PJLI" Gl; PJLI" Gl; PJLI" Gl; P sIH]P Z!q$)f
5|F6 V[ GFl;SFGF VU|EFUDF ZC[GFZM VG[ XZLZDF\ A/
JWFZGFZM K[P H[ DG]QI A|CDRI"G] 5F,G SZ[ K[ T[ pwJ"Z[T;
AGL T[GF 5|F6 A/JFG AG[ K[P SM.S SFZ6;Z A|ïRI"G]
5F,G G SZL XS[,] CMI TM T[6[ lGIDFG];FZ VG]Q9FG5]J"S
5|F6 XlSTG]\ ;\JW"G VG[ JLI"G] Z1F6 SZL XS[ K[P
;FDJ[NDF\ 5|F6 XlSTo
5|F6 XlSTGF ;\JW"G DF8[GF p5FIMDF UFIG 5wWTL 56
V[S p5F9 K[P ;FD 5|F6 5|5n[ PP ;FD 5|F6 5|5n[ PP ;FD 5|F6 5|5n[ PP ;FD 5|F6 5|5n[ PP ;FD 5|F6 5|5n[ PP

klQF H6FJ[ K[ S[  5|F6 YSL ;FDG[ XZ6[ HFp K] ;FDJ[N V[
UFIG VG[ p5F;GF SZJFGM J[N K[ .XGL p5F;GF VG[
U]6UFGYL  5|F6G]\ A/ JW[ K[ T[GL DG]QI NLW"HLJG VG[
lGZMUL56] 5|F%T SZ[ K[P 56 jI;GYL I]ST CMI TM T[GL
VWMUlT lGl`RT K[P UFIG1F[+[ ZC[,F S[8,FI :+Lv 5]~QFMV[
5MTFGL :JrK\NTFG[ SFZ6[ 5MTFG] HLJG 5lTT AGFjI] K[P

;FDUFGGL lGIDLT p5F;GF DGGL V[SFU\TF VF5[ K[P VG[
5MTFGF  5|F6G[ A/JFG AGFJ[ K[P
D[lI 5|F6F5FGFD[lI 5|F6F5FGFD[lI 5|F6F5FGFD[lI 5|F6F5FGFD[lI 5|F6F5FGF{ v 5|F6 VG[ V5FGGL lS|IF NZ[S DG]QIDF\
A/JFG AG[ T[JL SFDGF ;FDUFG YSL SZJFDF\ VFJL K[P
5|F6GM ;A\W\ ACFZGF JFI] ;FY[ K[ NFPTP GFl;SF 5|F6 V[
JFI]G[ 5|;gGTF VG[ V5FG  V[ GFSGL 5}T"TF SZFJ[ K[P XZLZGL
V\NZ 5\RJFI] V[ lJX[QF DCtJGM EFU EHJ[ K[P H[ jIlSTGF
VFRZ6 5Z VFWFlZT K[P NZ[S jIlSTG]\ ST"jIK[ S[ T[ 5MTFG]
5|F6 lJQFIS ST"jI IMuI ZLT[ SZL ZCIM K[ S[ GCL XZLZDF
AWL .lgN=IM UF{6 K[P 5Z\T]  5|F6 D]bI K[P T[YL NZ[S DG]QI[
.lgN=IMGF EMUM EMUJJF DF8[ GCL 56  5|F6 ;\JW"G DF8[
T[GM lJX[QF p5IMU YJM H~ZL K[P ZFHF D[ 5|F6o ZFHF D[ 5|F6o ZFHF D[ 5|F6o ZFHF D[ 5|F6o ZFHF D[ 5|F6o ;DU|
XZLZGM ZFHF V[  5|F6 K[P  5|F6 5|tI[ ;FJWFGL ZFBJFDF\ G
VFJ[ TM  5|F6MGL ;FY[ ;DU| XZLZGM GFX YFI K[ 5ZLI6FlN
YSL  5|F6 XlST S[/JFI K[P HGTFGF S<IF6G]]\  jIF5S SD"
SZJF DF8[ 5|J'T YJFYL  5|F6GL XlST lJSF; 5FD[ K[ J[NDF\
H]NF H]NF N[JTFVMGF J6"GDF\  5|F6 Z1FS U]6 56 J6"jIM
K[P SFZ6 S[ H[ N[JTF  5|F6 Z1F6 CMI T[GL H p5F;GF SZJL
HM.V[P
NFPTP .gã :OSTDF .gã J{lNS EFZTLIMGF ZFlQ8=I N[JTF K[P
.gãG]\  :J~5 VtI\T DFGJLSZ6 UFYFVMYL HM0FI[,] K[P
5|YD TM T[ lJn]TGF N[JTF K[ T[ JFN/MG[ ZMSGFZ VG[ V\WSFZ
DI ZF1F;MG[ 5ZFHLT SZL H/G[ 5|JFlCT SZ[ K[ VG[ 5|SFX
5FYZ[ K[P T[ JFI]DF\ jIF%T K[P DCLDF VG[ XlSTGL AFATDF\
AWF N[JTFVM T[G[ GDG SZ[ K[P 5]ZF6 N[JTFVMV[ 5MTFGF
lNjI J{EJ VG[ ZFHSLI UZLDF DF8[ 5MTFGF XlSTVM ;Dl5"T
SZL K[P .gã XlST XF/L CMJFYL T[GF DF8[ XS| XaNGM RF,L;
JBT 5|IMU YIM K[P .gã n],MSGL lJn]TM 5'yJL ,MSDF\
5|JFlCT SZL K[P VFD .gã lJn]T :J~5[  5|F6XlSTG]\ nMTS
KP
5]~QF ;}STDF\ 5]~QF TtJG[ VG[S D:TSM4 GIGM4 RZ6MYL
I]ST NXF\U],D SCI]\ K[P T[ E}T4 ElJQI VG[ JT"DFG :J~5
K[P ;'lQ85|lSIFGM J6"GDF J[N5]~QFGF D]BDF\YL .gã4 VluG4
G[+DF\YL ;}I" DGDF\YL R\ã T[D  5|F6DF\YL JFI] pt5gG YIFP
VFD kuJ[NGF !_v)_ DF\ ;]STDF TtJ7FGGF TtJMGL RRF"
SZJFDF\ VFJL K[P
GF;NLI ;}STGM 5|FZ\E ;'lQ8GF D}/TtJGL lH7F;FYL YFI
K[P T[DF lJlJW JFNMG] ALH ZC[,] K[P V[8,[ S[ VF ;}STDF\
;T VG[ V;T A\G[G] Vl:TtJ :JLSFZJFDF\ VFjI]\ KP kuJ[N
!_v*ZvZ DF NXF"jI] K[ T[ VG];FZ cN[JFGF 5}jI[“ I]U0;TocN[JFGF 5}jI[“ I]U0;TocN[JFGF 5}jI[“ I]U0;TocN[JFGF 5}jI[“ I]U0;TocN[JFGF 5}jI[“ I]U0;To

;NHFIT P;NHFIT P;NHFIT P;NHFIT P;NHFIT P J[NGF klQFGF DGDF\ E}T;'lQ8 V[8,[ ;T VG[
T[GL 5}J"GL  5|F6;'lQ8 V[8,[ V;T V[JM EFJ CTMP VFW]GLS
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I]UDF\ JWFZ[ 5|SFX 5F0TF V7FTJFNG[ 56 J[NGF GF;NL5
;}STDF\ ALH~5[ VlEjIlST ;F\50L K[P DG]EUJFG VG];FZ
;J" SFD:I I[lQ8TD P;J" SFD:I I[lQ8TD P;J" SFD:I I[lQ8TD P;J" SFD:I I[lQ8TD P;J" SFD:I I[lQ8TD P V[D 5|lTT YFI K[P IH"gI ;}ST V[
kuJ[NGF 5|S'lT ;}STMDF\G] V[S K[P SFZ6 S[ IH"tI
VF{QFlWVMDF\ 5F6L ~5[ JLI"GL :YF5GF SZ[ K[P T[ ZF1F;MG[
C6LG[ H[D ZYL RFA]SYL 3M0FVMG[ DFZ[ T[D T[ D[3MG[ 5|U8
SZ[ K[P kQFL IH"gIG[ pN[XL SC[ K[ S[ VJFH SZGFZ l;\RG
SZGFZ VG[ 5'yJLG[ H/ A\AFSFZ SZGFZ K[ VG[ T[GL XlST
wJFZF H JG:5lT VG[ VF{QFlWG]\ lGDF"6 YIF K[P $ VFYL
J'lQ8 5}J[" VG[ 5KL T[ VFG\NNFIL ~5 K[P T[YL DCtJ lJX[QF
CMI T[ :JFEFlJS K[P
VYJ"J[NDF 5|F6XlSTo
5|F6 VG[  V5FG JFI] JXDF\ CMI TM D'tI]GL X\SF ZC[TL
GYLP T[DF\  5|F6 XlST lJX[QF DCtJGL AGL ZC[ KP 5MTFGF
HLJGG[ D\U,DI AGFJJF DF8[  5|F6 XlSTG]\ ;\Z1F6 SZJ]\
HM.V[P V[D klQF DFG[ K[P  5|F6 V[ lGklT"GF 5FXMDF\YL
DG]QIG[ D]ST SZ[ KP lGk"lT V[8,[ VJGlT4 S]DFU"4 V5SQF"4
V5lJ+TF JU[Z[ H[ DG]QI pgglT RFCTM CMI T[6[
VWMUlTDF\YL D]ST AGL lGk}"lTGL HF/DF\YL ACFZ VFJL
IMUGF ID4 lGIDMG];FZ  5|F6XlST S[/JJL HM.V[P
;}I" V[ VF\B K[ VG[ JFI] V[  5|F6 K[P VF D\+ VG];FZ VFtD
XlSTGF lJSF; DF8[ ;DlQ8GF S<IF6 DF8[ 5MTFGL VF\TlZS
XlSTVM  ;FY[ AFCI N[JTFVMGF ;\A\WDF\ 5MTFGL HFTG[
;]1D 5}T/F :J~5 ;DHL ,. IMU ;FWGFYL XlSTXF/L AGJ]
V[D VYJ"J[NDF\ ;}RjI]\ K[P VC\ V:T'To Vl:D P VC\ V:T'To Vl:D P VC\ V:T'To Vl:D P VC\ V:T'To Vl:D P VC\ V:T'To Vl:D P

5\R5|F6 V[ H  5\RD]BL ~ã K[P 5|F6F5FGF{ jIFGMNFGF{ P5|F6F5FGF{ jIFGMNFGF{ P5|F6F5FGF{ jIFGMNFGF{ P5|F6F5FGF{ jIFGMNFGF{ P5|F6F5FGF{ jIFGMNFGF{ P

sVYJ"P !!q(qZ&f T[YL ~ãGF H[8, GFDK[P T[ AWF
5|F6JFRS H K[P NFPTP DCFN[J4  X\E] JU[Z[ EJ4 XJ"4
5X]5lT VFlN ;}STMDF\ VG[S VY"DF V[S  5|F6JFRS VY"
56 ATFJ[ KP V[ H ZLT[ NFPTP VluG H[ 5\R5|F64 5\RFluG4
5|F6FluGCM+ YSL T[GL VluG~5TF l;wW YFI K[P V[ H
DwI:YFGLI N[JTFVMDF .gN| VG[ JFI]GL  5|F6~5TF J[NMDF
;]5|l;wW K[P H[D RFA]SYL 3M0F NM0[ K[P T[D AW] HUT  5|F6M
YL RF,[ K[P  5|F6LVMGF XZLZDF\  5|F6 H AWFGM 5[|ZS K[P  H[
RFA]SYL S<5GFYL ;DHL XSFI K[P HM  5|F6 VF56M lD+
AGL ZC[ TM DG]QI  NLWFI]" EMUJL XS[ K[P 5ZDFtDF V[
;J"z[Q9 U]6MG] S[gN| :YFG K[P T[YL DG]QI T[G] lR\TG SZ[ TM
;gIF;L ;FT  5|F64 ;FT V5FG VG[ ;FT jIFG  V5lZLDT
~5[ JWFZL XS[ K[P  5|F6 ;FWGF SZJFYL lJ,1F6 l;lwW  5|F%T
YFI K[P  5|F6 XlSTYL :JF:YI4 NLW"HLJG4 A/ T[D H
IMuI ;DI[ D'tI] ;\EJLT AG[ KP T[YL  5|F6FIFD V[8,[ S[
VQ8F\U IMU 56 S[/JL  5|F6 XlST JWFZJFGL VFJxISTF

:5Q856[ l;wW YFI K[P VFD NXF"J[,F  5|F6 XlSTGF
5|EFJYL lJlJW NMQFM N]Z SZ[ K[P  5|F6 AWL XlSTVMDF
z[Q9 K[P  SFZ6 S[5|F6YL AWF E]TM pt5gG YFI K[P  5|F6YL
HLJLT ZC[ K[P V\T[  5|F6DF\ H. D/[ K[P sT{PpP#!#f
VFD 5|F6 XlSTGM VFWFZ 5|F6LVM p5ZF\T VF{QFlW4 JG:5lT
RZFRZ 5NFY" 5Z ZC[,M K[P p5lGQFNMDF\ 56 J6"JFI] K[P S[
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5|F6;}STDF klQFV[ SCI] K[ S[ T[ HgDWFZ6 SZGFZ VG[
C,R, SZGFZF AWFGM :JFDL K[ T[ W{I"HI  5|F6 VF/;
KM0L4 VFtDXlSTYL I]ST YTM  5|F6 VDFZL 5F;[ ;NF ZC[P
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The main objective of present Investigation was to know the differential impact of Type of Family and
Gender on home environment. To measure the home environment data on five aspects which were as
follows Control Protectiveness. Punishment, Conformity, and Social Isolation Data were collected with the
help of Home environment inventory developed by Dr. Karuna Shankar Misra (1983)on 120 samples taken
from school, of Bhavnagar city. Data were statistically analysed with ‘t’ technique Result showed that mean
difference was found significant (5=2.48) between joint and nuclear family at 05 levels. Control, Punishment,
Conformity, Social Isolation aspects were found insignificant regarding their type of family. Where as gender
was concern mean difference was found significant on Protectiveness (5=2.11) Punishment (t=2.40) Social
Isolation (t=2.35) aspects at 05  significant level. Control Conformity aspects were found insignificant.
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RELATIVE IMPECT OF ROLE OF GEADER AND TYPE OF FAMILY
ON HOME ENVIRONMENT AMOPNG ADOLESEENEE

* Parul S. Devmurari

Introduction
Family is the Social biological unit that exerts the
gretest influence on the development and Perpetution
of the individuals behavior. Family environment :-
consists the roles played by especially parents and
different family member with the reference of the
child training method family environment is
concentrated mainly on the effect of the family on
the child’s development.
According to Freud, the pioneer in this area of rescued
in family relationship neuropathies parents who
overrated children and mother them in affection
awaken in these disposition for neurotic diseases.
The type of influena on child’s develop with depend
upon two condition. The kind of family pattern, and
the different member of the family group.
The kind of family in which children  grows or altref
their development by determination the kind of
relationship they have with different family members.
Parental attitude influence the way parents treat this
children and their treatment of the children, in turn
influence their childrens attitudes toward them and
the way they behave.
Parent’s behavior toward this children experience
parent’s have need which are important as children’s
need these must be not to enable good enough

parenting.
Good enough parent ship is made more possible by
the of continuous and familiar support with child
rearing.
A source of contol and choice other one’s life is
important to being able to be a good enough parent.
Although familier with non employed mother and
working fathers may be considered to be traditional
and maternal employment with in dual earner familier
is considered to be non-traditional, demographic data
indicate that maternal employment is presently the
norm.
According to K.C. Garrison, The adolescence is torn,
often violently, between acting as a child and acting
as a man.”
Environment consists of the cognitive, social,
emotional and physical stimulation as well as family
inter personal relationship available to children in the
home.
Children’s development is significantly and
consistently releted to the quality of home environment
and family processes, across, socioeconomic status,
them for metrnal employment is impacted to play a
role in childrens development to the exlant that it is
related to home and family environment. SES,
Ethmicity impact the proximal environment of the
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home, they also may be expacted to play a role in the
relation of maternal employment to parently and
children’s develop.
The present Home environment inventory is an
instrument designed to measure the psycho-social
climate of home as perceived by children Operational
definitons of these dimensions are  as follows.
a) Control :  It indicates autocratic atmosphere in

which many restrictions are imposed on children
by the parents in order to discipline them.

b) Protectiveness : If implies “prevention of
independent behaviour and prolongation of
infantile care.”

c) Punishment : It includes “physical as well as
affective punishment to avoid the occurrence of
undesirable behavior.”

d) Conformity : It indicates “Parents directions,
commands, oriorders with which childe expected
to comply by action. It referse to “Demands to
work according to parents desires and
expectations.”

e) Social Isolation : It indicates Use of isolation
from beloved persons except family members for
negative sanctions.

Objective
i) To know the differential impact of type of family

on Home Environment.
ii) To know the differential impact of gender  on

Home Environment.
Hypothesis
Type of Family.
i) There will be no difference of Control between

joint and nuclear family among Adolescence.
ii) There will be no difference of Protectiveness

between joint an nuclear family among
Adolescence.

iii) There will be no difference of Punishment
between joint and nuclear family among
Adolescence.

iv) There will be no difference of Conformity
between joint and nuclear family among
Adolescence

v) There will be no difference of Social isolation
between joint and nuclear family among
Adolescence

Gender
i) There will be no difference of Control between

girls and boys among Adolescence
ii) There will be no difference of Protectiveness

between girls and boys among Adolescence
iii) There will be no difference of Punishment

between girls and boys among Adolescence
iv) There will be no difference of Conformity

between girls and boys among Adolescence
v) There will be no difference of Social Isolation

between girls and boys among Adolescence
Methodology
i. Research Design:
Variable: Independent - Type of family Gender
Dependent - Scores of Home
Environment Inventory
A= Type of family
B= Gender
A1= Adolescence from Joint family
B1=59 Girls
A2= Adolescence from Nuclear familyB2=61 Boys
ii. Tools:
 HOME ENVIRONMENT INVENTORY BY

DR. KARUNA SHANKAR MISRA
 This Inventory Established in 1983
 Reliability: The Home Environment inventory was

Adimistered to 113 students studying in
intermediate classes of fives schools. Split half
reliabilities worked out separately for all the five
dimensions of home environment.

 Validity : Home Environment Inventory has been
fount to posses content validity as measured with
the help of views expressed by judges criterion
related validity could not be established because
of the lack of appropriate ecternal criteria.

iii. Universe
Total number of students of Bhavnagar schools
Samples 120 was selected with help of purposive
sampling. Sample were taken from students of std.
11 & 12 of schools of St. Marry High School, K.P.E.S.
High School and Sardar Patel High School.
iv. Procedure
The deta were collected by purposive sampling with
help of Home Environment Inventory from the school
of Bhavnagar city. This inventory inclouds them
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Aspects of Home Environment incial five Aspects
were to be taken in the present research.
The responses are to be given on the booklet. There
are five calls against every item of the inventory. Each
cell indicates the frequency of occurrence of a
particular behaviour. The five cells belong to five
responses namely Mostly, often sometimes  least, and
never. The dimension to which a particular item
belong has been indicated by alphabets near the serial

Sr. Aspects Mean 
Value of 

joint 
family 

Mean value 
of Nuclear 

family 

S1 
of J 

s2 
of n 

't' 
value 

Level of 
significance 

1 A 18.3 18.37 4.27 5.26 081 N.S. 
2 B 28.48 25.87 5.77 5.60 2.48 S 
3 C 21.38 22.37 5.41 5.38 2.00 N.S. 
4 D 30.82 28.37 4.99 8.84 1.92 N.S. 
5 E 8.36 9.6 4.65 7.77 1.09 N.S. 

 

number of the items. We investigated  Assign 4 marks
to mostly 3 marks  to often 2 marks to sometimes 1
mark to least and 0 marks to never responses Counted
the marks assigned to A.B.C,D,E, dimension
statements on every page and then added the
dimension scores awarded to statements given on
the five pages so as to get five scores for the five
dimensions of HEI.
6) Result

N.S.= Not Significant  df= 118 05 level = 1.96 =2.58
Table No.1

Showing the value of mean difference for five aspects of home environment between type of
gender.

Sr. Aspects Mean 
Value of 

Girls 

Mean 
value of 

Boys 

S1 of 
Girls 

s2 of 
Boys 

't' 
value 

Level of 
significance 

1 A 18.15 18.52 5.32 4.39 0.42 N.S. 
2 B 28.15 25.80 6.26 50.95 2.11 S 
3 C 21.05 22.84 6.08 4.51 2.40 S. 
4 D 29.12 28.65 6.31 4.87 .519 N.S. 
5 E 7.66 10.46 6.95 6.10 2.35 S. 

 

Table No.1
Showing the value of mean difference for five aspects of home environment between type of

family.

N.S.= Not Significant  df= 118 05 level = 1.96
=2.58
1) Discussion
The present  investigation of Adolesence, there are
so mony affecting factors of the home environment
which is like type of family gender.
We found significant difference of type of familyin
Protectiveness aspect Because protectiveness
aspects affect more than other aspects
There are non significant difference of type of family
in Control, Conformity, Punishment and Social
isolation.

There are significant difference of Gender in control
and conformity.
As in our Male dominated society girls gets more
restriction than boys. So control over girls remain more
in the Indian familier. They get less freedom.
If child suffers from physiological or mental
abnormality but is still an isolate then his isolation
arises from emotional causes, the majority of which
have their origine in the family  environment.
If we want to teach adolescence about discipline,
the punishment is most important aspect and when
they understand it clearly the effect of punishment
has been also seen in Home environment.
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Conclusion
Type of family
i. The Mean difference of Control was found non

significant between joint and Nuclear family
among Adolescence.

ii. The Mean difference of Protectiveness was
found  significant between joint and Nuclear
family among Adolescence.

iii. The Mean difference of Punishment was found
non significant between joint and Nuclear family
among Adolescence.

iv. The Mean difference of Conformity was found
non significant between joint and Nuclear family
among Adolescence.

v. The Mean difference of Social isolation was found
non significant between joint and Nuclear family
among Adolescence.
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This paper discusses the definition and features of open source library management software, criteria of
selection of best open source library management software, their advantages and limitations. Open source
library management software is a solution to reducing that cost. The paper describes in brief about the
feature of some of the open source library management software like Greenstone Digital Library, Dspace,
Koha, E-prints, NewGenlib, PhpMyLibrary, OpenBiblio,Avanti etc., which are useful for developing digital
library and institutional repositories.
Keywords: Open source library management software, Koha,DSpace,
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OPEN SOURCE LIBRARY MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
* Hiren A. Solanki

1. INTRODUCTION
OSS has grown tremendously in scope and popularity
over the last several years, and is now in widespread
use. The growth of OSS has gained the attention of
research librarians and created new opportunities for
libraries. OSS can benefit libraries by lowering initial
and ongoing costs, eliminating vendor lock-in, and
allowing for greater flexibility.
Library automation starts with the adoption of library
management software in the library. The software
should have the maximum facilities to automate the
library into computerised systems. Library automation
is the general term for information and communication
technologies that are used to replace manual systems
in the library. The key functions of the library, which
may be automated, are acquisition, cataloguing,
circulation, serials control, and reference service.
There are many commercial library software are in
use in the different libraries, but open source library
management software has generated lot of interest
among the library professionals over the past years.
2. OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE
Open source software (OSS) is computer software
whose source code is available under a license for
users to look at and modify freely and permits users
study, change, and improve the software, and to
redistribute it in modified or unmodified form. The
OSS differs from the closed source or proprietary

Software. The primary difference between the two
is the freedom to modify the software.
2.1 Advantages of OSS
The OSS offers a radically different and exponentially
better software development model. OSS provides
cheap alternatives to expensive commercialised
solutions. Source code of the software is always open
and available to the libraries which is not possible in
case of traditional commercial software. Libraries
can modify or develop the software according to their
requirement and for this they do not have to pay
license fees to anybody. The OSS provides no
restrictions on how the software is used. It reduces
dependence on software vendors. The OSS is more
reliable than closed source traditional commercial
software. The OSS also provides security and
technological independence to the libraries. It also
helps the library professionals to deliver low cost or
free services to users. It helps converting their libraries
in to digital form. Implementation cost of OSS is also
more affordable to the libraries than traditional
commercial software. Overall, open source is good
for everyone.
2.2 Limitations with OSS
For any upgradation/change in the OSS, the library
needs support. In case of OSS, there is no body to
solve problem, either one have to hire some expert to
solve problem or library should make arrangement
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with some company. Open source products require
technical expertise to operate and maintain open
source costs more to support because the software
is typically self-supporting. Generally, a commercial
software company will immediately respond on
customer requests for any problem. With OSS, if one
doesn’t do it himself, he is at the mercy of a disjoint
community of developers.
3. OPEN SOURCE LIBRARY
MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
Open source defines method of software
development, that harnesses the power of distributed
peer review and transparency of progress. This
technique helps to provide better quality software’s
having higher reliability, flexibility with lower cost, and
an end to the traditional vendor lock-in. The source
code and rights that where normally reserved for
copyright holders are now being provided under a
free software license that permits developers / users
to study, change, improve and at times also to
distribute the software .
Digital library refers to a collection that constitutes
electronic resources, accessible through the World
Wide Web. It often contains electronic versions of
books, photographs, videos that are owned by a
“physical” library. Open source digital library
software presents a system for the construction and
presentation of information collections. It helps in
building collections with searching and metadata-
bases browsing facilities. Moreover, they are easily
maintained and can be augmented and rebuilt
automatically. With many Open Source Software
(OSS) applications now available for library and
information management, Organizations now have
novel options for acquiring and implementing systems.
The Open Source Software applications for library
and Information management that will be discussed
in this paper are:
3.1 Koha
3.2 DSpace
3.3 Greenstone
3.4 EPrints
3.1 Koha
Koha is a promising full featured open source
integrated library system (ILS) created in 1999 by

Katipo Communications for the Horowhenua Library
Trust in New Zealand, and currently being used by
thousands of libraries all over the world. It includes
modules for circulation, cataloging,acquisitions,
serials, reserves, patron management, branch
relationships, and more.Koha has web-based
Interfaces. Koha is built using library ILS standards
and uses the OPAC (online public access catalog)
interface. In addition, Koha has no vendor-lock in, so
libraries can receive technical support from any party
from they want. It is distributed under the free open
source general public license (GPL). It supports
MARC 21 and UNIMARC support, Z39.50. It also
has a provision for online reservations and renewals.
3.2 Dspace
DSpace was developed by Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT) libraries and Hewlett-Packard
(HP), as an open source application that institutions
and organisations could run with relatively few
resources. It is to support the long-term preservation
of the digital material stored in the repository. DSpace
accepts all manner of digital formats, such as articles,
preprints, working papers, technical reports,
conference papers, books, theses, data sets, computer
programs, visualisations, simulations, and other
models, multimedia publications, administrative
records, published books, journals, bibliographic
datasets, images, audio files, video files, reformatted
digital library collections, learningObjects, web pages,
etc.DSpace plays well with open standards such as
XML and OAIPMH.If a large number of institutions
of higher education where to capture their intellectual
output Using DSpace or some other similar piece of
software, then access to scholarly materials would
be greatly increased and readily available.
3.3 Greenstone
Greenstone Digital Library Software is a project from
New Zealand that provides a new way of organizing
information and making it available over the Internet.
The Greenstone digital library software is an open
source system for the construction and presentation
of information collections. Greenstone is a suite of
software for building digital library collections. It is
not a digital library but a tool for building digital
libraries. It provides a new way of organising
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information and publishing it on the internet in the
form of a fully-searchable, metadata-driven digital
library. It has been developed and distributed in
cooperation with UNESCO and the Human Info
NGO in Belgium. It is multilingual software, issued
under the terms of the GNU GPL Greenstone runs
on all versions of Windows, and Unix/Linux, and Mac
OS-X and is veryeasy to install. It has two separate
interactive interfaces, the Reader interface and the
Librarian interface. End users access the digital
library through the Reader interface, which operates
within a web browser. The reader’s interface is
available in the following languages:Arabic, Armenian,
Bengali, Catalan, Croatian, Czech, Chinese (both
simplified and traditional), Dutch, English, Farsi,
Finnish, French, Galician, Georgian, German, Greek,
Hebrew, Hindi, Indonesian, Italian, Japanese,
Kannada, Kazakh, Kyrgyz, Latvian, Maori,
Mongolian, Portuguese (BR and PT versions),
Russian, Serbian, Spanish, Thai, Turkish, Ukrainian,
and Vietnamese.
A typical digital library built with Greenstone will
contain many collections, individually organized.
Easily maintained, collections can be augmented and
rebuilt automatically. There are several ways to find
information in most Greenstone collections. For
example, you can search for particular words that
appear in the text, or within a section of a document.
Word search is provided as Greenstone constructs
full-text indexes from the document text that is,
indexes that enable searching on any words in the
full text of the document. Indexes can be searched
for particular words, combinations of words, or
phrases, and results are ordered according to how
relevant they are to the query. In most collections,
descriptive data such as author, title, date, keywords,
and so on, is associated with each document. This
information is called metadata. Many document
collections also contain full-text indexes of certain
kinds of metadata. You can browse documents by
title: just click on a book to read it. You can browse
documents by subject.
3.4 E-prints
E-Prints has been developed at the University of
Southampton School of Electronics and Computer

Science in 2000 and released under a GPL license
for building open access repositories that are
compliant with the Open Archives Initiative Protocol
for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH). It shares
many of the features commonly seen in document
management systems, but is primarily used for
institutional repositories and scientific journals.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The Digital Library Management softwares (DLMS)
present an easy to use, customizable architecture to
create online digital libraries. With these institutions/
organizations can disseminate their research work,
manuscripts, or any other digital media for
preservations and world over dissemination of digital
items. The software’s discussed above present
different services and architectures. It is difficult to
propose one specific DLMS system as the most
suitable for all cases. The study can be used as a
reference guide by any organization or institute to
decide which one will be ideal for creating and
showcasing their digital collection. The choice usually
depends on type/format of material, distribution of
material, software platform and time frame etc for
setting up a Digital Library.Digitisation needs a huge
amount of money for creation and maintenance.
Libraries have a growing role in managing the output
of their institution due in part of the open access
movement. The OSS has been found very useful in
various library operations. The OSS is a solution to
reduce the cost. Libraries can make use of open
source software for managing digital contents
effectively.
The LIS professionals should keep eyes on
development and to choose appropriate technology
depending upon needs. Since numbers of libraries
worldwide are using OSS for managing their library
Systems more economically and effectively.
Librarians and programmers may worked together
to implement open source integrated library systems
and at the same time, library professional are required
to acquire new skills for developing and managing
the digital library by using open source LMS. For
taking benefit from OSS additional technology,
education, and training are essentially required.
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As we move further into the new millennium, it becomes clear that the 21st Century classroom needs are
very different from the ones in the 20th Century. In the 21st Century classroom, teachers are facilitators of
student learning and creators of productive classroom environments in which students can develop the skills
they will need in the workplace. The focus of the 21st Century classroom is on students experiencing the
environment they will enter as 21st Century workers. The collaborative project-based curriculum used in
this classroom develops higher order thinking skills, effective communication skills, and knowledge of technology
that students will need in the 21st Century workplace. The interdisciplinary nature of the 21st Century
classroom sets it apart from the 20th Century classroom. Lectures on a single subject at a time where the
norm in the past and today collaboration is the thread for all students learning. 20th Century teaching strategies
are no longer effective. Teachers must embrace new teaching strategies that are radically different from
those employed in the 20th Century classroom. The curriculum must become more relevant to what students
will experience in the 21st Century workplace.
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ROLES OF TEACHERS IN THE 21ST CENTURY
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In the information technology age, it can be hard to
get a grip on the evolving roles of teachers. On one
hand, it can seem as if the role of teachers has grown
immensely; they are now expected to be tech-savvy,
computer literate and at the cutting edge of education.
On the other hand, it can seem as if technology makes
the traditional role of the teacher largely obsolete.
This, however, is not quite true; rather, teachers must
keep their traditional devotion to students and hands-
on interaction while teaching students how to navigate
their 21st century world.
Technology.
In the information technology age, it can be hard to
get a grip on the evolving roles of teachers. On one
hand, it can seem as if the role of teachers has grown
immensely; they are now expected to be tech-savvy,
computer literate and at the cutting edge of education.
On the other hand, it can seem as if technology makes
the traditional role of the teacher largely obsolete.
This, however, is not quite true; rather, teachers must
keep their traditional devotion to students and hands-
on interaction while teaching students how to navigate
their 21st century world.

Traditional Goals with New Resources. 
The traditional goals of education remain the same.
Teachers will help form their students into effective
critical thinkers and life-long learners with a strong
sense of their social responsibilities. While information
technology can sometimes seem like a disadvantage
rather than an advantage in reaching these goals, they
can also be effectively employed to help facilitate
rather than disrupt the learning process; for example,
students can use Internet search engines to carry
out research.
Techniques. 
Teachers in the 21st century have access to a wide
array of information about the latest research on how
students learn. They should be knowledgeable and
willing to apply such research to their classroom. They
should understand different learning styles and be able
to identify the learning styles of their students.
Teachers.
Students always need teachers, both inside and
outside of the classroom. Arguably, this is true today
more than ever before, as school violence, drug abuse
and other dangers have been becoming more and
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more common. Teachers need to take their role as
both a resource for students and as a guide through
the difficulties of life seriously, and should make a
huge effort to foster healthy relationships with their
students.
Action. 
Teachers in the 21st century confront the challenges
opened up by globalization. Teachers should introduce
students to their world, and moreover inculcate in
them a sense of their own power to create change in
the world. Teachers should not just transmit
knowledge to students; they should install in them a
sense of their place in the larger world, and urge them
to be active participants in it.
Conclusion. 
Times have changed, has your classroom changed?
The new role of the teacher in the 21st Century
classroom requires changes in teachers’ knowledge
and classroom behaviours. If students are to be
productive members of the 21st Century workplace,
they must move beyond the skills of the 20th Century
and master those of the 21st Century. Teachers are
entrusted with mastering these skills as well and with
modelling these skills in the classroom. The
characteristics of the 21st Century classroom will be
very different from those in the classrooms of the
past because the focus is on producing students who
are highly productive, effective communicators,
inventive thinkers, and masters of technology
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Introduction
Computer-managed instruction is an instructional
strategy whereby the computer is used to provide
learning objectives, learning resources, and
assessment of learner performance. Computer-
managed instruction (CMI) aids the instructor in
instructional management without actually doing the
teaching discussed in the literature are
individualization, behavioral objectives, and
educational technology. The main objective .
The term computer managed instruction CMI simply
stands for the instructionmanaged with the help of
computer technology. In CMI the computer gathers,
stores,and manages information to guide students
through individualised learning experience..
Definition
“CMI is the systematic control of instruction by
computer. It is characterised by testing ,diagnostic
learning, prescription and through record keeping”-
BURKE(1982)
“CMI includes all applications of the computer aid to
the instructor in instructional management without
actually doing the teaching”- LEIB(1982)
However ,in the language of computer technology,
computer managed instruction may be defined as a
category of computer programme that may be used
by educators and instructors to organize and manage
data related to instruction for attaining the stipulated
instructional objectives in a most effective way. Four
areas of computer management support to teachers
are,
a. Constructing, scoring, and analysing tests.
b. Keeping records of student performance and

progress through courses.
c. Providing guidance to students and advising them

on the choice of next course module.

d. Reporting on the performance and progress of
students to individual students,tutors and
educational administrators of the institutions.

In CMI, on the basis of initial interaction with the
student, the computer suggests the type of models of
instruction for him. The computer will note down the
attainment as well as draw backs of the learner in
order to construct his profile. CMI analyses the
relationship between various factors pertaining to a
pupil and suggests activities appropriate to individual
students. Some of the functions performed with the
help of such developed soft wares related to the
organization and management of instructions are
described below.
1. Diagnosis of entry behaviour of learners Computer
programmes help in the early diagnosis of the strengths
and weakness of the learners in terms of their
previous knowledge and experiences related to a
particular knowledge and skill area, their interests,
attitudes and aptitudes, the needs and motives as well
as other personality traits for determining their
potentiality for going ahead in the learning of a
particular instructional course or achieving a set of
instructional objectives.
2. Setting of instructional objectives Computer soft
wares are available that can help in analysing test
data and other data base information about the
characteristics of the learners in relation to the needs
and purpose served by a particular type of instruction
at one or the other stages of school,college or public
education.it will help in formulating the goals and
objectives for a particular coarse or piece of
instruction.
3. Generating individualized instructional plans
Depending upon the need, characteristics, nature, and
individuality of the learners,computer software are
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able to generate and organize individualized
instructional plans for countless learners at one or
the other times-average, gifted, slow, disabled.
4. Generating instructional materials and learning
experiences Suiting to the individualized instructional
plans and strategies computer software can generate
appropriate instructional material and opportunities
of interactive learning experiences to the learners of
varying need, interests , and abilities. A huge data
bank of all types of information and instructional
material is easily available through well prepared
software packages, websites, online conferencing,
networking etc. The material generated and
developed for instructional purposes may be used on
a computer based system or in other forms of
instructions . eg. Programmed instruction.
5. Availability of instructional material into curricular
units For the proper organization and management
of the instructions, an inventory of the instructional
resources available to the learners may be stored in
the computer’s data bank. The total resources may
be divided into properly required units having clearly
specified set of objectives. There shall be clear
directions available for telling the learner s what to
do for achieving the stipulated objectives.it may asks
them to read a book, work-off self-administered
paper and pencil exercises , conduct experiment with
a science kit, attend group instruction or see a film ,
and so on.
6. Monitoring of progress The computer managed
instruction proves very effective in monitoring the
progress of each and every individual learner in a
quite satisfactory way. What one has done, is doing
or will be doing in future can be properly monitored
with the help of the great capacity of computers in
keeping track of the countless learners in the progress
of their instructional outputs. They are able to register
the low achievement of learners, detect the
deficiencies in learning along with the possible causes
and provide suggestions for overcoming the learning
difficulties.
7. Providing remedial instructions Computer software
can very well manage any progress related to remedial
instructions to the needy learners. On the basis of
the learning difficulties diagnosed and the probable

causes detected, these softwares now can suggest
all the possible remedies helpful in the planning and
organization of instructions.
8. Management of information and record keeping
Computer software may help in a big way for the
collection, storage, classification, and dissemination
of information through a well organised system of
record keeping and its maintenance. Storage of
information and record keeping are very much
essential for the proper organization and management
of instructions. The teachers and the learners may
get a big help for their teaching and learning from the
storehouses of such information data related to their
respective field. All types of information and data
related to the interests , abilities , educational and
environmental backgrounds of the learners belonging
to their past and present can be very well available
for the students in their instructional outputs and
overall welfare. Their educational progress can be
very well available for the students in their
instructional output and overall welfare.
9. Organization of testing and evaluation programmers
Computer software may provide valuable services
in the task of managing and organising testing and
evaluation programmes related to classroom
instructions and Educational progress of students in
a variety of ways. They are helpful in assessing the
study behaviour of the students for getting them
admitted to a course of academic or professional study.
Nature of CMI
Computer Managed Instruction (CMI) is a term
employed to designate a system which “CMI uses
the computer to help the teacher administer and guide
the instructional process.” The major features of CMI
are diagnosis and testing, analysis, record keeping,
and prescription. Diagnosis and testing is used to
evaluate each student’s performance at regular
intervals. The results are then analyzed to update the
student’s record and to provide a prescription which
suggests the learning process the student should
pursue to achieve his objectives. A computer-
generated prescription would assign the student to
one of several teaching-learning units consisting of
textbooks, films, slides, or any of a multitude of
technological media. computer-managed
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instruction (CMI) The use of computers (usually
offline) to produce lesson prescriptions based on
student history and test performance. Components
comprising each lesson unit are selected in
accordance with learners’ needs, as indicated by test
performance on previous units, academic history, etc.
Importance of CMI (Computer-Managed
Instruction)
This involves the use of the computer in scheduling
courses/subjects, spare utilization, inventory and
personnel control, recording and reporting attendance,
school accounting, storage and retrieval of student
information, marks management (computation and
reporting of marks), and word processing. Put another
way micro-computers can be used to improve
educational efficiency in the following areas –
organization of information, computations and
processing of paper work, progress monitoring,
enhancement of planning, improvement of
communication, and enhancement of instruction.
1. Organization of Information
Microcomputers can be used, for example, to
categorise data on students by sex, class, state of
origin, performance in school, etc. The data are
organised into an easily accessible format and can
be easily stored in and retrieved from the
microcomputer. The data on staff, facilities, and
finance can be similarly treated. Thus, the
microcomputer enables us to have electronically
maintained database.
2. Computation and Processing of Paper Work
Computation is of course the traditional function of
computers. Microcomputer software and hardware
enable even untrained personnel to do complex
computations very rapidly and accurately. Similarly,
the microcomputer, through word processing, enables
us to draft, revise and produce reports of high quality,
at least in terms of presentation, without too much
tedious physical hard labour and use of time.
3. Progress Monitoring
We can use the microcomputer to monitor progress
in may areas of education. We can use it, as already
hinted under CAI in continuous monitoring, and
assessment of student learning and achievement.
Enhancement of planning.

4. Enhancement of Planning
The database established through orgnisation of data
on various elements of the school-pupils, staff, and
resources, can be used to plan and make decisions
on the basis of accurate and readily available facts.
5. Improvement of Communication
With the installation of microcomputers there is usually
a tendency for their users to interconnect them in
order to promote communication linkages between
microcomputers. The linkage might involve the use
of telephone communication facilities.
Indeed, there is currently an attempt to create a global
classroom (“Campus 2000”) which involves an
electronic network service. The network seeks to
cater for information and communications needs of
education throughout the world. This is to be done
through the provision of access to a wide variety of
public information databases across the world.
6. Enhancement of Instruction
We have already described the use of the computer
in CAI. Specially, it is used for drill and practice, lesson
reinforcement, etc. In particular, it has been found
that the microcomputer is very effective in the
teaching of visual recognition and linear problem
solving. Besides, the rates of comprehension among
some American students have been doubled through
the use of the microcomputer.
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mPprj ek/;fed Lrj ij fo|kfFkZ;kas ds dSfj;j p;u ds izfr vfHko`fRr dk
fo’ys’k.kkRed v/;;u

* Tulendra Kumar Verma
f'k{kk dh lcls egRoiw.kZ fodklkRed Hkwfedk ;qokvksa ,oa izkS<+ks nksuksa ds Kku] dk;Zdq'kyrk vkSj lgha n‘f"Vdks.k fodflr
djus esa mudh lgk;rk djuk gS] rkfd os vk/kqfudhdj.k ds nkSj esa lgt :Ik esa vkSj mlds QyLo:Ik gksus okys ifjorZuksa
dks ykHkizn :Ik esa Lohdkj djus vkSj muds vuq:Ik vius&vki dks <kyus esa leFkZ gks ldsA O;kolkf;d f'k{kk Nk=ksa
dh lkekU; n{krk c<+kus rFkk dk;Z ds izfr jpukRed :fp mRiUu djus dk n‘f"Vdks.k iznku djrh gSa] ;g muesa m|ferk
dh Hkkouk dk fodkl Hkh djrh gSA thou dks lq[kn ,oa le‘} cukus ds fy, vkfFkZd fLFkfr lqn‘<+ djus esa ;g izeq[k
Hkwfedk fuHkkrh gSaA
     izLrqr ‘'kks/k&i= esa mPprj ek/;fed Lrj ij fo|kfFkZ;kas ds dSfj;j p;u ds izfr vfHko`fRr dk
fo’ys'k.kkRed v/;;u fd;k x;k gS rFkk ‘'kgjh ,oa xkzeh.k {ks= ds ‘'kkldh; ,oa futh fo|ky;ksa ds
fo|kfFkZ;ksa esa dSfj;j p;u ds izfr vfHko`fRr dk ekiu fd;k x;k gS A

1- fo|kfFkZ;kas esa dSfj;j p;u ds izfr vfHko`fRr dk
v/;;u djuk A

2- xzkeh.k ,oa ‘kgjh fo|kfFkZ;ksa ds dSfj;j p;u ds izfr
vfHko`fRr dk v/;;u djukA

3- Nk= ,oa Nk=kvksa ds dSfj;j p;u ds izfr vfHko`fRr
dk v/;;u djuk A

ifjdYiuk,¡%&
1. xzkeh.k ,oa ‘kgjh fo|kfFkZ;ksa esa dSfj;j p;u ds izfr

vfHko`fRr esa lkFkZd varj ugha gksxkA
  2. Nk= ,oa Nk=kvksa esa dSfj;j p;u ds izfr vfHko`fRr esa

lkFkZd varj ugha gksxkA
tula[;k%& izLrqr ‘kks/k v/;;u esa cykSnk cktkj ftyk
ds HkkVkikjk fodkl[k.M ds xzkeh.k ,oa ‘kgjh {ks=ksa ds
fo|ky;ksa esa v/;;ujr~ d{kk 12 oha ds fo|kfFkZ;ksa ls gSaA
U;kn'kZ %& izLrqr v/;;u esa cykSnk cktkj ftys ds
HkkVkikjk fodkl[k.M esa 10 mPprj ek/;fed fo|ky;ksa
dk p;u ,oa d{kk 12oha ds 160 fo|kfFkZ;ksa dk p;u
;knfPNd izfrn'kZu fof/k }kjk U;kn'kZ ds :i esa p;fur
fd;k x;kA
iz;qDr lkaf[;dh %&izLrqr y?kq ‘kks/k esa ifjdYiuk dh
lkFkZdrk dh tk¡p gsrq fuEu
lkaf[;dh; fof/k;ksa dk iz;ksx fd;k x;k gS&
e/;eku ] izekf.kd fopyu ,oa Vh ijh{k.k A

izLrkouk %&
izLrqr 'kks/k esa fo|kfFkZ;ksa ds dSfj;j p;u ds izfr vfÒòfRr
dks tkuus dk iz;kl fd;k x;k gSA rkfd Nk=&Nk=kvksa
dks mPpj ek/;fed Lrj ij gh funsZf'kr fd;k tk lds
rFkk mUgsa ;g Kkr djk;k tk lds fd os Hkh lekt]jk"Vª
dks izxfr'khy cukus esa lgk;d cu ldrs gSaA
;g LkoZekU; lR; gS fd ftl dk;Z esa O;fDr dh :fp gS
mls og iw.kZ {kerk ls dj ldrk gS] ijUrq ;fn fo|kfFkZ;kas
dks mfpr le; ij dSfj;j p;u ds fy, dksbZ ekxZn'kZu
ugha fey ikrk rks ;s fo|kFkhZ le; ds lkFk gksus okys
O;kolkf;d ;k vU; ikB~;dzekas ftldk ml le; vR;f/
kd izpkj&izlkj jgrk gS ;k vU; ,Sls ikB~;dzeksa dk p;u
dj ysrs gaS tks muds :fp dk {ks= ugha gksrs gS vkSj ;gh
v:fp dk p;u mu fo|kfFkZ;ksa esa euksoSKkfud leL;k dk
dkj.k cu tkrk gSA ftlls mldh dk;Z&{kerk]nSfud
fnup;Zk vkSj LokLF; ij izfrdwy izHkko iM+rk gSaA vr% ;g
vko’;d gS fd dSfj;j p;u gsrq :fp;ksa fo'ks"kr% vius
vfÒo‘fRr ¼nf"Vdks.k½ dks /;ku esa j[kdj mi;qDr
O;kolkf;d ikB~;dzeksa dk p;u fd;k tkuk pkfg, ftlls
fo|kfFkZ;ksa esa mfpr dkS'kyksa dk fodkl gks lds vkSj mls
Hkfo"; esa vPNs jkstxkj@O;olk; dh izkfIr gks ldsA
v/;;u ds mn~ns’; %&  ‘kks/k leL;k ds v/;;u gsrq
fuEufyf[kr mn~ns’; fu/kkZfjr fd, x,%&

* Visiting Lecturer, Kamlakant Shukla Institute, Bhatapara (C.G.)
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LVSfut dSfj;j ifjiDork ds LRkj ewy izkIrkad 
fo|kfFkZ;ksa dh la[;k 

Nk= Nk=k dqy fo|kFkhZ 

ix mPp 44 vkSj vf/kd 00 02 02 

vii,viii vkSlr ls vf/kd 40&43 06 10 16 

iv,v,vi vkSlr 31&39 31 46 77 

ii,iii vkSlr ls de 22&30 37 15 42 

i fuEu 21 vkSj fuEu 06 07 13 

 dqy  80 80 160 

iznRrksa dk fo’ys"k.k ,oa O;k[;k %&
1-vfHko`fRr ekiuh ds ukElZ ds vuqlkj]fo|kfFkZ;ksa ds ewy izkIrkadksa dk oxhZdj.k&
mijksDr fo’ys"k.k dks  dSfj;j ifjiDork bUosaVjh esa izLrqr ukElZ ds vk/kkj ij fd;k x;k A

rkfydk dzekad 1-1
fo|kfFkZ;ksa ds vfHko`fRr Lrj dk fo’ys"k.k

O;k[;k%&mijksDr rkfydk ds vuqlkj dqy 160 fo|kfFkZ;ksa esa dSfj;j ifjiDork vfHko‘fRr ekiuh ds mPp Lrj esa
fo|kfFkZ;ksa dh la[;k&02] vkSlr ls vf/kd Lrj ds vad ikus okys fo|kfFkZ;ksa dh la[;k&16] vkSlr Lrj vad ikus okys
fo|kfFkZ;ksa dh la[;k&77] vkSlr ls de vad ikus okys fo|kfFkZ;ksa dh la[;k&42] rFkk fuEu Lrj ds vad ikus okys
fo|kfFkZ;kas dh la[;k&07 gSa A

vkjs[k Øekad&1-1
fo|kfFkZ;ksa esa dWfj;j p;u ds izfr vfHko`fRr ds Lrj dk n.M vkjs[k

ifjdYiuk01  xzkeh.k ,oa ‘kgjh fo|kfFkZ;kas esa dSfj;j p;u ds izfr vfHko`fRresa lkFkZd varj ugha gksxkA
mijksDr ifjdYiuk ds lkFkZdrk dh tkWp gsrq ‘t’ dk eku Kkr fd;k  x;kA
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rkfydk dzekad 1-2
xzkeh.k ,oa ‘kgjh fo|kfFkZ;ksa esa vfHko`fRr dh lkFkZdrk dk fo’ys”k.k 

Øekad fooj.k 
Nk=  
la[;k 

ijh{k.k ls izkIr ifj.kke 
lkFkZdrk Lrj mean sd df t-value 

1 xzkeh.k 80 28-90 5-61 
158 2-76 

0-01Lrj ij 
ifjdYiuk 
vLohd`r 2 'kgjh 80 31-50 6-29 

O;k[;k%&*t* dk lkj.khd‘r eku df=158 ds fy, 0-01 Lrj ij 2-61 gSA mijksDr rkfydk Øekad 4-3 ls Li”V gS fd
xzkeh.k ,oa ‘kgjh fo|kfFkZ;ksa ds dSfj;j p;u ds izfr vfHko`fRr ds vk¡dM+kas dk e/;eku 28-90 ,oa 31-50 izkIr gqvk
gSaAxzkeh.k ,oa ‘kgjh fo|kfFkZ;ksa ds dSfj;j p;u ds izfr vfHko`fRr ds e/;eku esa varj dh lkFkZdrk tk¡p djus gsrq *t*
dk eku 158 *df Lrj ij 2-76 izkIr gqvk tks fd 158 *df lkj.khd‘r eku ¼*t=2-61 ,df=158½ ls vf/kd gSaA

vkjs[k Øekad&1-2
xzkeh.k ,oa ‘kgjh fo|kfFkZ;ksa esa dWfj;j p;u ds izfr vfHko`fRr ds e/;eku dk n.M vkjs[k

ifjdYiuk 02  Nk= ,oa Nk=kvkas esa dSfj;j p;u ds izfr vfHko`fRr esa lkFkZd varj ugha gksxkA  mijksDr ifjdYiuk ds
lkFkZdrk dh tk¡p gsrq ‘t’ dk eku Kkr fd;k x;kA

rkfydk Øekad & 1-3
Nk= ,oa Nk=kvksa esa vfHko‘fRr dh lkFkZdrk dk fo’ys”k.k

 
Øekad fooj.k Nk=  la[;k 

ijh{k.k ls izkIr ifj.kke lkFkZdrk 
Lrj mean sd df t-value 

1 Nk= 80 31-25 5-91 

158 0-51 

0-05 Lrj 
ij 

ifjdYiuk 
Lohd`r 

 

  2 
   Nk=k    80 30-75 6-45 

O;k[;k%&*t* dk lkj.khd‘r eku df=158 ds fy, 0-05 Lrj ij 1-98 ,oa 0-01 Lrj ij 2-61 gSaA mijksDr rkfydk
Øekad 4-4 ls Li‘V gS fd Nk= ,oa Nk=kvksa ds dSfj;j p;u ds izfr vfHko`fRr ds vk¡dM+ks dk e/;eku 31-25 ,oa  30-
75 gSaA Nk= ,oa Nk=kvkas esa dSfj;j p;u ds izfr vfHko‘fRr ds e/;ekukas esa lkFkZdrk tk¡p djus gsrq *t* ijh{k.k fd;k
x;kA x.kuk }kjk izkIr *t* dk eku 158 df Lrj ij 0-51 izkIr gqvk tks fd 158 df lkj.kheku t¾1-98 ls de gSaA
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vkjs[k Øekad&4-3
Nk= ,oa Nk=kvksa esa dWfj;j p;u ds izfr vfHko`fRr ds e/;eku dk n.M vkjs[k

fu”d”kZ%&
1- fo|kfFkZ;ksa ds dSfj;j p;u ds izfr vfHko‘fRr dks ewy

izkIrkadks ds vk/kkj oxhZd‘r fd;k x;k rks ;g ik;k
x;k fd vf/kdre fo|kfFkZ;ksa dk vfHkòfRr Lrj vkSlr
gSA

2- ‘kgjh fo|kfFkZ;ksa esa dSfj;j p;u ds izfr vfHko`fRr]
xzkeh.k fo|kfFkZ;ksa dhs vis{kk mPp ikbZ xbZaA

3- Nk= ,oa Nk=kvksa esa dSfj;j p;u ds izfr vfHko`fRr esa
lekurk ikbZ xbZA

lanHkZ xzaFk

 dqekjh] dSyk’k ¼2012½] mPp ek/;fed Lrj ds fuEu
fu’ifRr izkIr fo|kfFkZ;ksa ds uSfrd ewY;ksa ,oa O;kolkf;d
vfHk:fp dk v/;;u]ih,p-Mh- ‘kks/k izca/k] lqjs’k Kku
fogkj fo’ofo|ky; egy] txriqjk] t;iqj ¼2012½

 xqIrk] fuekZyk] dSfj;j ifjiDork ekiuh-] jhMj&”kSf{kd
euksfoKku foHkkx] ,u-lh-bZ-vkj-Vh-]ubZ fnYyh i`“B
la[;k 2&14

 nhf{kr] jk?kosUnz-¼1998½] ek/;fed Lrj ds Nk= ,oa
Nk=kvksa esa O;kolkf;d :fp;ksa dk rqyukRed v/
;;u] ,e-,M-y?kq”’kks/k izca/k]jkTkLFkku fo-fo- ¼’kks/kxaxk-
dkWe½

 HkVukxj] pUnzk] lqUnzk ¼1990½] gkbZ Ldwy fo|kfFkZ;ksa ds
dSfj;j ilan vfHko‘fRr dk vkRecks/k] vfHkHkkod izHkko]
lkekftd] vkfFkZd fLFkfr o fyax ds lanHkZ esa v/;;u]
ih-,p-Mh- f’k{kk] ,p-ih-;w-]iape losZ f’k{kk vuqla/kku]
oksY;we &II] i`“B la[;k&1082

 jkWcVZ ¼1988½]fo|kfFkZ;ksa ds O;kolkf;d ilan ,oa
lkekftd&vkfFkZd Lrj dk v/;;u] ,e-fQy f’k{kk]
enqjkbZ dkejkt fo’ofo|ky;] iape losZ f’k{kk
vuqla/kku] oksY;we &II , i`“B la[;k&10
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A basic instincts of a child are inborn and its right to develop and express freely .suppression of instincts is
harmful for lead to mental disorder and results unbalanced Personalities. Self  playing an integral part in
human motivation, cognition, affect and social identity. The totality of a complex ,organized and dynamic
system of learned beliefs ,attitudes and opinions that each person  holds to be true about its personal existence
.students of high school may be a conflict between their feelings for another person and social norms of
acceptable behavior .
Key-word –  Self-expression, girls, joint family,nuclear family,single parent family.
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A STUDY OF  SELF EXPRESSION OF  HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT OF
DURG DISTRICT

* Rita Gupta

* Principal, Rungta College Of Science And Technology, G.E.Road Ganjpara Durg C.G.

of Durg District of different family (joint family,
nuclear family , single parent family)  .
Methedology
Present study involved survey research.The
researcher collected data through purposive  sampling
method.In this  research 60 sample of  higher
secondary school girls out of 20  joint  family,20 of
nuclear family,20 out of single parent family were
selected.Dr. R.P. Verma  and Dr. Usha Upadhyaya
standerized tool is used.
Statistical Techniques
Statistical Techniques like measures of central
tendency ,measures of  variability and t-value were
used for data analysis in order to research valid
conclusions.
Analysis and Iterpretaion
 H1  There would  be  no significant difference
between self expression of girls belonging to joint
family and nuclear family.
Table 1. Mean ,Slandered deviation and t-value of
joint family and nuclear family.

 Introduction
Family play important role of development of
personality . Self expression of  the girls of high
schools in different types of family in durg district is
compared by investigator .Family values, acceptance
of child, cultural change ,parents relationship, parent
child relationship ,teacher student relationship are
some major factors for child expression .dependency,
adjustment, social organization .self expression of
students from different types of families is differ
significantly.
Objectives
The objectives of study are to compare the self
expression of girls of high school in Durg District
belonging to different family types .
Hypothesis
H 1   There would be  no significant difference
between self expression of girls belonging to joint
family and nuclear family.
H2  There would be no significant difference between
self expression of girls belonging to joint family and
single parent family.
 H3  There would be  no significant difference
between self expression of girls belonging to nuclear
family and single parent family.
Delimitations
This study is limited only in girls of high school student

 group N M Sd t 
JF 20 31 3.54 2.68 
NF 20 28 3.2 
    

df = 38               p<0.05      significant
  Hypothesis is rejected.
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 H2  There would be no significant difference etween
self expression of girls belonging to joint family and
single parent family.

group N M Sd t 
JF 20 31 3.54 0.92 
SPF 20 35 3.83 
    
 df = 38               p>0.05                            Non significant

Hypothesis is accepted.
H3  There would be  no significant difference between
self expression of girls belonging to nuclear family
and single parent family.

group N M Sd t 
SPF 20 35 3.83 1.98 
NF 20 28 3.2 
    
 df = 38               p<0.05      significant

Hypothesis is rejected.
Result
 There  is  significant difference between self

expression of girls belonging to joint family and
nuclear family.

 There is  no significant difference between self
expression of girls belonging to joint family and
single parent family.

 There is significant difference between self
expression of girls belonging to nuclear family
and single parent family.
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VFH[ Z!DL ;NLDF\ 7FGGL l1FlTHM lJ:TZTL HFI K[P lX1F6 56 ;DFHG[ 7FG VF5GFZ]\ 1F[+ K[P VFHGF lX1F6GM z[Q9 U|FCS
V[ lJnFYL" K[P lJnFYL" 5MTFGF ÒJGDF\ VG]S},G ;FWL 5|UlTGL V[S GJL lNXFDF\ VFU/ JWL XS[ T[ DF8[ VeIF;S äFZF
VG]S},GGM VeIF; CFY WZFIM K[PVG]:GFTS 1F[+[ VeIF; SZTM lJnFYL" 5lZ5SJTFGL S1FF 5|F%T SZL R]SIM CMJFYL
5MTFGF ÒJGDF\ VG]S},G ;FWL XS[ VG[ EFlJDF\ T[G[ SZJFGF SFIM"DF\ ;O/ Y. XS[ T[ C[T]YL 5|JT"DFG ;DIDF\ U/FSF5
ClZOF.GF I]UDF\ lJnFYL" VG]S},G ;FWX[ TM H V[ V[S lJnFYL" TZLS[4 ;FZF GFUlZS TZLS[[ z[Q9 E}lDSF EHJL XSX[P VFYL
VeIF; äFZF EFJGUZ lH<,FGF VG]:GFTS lJnFYL"VMGF VG]S},GGM VeIF; CFY WIM" K[P H[GL JW] lJUT[ DFlCTL VF RRF"
äFZF D[/JLX]\P
RFJL~5 XaNM o VG]S},G4 VG]:GFTS lJnFYL"VM4 EFJGUZ lH<,M
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* Digvijaysinh Parmar

lJ:TFZ4 JQF" VG[ VG]EJ 5ZGL V;ZMGM VeIF; SZFI[,MP
VF p5ZF\T sWGSM84 !)(ZfV[ prRTZ DFwIlDS XF/FGF
WMP!!GF lJnFYL"VMGF SF{8]\lAS VG[ ;FDFlHS VG]S},GGM
VeIF; SZ[,MP ;\XMWGDF\ HFTLITF4 JI VG[ XF/F 5ZGL
V;ZMGM VeIF; SZFI[,M T[DH s5JFZ4!)(#fV[ DFwIlDS
XF/FGF VFlNJF;L lJnFYL"VMGF ;FDFlHS VG[ SF{8] \lAS
VG]S},GGM VeIF; SZ[,MP ;\XMWGDF\ HFlT4 WMZ6 VG[ JI
5ZGL V;ZMGM VeIF; SZ[,MP VFD4 EFJGUZ lH<,FGF
;\NE"DF\ lX1F6 lJEFUDF\ VG]:GFTS lJnFYL"VMGF ;\NE["
VG]S},G ;\NE[" GlCJTŸ ;\XMWGM YIF K[P J/L4 VG]:GFTS
lJnFYL"VM EFlJ ÒJGDF\ EHJJFGL E}lDSFDF\ ;O/ Y. XS[
T[ DF8[ VeIF;S äFZF VF lJQFI CFY WZJFDF\ VFjIM K[P
XaNMGL jIJCFZ] jIFbIF
VG ]S },GP  0F¶P N[;F. ZlRT VG]S},G ;\XMWlGSF 5Z
lJnFYL "VM äFZF D[/J[,F CSFZFtDS VG[ GSFZFtDS
5|lTRFZMGL S], DF+FG[ VG]S},G TZLS[ VM/BJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
VG]:GFTS lJnFYL"VMP :GFTS YIF AFNGM prR VeIF;DF\
VeIF; SZGFZ lJnFYL"VMG[ VG]:GFTS lJnFYL"VM TZLS[ VM/
BJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
VeIF;GF C[T]VM
5|:T]T VeIF;GF C[T]VM GLR[ D]HA CTFP
!P lJnFYL"VMGF VG]S},GGL S1FF GSSL SZJLP
ZP lJnFYL "VMGF VG]S },G 5Z T[DGL HFlTGL V;Z

T5F;JLP

E}lDSF
5'yJL 5Z Vl:TtJ 8SFJL ZC[TF TDFD ;ÒJM lX1F6G[
VFEFZL K[P NZ[S jIlST ÒJGEZ XLBTL ZC[ K[P lX1F6GF
;\NE"DF\ lJnFYL"VM XL ZLT[ XLB[ K[4 S[JF JFTFJZ6DF\ XLB[
K[ V[ HF6JF VG[S DGMJ{7FlGSM VG[ S[/J6LSFZMV[ VYFU
5|ItGM SIF" K[P T[ T[GL VUtI 5]ZJFZ SZ[ K[P O[<0Z VG[
:5,L"G sSD]R[ Z__5 äFZF p<,[lBTf H6FJ[ K[ S[ JU"B\0DF\
lJnFYL"GL VwIIGX{,L VG[ lX1FSGL VwIF5GX{,L JrR[ ;]D[/
G CMI tIFZ[ lJnFYL"G[ VwIIGDF\ S\8F/M VFJ[ K[P A[wIFG ZC[
K[4 CTFXF VG]EJ[ K[ VG[ VFBZ[ XF/F 56 KM0L N[ K[P
VF ;]D[/ VYF"TŸ H VG]S},GP VG]S},G VF56L H~lZIFTMG[
;\TMQFJF DF8[ VF56L DF\UMG[ 5CF[\RL J/JF DF8[ T[DH VgI
;FY[ ;\TMQFSFZS ;\A\WM AF\WJF DF8[ VF56FDF\ VG[ VF56F
JFTFJZ6DF\ YTF 5lZJT"GMGM lGN["X SZ[ K[ sXFC4 !)))fP
;F\5|T ;DIDF\ lJ7FG VG[ 8[SŸGM,MÒGF lJSF;[ lJnFYL"
ÒJGDF\ VFZFDv;UJ0M JWFIF" K[P 5Z\T] ALÒ AFH] lJnFYL"DF\
jIU|TF4 CTFXF4 TF64 VH\5MV[ 56 5UN\0M HDFjIM K[P
VG]S},GGF VEFJ[ lJnFYL" ÒJGGF VG[S 1F[+MGF lJSF;YL
J\lRT ZCL HFI K[ s5JFZ4 !)(#fP ;\XMWGM 56 ;\S[T SZ[
K[ S[ VG]S},GGL ;D:IFYL lJnFYL"VMGF V;\TMQFDF\ JWFZM
HMJF D?IM CTM slJZ`JZ4 !)*)fP
EFJGUZ lH<,FGF lX1F6 lJEFUDF\ VG]S},G 5Z YI[,F
VeIF; sDMNL4 !))!f 5Z GHZ SZLV[ TM shF,F4
!)*&fV[ VG]S},GGM VeIF; SZ[,MP ;\XMWGDF\ HFTLITF4* Lect* Lect* Lect* Lect* Lecturururururererererer, Shr, Shr, Shr, Shr, Shree Marutee Marutee Marutee Marutee Maruti Vi Vi Vi Vi V idhidhidhidhidhyyyyyamandamandamandamandamandir Pir Pir Pir Pir P.G.G.G.G.G. Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. Center of M.S.Wer of M.S.Wer of M.S.Wer of M.S.Wer of M.S.W., Bha., Bha., Bha., Bha., Bhavnagvnagvnagvnagvnagararararar
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#P lJnFYL"VMGF VG]S},G 5Z T[DGF lJ:TFZGL V;Z
T5F;JLP

$P lJnFYL "VMGF VG]S },G 5Z T[DGL HFTLITF VG[
lJ:TFZGL V;Z T5F;JLP

VeIF;GL ptS<5GFVM
5|:T]T VeIF;GL ptS<5GFVM GLR[ D]HA CTLP
!P S]DFZM VG[ SgIFVMGF VG]S},G S;M8LGF ;Z[ZFX

5|F%TF\SM JrR[[ ;FY"S TOFJT GCÄ CMIP
ZP U|FdI VG[ XC[ZL lJ:TFZGF lJnFYL"VMGF VG]S},G

S;M8LGF ;Z[ZFX 5|F%TF\SM JrR[ ;FY"S TOFJT GCÄ
CMIP

#P VG]:GFTS lJnFYL "VMGL HFlT VG[ lJ:TFZGL
VF\TZlÊIFGL ;FY"S V;Z VG]S},G S ; M 8 L G F
;Z[ZFX 5|F%TF\SM 5Z GCÄ CMIP

VeIF;GF R,M
5|:T]T VeIF;DF\ :JT\+ R, TZLS[ HFlT VG[ lJ:TFZ ,[JFI[,
CTFP HIFZ[ 5ZT\+ R, TZLS[ VG]S},G S;M8LGF 5|F%TF\S
,[JFDF\ VFjIF CTFP
VeIF;GL DIF"NF

5|:T]T VeIF;GL DIF"NF GLR[ D]HA CTLP
!P 5|:T]T VeIF; EFJGUZ lH<,FGF lJlGIG EJG 5}ZTM

H DIF"lNT CTMP
ZP 5|:T]T VeIF; X{1Fl6S JQF" Z_!_v!! 5}ZTM H ;LlDT

CTMP
VeIF;G]\ DCÀJ

5|JT"DFG ;DIDF\ ;]B VG[ XF\lT5}6" ÒJG ÒJJF DF8[ VG[
lJnFYL "VMGF \ VwIIG V\U[GF 5|`GMGF lGJFZ6 DF8[
VG]S},GGL VFJxISTF ZC[ K[P VF VeIF;DF\ ;DFlJQ8
VG]:GFTS lJnFYL"VM :GFTS YIF AFN CJ[ EFlJ ÒJGDF\
EF{lTS JFTFJZ6 ;FY[ VG]S},G ;FWL XS[ VG[ lJSF; SZL
XS[ T[D CMJF KTF\ lJnFYL"VM VD]S 5lZl:YlTDF\ VG]S},G
;FWL XSX[ S[ GlC m VG]S}l,T lJnFYL"VM 5Z p5RFZFtDS
VG[ lGNFGFtDS SFI"S|D S. ZLT[ IMHJM m T[ T5F;JFDF\ VF
VeIF; p5IMUL U. 50X[ SFZ6 S[ VG]:GFTS YIF 5KLGM
V[S TASSM l:YZTFGM VFJX[P H[ ;DI[ EFlJ 5lZl:YlT ;FY[
VG]S},G ;FWL ÒJGGF NZ[S TASS[ 5|UlT SZJL 50X[P T[YL
VF VeIF;G]\ DCtJ H[8,]\ VF\SLV[ V[8,]\ VMK]\ K[P
5|:T]T VeIF;DF\ VG]:GFTS lJnFYL"VMGF VG]S},GGM VeIF;
YTM CMJFYL 5|FwIF5SMG[ 56 T[DGF VG]S},G lJX[ DFlCTL
D[/JL T[DGF EFlJ DF8[ IMuI DFU"NX"G 5}Z]\ 5F0JFDF\ DNN
D/L ZC[X[ VG[ VF V\U[ ;\XMWG DF8[ VFJxIS 5|[Z6F D/L
ZC[X[P

;\XMWG IMHGF

jIF5lJ`J VG[ lGNX"P VF VeIF;DF\ jIF5lJ`J TZLS[
EFJGUZ lH<,FGF lJGIG 5|JFCGF VG]:GFTS lJnFYL"VMGL
5;\NUL SZJFDF\ VFJL CTLP

lGNX"GL 5;\NUL DF8[ EFJGUZ lH<,FGF U|FdI VG[
XC[ZL lJ:TFZGF VG]:GFTS EJGGF ) EJGMDF\YL !!*
KMSZFVM VG[ !!& KMSZLVM V[D S], Z#Z lJnFYL"VMGL
5;\NUL h}DBF\ GD}GF 5âlT äFZF SZJFDF\ VFJL CTLP J/L4
HFlT D]HA KMSZF VG[ KMSZLVM 5|DF6[ ;C[T]S JUL"SZ6
SZJFDF\ VFjI]\ CT]\P
;\XMWGGL 5âlTP 5|:T]T VeIF;DF\ lJnFYL"VMGF VG]S},GG[
HF6JF ;J["1F6 5âlTGM p5IMU SZFIM CTMP
p5SZ6P 5|:T]T VeIF;DF\ lJnFYL"VMGF VG]S},GG[ T5F;JF
DF8[ 0F¶P S[PÒP N[;F. ZlRT VG]S},G ;\XMWlGSFGM p5IMU
SZJFDF\ VFjIM CTMP H[DF\ !__ lJWFGM CTF H[ lDG[;M8F
Dl<8O[lhS 5;"GFl,8L .gJ[g8ZLGF U]HZFTL ~5F\TZDF\YL 5;\N
SZJFDF\ VFJL K[P VF ;\XMWGlGSFGM lJ`J;GLITF DFGF\S
_P_&) HMJF D?IM CTMP VF ;\XMWlGSFDF\ lJnFYL" äFZF cCFc
S[ cGFcDF\ p¿ZMG[ VFWFZ[ lJEFHG YI\] K[P
DFlCTL V[S+LSZ6
DFlCTL V[S+LSZ6 SZJF 5|tI[S VG]:GFTS EJGGL ~A~
D],FSFT ,. VeIF;S äFZF lJnFYL"VMG[ VG]S},G ;\XMWlGSF
VF5L T[DGF 5|lTRFZM D[/JJFDF\ VFjIF CTFP lJnFYL"VMV[
VF5[,F 5|lTRFZMG]\ S;M8L ZRlITFV[ H6FjIF 5|DF6[ U]6F\SG
SZL 5|tI[S 5F+ 5;F[YL S], U]6 D[/JJFDF\ VFjIF CTFP
DFlCTLG]\ lJ`,[QF6
5|:T]T VeIF;DF \ DFlCTL lJ`,[QF6 DF8[ J6"GFtDS
VF\S0FXF:+GM p5IMU SZJFDF\ VFjIM CTMP D/[, 5|F%TF\SMG[
VeIF;GF C[T]VMGF ;\NE"DF\ JUL"SZ6 VFJ'l¿ lJTZ6 T{IFZ
SZL T[GF 5ZYL ;ZF;ZL4 5|DF6lJR,G4 5|DF6E},4 S|F\lTS
U]6M¿ZG]\ D}<I VG[ F D}<I XMWL X}gI ptS<5GFVMGL RSF;6L
SZJFDF\ VFJL CTLP DFlCTLG]\ 5'YSSZ6 VG[ VY"38GGF
VFWFZ[ TFZ6M TFZJJFDF\ VFjIF CTFP
TFZ6M

!P VG]S},G
VG]S},GGL S1FF VG];FZ 5_P(& 8SF lJnFYL"VM DwID
VG]S},G WZFJ[ K[P V[8,[ S[ DwID VG]S },G WZFJGFZ
lJnFYL"VMGL ;\bIF lJX[QF CTLP
ZP VG]S},GGL S1FF
;DU| lGNX"GF ;F{YL JW] lJnFYL"VM DwID VG]S},G sS1FFvBf
WZFJTF CTF4 HIFZ[ ;DU| lGNX"GF ;F{YL VMKF lJnFYL"VM
lGdG VG]S},G sS1FFvCf WZFJTF CTFP
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#P KMSZFVM SZTF\ KMSZLVMDF\ lGdG VG]S},GGL S1FFG]\
5|DF6 JW] HMJF D/[ K[P KMSZLVM SZTF\ KMSZFVMGF DwID
VG]S},GGL S1FFG]\ 5|DF6 JW] HMJF D?I]\ CT]\P K M S Z F V M
SZTF\ KMSZLDF\ prR VG]S},GGL S1FFG]\ 5|DF6 JW] HMJF D?I]\
CT]\P
$P VG]S},G 5Z HFlTGL V;Z o
KMSZFVM VG[ KMSZLVMGF VG]S},GDF\ ;DFGTF HMJF D/[
K[P
5P VG]S},G 5Z lJ:TFZGL V;Z o
XC[ZL VG[ U|FdI lJ:TFZGF lJnFYL"VMGF VG]S},GDF\ ;DFGTF
HMJF D/[ K[P
&P VG]S},G 5Z HFlT VG[ lJ:TFZGL VF\TZlÊIFGL V;Z o
U|FdI lJ:TFZ VG[ XC[ZL lJ:TFZGF KMSZFVM VG[
KMSZLVMGF VG]S},GGF ;ZF;ZL 5|F%TF \SM 5Z T[DGL
HFlT VG[ lJ:TFZGL VF\TZlS|IF 5Z T[DGL HFlT VG[
lJ:TFZGL VF\TZlS|IF JrR[ SM. ;FY"S TOFJT H6FTM
GYLP V[8,[ T[DF\ ;DFGTF HMJF D/[ K[P
5lZ6FDM
!P VG]S},G ;\XMWlGSFDF\ lJnFYL"VMGF VG]S},GGL +6

S1FFVM 5{SL S], &! sZ&PZ) @f lJnFYL "VM prR
VG]S},G4 !!( s5_P(& @f lJnFYL"VM DwID VG]S},G
VG[ 5# sZZP($ @f lJnFYL"VM lGdG VG]S},G
WZFJTF CTFP V[8,[ S[ DwID VG]S},G WZFJGFZ
lJnFYL"VMGL ;\bIF JW] HMJF D/L CTLP

ZP KMSZFVM VG[ KMSZLVMGF VG]S},G S;M8LGF ;Z[ZFX
5|F%TF\SMGF ;\NE[" TOFJTGL X}gI ptS<5GFGL RSF;6LGF
S|F\lTS U]6M¿ZG]\ D}<I !P_$ CT]\ H[ D}<I ;FZ6L D}<I
SZTF\ VMK] \ CT] \P VFYL VG]:GFTS KMSZFVM VG[
KMSZLVMGF VG]S},G S;M8LGF ;Z[ZFX 5|F%TF\SM JrR[
_P_5 S1FFV[ ;FY"S TOFJT HMJF D?IM G CTMP VFYL
VF ptS<5GFGM V:JLSFZ YIM G CTMP

#P U|FdI VG[ XC[ZL lJ:TFZGF VG]:GFTS lJnFYL"VMGF
VG]S},G S;M8LGF ;Z[ZFX 5|F%TF\SMGF ;\NE[" TOFJTGL
X}gI ptS<5GFGL RSF;6LGF S|F\lTS U]6M¿ZG]\ D}<I !P#5
CT]\4 H[ D}<I ;FZ6L D}<I SZTF\ VMK]\ CT]\P VFYL U|FdI
VG[ XC[ZL lJ:TFZGF lJnFYL"VMGF VG]S},G S;M8LGF
;Z[ZFX 5|F%TF\SM JrR[ _P_5 S1FFV[ ;FY"S TOFJT
HMJF D?IM G CTMP VFYL VF ptS<5GFGM V:JLSFZ YIM
G CTMP

$P lJnFYL"VMGF VG]S},GGF ;Z[ZFX 5|F%TF\SM 5Z T[DGL
HFTLITF VG[ lJ:TFZGL VF\TZlS|IFGF ;\NE[" X}gI
ptS<5GFGL RSF;6LGF F U]6M¿ZG]\ D}<I _P)) CT]\4 H[

D}<I ;FZ6L D}<I SZTF\ VMK]\ CT]\P VFYL SCL XSFI S[
lJnFYL"VMGF VG]S},GGF;ZF;ZL 5|F%TF\SM 5Z T[DGL
HFlT VG[ lJ:TFZGL VF\TZlS|IFGL SM. ;FY"S V;Z
HMJF D/L G CTLP VFYL VF ptS<5GFGM V:JLSFZ YIM
G CTMP

;\NE";}lR

 Buch, M.B. (1991). The Forth Survey of
Research in Education. (1983-88),
Volume-3, New Delhi : NCERT.

 Kamuche, F.U. (2005). Do learning and
teaching style Affect Students'
Performance ? An Empirical Study. Retrieved
June 11, 2009 from the world wide web :
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 hF,F4 0LPV[,P s!)*&fP ;F{ZFQ8=GF VwIF5G D\lNZMGF
TF,LDFYL"VMGF VG]S},GGM VeIF;P V5|SFlXT
,3]XMW lGA\W4 lX1F6XF:+ EJG4 EFJGUZ I]lGJl;"8L4
EFJGUZP

 DMNL4 0LP VG[ VgI s!))!fP ;\XMWGGL DFW]SZLP 5|YD
VFJ'l¿P lX1F6XF:+ EJG4 EFJGUZ I]lGJl;"8L4
EFJGUZP

 XFC4 ÒP VG[ VgI s!))!fP X{1Fl6S DGMlJ7FGP RMYL
VFJ'l¿4 VDNFJFN o I]lGJl;"8L U|\YlGDF"6 AM0"P
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DGMJ{7FlGS S;M8L V[8,[ jIlSTGF JT"GGF GD}GFG] \
VGFtD,1FL VG[ 5|DFl6T DF5GP ALHF XaNMDF\ SCLV[ TM
DGMJ{7FlGS S;M8L V[8,[ S[ A[ S[ JW] jIlSTVMGF JT"GG[
;ZBFJJF DF8[GL jIJl:YT 5wWlTP DGMJ{7FGLS C\D[XF AG[
V[8,]\ VGFtD,1FL VG[ 5|DFl6T DF5 D[/JJFGM 5|ItG SZ[
K[P
• DGMJ{7FlGS S;M8LVMGF 5|SFZ
s!f XlST S;M8LVM
XlST S;M8LVMG]\ DCtJG]\ ,1F6 V[ K[ S[ jIlST DC¿D
l;lä 5|F%T SZ[ T[ DF8[T[G[ 5|[Z6F VF5JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P jIlST
l;lä DF8[ 5| [ lZT G CMI TM T[GL DC¿D l;läG] \  DF5
HF6JF G D/[P VFYL VFJL S;M8LVM NZlDIFG 5|IMU 5F+GF
DGDF\ EI S[ lR\TF 5[NF G YFI T[GL BF; SF/HL
,[JFDF \ VFJ[ K[P DC¿D SFI" l;lä HF6JF DF8[GL
S;M8LVMG[ DFGl;S S;M8LVM4 A]lä S;M8LVM JU[Z[ GFDMYL 56
VM/BJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
5|FlJ^I S;M8LVM V[S 5|SFZGL l;lä S;M8LVM K[4 SFZ6 S[
VFJL S;M8LVM äFZF jIlSTV[ 5|F%T SZ[, SF{X<IGL S;M8L
SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P pPNFP TZLS[ V\U|[HL ,BF6 JF\RJ]\4 l5IFGM
JUF0JM4 :S}8Z lZ5[Z SZJ]\4 ;\:S'T EFQFFDF\ lG5}6TF JU[Z[
DF8[ 5|FlJ^I S;M8L CM. XS[P
sZf ,F1Fl6STF S;M8LVM
jIlST X]\ SZL XS[ T[D K[ T[ GlC 56 X]\ SZ[ K[ T[ HF6JFGM
C[T] ,F1Fl6STF S;M8LVM WZFJ[ K[P VFG\NL56]\4 5|FDFl6STF4
B[,lN,L S[  JT"GGF\ V[JF ALHF 5F;F\ XlST S;M8LVMYL
G DF5L XSFIP VD]S ZLT[ JT"J]\ VlGJFI" AGL HFI tIFZ[ TM
CZSM. T[ 5|DF6[ JT[“ K[P 5MTFGL S;M8L ,[JFI K[ T[ HF6GFZ
jIlST H[J]\ JT"G S;M8L VF5TF ;DI NZlDIFG NFBJ[ K[
T[ jIlST JF:TlJS HLJGDF\ V[J] \ JT"G G 56 NFBJ[P
,F1Fl6STF S;M8LVMGM VD]S lJlXQ8 5|F%TF\S —;FZMˆ S[ —BZFAˆ
U6FTM GYLP jIlSTG] \  ,F1Fl6S JT"G T[GF jIlSTtJGL
5FZFXLXL K[P 8 [JMG] \  VFUFCL ;}RS D}<I K[P DF6;G] \
VD]S 5|SFZG]\ JT"G V[GL 5F;[ 5]Go HMJF D/X[ S[ GlC T[GL
BAZ T[GL 8[J 5ZYL 50[ K[4 HMS[ DG]QIGF\ AFæ JT"G p5ZYL
jIlSTG] \  jIlSTtJ DF5L XSJFGM NFJM Y. XS[ GlCP
;FDFgI ZLT[ B}A H DFIF/] TZLS[ VM/BFTF VFRFI" VD]S
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lJnFYL"G[ HMTF\ H S|MWFIDFG Y. HFI V[J] \ AGL XS[P
DGMJ{7FlGS S;M8LVMG[ VF56[ XlSTS;M8LVM VG[
,F1Fl6STF S;M8L V[D A[ 5|SFZ HMIFP 5Z\T] S[8,FS ,MSM
S;M8L JF5ZJFGF C[T] 5|DF6[ DGMJ{7FlGS S;M8LVMG]\
JUL"SZ6 SZ[ K[ H[JL S[ l;lä S;M8LVM l;läGF DF5G DF8[4
VlEIMuITF S;M8LVM H[ T[ 1F[+GL VlEIMuITF HF6JF DF8[
J,6DF5G S;M8LVM H[ T[ lJQFI4 J:T] S[ jIlST 5|tI[ UDM S[
V6UDM NXF"JF DF8[4 lGNFG S;M8L H[ T[ 1F[+DF\ jIlSTGL
GA/F.VM HF6L p5RFZFtDS SFI" SZJF\4 jIlSTGL GJF
;\HMUMDF\ VG]S},G ;FWJFGL XlST4 lR\TG SZJFGL XlST
JU[Z[ DF5J] CMI TM A]läS;M8L VF5JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P jIlSTG[
VD]S lJQFI S[ 1F[+DF\ S[8,M Z; K[ T[ HF6JF Z; ;\XMlWGL
VF5JL 50[P jIlSTGF jIlSTtJGF H]NFvH]NF 5F;F V\U[ ;}h
D[/JJL CMI TM jIlSTtJDF5G S;M8L VF5JL 50[P VFD4 C[T]
VG[ p5IMULTFGL ãlQ8V[ DGMJ{7FlGS S;M8LGF VG[S 5|SFZ
K[P
• S;M8LGL ZRGF VG[ 5|DF6LSZ6
!P C[T]VM GÞL SZJF
SM.56 5|DFl6T S;M8LGL ZRGF SZTF 5C[,F4 SIF C[T];Z
S;M8LGL ZRGF SZJL K[  T[GL :5Q8TF SZL ,[JL plRT U6FIP
NFPTP WMZ6 &GF\ lJnFYL "VMGL U]HZFTL EFQFF XlST
HF6JL4 DFwIlDS XF/FGF \ lJnFYL "VMGF ;\:S'T lJQFI
5|tI[GF \ J,6M HF6JFP
ZP ;\S<5GFVM lJS;FJJL
S;M8LDF\ 5FIFGL ;\S<5GFVM S. K[ V[GL 5}J"WFZ6FVM  S.
K[ T[GL :5Q8TF CMJL VtI\T VFJxIS K[P NFPTP VlE~lR
;\XMWlGSF ZRJF DF\UTF CM.V[ TM Z;GF\ SIFvSIF 1F[+M
SIF SIF ;\NE"DF\ VFJZL ,[JFGF K[ T[GL :5Q8TF CMJL
HM.V[P
#P 5|FZ\lES 5|`GMGL ZRGF
5}J"[ YI[,F ;\XMWGM VG[ ;\NE";FlCtIGM VeIF; SZL H[ 38S
5Z S;M8L ZRJF DF\UTF CM.V[ V[ 38S 5Z 5MTFGM VG]EJ
VG[ VgI ;\A\lWT AFATMG[ wIFGDF\ ZFBL 5MTFGL IMHGF
5|DF6[ lJUTM S[ 5|`GMGL ZRGF SZJL HM.V[4 S;M8LDF\
VFJxISTF SZTF JW] lJUTM 5|FZ\EGF TASS[ ZFBJL4 H[YL
V\lTD S;M8LG] \  IMuI SN HF/JL XSFIP VF lJUTM S[
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5|`GMGL ZRGF SIF" 5KL lGQ6FT jIlSTVM 5F;[ T[GL RSF;6L
SZFJJLP 5|`GGL Sl9GTF S;M8LSFZ 5MTFGF VG]EJ 5ZYL
GSSL SZL XS[ K[P
$P 5}J"5|FZ\lES VHDFIX
B}A H GFGF ;D}C 5Z 5}J"5|FZ\lES VHDFIX CFY WZJLP
VFGFYL GA/L VYJF E},JF/L lJUTM XMWJL4 lAGV;ZSFZS
lJS<5M N}Z SZJF4 VtI\T VWZL S[ ;Z/ lJUT XMWJL4
;}RGFVMGL IMuITF HF6JL JU[Z[ C[T];Z S;M8LGL 5}J"5|FZ\lES
VHDFIX SZJLP
5P 5|FZ\lES VHDFIX
5|FZ\lES VHDFIX äFZF 5|tI[S 5|`G S[ lJUTG]\ Sl9GTF
D}<I VG[ E[N5ZB D}<I TFZJL XSFI K[P 5_@4 *_@ S[
)_@ VG[ AWF lJnFYL"VM S[8,F ;DIDF\ S;M8L 5}ZL SZ[ K[
T[ GM\WJFYL S;M8L DF8[GL ;DIDIF"NF GÞL SZL XSFIP
• lJUT lJ`,[QF6
s!f ;Z/TF D}<I
5|`G S[8,M ;Z/ K[ S[8,F lJnFYL"VM V[GM ;FRM HJFA VF5L
XS[ K[4 VG[ 5|:T]T 5|`G ;DU| S;M8L H[ DF5JF DF\U[ K[ T[G] H
DF5G SZ[ K[ S[ 5KL VgI S. m V[8,[ S[ —;FZFˆ S[ —GA/Fˆ
lJnFYL" JrR[GM E[N 5FZBL XS[ K[ S[ S[D m
TDFD pTZ5+MG[ S], 5|F%TF\SMGF pTZTF S|DDF\ UM9JL
p5,FPH]YGF Z*@ VG[ GLR,F H]YGF Z*@ pTZ5+M ,.
GLR[GF ;}+GM p5IMU SZL ;Z/TF D}<I XMWJ]\P
FV = RU + RL X 100
               2E
sZf E[N5ZB D}<I
E[N5ZB D}<I V[8,[ V[JM VF\S S[ H[ ;FZF VG[ GA/F
lJnFYL "GL TFZJ6L SZJFGL XlST NXF "J [ K[P S;M8LG] \
E[N5ZB D]<I XMWJFGL lJlJW 5wWlTVMDF \ ;Z/TD
HMg;GGF\ ;}+ D]HA GLR[ 5|DF6[ K[
D = RU - RL

  E
;FDFgI ZLT[ ;Z/TF D]<I _PZ_YL (_ JrR[ CMI VG[
E[N5ZB D]<I _PZ_ JWFZ[ CMI T[JL S,DM 5;\N SZJL
HM.V[P
s#f 5|`GGL V\lTD 5;\NUL
p5Z NXF"J[, ;Z/TF D}<I VG[ E[N5ZB D}<IG[ wIFGDF\
,. S;M8LSFZ V\lTD S;M8L DF8[GL S,DM 5;\N SZ[ K[P 5;\N
SZ[, S,DMG[ ;Z/TF S|DDF\ UM9JJFDF\ VFJ[ K[ V[8,[ S[
X~VFTDF\ ;Z/ S,DM ,. VFU/ HTF S|DXo Sl9G S,DM
UM9JJL VG[ S;M8LG]\ V\lTD :J~5 T{IFZ SZJ]\P
• DFGF\S 5|:YF5G
RSF;6L 5ZYL DFGF\S 5|:YF5G V[8,[ S[ DFGF\SM XMWJFDF\
VFJ[ K[P NFPTP JIDFGF \S4 JU"DFGF \S4 HFlTDFGF \S4
lJ:TFZDFGF\SP

• lJ`J;GLITF
S;M8LGL lJ`J;GLITF H]NLvH]NL ZLT[ XMWJFDF\ VFJ[ K[
s!f S;M8L 5]Go S;M8L lJ`J;GLITF
sZf ;DF\TZ :J~5 lJ`J;GLITF
s#f VW"lJrK[NG lJ`J;GLITF
s$f TFlS"S ;DFGTF lJ`J;GLITF
s5f U]6F\SGSTF" lJ`J;GLITF
s&f DF5GGL 5|DF6E},
• S;M8LGL IYFY"TF v 5|DF6E}TTF
s!f lJQFIJ:T] 5|DF6E}TTF
sZf 38S s;\S<5GFf 5|DF6E}TTF
s#f DFGN\0 ;\A\lWT 5|DF6E}TTF
VFD4 lJlJW ZLT[ S;M8LGL IYFY"TF XMWJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
H]NFvH]NF 5|SFZGL 5|DF6E}TTF XMWJF VF\S0FXF:+GF
lJlJW ;}+MGF p5IMU SZL XSFIP
DGMJ{7FlGS S;M8LGF 5|SFZ VG[ S;M8LZRGF VG[
5|DF6LSZ6GF ;M5FGM VF56G[ S;M8L ZRJF 5|Mt;FlCT SZL
XS[ K[P

;\NE"

 N[;F.4V[RPHLPVG[ N[;F. S[PHLP s!))Zf — ;\XMWGGL
5wWlTVM VG[ 5|lJlWVMPˆ VDNFJFN o I]lGJl;"8L U|\Y
lGDF"6 AM0"4U]HZFT ZFHIP

 N[;F. S[PHLP sZ___f —DGMJ{7FlGS DF5GcP VDNFJFN o
I]lGJl;"8L U|\Y lGDF"6 AM0"P

 XFC  lN5LSF  Eã[X sZ__5fP  — X{1Fl6S ;\XMWG ˆ
VDNFJFN  U]HZFT I]lGJl;"8L U|\Y lGDF"6 AM0"P
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¼f”k{kk ekuo thou dk vk/kkj gSA ekuo dk fodkl vkSj mUu;u f”k{kk ij gh fuHkZj gSA f”k{kk O;fDr dk fuekZ.k  Hkh
djrh gSA vkSj J‘axkj Hkh djrh gSA f”k{kk }kjk O;fDr viuh iqjkuh izo‘fRr;ksa esa “kks/ku rFkk ifjorZu djrs g, vius
dks iw.kZ ekuo ,oa lkekftd izk.kh cukus dk lkSHkkX; izkIr djrk gSAf”k{kk ckyd dk loZkfx.kZ fodkl djds mls rstLoh
cqf)eku ] pfj=oku fo}ku cukrh gSA mlh izdkj f”k{kk ds lkFk lkFk f”k{kk dks lgt o ljy cukus okyh lqfo/kk,as Hkh
mUufr ds fy, cgqr egRoiw.kZ Hkwfedk fuHkkrk gSA vkt dk ckyd vk/kqfud rduhdh ;qx dk ckyd gSA rFkk rduhdh
;qx eas fo|ky;ksa eas cgqr lh rduhdh rFkk rjg rjg ds lqfo/kkvksa dk mi;ksx fd;k tkrk gSA rks ckyd ds lokZxh.k
fodkl ds fy, cgqr vko”;d gSA HkkSfrd lqfo/kkvksa ds vUrxZr Vscy] dqlhZ] ia[kk] ykbV gh ugha vkrs vfirq fo|ky;
dh HkkSfrd lqfo/kkvksa eas [ksy] ifjogu] f”k{k.k fof/k;ka f”k{k.k lgk;d lkexzh vkfn lfEeyhr gSA tks fd fo|kfFkZ;ksa
ds lokZxh.k fdkl ds fy, cgqr egRoiw.kZ gSA f”k{k.k fof/k;ka rFkk f”k{k.k lgk;d lkexzh vxj fo|kfFkZ;ksa ds vuqdwy
gksrs gSaA rks fo|kfFkZ;ksa dks vius v/;;u eas ljyrk gksrh gSA blh izdkj [ksy dk eSnku [ksy lkexzh vkfn ckydksa ds
“kkjhfjd fodkl ds fy, egRoiw.kZ gS½
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izLrkouk
vkt lekt ds lkeus cgqr lh leL;k,a gSa] tSls& f”k{kk dk
fxjrk Lrj] ckyd dh v:fp] f”k{kdksa dh dk;Z larqf’V]
fo|ky;hu izHkko] ckyd dk fo|ky; ls iyk;u] fo|ky;
dh HkkSfrd lqfo/kk;sa vkfnA YkkbZczsjh ckydksa ds Kku o
muds ekufld fodkl esa cgqr ;ksxnku nsrh gSA ftles
miyC/k dbZ rjg dh iqLrdsa miyC/k jgrh gSaA ftlls
fo|kFkhZ lHkh fo’k;ksa ds ckjs esa rFkk v/;;u ls lacaf/kr
vU; tkudkfj;ksa dks vklkuh ls izkIr dj ysrk gSA fo|kfFkZ;ksa
dk ekufld tkWp gksus ls muds vkus okyh ijs”kkuh ls oks
eqDr gksdj vius v/;;u dk;ksZa dks fujarj vkxs c<krk
jgrk gSA fo|ky; es futh okgu gksus ls fo|ky; o
fo|kfFkZ;ksa dks cgqr ls dk;ksZa es vklkuh gksrh gSA fo|kfFkZ;ksa
dks fo|ky; es nh tkus okyh Nk=o‘fRr ls mudks izksRlkgu
tks feyrk gh gSA lkFk&lkFk oks bl /ku jkf”k dk mi;ksx
/ku ds vHkko esa dj vius v/;;u dks  vkxs Hkh tkjh j[k
ldrs gSaA bl izdkj lHkh lqfo/kk;sa fey dj fo|kfFkZ;ksa ds
v/;;u dks ljy cukrs gSA vkSj fo|kfFkZ;ksa ds “kkjhfjd
ekufld Kku dks lqpk: :i ls vkxs c<krs gSaA
leL;k dk dFku %&
vkt lekt ds lkeus cgqr lh leL;k,a gSa] tSls& f”k{kk dk

fxjrk Lrj] ckyd dh v:fp] f”k{kdksa dh dk;Z larqf’V]
fo|ky;hu izHkko] ckyd dk fo|ky; ls iyk;u] fo|ky;
dh HkkSfrd lqfo/kk;sa vkfnA Ckkyd fo|ky; es igys ogka
dh f”k{k.k lkexzh o lqfo/kkvksa ls vkdf’kZr gksdj fo|ky;
eas :fp ysrk gSA vkSj fQj og mldh nSfud fØ;k dk vax
cu tkrk gSA fdlh Hkh fo|ky; ds fy, mldh HkkSfrd
lqfo/kk,a] fo|ky; Hkou ls ysdj f”k{k.k lkexzh] is; ty
vkfn cgqr gh egRoiw.kZ Hkwfedk vnk djrs gSaA tks ckyd
ij o mldh “kSf{kd miyfC/k Hkh izHkkfor djrs gSaA ;g
tkuus ds fy, fd D;k fo|ky;ksa es miyC/k HkkSfrd lkexzh
dk fo|kfFkZ;ksa dh “kSf{kd miyfC/k ij izHkko iMrk gSA bu
lc iz”uksa dh ftKklk “kkar djus ds fy, “kks/kdrkZ us bl
leL;k dks fy;k gS %& ^^fo|ky;ksa dh HkkSfrd
lqfo/kkvksa dk fo|kfFkZ;ksa dh “kSf{kd miyfC/k eas
iMus okys izHkko dk v/;;u ^^
v/;;u dk mn~ns‘; %&
izLrqr y?kq”kks/k esa “kks/kdrkZus fuEufyf[kr mn~ns”;ksa dk
fuekZ.k fd;k %&
1- futh ,oa ljdkjh fo|ky;ksa es miyC/k HkkSfrd lqfo/

kkvksa dk v/;;u djuk A
2- futh ,oa ljdkjh fo|ky;ksa ds fo|kfFkZ;ksa dh “kSf{kd
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miyfC/k dk v/;;u djuk A
3- ljdkjh fo|ky;ksa ds fo|kfFkZ;ksa dh “kSf{kd miyfC/k

,oa fo|ky; eas miyC/k lqfo/kkvksa dk v/;;u djukA
4- futh fo|ky; ds fo|kfFkZ;ksa dh “kSf{kd miyfC/k ,oa

fo|ky; esa miyC/k HkkSfrd lqfo/kkvksa dk v/;;u
djukA

ifjdYiuk %& “kks/kdrkZ us leL;k dks ns[krs gq, fuEu
ifjdYiukvksa dk fuekZ.k fd;k gSAH•  futh ,oa ljdkjh fo|ky;ksa esa miyC/k HkkSfrd lqfo/
kkvksa es lkFkZd varj ik;k tk,sxkAH‚  futh ,oa ljdkjh fo|ky;ksa ds fo|kfFkZ;ksa dh “kSf{kd
miyfC/k esa lkFkZd varj ik;k tk;sxkAH3 ljdkjh fo|ky; ds fo|kfFkkZ;ksa dh HkkSfrd miyfC/k
,oa fo|ky; eas miyC/k HkkSfrd lqfo/kkvksa es laca/k ik;k
tkrk gSAH4 futh fo|ky; ds fo|kfFkZ;ksa dh “kSf{kd miyfC/k ,oa
fo|ky; eas miyC/k HkkSfrd lqfo/kkvksa es laca/k ik;k tk;sxkA
v/;;u dh ifjlhek %& izLrqr v/;;u dh fuEufyf[kr
ifjlhek,W gSa&
1- ;g v/;;u jk;iqj ftys eas fLFkr xqf<;kjh {ks= rd gh

lhfer gSA
2- bl v/;;u gsrq ljdkjh o futh mPp ek/;fed Lrj

dh fo|ky;ksa dk gh p;u fd;k x;k gSA
3- bl v/;;u gsrq fgUnh o vaxzsth nksuks ek/;e ds

fo|kfFkZ;ksa dk p;u fd;k x;k gSA
4- v/;;u esa vkBoha d{kk ds fo|kfFkZ;ksa ds izkIrkadks ds

vk/kkj ij mudh “kSf{kd miyfC/k dk ekiu fd;k
x;k A

5- bl v/;;u eas HkkSfrd lqfo/kkvksa o “kSf{kd miyfC/k
dk p;u fd;k x;kA

6- izLrqr “kks/k eas fo|ky;ksa es miyC/k HkkSfrd lqfo/kkvksa
dks tkuus ds fy, LofufeZr iz”ukoyh dk mi;ksx
fd;k x;k gSA

7- bl v/;;u esa xqf<;kjh {ks= esa fLFkr mPprj ek/
;fed Lrj ds 120 fo|kfFkZ;ksa dks U;kn”kZ es fy;k x;k
gSA ftldh vk;q 13 ls 15 o’kZ gSA

U;kn‘kZ%& tc fdlh tula[;k eas fdlh pj dk fof”k’V
eku Kkr djus ds fy, mldh dqN izfdz;k dks U;kn”kZ rFkk
pquh gqbZ bdkbZ;ksa ds lewg dks U;kn”kZ dgrs gSaA
izLrqr “kks/k v/;;u eas leL;k ds lek/kku gsrq xqf<;kjh
{ks= ds 6 mPprj ek/;fed Lrj ds fo|ky;ksa dks p;u
fd;k x;kA U;kn”kZ dk p;u ;kn`fPNdh fof/k }kjk djrs

 

fo|ky; Lkjdkjh fo|ky; futh fo|ky; ;ksx 
U;kn”kZ 60 60 120 

midj.k %& “kks/kdrkZ viuh “kks/k ifjYiukvksa ds i{k ;k
foi{k esa lk{; tqVkus gsrq ftu vk/kkjHkwr lk/kuksa dks
mi;ksx eas ykrk gSA os gh “kks/k midj.k dgykrs gSaA rFkk
mlh midj.k dk iz;ksx fd;k tkrk gS] tks izLrqr leL;k
ds lek/kku gsrq lokZf/kd fo”oluh; o oS/k gSA
“kks/kdrkZ }kjk izLrqr y?kq”kks/k izca/k ̂ ^fo|ky;ksa dh HkkSfrd
lqfo/kkvksa dk fo|kfFkZ;ksa dh “kSf{kd miyfC/k eas
iMus okys izHkko dk v/;;u^^ esa fo|ky;ksa esa miyC/
k HkkSfrd lalk/kuksa ds ekiu gsrq LofufeZr ,oa iz”ukoyh dk
iz;ksx fd;k x;kA HkkSfrd lalk/ku ekiuh esa fo|kfFkZ;ksa dks
dqy 40 dFku fn, x, gSaA izR;sd dFku gsrq nks Lrj fu/
kkZfjr gS] gkW@ugha A rFkk izR;sd Lrj ds fy, vad fu/kkZfjr
gSaA gkW ds fy, 2 vad rFkk ugha ds fy, 1 vad fn, tk;saxsA
bl izdkj fpfUgr dFkuksa ds vk/kkj ij mUgsa vad iznku dj
mldk ;ksx dj fy;k x;k A
fu’d‘kZ%& izLrqr y?kq”kks/k izca/k ^^fo|ky;ksa dh HkkSfrd
lqfo/kkvksa dk fo|kfFkZ;ksa dh “kSf{kd miyfC/k esa iMus okys
izHkko dk v/;;u^^ ds varxZr fofHkUu ifjdYiukvksa dk
fuekZ.k fd;k x;k ftuds fuEu fu’d”kZ izkIr gq,&
1- futh ,oa ljdkjh fo|ky;ksa eas miyC/k HkkSfrd lfo/
kkvksa esa lkFkZd varj ik;k x;kAdf = 118 ,   0.1 = 1.66   t= 26.8 ifjdYiuk lkFkZd
gSA
futh fo|ky;ksa eas HkkSfrd lqfo/kk dk Lrj ljdkjh fo|ky;ksa
dh vis{kk vf/kd ns[kk x;kA futh fo|ky;ksa esa fo|kfFkZ;ksa
dks dbZ lqfo/kkvksa tSls& projector smart classes
ds v/;;u dk;Z] laxhr dk Kku vPNh iqLrdky; vkfn
i;kZIr dbZ ,slh lqfo/kk;sa gSaA tks futh fo|ky;ksa esa rks
miyC/k gS ij ljdkjh fo|ky;ksa ij ugha gSaA
2- futh ,oa ljdkjh fo|ky;ksa ds fo|kfFkZ;ksa dh ‘kSf{kd
miyfC/k esa lkFkZd varj ik;k x;kAdf= 118,  0.1 = 1.66    t= 7.96  ifjdYiuk lkFkZd
gSA
futh fo|ky; ds fo|kfFkZ;ksa dh “kSf{kd miyfC/k ljdkjh
fo|ky; ds fo|kfFkZ;ksa ls vf/kd  ns[kh xbZA futh fo|ky;ksa
es fo|kfFkZ;ksa ds v/;;u ds fy, o v/;;u dk;Z dks ljy

gq, 6 mPprj ek/;fed Lrj ds fo|ky;ksa ls 120 fo|kfFkZ;ksa
dk p;u U;kn”kZ ds :i eas fd;k x;k gSA
U;kn‘kksZa dk fooj.k
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cukus ds fy, lacaf/kr HkkSfrd lqfo/kk;sa miyC/k Fkh ftudk
le; jgrs fo|kfFkZ;ksa us mi;ksx fd;k ogh ljdkjh
fo|ky;ksa eas bu HkkSfrd lqfo/kkvksa ds vHkko ds dkj.k
mudh miyfC/k es varj ik;k x;kA
3- ljdkjh fo|ky; ds fo|kfFkZ;ksa dh “kSf{kd miyfC/k o
fo|ky; esa miyC/k HkkSfrd lqfo/kkvksa esa laca/k ns[kk x;kAdf= 58,   0.01 = .354     r= 0.48  ifjdYiuk lkFkZd
gSA
Lkjdkjh fo|ky; ds fo|kfFkZ;ksa dh “kSf{kd miyfC/k ,oa
fo|ky; eas miyC/k HkkSfrd lqfo/kkvksa eas laca/k ik;k x;kA
fo|ky; es dksbZ f”k{k.k lkexzh miyC/k ugha gSA mldk
Kku ,oa mlds egRo o mi;ksx dks fo|kFkhZ ugha tku
ikrkA ftlls mu vHkko ds dkj.k mudk f”k{k.k o “kSf{kd
miyfC/k de gksrh gSA
4- futh fo|ky;ksa ds fo|kfFkZ;ksa dh “kSf{kd miyfC/k ,oa
fo|ky; esa miyC/k HkkSfrd lqfo/kkvksa esa lkFkZd laca/k
ik;kAdf= 58 ,   0.01= .354     r= 0.53 ifjdYiuk lkFZkd
gSA
futh fo|ky; ds fo|kfFkZ;ksa dh “kSf{kd miyfC/k ,oa
fo|ky; esa miyC/k HkkSfrd lqfo/kkvksa esa laca/k ns[kk x;kA
ogka ds fo|kFkhZ fo|ky; eas miyC/k HkkSfrd lqfo/kkvksa ds
miyC/k gksus ds dkj.k vk/kqfud rduhdh] Kku] laxhr v/
;;u vkfn ls lacaf/kr tkudkfj;ksa ls rFkk le; ifjfpr
gks tkrs gSaA vFkkZr~ le; ij lqfo/kkvksa ds miyC/k jgus ij
fo|kFkhZ mldk lnqi;ksx djrs gSA “kSf{kd miyfC/k c<rh
gSaA
lq>ko %& “kSf{kd izxfr] “kSf{kd Lrj rFkk jk’Vª& fuekZ.k
dks n`f’Vxr j[krs gq, fo|kfFkZ;ksa ds fy, fo|ky;ksa esa
HkkSfrd lqfo/kk;sa vko”;d gSA
vr% fo|kfFkZ;ksa ds fy, fo|ky; eas mudk f”k{kk Lrj c<kus
o lokZxh.kZ fodkl ds fy, fuEu lqfo/kk,a vko”;d gSaA
1- f”k{k.k laLFkkvksa eas LoPNrk] lqj{kk dks fodflr djukA
2- 6&14 o’kZ fo|kfFkZ;ksa dks fu%”kqYd f”k{kk rFkk mudks

fdrkc] isu vkfn lkexzh  miyC/k djkukA
3- fo|ky; eas mi;qDr izdk”k o gok dh O;oLFkk gksA
4- fo|ky; esa mi;qDr ubZ rduhdh dk iz;ksx”kkyk gksA
5- fo|ky; esa mi;qDr ykbZczsjh gks ftlls cPpksa ds

ikB~;Øe ds vykok] lkekU; Kku] izfr;ksxh vkfn
iqLrdsa miyC/k gksaA

6- fo|ky; esa ubZ rduhdh dk mi;ksx djds cPpksa dksLCD, smart class and projector vkfn ds

}kjk f”k{kk dh O;oLFkk gksA
7- fo|ky;ksa eas computer dh f”k{kk vfuok;Z gksuh

pkfg,A
8- fo|ky;ksa esa dqlhZ &Vscy] White board , desktask vkfn miyC/k gksA
9- fo|kfFkZ;ksa ds “kkjhfjd fodkl ds fy, lHkh rjg ds

[ksy dk vk;kstu le;&le; ij fd;k tk,A
10- fo|kfFkZ;ksa dh dyk dks fodflr djus ds fy,] mUgsa

laxhr] u‘R; vfHku; vkfn Hkh fl[kk;k tk,A
11- fo|kfFkZ;ksa  dks le;&le; ij Hkze.k ds fy, ,sfrgkfld

o “kSf{kf.kd LFky esa ys tkuk pkfg,A
12- fo|ky; eas feM&Ms ehy o “kq/n is; ty dh mfpr

O;oLFkk gksA
13- fo|ky; esa Nk=&Nk=kvksa ds fy, mfpr “kkSpky; dh

O;oLFkk A
14- fo|ky; eas le;&le; ij iSjsaV~l] Vhpj ehfVax dk

vk;kstu djukA
15- fo|ky; eas cycle stand and canteen dh O;oLFkk

gksA
16- fo|kfFkZ;ksa dks mfpr iq:Ldkj o Nk=o‘fRr dh O;oLFkk

gksA
17- le; ij laxksf’B;k o izfr;ksfxrkvksa dk vk;kstu

djukA
18- fo|ky; dk Hkou mfpr gks rFkk i;kZIr d{kk;sa o ,d

lkewfgd gky ¼lHkk Hkou½ gksA
19- fo|ky; dk futh okgu gks] ftlls vkikrdkyhu

ifjfLFkfr eas leL;k u gksA
20- le;&le; ij fo|kfFkZ;ksa dk ekfld LokLFk tkap

gksA
vuqdj.kh; v/;;u%&
“kks/kdrkZ }kjk p;u dh x;h leL;k ds vk/kkj ij fuEufyf[kr
{ks=ksa eas v/;;u fd, tk ldrs gSA
1- xzkeh.k {ks=ksa ds fo|ky; eas miyC/k HkkSfrd lqfo/kkvksa

vkSj ogkW ds fo|kfFkZ;ksa dh “kSf{kd miyfC/k ij iMus
okys izHkko dk v/;;uA

2- fgUnh ek/;e ds fo|ky; esa miyC/k HkkSfrd lqfo/kkvksa
vkSj ogkW ds fo|kfFkZ;ksa dh “kSf{kd miyfC/k ij iMus
okys izHkko dk v/;;uA

3- vaxzsth ek/;e ds fo|k;y esa miyC/k HkkSfrd lqfo/
kkvksa vkSj ogkW ds fo|kfFkZ;ksa dh “kSf{kd miyfC/k ij
iMus okys izHkko dk v/;;uA

4- xzkeh.k vkSj “kgjh {ks=ksa ds fo|ky; esa miyC/k HkkSfrd
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lqfo/kkvks a vkSj ogkW ds fo|kfFkZ;ks a dh “kSf{kd
miyfC/k ij iMus okys izHkko dk v/;;uA

5- iwoZ izkFkfed Lrj ds fo|ky; eas miyC/k HkkSfrd lqfo/
kkvksa vkSj ogkW ds fo|kfFkZ;ksa dh “kSf{kd miyfC/k ij
iMus okys izHkko dk v/;;uA

6- izkFkfed Lrj miyC/k HkkSfrd lqfo/kkvksa vkSj ogkW ds
fo|kfFkZ;ksa dh “kSf{kd miyfC/k ij iMus okys izHkko
dk v/;;uA

7- “kgj ds futh o ljdkjh fo|ky;ksa eas miyC/k HkkSfrd
lqfo/kkvksa vkSj ogkW ds fo|kfFkZ;ksa dh “kSf{kd miyfC/
k ij iMus okys izHkko dk v/;;uA

8- Xkzkeh.k futh o ljdkjh miyC/k HkkSfrd lqfo/kkvksa
vkSj ogkW ds fo|kfFkZ;ksa dh “kSf{kd miyfC/k ij iMus
okys izHkko dk v/;;uA

lanHkZ lwph

 ih-Mh ikBd&  f”k{kk euksfoKku i‘’B la- 3&5
 lqjs”k HkVukxj& f”k{kk euksfoKku] i‘’B la- 5&6
 MkW- vkj- ,- “kekZ& f”k{kk vuqla/kku ds ewy rRo ,oa

“kks/k izfØ;k  21&24] 194&203] 551&555
 MkW- ,-ds- dfiy&  vuqla/kku fof/k;ka i‘’B la- 35&37]

61&62] 114&115
 v:.k dqekj flag& euksfoKku] lekt”kkL= rFkk

“kks/k es “kks/k fof/k;k i`’B la- 217
 ljhu ,oa ljhu& “kSf{kd vuqla/kku fof/k;k la-

164&166] 132&135
 jeu fcgkjh] eqds”k “kekZ& f”k{kk euksfoKku i`’B

la-1&3
 MkW- vkj-,- “kekZ& f”k{kk vuqla/kku ds ewy rRo ,oa

“kks/k izfØ;k i`’B la- 791
 The Gazette of India – new Delhi August27/2009
 Rajiv Gandhi Shiksha MissionChhattisgarh www.google.com   26/12/14
 Ldwy dh lqfo/kkvksa vkSj vU; flohy dk;Z esa lq/kkj&www.google.com  15/12/2014
 dgha ykbZcszjh eas fdrkcsa ugha] dgha [ksy eSnku] NRrhlx<]

nSfud HkkLdj jk;iqj  “kqØokj 16@01@15 i`’B
la- 14

 fudksy lh ,MoMZl ¼2006½ ̂ ^Ldwy dh lqfo/kkvksa vkSj
Nk= miyfC/kA

 [kku] ijohu] bdcky eksgEen] tqykbZ 2012 ̂ ^f”k{k.k
lh[kus dh izfØ;k eas HkkSfrd lqfo/kkvksa dh HkwfedkA

 MkW- ¼Jhefr½ Ihuoma ih  Asiabaka, U;q;kdZ lkbal
tuZy 2008 ^^ukbthfj;k eas Ldwyksa eas izHkkoh lqfo/kk
izca/ku ds fy, t:jrA

 csyksa] ,e- vkSj Loftness oh ¼2010½ ^^la;qDr jkT;
vesfjdk ds Ldwy lqfo/kk j[kj[kko^^A
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I Introduction
Branding began many centuries before the term
acquired its modern usage. Branding has long history,
both in India and around the world. In ancient Greece
and Rome branding was in use. In Middle Ages the
craftsman with specialized skill began to stamp their
mark on their food and marks distinguishing between
different suppliers became more common. In these
early days, branding gradually became a guarantee
of the source of product and ultimately it was used
as form of legal protection. As I have discussed above
the concept of mark used by the guild to demarcate
the quality of a product and source of manufacturer
of the same was very popular on those days. Modern
branding and the use of individual brand names has
its origin in nineteenth Century. The industrial
revolution and the consequent development of
advertising and marketing technique made the
selector/consumer of good to depend upon brand. In
Europe and United States the rapid increase in
population, the expansion of railway and newly
available product from domestic good such as home
medicine to electrical and mechanical device. With
the phenomenal growth of wealth and influence of
Multinational Corporation during last 20 years,
branding in its modern avatar have become the
integral part of business today across a wide range
of industry.
In order to understand the concept of branding we
are at first required to understand the concept of
product in today’s market oriented economy. From
time immemorial the product is bought in order to
fulfill certain particular need of the consumer. This is
known as core benefit and the part of product fulfilling
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the core benefit is known as core product. Over and
above this core product there are other factors related
to a product which is known as augmented product
which is the real determinative factor in today’s
market. In diversified market with variety of product
having same or similar level of core benefit the
consumers are actually confused to decide what
should be right for them and then comes the intangible
or augmented aspect of a product this ultimately
becomes the single determinative factor. Thus in
modern consumer market the core product along with
augmented  aspect lead to create some thing called
brand which is the leading factor in buying process.
II Legal protection available to protect the
brand
The creation of a distinctive brand image of the
product/service involves a judicious use of the IPR
tools that help to nourish a brand image, extend
products’ life cycle, provide a basis for international
expansion of the business, supported by legal
protection, for licensing, franchising, acting as a buffer
to survive market or product pressures, and also
allowing to lower cost of brand extensions.  It should
be appreciated that Trademark is legal concept and
remains valid over time so long as it is renewed and/
or used, whereas Brand is a marketing concept and
the brand profile or positioning may vary over time.
In several cases a brand is also registered as a
trademark as it adds value as it protects its other
inherent assets. Therefore those involved in business
of selling products/services must seek Trademark and
or Copyright protection of their distinctive signs, logos,
advertisements etc so that the consumer easily
identifies them with the products as origination from
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a particular source. The distinctive shapes or
ornamentation if any should be protected by design
registrations.
III Brand Stretching and marketing in
unprotected legal regime
The brands which attains popularity because of long
use are also used to represent the product or service
other than the original one. This is generally done by
the manufacturer himself. But by doing so he himself
exposes his brand to a lot of  imitations. And after
that it becomes very tough on his part to get protection
under existing intellectual property law. More over if
the licensee of a mark uses it for the purpose other
than prescribed uses, and the owner of mark remains
silent than also he will not be getting protection later
on. More over copy right can not be relied upon in
the case of one word , logo, slogan etc in all the
countries. So the most effective protection in case of
misuse of brand stretching is provided under
Trademark law. This is also having a lot of loop holes.
Let’s see one after another. First of all but not ‘in the
course of trade’ is generally not prohibited. The
protection granted to unauthorized use of a trademark
is same almost allover the world. In case of India for
example it talks about the infringement action in case
of unauthorized using the mark in respect of similar
as well as dissimilar good, but the use should be only
in course of trade. More over the mark itself should
have a lot of in built qualities, like they are not generic
or they are descriptive of the origin, they are not
explaining the qualities of a product, they do not
resemble with certain statutorily excluded mark. The
use of the similar marks in respect of dissimilar goods
is also prohibited, provided the following conditions
are fulfilled:-
a) the alleged infringing mark should be identical or

similar to the actual mark
b) the goods are dissimilar
c) the use has provided unfair advantage to the

alleged infringer.
d) The use is detrimental to the distinctiveness of

the original.
e) The use is effecting the reputation of the mark,

in India it is applicable in case of  reputed marks
only.

We should have to look at some very important case
laws in this regard. In Unidoor Ltd v. Marks &
Spencer plc1, which concerned the use of slogan
Coast To Coast on front of a T-Shirt, Justice Whitford
said “If I just had to decide whether the use of the
slogan in this way amounts to use as a trademark on
a sight of garment in question I have the gravest doubt
as to whether it would ever possible to peruse me
that this was in fact trademark usage.”  In this case
Whitord J’s opinion was that the traditional function
of a trademark is to indicate origin. Given that
defendant has clothing bearing the well known slogan
of the it was said as the defendant was not using it in
the course of trade so no infringement was caused.
Bravado Merchandising v Mainstream
Publishing,2 the matter was the publication of a book
entitled ‘A Sweet Little Myster –Wet-Wet-Wet –The
Inside story’. The plaintiff issued the proceeding based
on section 10(1) of TMA, which says that ‘a person
infringing a registered trademark if he uses in the
course of trade ,a sign which is identical with the
trade mark in relation to goods or services which are
identical with goods for which it is registered. The
defendant argued that the mark was not identical as
the typeface used was different to that registered,
and that the reference to Wet-Wet-Wet in title
indicates the subject matter of book which was pop
group rather than to suggest that the book was either
published the brand or endorsed by it. The contention
of defendant was accepted.
In Trebor Basset Ltd v The Football Association3

Justice Ratee refused to grant relief to the Football
Asso. For trademark infringement, on the ground that
its trademark was reproduced by the plaintiff on
cigarette card depicting England Player wearing their
England T-shirt. In his view, the mark was not used
in relation to the goods. In fact it was not being
reproduced by the plaintiff at all, except as incidental
to their reproduction of picture of football players.
The judge was clearly opined that the Trebour Basset
was definitely not using the trademark in respect of
card.
In Baywatch Production Co v The Home Video
Channel Ltd,4 which concerned the alleged
infringement of the registered trademark Baywatch
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(covering inter alia videotapes) and Babe watch (in
connection with the broadcast of pornographic
television program, said to be a parody of plaintiff
program), deputy judge Crystal QC held that the 2
marks were not similar on the basis that there was
no evidence of confusion. His finding was based on
the premise that the concept of similarity imported
into section 10(3) the concept of likely hood of
confusion.
In Premier Brand UK Ltd v Typhoo,5 Justice
Neuberger rejected the suggestion that ‘without due
cause’ meant bonafide since this would mean that
brand owners would be unable to stop use of the sign
by an ignorant third party simply because the mark
was innocently adopted. An assessment of the
knowledge or subjective intentions of defendants was
therefore rejected. Instead applying a purposeful
construction to the phase judge held that it meant
that the defendant had to show not only that the use
of the sign was with due cause, but also that the
advantage or detriment suffered were not without
due cause.
In Oasis Stone Ltd Trademark Application Case6,
the applicants sign was identical to opponents
Eveready mark originally used on batteries. The
defendant was seeking to registrar the sign in
connection with contraceptives including condoms.
It was held that the use of the mark on condoms
would not in itself be sufficient to detrimentally effect
the distinctive character or repute of the mark.
Thus from the discussion above it can be said that, in
order to prove the unauthorized use of a mark so
many things are required to be proved, and the
acceptance of proof completely depends upon the
discretion of the court.
IV Conclusion and Suggestions
We have seen from the earlier discussion how
important the brand is for today’s commerce. We
have also seen the amount of protection it receives
from the traditional legal system is not at all sufficient
to protect the contemporary concept of brand in its
true sense. Let’s see the loopholes of present day
legal system. Given the current interpretation of
current legal system through out the world, and the
scope of passing off action protection is said to be

lacking in respect of following aspects:
(i) Product Simulation: The actual appearance
of a of a branded products tends to receive limited
protection under the law of copyright, design ,
trademark and passing off. Particularly the source is
either no distinctive of the source or the mark or
design or image is functional in nature. In many cases
it becomes very tough on the part of plaintiff to prove
the fact that the defendant actually has substantially
copied the matter and not merely has taken the idea.
Thus though the modern day trademark legislation
all most all over the world has provided the protection
in respect of three dimensional shape, logo, label etc,
and though the copyright laws throughout the world
protect such thing as the subject matter of copyright,
the whole concept of brand including the intangible
part can not be protected by the present day legal
system. More over even in spite of the fact that the
features of a particular mark/ image/ name related
to a product is unique and sufficiently reminding the
consumer of it’s source will not get protection as it is
getting the protection under Patent or Registered
Design Act.
(ii) Using the similar mark for dissimilar goods:-
using the identical or similar mark for dissimilar good
will not attract any legal contrivance, unless it is
proved that the consumer is getting confused as to
the origin of good. Or no proof of gaining unfair
advantage of unfair advantage is proved on the part
defendant.
(iii)  Moreover even if the confusion on the part
of consumer was proved than even, in the case of
passing off the award is not received unless and until
it is proved that the original work has attained
sufficient level goodwill or distinctiveness.
Than again we will have to remember that Paris
convention is not protecting the modern concept of
brand as such. It at the most, is protecting any right
of a trader from Unfair Trade Practice. Now in order
to get protection under new legislation it should be
shown that the intangible rights comprising in the
concept of brand is all together required protection
to prevent Unfair Trade Practice. Than it can easily
have the support of the Paris Convention. But the
main problem in preparing any such law is that the
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intangible concepts or emotional attributes of brand
which will be a part of the definition clause of new
enactment are not protected by Berne Convention,
and this aspect of Bern Convention is also upheld by
TRIPs as TRIPs is also upholding the provisions
provided under Berne Convention. Article 2 of TRIPs
is declaring all the rights defined at Article 1 to 21 of
Berne Convention applicable even post TRIP. Though
all these above mentioned conventions give the
member states to give more extensive protection
setting up the minimum standard, these extensive
protection can never cross the basic philosophy of
the Conventions.
Thus from the whole discussion above, the thing
which the researchers conclude that the present
Intellectual Property Law regime is not fully equipped
to tackle the new and unique dispute arising out from
the imitation and misuse of brand. The main reason
is that none of the IP laws are giving a well defined
concept of brand neither any one of them is self
sufficient to deal with all aspect of brand. For later
part it can be said that the time has come when a Sui
generic IP Law should be brought in to protect the
concept of Brand.
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I  Introduction
Geographical Indications are a distinct form of
intellectual property rights. Like trademarks or
commercial names, GIs are distinctive signs which
allow the identification of products on the market.
They do not, however, protect products or production
methods as such, but, rather, confer to all producers
from a given geographical area the exclusive right to
use a distinctive sign to identify their products if they
possess a given quality, reputation, or other
characteristic attributable to their geographical
origins. TRIPS defines GI as, “indications which
identify a good as originating in the territory of a
Member, or a region or locality in that territory, where
a given quality, reputation or other characteristic of
the good is essentially attributable to its geographical
origin.”1 These are mostly geographical names such
as Darjeeling Tea, Patola Silk, Roquefort etc.
Prior to the TRIPS Agreement, source indications
with geographical significance comprised two
categories: appellations of origin and indications of
source. Appellations of origin signify not only the
geographical region from which products originate
but also specific features of the products which result
from the natural and human factors in their particular
locale.2 Indications of source merely state where the
product was made. The TRIPS Agreement created
a single category for such indications, For purposes
of this discussion, the TRIPS definition of GIs is the
most relevant. GIs are instruments designed to protect
a product’s reputation3 and differ from patents and
copyrights in that they are not specifically designed
to reward innovation. Rather, they reward producers
situated in a certain region who follow production
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practices and customs associated with that region.4

GIs reward goodwill and reputation created or built
up by a group of producers over many years and, in
this sense, operate to maintain traditional knowledge
and practices.5 GIs benefit consumers by providing
reliable information and assurances of authenticity
and, if used in a proper, well-protected way, can
become effective marketing tools of great economic
value.6

The purpose of this Article is, first, to describe how
the WTO strives to secure effective protection for
GIs, and, second, to explore the prospects for further
development based upon these ongoing negotiations.
In order to accomplish these objectives, the Article
first review the international protection of GIs prior
to and under the TRIPS Agreement. The Article then
concludes by arguing in favor of further GI protection
and for WTO Members to shoulder their
responsibility by providing greater protection for GIs.
Doing so ensures that TRIPS remains an effective
multinational treaty and sets an example for
compliance by other Members. This compliance would
be particularly helpful for developing countries which
are becoming aware that products identified with their
country, or a given region within their country, can
contribute mightily to their economic development.
II. International Protection of Geographical
Indications Prior to the TRIPS Agreement
 As stated in Section I, prior to the TRIPS Agreement,
the Paris Convention, Madrid Agreement, and Lisbon
Agreement were the only noteworthy international
treaties which provided GI protection. Unfortunately,
the Paris Convention suffered from vagueness in
terms of GIs, while the Madrid and Lisbon
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Agreements suffered from limited memberships.
 A. The Paris Convention
 The Paris Convention addressed for the first time
the issue of international protection of geographical
indications, but that protection is very limited.  Article
1(2) specifically includes as part of the industrial
property protected by the Convention two types of
geographical indications, indications of source and
appellation of origin, but defines neither. Under Article
2 of the Convention, the two types of geographical
indication also benefit from national treatment.
However, such national treatment only affords
protection to geographical indications at the same level
that the law of the member country grants to its
domestic geographical indications. Therefore, the fact
that geographical indications enjoy the same national
treatment as other industrial property rights under the
Paris Convention is of little value to a foreign member
country if the protecting country does not have laws
protecting geographical indications, or if the domestic
protection is weak.
 Although Article 10 of the Paris Convention solely
concerns geographical indications and provides for
border measures against the importation of goods
bearing false representations of origin, the Agreement
does not define what constitutes a false
representation. Article 10bis(3) was added to the
Paris Convention in 1958.7 It prohibits indications of
the goods if they are “liable to mislead the public as
to the nature, the manufacturing process, the
characteristics, the suitability of their purpose, or the
quantity of the goods.”
 B. The Madrid Agreement
 The Madrid Agreement provides specific rules for
the repression of false and deceptive indications of
source, thus exceeding the level of protection given
to GIs by the Paris Convention. Members having
signed this agreement agree mainly to implement
border measures and prevent the dilution of GIs into
generic terms. The Madrid Agreement was amended
in 1934 by adding Article 3bis, which prohibits the
use of false representations on the product itself and
in advertising or other forms of public
announcements. In addition to providing more specific
protection, the Madrid Agreement included

controversial areas of protection, most significantly
Article 4, which prohibits Members from treating GIs
of wines as generic terms. However, few states
signed the Madrid Agreement due largely to its
expansive view of GI protection; several Paris
Convention Members preferred to enter into bilateral
agreements with the purpose of protecting GIs
internationally. Due to its weak support, the impact
of the Madrid Agreement has been minimal.
C. The Lisbon Agreement
The Lisbon Agreement was another attempt to foster
higher protection of geographical indications than the
Paris Convention.  The Lisbon Agreement did not
limit the protection of geographical indications to
border measures, as was the focus for both the Paris
Convention and the Madrid Agreement. Instead, the
Lisbon Agreement adopted a registration system
comparable to that of trademarks. Article 2(1) defines
“appellations of origin” by borrowing the French
interpretation of “appellations d’origine,” and prohibits
the use of indications where the quality and
characteristics are “due exclusively or essentially to
the geographical environment, including natural and
human factors.” Protection is only available, however,
if these appellations of origin are “recognized and
protected as such in the country of origin.” Under
the Lisbon Agreement, these appellations of origin
are registered at the International Bureau of
Intellectual Property, an agency of the World
Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO).
III. Protection of Geographical Indications under
the TRIPS Agreement
The treaties signed under the WIPO incur similar
difficulties: either the scope of protection remains
undefined and effective protection depends upon the
good will of each Member country, or the agreement
requires a standard of uniformity that is simply non-
existent. The three previously-discussed agreements
demonstrate how difficult it has been to strike a
balance on the appropriate level of GI protection
which would find support by a broad consensus of
the international community. However, these
agreements set the stage for the more successful
TRIPS Agreement. The Uruguay Rounds of the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)8
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provided the opportunity to include GIs in an
international agreement that would guarantee
protection.
 One of the features of the TRIPS Agreement at the
time of its adoption was that not all categories of
intellectual property rights regulated therein had the
same degree of legal or doctrinal development nor
the same degree of acceptance among countries.  In
the case of GIs, the appropriate legal treatment and
level of protection continued to be fiercely debated
between WTO Members. Although the issue of
intellectual property was included in the Uruguay
Round at the very beginning,9 early proposals were
initially tabled by negotiators. In effect, the first texts
presented during the Uruguay Round negotiations
came to light almost a year after the Montreal
Midterm Review of the negotiation process in 1988.
According to the TRIPS Agreement, GIs are subject
to the same general principles applicable to all
categories of intellectual property rights included in
the Agreement, primarily the “minimum standards,”
the “national treatment,” and the “most-favored-nation
clause.” Apart from these, Section 3 of the TRIPS
Agreement regulates the availability, scope, and use
of these intangible assets. The structure of Section 3
is quite simple and clear. Article 22 mandates that
Members should refuse or invalidate the registration
of a trademark which contains or consists of a GI,
but only if such use of the trademark would be
misleading. Moreover, there is no obligation to protect
GIs which are unprotected in their country of origin
or have fallen into disuse in that country. Thus,
protection abroad is dependent on continuing domestic
protection. In addition to the general protection
contained in Article 22, Article 23 accords additional
protection for wines and spirits.
IV Conclusion
The analysis of the TRIPS Agreement’s provisions
emphasizes that it offers legal instruments for the
protection of future GIs while also protecting the illegal
use of GIs already in use before the TRIPS
Agreement went into effect. Although these
provisions undoubtedly represent a considerable
improvement in international protection with respect
to that which existed under WIPO, TRIPS did not

create a complete system for the international
protection of GIs. Quite the contrary, these provisions
continue generating considerable legal uncertainty.
This is also true with regard to the existing imbalance
between protection levels, leading to an additional
level of GI protection for wines and spirits, as
compared to other products.
Additionally, the assistance of GI protection to
traditional knowledge would be vital. Undoubtedly,
expansion of the full scope of the TRIPS GI regime
is an effective demonstration of the relevance of the
Agreement to their economic circumstances.
Resistance to this extension may communicate an
unfortunate message to those countries about the
political reality of the international intellectual property
rights regime.10 Therefore, WTO members should
accept their responsibility to provide greater
protection for GIs. By doing so, they will assist in
ensuring that TRIPS remains an effective
multinational treaty by setting an international example
for compliance.
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Pharmaceutical Industry is one such industry where the pricing is based on the availability know-how by
which medicines manufactured. Thus, if any know-how is under patent protection then the manufacturer of
such medicine has to obtain consent from the patentee in the form of license, which directly increases the
manufacturing cost of medicine, resulting in increased prices of medicine. Consumers of such medicine
need to fetch more for the medicines because of the existing monopoly right over the technical know-how.
Further the regulatory mechanism for approval of medicines also consumes a considerable period of this
patent period. Every medicine invented has to undergo a test to prove it efficacy, this is known as clinical
trial. Conducting clinical trial and then obtaining the permission to market is time consuming process. This
process actually shortens the available duration of patent monopoly for economic exploitation. Thus in
shorter span i.e., within 20 years of monopoly, the actual period available with patentee to monetarily exploit
patented invention is about 12 to 16 years. Thus within short duration period the patentee is under obligation
to recover the expenses incurred for the invention and also has to make profit. Thus leading to higher pricing
of pharmaceutical products. Patent law has the concept of compulsory licensing but the same cannot be
used in all the situations in a justifiable manner. Compulsory licensing is a tool used by the government where
a license is issued on behalf of patentee under certain circumstances.
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Introduction
The concept of Property what we know today is based
on the development of various principles and theories
under Institution of Property. Property in its earlier
form was developed based on the concept of
appropriation. Anything controlled by man with an
object of future appropriation, which received due
recognition by society through its non-interference in
such control, was considered as property. This
concept of property was limited to only tangible things.
But with the growth of science and technology any
new knowledge or know-how, which can be
converted in to some benefit, was considered as
property. One such form of property is the Intellectual
Property. Intellectual property right is a form of
property right recognized in an intangible things, such
as, an inventions, a trademarks, know-how, etc. It is
only a set of rights over a unique thing either invented

or expressed in some form.Law through IPR
regimerecognises people who contribute in enhancing
human knowledge by recognising certain rights under
different branches of IPR for certain duration.These
rights recognized by State are monopoly rights with
certain limitations. Patent is one such branch of
Intellectual Property Rights, where an inventor is
given monopoly to economically exploit his invention
for certain duration. In this duration of monopoly rights,
the inventor particularly the Patentee tries to recover
the expenses incurred in developing his invention and
tries to make profit out of it. Thus it is the duration of
monopoly which has direct nexus with the pricing of
commodities based on the invention for which a patent
is granted. Thus what we find is that shorter the
duration higher is the price and larger the duration
lower is the price.
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Pharmaceutical Patents:
The market size of Indian pharmaceutical industry is
around US$ 20 billion and is expected to grow to
US$ 100 billion by 20251. Among various opportunities
available to the Indian Pharmaceutical Industry, there
are few challenges too. Such as regulatory reforms,
infrastructure development, quality management and
drug price control. No doubt today the range of
generic product is increasing, but does generic product
remains of the quality as that of branded product,
does it maintains global standards are few questions
to be answered.  Here what the researcher analysis
is that, by extending the term of patent, many problems
will be solved. As the patentee maintains the quality
of the product and even the pricing of the drug can
be controlled.Drug pricing is an important aspect
when it comes to the protection of consumer interest.
Innovations made by pharmaceutical companies incur
huge expenditure, which needs be recovered, and this
is done by increasing the price of the drugs/medicine.
Among various other factors, delay in grant of
approval is on important factor, which compels the
pharmaceutical industry to increase the prices of the
medicines. In India Patent is granted for a period of
20 years from the date of application, which itself
will take around 4 to 5 years minimum for grant of
patent, then once patent is obtained the
pharmaceutical company needs to get the invented
medicine the necessary approval from the drugs
control department for marketing it as a medicine,
which also consumes lot of precious patent period.
Ultimately leaving only 8 to 10 years to market the
patented drug and recover the expenses made. Thus
the pharmaceutical company is under pressure to
increase the price of drugs.
In India a mechanism is developed for fixation of
drug prices. Government of India under Ministry of
Chemicals and Fertilizers through its National
Pharmaceutical Pricing Authority, fixes prices of
drugs by following the mechanism as mentioned in
the Drugs (Prices Control) Order, 2013. This order
issued is in compliance with section 3 of the Essential
Commodities Act, 1955 and the Drugs and Cosmetics
Act, 1940. The maximum retail price is fixed by taking
into consideration all aspects involved, from

procurement of the raw material to the taxes, which
also includes the cost incurred for procurement of
patented technology. The prizes fixed are revised
every year2. In accordance to the National
Pharmaceutical Policy of 2012, the drug prices are
fixed by taking into consideration the average price
of similar drugs and the market share of other
pharmaceutical companies. The prices has to also
comply with the National List of Essential Medicines,
2011. Since patent is granted to new inventions, we
find that there are no competitors and the average
price as considered for fixation of maximum retail
price would be obviously higher.
Thus is countries like Japan and USA have given
due recognition to the patent and have extended the
term of patent protection to pharmaceutical companies
so that the average pricing of the drug and the
procurement costs brought down, making the
patented medicine available at much lesser price.
Consumer Interest:
Protection of consumer interest is paramount task of
every government and for the same every State
adopts some mechanism. President John F. Kennedy
in his speech had stretched on protecting consumer
interest. It is believed that 2/3rd of earning in economy
is spent by consumers, thus putting obligation on State
to protect the interest of consumers. What amounts
to consumer interest and how to protect it is bigger
question? But it is identified that by protecting few of
the aspects associated with consumer such as right
to choices and regulation of pricing etc., protection
of consumer interest is possible. Consumers who
purchase medicine are largely depending on the
limited choices as provided by the pharmaceutical
industry and are depending on the prices fixed by
them. There are various factors taken into
consideration when it comes to fixation of price of a
medicine. One such factor is the R & D expenses
made by the pharmaceutical industry, which
includes,the licence fee paid to obtain necessary
technology (know-how) from the patentee.
Increase in pricing is because of the availability of
the limited duration, in which the patentee has to
recover the expenses.  Thus the industry adopting
the patented technology or who is obtaining licence
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from the patentee has to bear extra expenses in
obtaining the technology, which directly increase the
end product by putting all the extra burden on ultimate
consumer. Thus, it can be observed that lack of
sufficient time to the pharmaceutical patentee to
recover the expenses incurred in invention leads to
higher pricing in end product particularly in
pharmaceutical products such as medicines.
Researcher in this paper has analysed the present
situation with a hypothesis that, ‘longer the period
of patent, lesser will be the pricing of end
product’. This hypothesis is developed based on
recent development in patent law in different
countries, who have extended the period of
pharmaceutical patents.
There is another concept associated with patent term
extension, that is, the concept of data exclusivity.
Concept of data exclusivity prevents other generic
pharmaceutical companies from obtaining the
research data of patentee’s invention after the laps
of patent period, thus preventing generic
pharmaceutical company from manufacturing a
medicine which is equivalent to the patented medicine
by utilizing some different procedure. Manufacturing
of bioequivalent medicines of equal efficacy is only
possible to generic pharmaceutical company, when
the relevant research data of a patented medicine is
available to them. Thus, the work of generic industry
is not to do research and invention, but to identify the
equivalent components of patented medicine which
actually works like a patented medicine. The concept
of data exclusivity prevents such generic
pharmaceutical company from obtaining research
data. Date exclusivity is in favour of pharmaceutical
companies and there is nothing to consumer. Instead
of protecting interest of pharmaceutical companies
through data exclusivity, such patentees should be
granted with patent term extension, to the extent of
loss of period suffered by them in obtaining necessary
legal regulatory approval. Say for example, if a
pharmaceutical company after obtaining patent
spends 3 years of time in obtaining marketing
permission from drug control regulators, such time
should be extended, that is patent period plus the time
spend ( 20 year + 3 years). Effect of this mechanism

will be on the consumer as the patentee is in no hurry
to recover the expenses made for the research.
Patent Term extension
There are various reasons which justify the need of
patent term extension. Following are few of the
reasons identified.
· Considerable delay in grant of patent: Patent is
granted after verification of the invention. This is done
by prior art search for uniqueness followed by
publication of application for objection and then an
examination of the invention by experts. Then based
on the report of examination the registrar of the patent
grants the patent, if everything is as per the patent
law. But this process takes lot of time. A patentee is
granted patent from the date of application and not
from the date of actual grant. Suppose the patent is
granted after 4 years from the date of application
that means the inventor gets only 16 years of period
for monetary exploitation of his inventions.
· Time required for complying other legal regulations:-
Similarly, when a pharmaceutical product, that is, a
medicine is patent, it is not only the time consumed
for obtaining the patent is lost but also the time
required to obtain the approval from the registrar of
the drugs and cosmetic, which is usually 2 to 3 years.
In total the
Patent term Extension in different countries
Australia: Australian Patent Act, 1990 has specific
provisions3 for extension of patent terms.
Section 70 of Australian Patent Act, 1990 deals
extension of patent terms on certain conditions. The
conditions mention under section 70 are apt and
recognizes the time required in obtaining regulatory
approval of pharmaceutical products included in the
Australian Register of Therapeutic Goods. The
section states that there should be a minimum 5 year
of difference between the date of patent application
and the date of regulatory approval of the patent
subject matter as pharmaceutical substance. Thus if
any regulatory delay which is less than 5 years, the
benefit of section 70 is not available and if the delay
is 5 years or more than 5 years in obtaining regulatory
approval then the same is returned to patentee under
this provision. This ultimately protects the ultimate
consumer as the patentee is will not put higher price
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to pharmaceutical substances in order to recover his
expenses.
This section 70 imposes various restrictions for
extension of term of patent, such as, the substance
for which the patent is obtained should be a
pharmaceutical substance, details of such substance
should be disclosed in the patent specification and
the claim over it should fall within the claims as
mentioned in patent application. Extension of term of
patent is calculated as per section 77 and is not more
than 5 years. Before extension of term of patent an
opportunity is given to public to file objection if any
and once the patent term is extended the patentee is
granted limited rights over it (section 78)
This system developed in Australia extends patent
term for pharmaceutical products should be adopted
in India in order to protect the interest of
pharmaceutical consumers.
Japan:
In Japan the patent system allows extension of patent
term under Article 67 (2)4. This provision of extension
of patent term is available to such patentees who
lose their valuable patent period in obtaining necessary
approvals from government at the time of clinical trials
and before marketing of pharmaceutical products.
The objective of Japanese Patent system is to make
good the loss of time suffered by the patentee in which
the patentee could have monetarily exploited invention.
It grants maximum of 5 years of patent extension.
The patent system identifies the difference between
non-pharmaceutical products and pharmaceutical
products. Marketing of non-pharmaceutical products
does not take much time as there is no much regulatory
compliance as compared to pharmaceutical products,
where clinical trial reports and compliance of
standards for drugs/medicine is prerequisite.
USA:
The US Patent system under section 155 of Title 35
allows Patent term extension for such compositions
or process which are subjected to a regulatory review
by the Federal Food and Drug Administration. Under
this system a patentee or his heirs or any person being
the assignees shall notify the director of patent within
ninety days from the date of approval by regulators
of a product or process covered under Federal Food,

Drug and Cosmetic Act. The purpose of this system
is to restore the lost period for the monetary
exploitation of patented invention. This patent system
followed in US is directly protecting the interest of
pharmaceutical consumers.
Indian Position:
In India Patent is regulated through the provisions of
Indian Patent Act, 1970. Here the patent is granted
if it is not falling under anyone of the restrictions
recognized under section 3. The essential conditions
for grant of patent in India are four, i.e Novel,
Uniqueness, Non-Obviousness, and Utility (Industrial
Utility). After the amendment of 2005 both product
and process patents are granted in India. With the
grant of product patents there is rise pharmaceutical
patents. Pharmaceutical companies both National and
International have started applying for grant of patent
in India. Few companies tried to renew their patent
of pharmaceutical substances which the Indian
Supreme Court (Novartis case) rejected and said that
ever greening patent is not available under Indian
Patent Act, 1970 specifically under section 3(d) of
Patent Act, 1970.
Looking at the exploitation of patent by the
pharmaceutical companies India for the first time after
the enactment of Patent Act, issued its first compulsory
licence in 2012 in Bayer Corporation case. This is
the first case were the Supreme Court upheld the
rights of consumers over the rights of the Patentee.
This act of Supreme Court threatened prospective
pharmaceutical companies who desired to obtain
patent over their invention in India.
Indian Patent system is developing and it is right time
to incorporate the concept of patent term extension,
looking at the time required to comply with the legal
requirement particularly in the pharmaceutical sector.
We can learn and adopt the mechanism as recognized
and adopted by Japan and USA. Patent period should
be extended only to the extent of the loss of time
suffered by the patentee by making a proper
calculation of loss of period.
Implications of patent term extension over
India Pharmaceutical Industry and Consumer
Interest.
If the concept of patent term extension is recognized
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and adopted by the Indian Patent system, the following
implications can be expected.
· Since the Patentee is made available with extra
period of patent, the patentee will not try to recover
the research expenses by increasing the price of the
final product. Thus the interest of consumer can be
protected.
· There will be fair competition between the
pharmaceutical companies. Larger duration will
motivate the pharmaceutical companies to maintain
international standards and quality of drugs.
· There will be proper conduct of clinical trials drugs/
medicine before the approval. Time constraint leads
to adoption of unauthorised means/modes in
conducting clinical trials.
· Even though a foreign company obtains a patent in
India over a drug/medicine, the company would be
made to adhere to price fixation standard and can
compelled to lower the prices of medicines.
· Companies will not try to re patent their invention
by making minor adaptation and thus we can
effectively avoid ever greening of patent.

· No need to issue compulsory licenses as the
companies with larger period of protection who
obviously keep the price of the medicine much lower
compared to a situation were less period of protection
is available.
Conclusion
In the light of above discussion the researcher states
that, protection of pharmaceutical consumer is
possible by adopting the concept of patent term
extension. It is suggested that such extension of period
should be done only once for a maximum period of 7
years or the actual loss of period as suffered by the
pharmaceutical company. By adopting this concept,
there will be no need to make provision for data
exclusivity. When developed countries have adopted
this kind of system and as such there is no restriction
under the TRIPS of WTO and WIPO, it should be a
problem for India in incorporating this concept.
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Intellectual:
Physician practice has evolved by a considerable in
the last 20 years in India.  From last two decades
practice of physicians has been evolved like anything.
Here the numbers of hospitals and multi-
specialtyclinics are increasing like anything. These
have decreased the conventional self-drug medicines
from local clinics.
Majority of the local clinics are habituated
practicing‘Pudiyas’ (tablets wrapped in paper or
plastic envelopes). Which means physicians practice
providing unlabeled medicines to the patients from
the clinic and they were proved to be cure the
diseases.  The self-drugdispensing has been reduced
markedly by last some years as the number of the
pharmacy stores have been mushroomed in the
vicinity of clinics.
These are the factors which haveled to decrement in
the usage of Physician’s sample. The physician’s
sample are free samples, though the cost of which
are added to the drug formulation cost which is
eventually borne by the patient. Thus, the patient
becomes a victim of a practice which seems to serve
limited function and provide little satisfactory
reasoning.With advertising highly restricted in our
country, this expenditure on a proportional basis may
amount to a huge sum in our country as well.
The present study is conducted with the objective of
finding out the purpose of PS as perceived by the
three main stake holders: the physicians, medical
representatives (MR) and the pharmaceutical
company concernedwith the reason of production of
physician sample and providing it to the healthcare
segment. The basic reason after providing the
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physician’s sample was Phase 4 B trails and which
has now no more than a tool of marketing. The
perception and discussion of each of the stakeholder
is done in detail.
Objective of research:
1. To know the real purpose of giving physician’s

sample
2. Directing the loops which has been the part of

pharmaceutical and the medico world since years
all through

3. To collect need of Physician’s sample from the
individual of pharmaceutical experts, physicians,
MRs, Chemists.

4. To get the idea about the utility and change this
occurs as the phase of the person changes in the
Pharma and medical world.

5.  To focus on the promotional budget of the
pharmaceutical companies and the percentage
of capital invested for physician’s sample

6. Overstock of physician’s sample and efficiency
of stored medicines.

7. To norm the practical difference on the treatment
with Prescription and PS.

ExplorationApproach:
 In our attempt to understand the true purpose of

PS in the context of modern practice era, we
devised a 3 perspective study involving practicing
doctors, medical representatives and executives
of the pharmaceutical industry.

 The study was carried with the help of interview
schedule in the 3 month period of June-July-
August 2012. The interview schedule was pre
planed.

 A through explanation and discussion behind
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the purpose of tacking survey was made clearer
to physicians, MRs, chemists and pharmaceutical
experts.

Sample selection and survey design:
The sample of doctors was chosen from the visit of
(a)B.J Medical College, Ahmadabad
(b) NHL medical College, Ahmadabad
(c) Ahmadabad dental College, Ahmadabad
(d) Privates clinics of doctors, Ahmadabad
100 doctors were selected on the basis of systematic
random sampling. 
 The doctors identified were from different

specialties including internal medicine, pediatrics,
orthopedics, surgery, dermatology, dentists,
obstetrics and gynecology, ophthalmology, ENT,
radiology, psychiatry and general practice. They
were subjected to a one-to-one interview. Each
interview took on the average 15-20 minutes.

 150MR were randomly chosen on the basis of
their departments and divisions. They were
selected when they were visiting and meeting
doctors from different medical specialties.

 It was carefully screened that the MR met the
doctors for providing free samples only and not
for any other incentive.

 8executives from 4 of the 8 prominent
pharmaceutical companies were chosen
randomly for interview. These included production
managers, quality assurance managers and zonal
sales manager, PMT member, Pharma Adviser,
Principal of a pharmacy college.

 The sample of chemist was prepared by visiting
various pharmacies of various areas of
Ahmadabad. The main focus was given to the
pharmacy nearer the Sample physician this can
make us to be prominent in the result.

 75 Chemists were visited and screened carefully.
Each interview took 20 minutes at least time. The
informal environment with the chemist was
always kept to be accurate on the findings and
results.

Hurdles Faced via Data Collection:
 Though pharmaceutical and Medical world is

interconnected, vast difference of opinion and
priority has been observed.

 Survey was typically made for the urban areas
only; there might be different practice at the rural
region.

 This can reflect only Indian pharmacy and medico
practices.

 Due to lack of time physicians made the
conversation so formal with little interest.

 Graduation from the other than pharmacy field
made MRs unaware about many of the basic
Pharmacy terminologies.

 Totally blame game to the other health care
professionals was observed.

Discussion:
 Our data shows that the purpose of PS was more

inadequate than the justification of its valid use.
Suggesting that 76% doctors believed that main
purpose of PS is to serve the poor patients, 86%
of whom agreed that the purpose is not served
effectively. While almost all the doctors used to
get regular visits and PS, only 45% of the doctors
accepted the PS.

 Most of the other 55% doctors believed that
underutilization is the most important factor in
their denial of acceptance. As many as three-
quarters’ of the doctors believed that the practice
is ineffective in serving the purposes it ought to.
Several of the interviewees highlighted that free
samples are dependent on the ‘pen power’ or
‘scalpel power’ of the doctor in question.

 Interviewees strongly believed that when a seller
whose basic objective beyond any shade of doubt
is just to promote sales, becomes the educator,
rationality is the first casualty.

 This is amply evident in the study  states that
patients with hypertension that are treated with
free drug samples are less likely to have their
hypertension controlled than are patients whose
hypertension is treated by the physicians’ free
choice of drugs.

 Pharmaceutical Company managers in their
interview suggested that the main purpose of the
PS is to create awareness about the brand name.
Many of them suggested that reception of
feedback from the doctor on the performance of
drug boosts their R and D and is important part
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of the Clinical Trial stage IV.
 On the contrary, only 1 out of the 4 managers

interviewed believed that the practice is ‘ethically
skewed’. The exact manufacturing practices of
PS could not be inquired but it was based on
strategies of marketing and promotion, targeted
mostly at doctors with higher ‘pen power’.

 An objection put forth by most MR was relating
to staff’s or doctor’s habit of taking sample drugs
home rather than giving to the patients. They also
believed that a national authority for screening
and monitoring of promotional data would be
effective in a large way to model ethically the
system of provision of free samples.

 Though all the MR believed that there is wastage
of the PS, 7 out of 10 believed it is serving the
purpose and some sort of underutilization is
inevitable. They suggested that utilization of more
than 50% of the sample is an indicator of efficient
use.

 On the other hand, 2 out of 10 MR suggested
that most doctors do not accept PS and the
practice will be out of fashion sooner than later,
they also believed that PS is a waste of raw
materials, efforts, and environment.

 More than 50% believed that the ideal way to
utilize these samples is to organize camps or
donate to trusts; they also believed sample
utilization is more effective in government
institutions than private clinics.

Discoveries:
 When Screened through Primary data,
 Majority physicians, MRs, Chemists mainly think

that the PS is provided to help poor and needy
and other major purpose is, it is a tool of marketing.
But

 Through secondary data, when one goes through
the science and the history the Physician sample
came in existence for Phase 4 trial.

 Phase 4 trial in other words is Post marketing
surveillance of the medication.

 Chemists as well as the MRs were agreed that
majority of the PS are waste of resources

 But when screened through secondary data more
than 29% of the promotional budget has been

spent for the PS. This includes the coast starting
from the manufacturing to reaching to the
Physician’s table.

 Many of the MRs were not from the pharmacy
or scientific field so they were unaware about
the basic drug storage and usage conditions.

 Misconception of using PS as marketing tool is
the major drawback here.

 Though PS are meant for physicians only majority
of the Chemists were having them but when
asked why they were unable to answer.

 No one from the surveyed people was so sure
about the effectiveness, efficiency or safety of
the PS.

 PS are not used for the standard treatment to
the disease as they do not prescribe the same
medication as PS.

Proposals:
We have deeply scrutinized all the interviews and

have studied all the primary and secondary data well.
Being Management Personal,
 29% of the firm’s promotional and marketing

budget has been used in PS starting from the
manufacturing, Q.A, Q.C., Packaging, Storage,
Distribution and transportation of PS.

 When the comparison is made for increase of
the sales because of the PS and no use of PS
with additional marketing activity, only PS were
unable to increase the sales.

 Thus rather than spending capital on PS,
pharmaceutical companies should spend capital
on other marketing tool.

 Pharmaceutical companies are already spending
lot of capital on promotional activity of the drug
or medicaments to the Physicians. In today’s era
PS to the physicians, pharmaceutical executives,
MRs has become only the formality as we bring
garland at our visit to anybody’s place. So avoiding
this formality by the pharmaceutics al industry to
physician industry can invest this capital in their
other activities.

 Pharmaceutical industry preferred PS due to text
free production of PS in the past. But when seen
today, government has also applied text even on
the production of PS.
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 As per my view, it covers 29% of the promotional
budget of the firm with addition of the 33.3% of
text by government on the production. So, it is
the waste of such a huge amount of capital just
for the formality which has been continued since
many years.

 Even if the companies manage in this capital and
can afford amount of PS physicians are also not
capable of storing these much amount of PS.
After some extend vaccines, enzymes, parental
and other medicaments are not stored properly.
So after expiry, wear, tear, breakage of the box
companies only have to bear all the cost of these
wastage.

 Pharmaceutical companies should spend this
capital directly for CSR. By this they gain name,
popularity and direct marketing of the brand. The
companies cannot directly market the medicines
but while CSR they can make this medicines be
in the remembrance of physicians easily.

 This promotional budget can be used for arranging
conferences to boost up R&D of the firm which
can make a worthy use of this capital

 Remembering the oath, the pudiyas which the
physicians make the equity of medication is not
maintained well. So, the effectiveness of the drugs
is totally not dependable.

 Rather than providing the PS in a small dosage
the full treatment or full course medication can
help the physicians cure well.

 This 29% budget of marketing can make the
drugs cheaper and even poor class of people can
get the benefit of health care.

 The unhealthy storage can be avoided if
pharmaceutical companies make a different
segment of storage.

 Instead of Physician’s sample concept of
Chemist sample can be more worthy. So, the
lower levels of the pharma professions also get
the benefit.

 Sometimes patients are also charged for PS, as
per my views the basic need to get a healthy life
should not be charged.

 If PS are not given many unethical practices can
be stopped like selling of PS, giving expired

medication to the patients, selling of medicines
to the chemist, wastage of medicines through
many ways.

Inference:
At the end,
 Health care is the professional responsibility of

pharmacists, physicians and social responsibilities
of management so,

 As per physician sample is concerned reduce the
number of PS can be done or ethically given only
to the poor patients.

 The saved 29% of the resources can be used for
CSR or reduction of the cost of each medicine.

 As pharmaceutical field is concerned with health
care, formality should be avoided to make the
patient get maximum health benefit.

 A real revolution is needed in the mind set of
healthcare professionals. As technology and
research which is being emerged day by day but
the traditional formality is yet not changed.

 The seminars are the only things which can make
the health care professionals be updated with the
knowledge.

 Thus, rather than wasting capital, and other
resources on physician’s sample companies
should use in other effective measures.

 This conflicting multi-perspective approach has
mainly arisen due to slow or probably no evolution
in the practice of giving physician’s sample (PS)
while the principles of medical practice have
changed substantially.

 I believe that this practice offers limited purpose
in the modern medical practice scenario. On
further critical analysis, I suggest that there should
be a national debate among the stake holders
including the patients to look into this matter as it
is concerned directly with the pubic interests and
money.

 Further rules and regulations should be
established to prevent any unethical or unlawful
way of business. An initiative taken by
professional bodies of doctors, MR and
consumers looking into information and modus
operandi related to the distribution of PS would
go a long way in preventing malpractices if any.
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THE EFFECTS OF RHYTHMIC ACTIVITY ON SELECTED
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PHYSICAL FITNESS PROFILE OF COLLEGE

GOING STUDENTS
This research included 30 Male student aged 17+ which made up the Experimental group, and 30 the control
group. The effects of a rhythmic activity on selected physiological parameters and physical fitness profiles
were studied. The experimental model of the recreational aerobic exercise model was realized six times a
week, over a period of six weeks, and the duration of each individual exercise was 60 minutes. The variables
used for physiological parameters were Blood pressure. Physical fitness profiles were accessed by using
the variables muscular strength, muscular endurance. For rhythmic activity, aerobic dance was considered.
The study was considered only for six weeks duration. The basic descriptive statistic parameters were
calculated for all of the results, and the difference between the initial and final measuring was determined by
‘t’ test. A statistically significant difference was found to exist between the initial and final measuring in
regards to the applied variables for the evaluation of Physical and Physiological variables of the subjects
belonging to the experimental group, while there were no statistically significant differences found in the
case of the subjects belonging to the control group. Group statistics and Independent t test analysis revels
that there is significant effect of rhythmic activity on the Strength endurance. And there was no significant
effect on the parameters viz. Explosive strength, Systolic B.P., Diastolic B.P.This research supports the
existing conclusions about the positive effects of rhythmic activity, on the condition that it is realized with the
appropriate intensity, length and duration.
Key words: rhythmic activity, aerobic exercise, functional abilities, recreation,

INTRODUCTION
Due to the high degree of automatization, modern
man is experiencing a high degree of inactivity which
is becoming an increasingly significant factor in the
appearance of a great number of illnesses. In these
current living conditions where technological
development has directed man’s activities from
physical to intellectual labor, modern man is
increasingly susceptible to a sedentary lifestyle. This
brings about a decrease in physical activity, and thus
leads to the endangerment of the health and normal
functioning of organs and systems of organs
(Hollmnan, 1992; Hollman & Hettinger, 2000;
Weineck, 2000). The threat to the health of   dentary
individuals is conditioned by a decrease in the
functioning of the locomotor, cardio- ascular, and

respiratory system, as well as other organs and
systems of organs. Physical inactivity and a sedentary
lifestyle have a very negative effect on almost allof
the systems of the human body, and especially on
cardiovascular functions (Fentem, 1992). The
decrease in the functional abilities of the human body
in the modern world, the development of hypertension
and obesity are just some of the problems which can
be solved by regular physical activity (Misigoj-
Durakovic et al., 1999).
Fitness centers offer a variety of aerobic exercises
to music as part of their exercise programs, in the
form of various organized physical activities. What
is characteristic about this kind of exercise is that all
of the participants in the aerobic exercise program
exercise to the same rhythm and to the same tempo,

*  L Pintoo
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and thus activate muscles of various parts of the body.
Taking part in recreational activities, or to be more
precise in systematic physical exercise, enhances the
harmonious functioning of all organs and systems of
organs, and influences the preservation of functional
abilities of the cardio-vascular, respiratory, endocrine,
locomotors and nervous systems. In addition, physical
activities which are performed during exercise have
a positive effect on the decrease of arterial blood
pressure and hypertension (Hagberg, Montain, Martin
et al., 1989; Duraskovic, 2002).
From the introduction of aerobic dance in the early
70’s, it has generally been regarded that the music
accompaniment to exercise provides an important
beneficial effect to the exercise experience. Many
health and fitness instructors regard the addition of
music to exercise similarly to an ergogenic aid, with
the removal of music or an inappropriate selection of
music as a sure bet to an unsuccessful class. Some
Sports Scientist like Hopkins, David R. (1990)
examined the effect of low-impact aerobic dance on
53 sedentary older women. After 12 weeks of dance,
subjects improved significantly on all functional fitness
components except motor control/coordination,
including cardio respiratory endurance, strength/
endurance, body agility, flexibility, body fat, and
balance. In another study Todd, C Davies made a
comparative study to find out the physiological
responses and rating of perceived exertion in two
modes of aerobic exercise in men and women over
50 years of age and found that %peak VO2,
%HRmax, and RPE were significantly higher for
aerobic dance than for walking.
The benefits of Rhythmic activity (aerobic dance)
toward the contribution to overall wellness have been
studied in a skewed manner. Numerous studies in
the past have examined the cardio respiratory benefits
of aerobic dance. Fewer studies have reported about
the effects on Physical Fitness. In this present piece
of research the effects of rhythmic activity on
selected physiological parameters and physical fitness
profiles on male students was studied.
METHOD & MATERIAL
The purpose of the study was to find out the effects
of rhythmic activity on selected physiological

parameters and physical fitness profiles on male
students. 60 male students age 17 + randomly selected
from C&S.H.DESAI ARTS AND L.K.L DOSHI
COMMERCE COLLEGE – BALASINOR DIST:
KHEDA,GUJARAT (INDIA). The subjects were
divided randomly in two equal groups. Group A (N-
30) and B (N-30). Group ‘A’ under went a program
selected Aerobic Dance and group ‘B’ was control
group. Group ‘A’ followed the program of instruction
for a period of 6 weeks and training was carried for
6 weeks. Measurement for various variables were
taken at the beginning (pre-test) and at the end of
experimental period, after six weeks (post-test). The
data was collected before and after six weeks of
experimental period by using standard tests. The
variables used for physiological parameters were
Blood pressure. Selected Physical fitness profiles
were accessed by using the variables muscular
strength, and muscular endurance. For rhythmic
activity, aerobic dance was considered. The study
was considered only for six weeks duration. The
equipment and facilities those are available in the
Physiology Laboratory of K.M.G Hospital-
Balasinor,Dist: kheda, Gujarat(India) was used for
the data collection.
SELECTED VERIABLES & TOOLS USED
PHYSIOLOGICAL PARAMETERS:
Systolic and Diastolic blood pressure measured in
mm/hg. By using Omron B.P monitor (digital).
PHYSICAL FITNESS PROFILE:
 Muscular strength was measured in Centimetres/
meters by standing Broad Jump, One Minute
maximum Sit–Up test was used for Muscular
endurance (measured in minutes).
RHYTHMIC ACTIVITY PRACTICES:
The selection of the Rhythmic activity namely, aerobic
dance included only five exercises standing, marching,
side to side, side to side double step, Knee up were
made on the basis of expert advice. The aerobic
dance practices selected for the study were accepted
as rational for the purpose of this study, as per the
available literature and expert guidance on theory and
practice of aerobic dance. The aerobic dance
practices were scheduled for group ‘A’ instead of
the daily physical training periods. The duration of
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various aerobic dance practices by the experimental
group were as follows.
TRAINING SCHEDULE:
Group ‘A’ practice selected five aerobic dance
activity in these student used to report in
C&S.H.DESAI ARTS AND L.K.L DOSHI
COMMERCE COLLEGE – BALASINOR DIST:
KHEDA,GUJARAT (INDIA). Uniform consisted T-
Shirt and Half Pants. The practice session was
conducted for the period of 60 minutes day for the
duration of six weeks.
ORIENTION PROGRAMMED:
1. Teaching of aerobic dance exercise practice
2. Teaching of exercise series and practice
EXERCISE DESIGN:
1. Training Schedule
2. Assembly
3. Warming up and stretching exercise 15 minutes
AEROBIC DANCE ACTIVITY:
1. 1st and 2nd weeks
· 16 count exercise
· Total Practices: 6 minutes, 7 repetitions = 42 minutes
· Total Rest: 1.30 minutes, 6 between each repetitions
= 1 minutes
2. 3rd and 4th weeks
· 16 count exercise
· Total Practices: 6 minutes, 8 repetitions = 48 minutes
· Total Rest: 1 minute, 7 between each repetitions =
7 minutes
3. 5th and 7th weeks
· 16 count exercise
· Total Practices: 6 minutes, 9 repetitions = 54 minutes
· Total Rest: .30 minutes, 8 between each repetitions
= 4 minutes
The dose of the practice for aerobic dance was 1st
and 2nd weeks six minutes seven repetition, 3rd and
4th weeks six minutes eight repetition and 5th and
6th weeks six minutes nine repetitions respectively
and the total time for the daily practice by the
experimental group was between 42 to 54 minutes.
The time for rest was between 1.30 minute, 1 minute
and 0.30 minute as prescribed by experts. All together,
the practices were schedule for one hour every day
in the morning.

TRAINING IN RHYTHMIC ACTIVITY
Experimental groups practised selected Five
Rhythmic Activity in the college ground specially
allotted for experiment of C&S.H.DESAI ARTS
AND L.K.L DOSHI COMMERCE COLLEGE –
BALASINOR, DIST: KHEDA,GUJARAT
(INDIA). The practice session was conducted for a
period of 60 minutes every Monday to Saturday for
the duration of six weeks.
RESULT & DISCUSSION
The difference in the mean gain of each group for
selected variable was tested for significance of
difference by ‘t’ test. The difference of initial and
final scores was taken into account. The level of
significance was set at .05 level of confidence.

Effect of rhythmic activity on explosive strength 
Table-1   Group Statistics Standing Broad Jump 
 GROUP N MEAN S.D SEM 

PRE-TEST SBJ EXPERIMENTAL 30 1.46 0.15 0.03 
 CONTROL 30 1.44 0.15 0.03 
POST-TEST SBJ EXPERIMENTAL 30 1.47 0.30 0.05 
 CONTROL 30 1.47 0.15 0.03 
 From table-1 of group statistic for standing broad jump

(SBJ) test, mean of pre-test of experimental group is
1.46 meter with standard deviation of 0.15 and that
of control group is 1.44 meter and standard deviation
of 0.15. Similarly mean of standing broad jump post-
test of experimental group is 1.47 meter and standard
deviation is 0.30 and that of control group is 1.47
meter and standard deviation of 0.15.

TABLE-2   INDEPENDENT SAMPLE  T  TEST 
 T DF SIG. 

(2tailed) 
Mean 

 difference 
PRE-TEST SBJ 0.33 58.00 0.74 0.01 
POST-TEST SBJ 0.02 58.00 0.99 0.01 
 From Table-2 of ‘Independent Sample T Test’ mean

difference of SBJ performance of experimental group
and control group is 0.01 meter, t value is equal to
0.33 at 58 degrees of freedom is not significant at
0.05 significance level. This suggests that there is no
significant difference between the pre-test mean of
experimental group and control group. This implies
that both the groups are homogeneous with respect
to SBJ performance at pre-test point. Similarly for
the post-test t value is equal to 0.02 at 58 degrees of
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freedom is not significant at 0.05 significance level.
This suggests that there is no effect of treatment on
the standing broad jump test performance i.e.
explosive strength of the subjects.

Effect of rhythmic activity on strength Endurance 
Table-3 Group Statistics 

 GROUP N MEAN S.D SEM 
PRE-TEST  SIT UPS EXPERIMENTAL 30 35.43 6.41 1.17 
 CONTROL 30 36.83 4.93 0.90 
POST-TEST SIT UPS EXPERIMENTAL 30 46.43 9.01 1.64 
 CONTROL 30 39.30 7.84 1.43 
 From Table-3 of group statistics for sit ups test, mean

of pre-test of experimental group is 35.43 with
standard deviation of 6.41 and that of control group
is 36.83 and standard deviation of 4.93. Similarly mean
of sit ups post-test of experimental group is 46.43
and standard deviation is 9.01 and that of control
group is 39.30 and standard deviation of 7.84.

TABLE-4 INDEPENDENT SAMPLE  T  TEST 
 T DF SIG. 

(2tailed) 
Mean 

difference 
PRE-TEST SIT UPS 0.96 58.00 0.35 1.40 
POST-TEST SIT UPS 3.28 58.00 0.00 7.13 
 From Table-4 of Independent Sample T Test’ mean

difference of sit ups performance of experimental
group and control group is 1.40, t value is equal to
0.96 at 58 degrees of freedom is not significant at
0.05 significance level. This suggests that there is no
significant difference between  the pre-test mean of
experimental group and control group.  This implies
that both the groups are homogeneous with respect
to sit ups performance at pre-test point. Similarly for
the post-test mean difference in the experimental and
control groups sit up performance is 7.13 and ‘t’ value
is equal to 3.28 at 58 degrees of freedom which is
significant at 0.05 significance level. This suggest that
there is effect of treatment on the sit ups test
performance i.e. strength endurance of the subjects

Effect of rhythmic activity on Systolic B.P  
TABLE-5    Group Statistics 

 GROUP N MEAN S.D SEM 
PRE-TEST 

Systolic B.P 
EXPERIMENTAL 30 113.00 3.37 0.62 

 CONTROL 30 113.50 3.26 0.59 
POST-TEST 
systolic B.P 

EXPERIMENTAL 30 113.69 2.60 0.45 

 CONTROL 30 112.87 2.49 0.45 
 

From Table-05 of group statistics for systolic B.P.,
mean of pre-test of experimental group is 113.00 with
standard deviation of 3.37 and that of control group
is 113.0 and standard deviation of 3.26. Similarly mean
of systolic B.P. post-test of experimental group is
113.69 and standard deviation is 2.60 and that of
control group is 112.87 and standard deviation of 2.49.

TABLE-6    INDEPENDENT SAMPLE  T  TEST 
 T DF SIG. 

(2tailed) 
Mean  

difference 
PRE-TEST   
Systolic B.P 

0.58 58.00 0.56 0.50 

POST-TEST 
Systolic B.P 

1.22 58.00 0.23 0.80 

 From Table-06 of ‘Independent Sample T Test’ mean
difference of systolic B.P. test performance of
experimental group and control group is 0.50, t value
is equal to -0.58 at 58 degrees of freedom is not
significant at 0.05 significance level. This suggests
that there is no significant difference between the
pre-test mean of experimental group and control
group. This implies that both the group are
homogeneous with respect to systolic B.P. test
performance at pre-test point. Similarly for the post-
test mean difference in the experimental and control
group’s systolic B.P. test performance is 0.80 and ‘t’
value is equal to 1.22 at 58 degrees of freedom which
is not significant at 0.05 significance level. This
suggests that there is no effect of treatment on the
systolic B.P. test performance of the subjects.

Effect of rhythmic activity on Diastolic B.P 
TABLE-7  Group Statistics 

 GROUP N MEAN S.D SEM 
PRE-TEST Diastolic B.P EXPERIMENTAL 30 72.33 2.54 0.46 

 CONTROL 30 72.33 2.54 0.46 
POST-TEST  Diastolic B.P EXPERIMENTAL 30 72.50 2.54 0.46 
 CONTROL 30 71.50 2.33 0.43 
 From Table-07 of group statistic for diastolic B.P.,

mean of pre-test of experimental group is 72.33 with
standard deviation of 2.54 and that of control group
is 72.33 and standard deviation of 2.54. Similarly mean
of diastolic B.P. post-test of experimental group is
72.50 and standard deviation is 2.54 and that of control
group is 71.50 and standard deviation of 2.33.
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TABLE-8 INDEPENDENT SAMPLE  T  TEST 
 T DF SIG. 

(2tailed) 
Mean 

difference 
PRE-TEST   
DIASTOLIC B.P 

0.00 58.00 1.00 0.00 

POST-TEST  
DIASTOLIC B.P 

1.59 58.00 0.12 1.00 

 From table no. 08 of ‘Independent Sample T Test’
mean difference of diastolic B.P. test performance
of experimental group and control group is 0.00, t
value is equal to 0.00 at 58 degrees of freedom is not
significant at 0.05 significance level. This suggests
that there is no significant difference between the
pre-test mean of experimental group and control
group. This implies that both the groups are
homogeneous with respect to diastolic B.P. test
performance at pre-test point. Similarly for the post-
test mean difference in the experimental and control
group’s diastolic B.P. test performance is 1.00 and
‘t’ value is equal to 1.59 at 58 degrees of freedom
which is not significant at 0.05 significance level. This
suggests that there is no effect of treatment on the
diastolic B.P. test performance of the subjects.
The present study confirmed the positive effects on
Strength endurance, Cardiovascular-endurance,
Flexibility and Vital capacity over six Weeks. College
students engaged in rhythmic activity demonstrated
higher Strength endurance, Cardiovascular-
endurance; Flexibility and Vital capacity.The results
of this study are similar to that of Hopkins, David R.
(1990) examined the effect of low-impact aerobic
dance on 53 sedentary older women. After 12 weeks
of dance, subjects improved significantly on all
functional fitness components including cardio
respiratory endurance, strength/endurance, body
agility, flexibility, body fat, and balance.
The present piece of research also indicate that their
was no significant difference was found in Explosive
strength, Systolic B.P. and Diastolic B.P.
CONCLUSION
Within the frame–work of the present investigation,
the following conclusions may be drawn that there is
significant effect of rhythmic activity on the Strength
endurance, Cardiovascular-endurance, Flexibility and
Vital capacity. And there was no significant effect
on the parameters viz. Explosive strength, Resting

pulse rate, Systolic B.P., Diastolic B.P. This study
shows a significant improvement in almost all physical
fitness can be achieved with a training program
implemented at a school level. Further studies to
classify fitness levels obtained by these programs
based on more detailed analysis for training duration,
training schedules as well as fitness indices will enable
assessment of the most optimal training methods.
Additionally this methodology could be applied to a
female student population to investigate any
differences in response between genders to fitness
training in other countries.
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Health is metabolic efficiency and physical Fitness comprises two related concepts : general Fitness and
specific fitness sickness is metabolic inefficiency.  physical fitness changes in lifestyies follwing the industrial
revolution rendered this definition insufficient These days physical fitness is con sidered a measure of the
body’s ability to function efficiently and effectively in work and leisure activeties.
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HEALTH AND PHYSICAL FITNESS

Introduction :-
The president’s counncil on physical fitness and sports
– health a study groop spon sored by the government
of the united states – declines to offer a simple
definition of physical fiteness. Instead it developed
the following chart.
Pysiological Health related S k i l l
related Sports
Metabolic Mor phological Bone interity Other Body
composition Cardiovascular fitness Flexibility
Muscolar  endurance Muscle strength Agility Balance
Motor coordination Power Speed Re acton time Other
Team Individul Lifetime Othe
What is Health ?
The English word “health” comes from the old english
word hale meanig “wholeness a being whole, sound
or well.”  Hale comes from the pro to – Indo –
European root kailo, meaning “whole, uninjured of
good omen” kailo comes from the protogermanic
rootkhalbas, meaning “Something divided.”
Medilexicon’s medical dictionary has three definitions
for health the first being “the state of the organism
when if functions ofptimally without evidence of
disease of abnormality.”  (click here fo read the other
two)
Definition of Health :
The most famous modern definition of health was
created during a preamble to the constitution of the
world health organization as adopted by the
International health conference, New york, 19-22
june, 1946;signed on 22 july 1946 by the represent a

tives of 61states coffcial regorts of the World Health
Organization, no. 2, p.100, and entered in to force on
7 april 1948.  “Health is a state of complete physical
mental and social well being and not merely the
absence of disease or infirmity.
“The Definition has not been amented since 1948.
During the ttawa charte fer healh promotion in 1986,
the who said that health is : “a resource for every
day life, not the objective of living. heath is a positive
concept emphasizing soclial and personal resources,
as well as pgysical capacities.”
Two Aspects to Health :
1. Physical health
2. Mental health
Components of Physical fitness : -
accordingly, a general porpose physical fitness
program must address the folowing essentials
 Cardiovascular fitness
 Flexibility Taining
 Strength Training
 Muscular Endurance
 Body Composition
 General skill Training
However along with these essential components, a
comprehensive fitness program theat is tailored to
an individual willl probably focus on one or more
specific  skills and on age – or health – related needs
such as bone health 151. Many sources also  cite
mental and emotional heath as an important part of
overall fitness
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Specific fitness : -
Specific or tack oriented fitness is persons ability to
per form in a specific activety with a reasonable
efficiency for example, sports or military service. spe
cific training prepares athletes to per form well in
their sports.
Examples are :
400 m. sprint – in a sprint the athlete must be trained
to word anaerobically throughoot the race
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Importance of physical activity and weight control can be measured by the fact that all other kinds of
facilities provided to players may prove to be futile if they are not provided with efficient physical activity
and weight control while planning load and frequency management in physical  activity an  important place
should be provided to the individual factors.
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PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AND WEIGHT CONTROL

Introduction
Physical activity helps you control your weight by
using excess calories that would otherwise be stored
as fat. Most foods you eat contain calories, and
everything you do uses calories, including sleeping,
breathing, and digesting food. Balancing the calories
you eat with the calories you use through physical
activity will help you reach and maintain a healthy
weight.
Calories in Food > Calories Used = Weight Gain
Calories in Food < Calories Used = Weight Loss
Calories in Food = Calories Used = Weight Control
Becoming Physically Active
Experts recommend at least 30 minutes of moderate-
intensity physical activity on most, if not all, days of
the week. To achieve and maintain a healthy weight,
particularly after you have lost a large amount of
weight, you may need to do 60 minutes or more of
moderate-intensity physical activity each day.
Physical activity may include structured activities such
as walking, running, basketball, or other sports. It may
also include daily activities such as household chores,
yard work, or walking the dog. Pick a combination of
structured and daily activities that fit your schedule.
If you have been inactive for a while, start slowly
and work up to 30 minutes a day at a pace that is
comfortable for you. If you are unable to be active
for 30 minutes at one time, accumulate activity over
the course of the day in 10- to 15-minute sessions.
Health Benefits of Physical Activity
Regular physical activity helps control your weight

and may help:
 Reduce your risk of or manage chronic diseases

such as type 2 diabetes, high blood pressure and
cholesterol, heart disease, osteoporosis, arthritis,
and some cancers;

 Build strong muscles, bones, and joints;
 Improve flexibility and balance;
 Ward off depression; and
 Improve mood and sense of well-being.
Aerobic Activity
You can meet your goal of at least 30 minutes of
moderate-intensity physical activity by participating
in aerobic activities. Aerobic exercise includes any
activity that makes you breathe harder than when
you are resting and increases your heart rate.
Experts recommend moderate-intensity exercise. At
this pace, you may breathe harder and find it more
difficult to talk, but you should still be able to carry
on a conversation. If you are just beginning, slowly
work up to moving at a moderate-intensity pace.
Get Started!
 To add more physical activity to your daily life

try:
 Taking a brisk walk around the block with family,

friends, or coworkers.
 Raking the leaves.
 Walking up the stairs instead of taking the

elevator when it is safe to do so.
 Mowing the lawn.
 Taking an activity break at work or home. Get

up and stretch or walk around.* Lect* Lect* Lect* Lect* Lecturururururererererer, R, R, R, R, Rajkajkajkajkajkot Kot Kot Kot Kot Keeeeelllllaaaaavvvvvani Mandani Mandani Mandani Mandani Mandalalalalal, R, R, R, R, Rajkajkajkajkajkototototot
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 Parking your car further away from entrances
of stores, movie theatres, or your home and walk
the extra distance when it is safe to do so.

Strength Training
Strength training is another way for you to meet the
recommended minimum of 30 minutes of moderate-
intensity physical activity each day. Strength training
will also help you burn extra calories and build strong
muscles, bones, and joints.
Experts recommend strength training 2 to 3 days
each week, with 1 full day of rest between workouts
to allow your muscles to recover. If you are new to
strength training, or physical activity in general,
consider hiring a certified personal trainer who can
plan an individualized program to help you work out
safely and effectively. A personal trainer who has a
degree in exercise physiology or is certified through
a national certification program such as the American
College of Sports Medicine or National Strength and
Conditioning Association may be able to help you
reach your physical activity goals.
advertisement
Get Strong!
Build strong muscles and bones with strengthening
exercise. Try:
 Lifting weights
 Using resistance bands
 Using stability or medicine balls
 Doing push-ups and abdominal crunches
Mind and Body Exercise
In addition to aerobic activity and strength training,
you may wish to include other forms of exercise in
your physical activity program. Alternatives to
traditional exercise provide variety and fun. They may
also help reduce stress, increase muscular strength
and flexibility, and increase energy levels. Examples
of these exercises include yoga, Pilates, and tai chi.
Keep Moving!
Move at your own pace while you enjoy some of
these activities:
 Brisk walking
 Jogging
 Bicycling
 Swimming
 Aerobic exercise classes (step aerobics, kick

boxing, high/low)
 Dancing (square dancing, salsa, African dance,

swing)
 Playing sports (basketball, soccer)
Tips to a Safe and Successful Physical Activity
Program
Check with your health care provider. If you have a
chronic health problem such as obesity, diabetes,
heart disease, or high blood pressure, ask your health
care provider about what type and amount of physical
activity is right for you.
Start slowly.Incorporate more physical activity into
your daily routine and gradually work up to the 30-
minute goal to improve health and manage your
weight.
Set goals. Set short-term and long-term goals and
celebrate every success.
Track progress. Keep an activity log to track your
progress. Note when you worked out, what activity
you did, how long you did the activity, and how you
felt during your workout.
Think variety. Choose a variety of physical activities
to help you meet your goals, prevent boredom, and
keep your mind and body challenged.
Be comfortable. Wear comfortable shoes and
clothes, and ones that are appropriate to the activity
you will be doing.
Listen to your body. Stop exercising and consult your
health care provider if you experience chest
discomfort or pain, dizziness, severe headache, or
other unusual symptoms while you work out. If pain
does not go away, get medical help right away. If
you are feeling fatigued or sick, take time off from
your routine to rest. You can ease back into your
program when you start feeling better.
Eat nutritious foods. Choose a variety of nutritious
foods every day. Remember that your health and
weight depend on both your eating plan and physical
activity level.
Get support. Encourage your family and friends to
support you and join you in your activity. Form
walking groups with coworkers, play with your
children outside, or take a dance class with friends.
Regular physical activity will help you feel, move,
and look better. Whether your goal is to achieve and
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maintain a healthy weight or improve your health,
becoming physically active is a step in the right
direction. Take advantage of the health benefits of
physical activity and make it a part of your life.
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COMPARATIVE STUDY OF ANTROPOMETRIC AND MOTOR
ABILITY ON FOOTBALL PLAYERS OF RURAL AND URBAN AREA OF

SOUTH GUJARAT

* Vijesh G. Patel

Motor abilities are inherited, relatively
stable traits that underlie various sport skills. The
notion of abilities is similar to that of intelligence as a
predictor of academic performance. 
Many specific abilities have been identified and
grouped. Examples include: multi-limb coordination,
control precision, aiming, and explosive strength, and
dynamic flexibility, speed of limb movement,
movement rate, and force control. Extent flexibility,
dynamic flexibility, explosive strength, static strength,
dynamic strength, trunk strength, gross body
coordination, gross body equilibrium and stamina If
you are of average height, strong, good coordination
and have an abundance of fast twitch fibres in your
legs then you have the natural ability to be a sprinter.
Relationship between skill, ability and technique
SKILL = ABILITY + TECHNIQUE
Some common anthropometric measurements
include:
· sit-ups
· side stepping
· standing board jump
· pull-ups
Method  ;-Those who are played in Football game
of south Gujarat  city 40 players  and 40  south Gujarat
rural boys  was  selected  randomly for the purpose
of the study Taking into consideration, the above
reviews, and the following  aspects was selected for
this study.
Stastical analysis and conclusion :-   To find out
the comparison of south Gujarat   city and south
Gujarat  rural’s football players Anthropometric
variables will be “T” test was applied in statistical

procedure.
TABLE –1

The Difference of the Significance the Mean
of south Gujarat urban and south Gujarat rural
football players in the Performance of sit-ups

* Physical Teacher, St. Xaviers High School, Vapi

 
GROUP MEAN DIFFERENCE “T” RATIO  

South Gujarat  urban 33.57 1.4 1.15 

South Gujarat  rural  34.97 

The mean difference is. Received “T” ratio is, which
is more, hence, it’s significant level at 0.05(40) is 2.042
From table 1 it is seen that south Gujarat urban’s
football players group mean is 33.57 and south Gujarat
rural football players group mean is 34.97 Mean
difference between this two groups is 1.4 and‘t’ ratio
is 1.15 which is not  significant at 0.05 level. Therefore
it shows that south Gujarat rural sit ups is good than
south Gujarat urban’s football players
Graphically it is represented in Graph 7.

GRAPH -1
The Difference of the Significance of the
Mean of south Gujarat urban and south

Gujarat rural football players in the
Performance of sit-ups
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TABLE-2
The Difference of the Significance the Mean

of south Gujarat urban and south Gujarat rural
football players in the Performance of side

stepping
GROUP MEAN DIFFERENCE “T” RATIO  

South Gujarat  urban 14.55 0.95 1.94 

South Gujarat  rural  13.6 

 The mean difference is. Received “T” ratio is, which
is more, hence, it’s significant level at 0.05(40) is 2.042
From table 1 it is seen that south Gujarat urban’s
football players group mean is 14.55 and south Gujarat
rural football players group mean is 13.6 Mean
difference between this two groups is 0.95 and ‘t’
ratio is 1.94  which is not  significant at 0.05 level.
Therefore it shows that south Gujarat rural side
stepping is good than south Gujarat urban’s football
players
 Graphically it is represented in Graph 8.

GRAPH -2
The Difference of the Significance of the
Mean of south Gujarat urban and south

Gujarat rural football players in the
Performance of side stepping

TABLE-3
The Difference of the Significance the Mean

of south Gujarat urban and south Gujarat rural
football players in the Performance of

standing board jump

GROUP MEAN DIFFERENCE “T” RATIO  

South Gujarat  urban 179.95 4.32 0.94 

South Gujarat  rural  175.62 

 The mean difference is. Received “T” ratio is, which
is more, hence, it’s significant level at 0.05(40) is 2.042
From table 1 it is seen that south Gujarat  urban’s
football players group mean is 179.95 and south
Gujarat  rural football players group mean is 175.62
Mean difference between this two groups is 4.32  and
‘t’ ratio is 0.94  which is not  significant at 0.05 level.
Therefore it shows that south Gujarat urban’s standing
board is good than south Gujarat rural football players
Graphically it is represented in Graph 9

GRAPH -3
The Difference of the Significance of the
Mean of south Gujarat urban and south

Gujarat rural football players in the
Performance of standing board jump
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TABLE-4
The Difference of the Significance the Mean

of south Gujarat urban and south Gujarat rural
football players in the Performance of pull-ups

GROUP MEAN DIFFERENCE “T” RATIO  

South Gujarat  urban 16.9 0.15 

 

0.28 

 South Gujarat  rural  17.05 

 The mean difference is. Received “T” ratio is, which
is more, hence, it’s significant level at 0.05(40) is 2.042
From table 1 it is seen that south Gujarat  urban’s
football players group mean is 179.95 and south
Gujarat  rural football players group mean is 175.62
Mean difference between this two groups is 4.32  and
‘t’ ratio is 0.94  which is not  significant at 0.05 level.
Therefore it shows that south Gujarat rural pull-ups
is good than south Gujarat urban’s football players
Graphically it is represented in Graph 10

GRAPH -4
The Difference of the Significance of the Mean

of south Gujarat Urban and south Gujarat
rural football players in the Performance of

pull-ups

Conculsion
1 south Gujarat  rural football players sit-ups was

seen high then south Gujarat  urban football
players

2 south Gujarat  rural football players side stepping
was seen high then south Gujarat  urban football
players

3 south Gujarat  urban football players standing
board jump was seen high then south Gujarat
rural football players

4 south Gujarat  rural football players pull-ups was
seen high then south Gujarat  urban football
players
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BLOOD DOPING
* Surendrasinh Chavada

Introduction:
When We read about the blood-doping tests of
several sports men like Akhtar and Johnson there
arises a kind of curiosity about what this blood-doping
is and how it is done and what its outcome is. Blood-
doping is the practice of boosting the number of red
blood cells (RBCs) in the bloodstream in order to
enhance athletic performance. Because they carry
oxygen from the lungs to the muscles, more RBCs in
the blood can improve an athlete’s aerobic capacity
(VO2 max) and endurance.
Methods
The term blood doping originally meant doping with
blood, i.e. the transfusion of RBCs. RBCs are
uniquely suited to this process because they can be
concentrated, frozen and later thawed with little loss
of viability or activity. There are two possible types
of transfusion: homologous and autologous. In a
homologous transfusion, RBCs from a compatible
donor are harvested, concentrated and then
transfused into the athlete’s circulation prior to
endurance competitions. In an autologous transfusion,
the athlete’s own RBCs are harvested well in advance
of competition and then re-introduced before a critical
event. For some time after the harvesting the athlete
may be anemic.
Both types of transfusion can be dangerous because
of the risk of infection and the potential toxicity of
improperly stored blood. Homologous transfusions
present the additional risks of communication of
infectious diseases and the possibility of a transfusion
reaction. From a logistical standpoint, either type of
transfusion requires the athlete to surreptitiously
transport frozen RBCs, thaw and re-infuse them in a
non-clinical setting and then dispose of the medical

paraphernalia.
In the late 1980s, an advance in medicine led to an
entirely new form of blood doping involving the
hormone erythropoietin (EPO). EPO is a naturally-
occurring hormone growth factor that stimulates the
formation of RBCs. Recombinant DNA technology
made it possible to produce EPO economically on a
large scale and it was approved in US and Europe as
a pharmaceutical product for the treatment of anemia
resulting from renal failure or cancer chemotherapy.
Easily injected under the skin, pharmaceutical EPO
can boost hematocrit for six to twenty four weeks,
or longer. The use of EPO is now believed by many
to be widespread in endurance sports.
EPO is not free of health hazards: Excessive use of
the hormone can raise hematocrit above 70% which
can cause polycythemia, a condition wherein the level
of RBCs in the blood is abnormally high. This causes
the blood to be more viscous than normal, a condition
that strains the heart. Some elite athletes who died
of heart failure — usually during sleep, when heart
rate is naturally low—were found to have unnaturally
high RBC concentrations in their blood.
Red blood cell count (hematocrit) goes down with
age and EPO also has health benefits, especially after
age 50 to prevent senility and in general a loss of
neurons.
Detection of blood doping
A time-honored approach to the detection of doping
is the random and often-repeated search of athletes’
homes and team facilities for evidence of a banned
substance or practice. Professional cyclists
customarily submit to random drug testing and
searches of their homes as an obligation of team
membership and participation in the UCI ProTour. In

M.P.Ed. Student, MDSSM Sadara, Gandhinagar
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2004, British cyclist David Millar was stripped of his
world time-trial championship after pharmaceutical
EPO was found in his possession. Because athletes
sometimes inject or infuse non-banned substances
such as vitamin B or electrolytes, the possession of
syringes or other medical equipment is not necessarily
evidence of doping.
A more modern approach, which has been applied to
blood doping with mixed success, is to test the blood
or urine of an athlete for evidence of a banned
substance or practice, usually EPO. This approach
requires a well-documented chain of custody of the
sample and a test method that can be relied upon to
be accurate and reproducible. Athletes have, in many
cases, claimed that the sample taken from them was
misidentified, improperly stored or inadequately
tested.
Yet another detection strategy has been to regard
any apparently unnatural population of RBCs as
evidence of blood doping. RBC population in the blood
is usually reported as hematocrit (HCT) or as the
concentration of hemoglobin (Hb). HCT is the fraction
of blood by volume occupied by red blood cells. A
normal HCT is 41-50% in adult men and 36-44% in
adult women. Hemoglobin (Hb) is the iron-containing
protein that binds oxygen in RBCs. Normal Hb levels
are 14-17 g/dL of blood in men and 12-15 g/dL in
women. For most healthy persons the two
measurements are in close agreement.
There are two ways in which HCT and Hb
measurements can suggest that the blood sample has
been taken from a doping athlete. The first is simply
an unusually high value for both. The Union Cycliste
Internationale (UCI), for example, imposes a 15-day
suspension from racing on any male athlete found to
have an HCT above 50% and hemoglobin
concentration above 17 grams per deciliter (g/dL). A
few athletes naturally have high RBC concentrations
(polycythemia), which they must demonstrate through
a series of consistently high hematocrit and
hemoglobin results over an extended period of time.
A recent, more sophisticated method of analysis, which
has not yet reached the level of an official standard,
is to compare the numbers of mature and immature
RBCs in an athlete’s circulation. If a high number of

mature RBCs is not accompanied by a high number
of immature RBCs—called reticulocytes—it suggests
that the mature RBCs were artificially introduced by
transfusion. EPO use can also lead to a similar RBC
profile because a preponderance of mature RBCs
tends to suppress the formation of reticulocytes. A
measure known as the “stimulation index” or “off-
score” has been proposed based on an equation
involving hemoglobin and reticulocyte concentrations.
A normal score is 85-95 and scores over 133 are
considered evidence of doping. (The stimulation index
is defined as Hb (g/L) minus sixty times the square
root of the percentage of RBCs identified as
reticulocytes.)
These threshold levels, and their specific numeric
values are sources of controversy. Establishment of
incorrect threshold values is one way that false
positive test results can be produced by a doping
control program.
Detection of EPO use
Some success has also been realized in applying a
specific test to detect EPO use. An inherent problem,
however, is that, whereas pharmaceutical EPO may
be undetectable in the circulation a few days after
administration, its effects may persist for several
weeks. In 2000 a test developed by scientists at the
French national anti-doping laboratory (LNDD) and
endorsed by the World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA)
was introduced to detect pharmaceutical EPO by
distinguishing it from the nearly-identical natural
hormone normally present in an athlete’s urine. The
test method relies on scientific techniques known as
gel electrophoresis and isoelectric focusing. Although
the test has been widely applied, especially among
cyclists and triathletes, it is controversial, and its
accuracy has been called into question. The principal
criticism has been toward the ability of the test to
distinguish pharmaceutical EPO from other proteins
that may normally be present in the urine of an athlete
after strenuous exercise.
The validity of a doping conviction based on the EPO
test method was first challenged successfully by
Belgian triathlete Rutger Beke. Beke was suspended
from competition for 18 months in March 2005 by
the Flemish Disciplinary Commission after a positive
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urine test for EPO in September 2004. In August
2005, the Commission reversed its decision and
exonerated him based on scientific and medical
information presented by Beke. He asserted that his
sample had become degraded as a result of bacterial
contamination and that the substance identified by
the laboratory as pharmaceutical EPO was, in fact,
an unrelated protein indistinguishable from
pharmaceutical EPO in the test method. He claimed,
therefore, that the test had produced a false positive
result in his case.
In May 2007, Bjarne Riis, Rolf Aldag, Erik Zabel,
and Brian Holm, all former members of the Telekom
cycling team, admitted to using EPO during their
cycling careers in the mid-1990s. Riis also relinquished
his title as champion of the 1996 Tour de France.
EPO was again a factor in the various doping scandals
at the 2007 Tour de France, including the suspension
of Spanish cyclist, Iban Mayo. The IOC found that
athletes were using a new version of EPO, a chronic
kidney disease drug called MIRCERA, and three
athletes tested positive for the substance in April 2009.
Detection of blood transfusions
In the case of detecting blood transfusions, a test for
detecting homologous blood transfusions (from a
donor to a doping athlete) has been in use since 2000.
The test method is based on a technique known as
fluorescent-activated cell sorting. By examining
markers on the surface of blood cells, the method
can determine whether blood from more than one
person is present in an athlete’s circulation.
At present there is no accepted method for detecting
autologous transfusions (that is, using the athlete’s
own RBCs), but research is in progress and the World
Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) has promised that a
test will eventually be introduced. The test method
and its introduction date are to be kept secret in order
to avoid tipping off doping athletes. The assay under
development may be a measure of 2,3-
bisphosphoglycerate (2,3-BPG) levels in an athlete’s
red blood cells. Because 2,3-BPG is degraded over
time, the stored blood used in autologous transfusions
will have less 2,3-BPG than fresh blood. A 2,3-BPG
concentration lower than normal may therefore be
an indication of autologous transfusion.

Notable blood doping cases
Blood doping probably started in the 1970s but was
not outlawed until 1986. While it was still legal, it
was commonly used by middle and long-distance
runners, for example by the two-time Olympic gold
medalist Lasse Viren. The US cycling team at the
1984 Olympics also employed blood doping.
The American cyclist Tyler Hamilton failed a
fluorescent-activated cell sorting test for detecting
homologous blood transfusions during the 2004
Olympics. He was allowed to keep his gold medal
because the processing of his sample precluded
conducting a second, confirmatory test. He appealed
a second positive test for homologous transfusion
from the 2004 Vuelta a España to the International
Court of Arbitration for Sport but his appeal was
denied. Hamilton’s lawyers proposed Hamilton may
be a genetic chimera or have had a ‘vanishing twin’
to explain the presence of RBCs from more than
one person. While theoretically possible, these
explanations were ruled to be of ‘negligible
probability’.
The Operación Puerto case in 2006 involved
allegations of doping and blood doping of hundreds
of athletes in Spain.
Tour de France rider Alexander Vinokourov, of the
Astana Team, tested positive for two different blood
cell populations and thus for homologous transfusion,
according to various news reports on July 24, 2007.
Vinokourov was tested after his victory in the 13th
stage time trial of the Tour on July 21, 2007. A doping
test is not considered to be positive until a second
sample is tested to confirm the first. Vinokourov’s B
sample has now tested positive, and he faces a
possible suspension of 2 years and a fine equal to
one year’s salary. He also tested positive after stage
15.
Vinokourov’s teammate Andrej Kashechkin also
tested positive for homologous blood doping[10] on
August 1, 2007, just a few days after the conclusion
of the 2007 Tour de France (a race that had been
dominated by doping scandals). His team withdrew
after the revelation that Vinokourov had doped.
According to Russian investigators, 19-year-old New
York Rangers prospect and Russian hockey player
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Alexei Cherepanov was engaged in blood doping for
several months before he died on October 13, 2008,
after collapsing on the bench during a game in Russia.
He also had myocarditis.
The German speed skater and five-fold Olympic gold
medalist Claudia Pechstein was banned for two years
in 2009 for alleged blood doping, based on irregular
levels of reticulocytes in her blood; these levels were
always highest during competitions. The Court of
Arbitration for Sport confirmed the ban in November
2009.
Preventative measures
It was revealed in autumn 2007, following another
troubled year for professional cycling, that the sport’s
governing body (UCI) would introduce mandatory
“blood passports” for all professional riders. The
scheme, thought to be the first of its type in any sport,
involves using blood and urine samples to create a
medical profile that could be compared to results of
subsequent doping tests.
Former World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA)
President Dick Pound has stated a belief that anti-
doping passports will be in widespread use within
three years, although not in time for the 2008 Olympic
Games.
Concluding comments:
There are many side-effects to blood doping. The
simple act of increasing the number of RBC’s in the
blood stream makes blood thicker. This can also make
it clot more readily. This has shown an increase in
the chances of heart attack, stroke, and pulmonary
embolism. This has been seen in cases where there
is too much blood reintroduced into the blood stream.
Blood contamination during preparation or storage is
another issue. This was seen in 1 in every 500,000
transfusions of RBC in 2002. This contamination can
lead to sepsis or an infection that affects the whole
body. This may seem like a small number, but, as
blood doping becomes more popular among athletes,
infections due to the procedure may increase. Also
certain medications used to increase RBCs can
reduce liver function and lead to liver failure, pituitary
problems, and increases in cholesterol levels. Out and
out being a man associated with the sports activities
both as player and as a college physical-director I

feel that all such evils on the part of the players defame
the events of sports i.e. cricket in the case of Akhtar
and athletics in the case of Johnson, they should be
prevented strictly by penalties like the life-time ban
from any realm of the sport-event.
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BM v BM VG[ SA»L ZDTGF B[,F0L EF.VMGM VFJ[UFtDS 5lZ5SJTFGM T],GFtDS VeIF;

* Kokilaben M. Palas
VF ;\XMWG VeIF;GM C[T] BMvBM VG[ SA»L ZDTGF B[,F0L EF.VMGM VFJ[UFtDS 5lZ5SJTFGM T],GFtDS VeIF; SZJFGM
CTMP VF ;\XMWG VeIF;DF\ lJQFI5F+M TZLS[ U]HZFT lJnF5L9 VDNFJFN ;\RFl,T DCFN[J N[;F. XFZLlZS lX1F6
DCFlJnF,I ;FNZFGF BMvBM VG[ SA»LGL ZDTMDF\ JQF" Z_!$ DF\ VF\TZ lJ`J lJnF,IGL 8LDDF\ 5;\N 5FD[,F
B[,F0L EF.VMG[ 5;\N SZJFDF\ VFjIF CTFP 5;\N SZL VFJ[lUS 5lZ5SJTFGF DF5G DF8[ 0MP IXJLZl;\3 VG[ 0MP DC[X
EFU"J ZlRT 5|`GFJ,LGM p5IMU SZL VF\S0FVMG]\ V[S+LSZ6 SZL A\G[ H}YMGF 5|F%TF\SM 5Z c t c 8[:8 ,FU] 5F0L _P_5
S1FFV[ ;FY"STF RSF;TF A\G[ H}YMGF VFJ[lUS  5lZ5SJTFGF 38SMDF\ SM. ;FY"S TOFJT HMJF D?IM GF CTMP

* Ph.D. Scholor, Gujarat University, Physical Education Department, Ahemdabad

5|:TFJGF  s Introductionf
VFlNDFGJYL I\+I]UGF ;DIG[ HM - \-M/JFGM 5|ItG
SZJFDF\ VFJ[ TM  5MTFGL HFTG[ VM/BJFDF\ lJ7FG VG[
DGMlJ7FGGM D]bI OF/M ZC[,M K[P NZ[S DF6;G[ :JGL VM/
B DF8[  V[S 5|SFZGL h\BGF YFI K[P T[D EFZTLI
klQFD]lGVM VG[ XF:+SFZMV[ SCI]\ K[P V[ h\BGFG[ ;\TMQFJF
VG[ 5MTFGL HFTG[ VM/BJF lJX[GF 5|IF;MDF\ EFZTLI
DGMlJ7FGGF ALH ZC[,F K[P EFZTLI XF:+SFZMV[ ZH}
SZ[,L VFzDWD" VG[ J6F"zDWD"GL jIJ:YF :J:Y4 jIlSTUT
VG[ ;FDFHLS HLJG DF8[GF l;âF\TM K[P EFZTLI lR\TSM H0
VFNX"JFNL G CTF4  T[D6[ jIlSTGF HLJGDF\ H{lJS
H~lZIFTMGM :JLSFZ SIM" K[P prR DFGl;S H~lZIFTMG[ 56
:YFG VF%I]\ K[P :J:Y4 jIlSTUT VG[ ;FDFHLS HLJGGF
l;âF\TM VF%IF K[ VG[ V[GF VFWFZ[ VFlNDFGJYL VFH ;]WLGL
;OZDF\ DFGJ 5MTFGL HLJG G{IFG[ ;FZJFZGF SFDDF\
;TT ZrIM v 5rIM ZCIM K[P
VFJ[UM ;]BN VG[ N]oBN V[D A[ 5|SFZGF K[P U]:;M VG[
VFÊDSTF H[JF N]oBN EFJMDF\ ;\S8SF,LG  ,1F6 K[P T[
XZLZG[ ,0JF4 EFUJF XlST 5]ZL 5F0[ K[4 VG[ T{IFZ SZ[ K[
5| [D EFJGFXL, VG[ p<,F; H[JF ;]BN VFJ[UMDF \
;\S8SF,LG ,1F6 GYLP T[D KTF\ JT"GGF T[ ;DY" 5|[ZSM
K[P
VFJ[U V[ 5|tI[S DFGJLG[ ZMHAZMH YTM VG]EJ K[P VF
XaN ,[l8G EFQFFDF\YL VFJ[,M K[P T[GM VY" 1F]aW YJ]\4 BE/
J]\ V[JM YFI K[P VFJ[UGF  VG]EJ ;DI[ ;DU| DßHFT\+
B/E/L p9[ K[ V[8,[ S[ 1F]aW YFI K[P VF ;DI[ DßHFT\+
VlTXI 5|DF6DF\ lÊIFXL, AG[ K[P 5lZ6FD[ VFJ[U

NZlDIFG VG[SlJW AFCI VG[ VF\TlZS XFZLlZS O[ZOFZM
YFI K[P VFD4 VFJ[U V[ XZLZGL 1FaWFJ:YF K[ S[ H[  lJlJW
XFZLlZS 5lZJT"GGM äFZF jIST YFI K[P VFJ[U V[ ;]BN S[
N]oBN ,FU6L jIlSTG[ lJlJW 5|J'l¿VM  SZJF 5|[Z[ K[P VFD4
VFJ[UM 5|[ZSA/ TZLS[ 56 SFI" SZ[ K[P H[GFYL B[,F0L VM
5MTFGF VFJ[UM äFZF ZDTGL ;O/TF CF\;, SZTF YFI
K[P
5MTFGL T[DH VgIGL ,FU6L  T[DH VFJ[UFtDSGL ;,FC  ;}RG
VF5JFGL 1FDTF4 T[DGL JrR[ E[N 5FZBJF VG[ VF DFlCTL
T[DGF SFIM" VG[ lJRFZM DF8[ DFU"NX"G VF5JF p5IMU SZJM4
T[VMGF SFIM" äFZF VF A\G[ VwIF5SM 0MP 0[lJ0 VFZP 0MP S]Z];MV[
VF56[ H[G[ VFJ[UFtDS AF{lâSTF SCLV[ KLV[ T[ DF5JF
DF8[GF A[ 5ZL1F6 lJS;FjIFP T[VMV[ ;}RJ[,  jIFbIF cc
VFJ[UFtDSTFGL DFlCTLGL 5|lÊIF SZJFGL  1FDTF S[ H[DF\
BF; SZLG[ VFtD;FT SZJFGL lÊIF ;DHXlST VG[ EFJGF
;\A\WL jIJ:YF5GGM ;DFJ[X YFI K[P cc
VFJ[UFtDS  AF{lâStJ X] \ K[ m VFJ[UFtDS AF{lâStJGL
jIFbIF VF56L VF\TlZS T[DH AFCI EFJGFVMYL
SFDULZLG] \ :TZ S[ H[ ÊDXo jIlSTUT D}/TtJ H[JF S[
VF56L  EFJGFXL, VFÊDSTF4 :JHFU'TTF4 VFtD;gDFG4
VFtDlGE"ITF4 5MTFGL BZF.  SZJFGL 1FDTF4 ã- lGzITF
JU[Z[GM ;DFJ[X SZ[ K[P V[SALHF ;FY[G]\ jIlSTUT :TZ 4
VF56L EFJGFVM4 ;UJ0 VgIMgI  ;\A\W lGEFJJF T[DH
lJS;FJL VF56L ;FDFlHS ;DHGM ;DFJ[X YFI K[P
EFJGFXL, VFJ[UFtDS4 AF{lâSTF4 VF56F ;FDFlHS J,64
1FDTFG]\ EFlJ T[DH ;D:IFGM pS[,  ,FJL lJGD| AGJ]\
JU[Z[GM ;DFJ[X YFI K[P H[GL ;FY[ VF56L 1FDTFG]\ EFG
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YJ]\ lJZMWFEF;L  5lZA/M VFJ[X JU[Z[G] \ lGI\+6 SZJ]\
VG[ VFXFJFNL :J~5DF\ DGol:YlT T[DH T[DH ;]B JU[Z[
VF56L EFJGF XL, T\N]Z:TLGF :TZ[  VUtIGM EFU EHJ[
K[P VF 5lZA/MGM VF56[ V\UT T[DH jIFJ;FlIS  HLJGDF\
VFG\N DF6L XSLX]\ S[ S[8,L ;FZL ZLT[ ;O/TF D[/JL XSLX]\
T[ 5ZtJ[ VUtIGM EFU EHJ[ K[P VFJ[UFtDS AF{lâStJ
lAGXlSTXF/L  A]lâUdITFGM EFU K[P Z[JH[GH[;LOM8" V[ J6"G
SZ[, K[ S[ cc ,FU6LVMG[ V\UT T[DH ;FDFlHS 1FDTFVMG[
IJF:YFG[ UM9JL T[DH H[ JFTFJZ6LI DFU6L VG[ NAF6
;FD[ ,0JFDF\ 5MTFGL 1FDTF V;Z SZ[ T[JL S]X/TF cc
cc VFJ[UFtDSTFGF bIF,[ ;FlCtIDF\ :5Q856[ S\. BF;
wIFG B[rI]\ GYLP lJlXQ8 DFGJ 5|J'lT GL Z[BFS'lTGF lJSF;[
c lD,G;FZ :TZ[ c VG[ pNŸ [XGF Z; c G[ DCtJGL ZRGF
SZJFG]\ :YFG  VF%I] K[P cc ËM.0 !)Z$
TFH[TZDF\ 5LK[C9 SZGFZF lJ~â lJSF;FtDS jIlSTtJGF
Z;G[ 5lZ5SJTFGF Z; TZOGL JWFZ[ lJ:T'T DFlCTL VF5L
CTLP Ò
VeIF;GF C[T]VM s Objectives of Researchf
VF VeIF;GM C[T] BM v BM VG[ SA»L ZDTGF B[,F0L
EF.VMGM VFJ[UFtDS 5lZ5SJTFGM T],GFtDS VeIF; cc
SZJFGM CTMP
lJQFI 5F+MGL 5;\NUL   s Selection of Subjectf
VF ;\XMWG VeIF;DF\ lJQFI5F+M TZLS[ U}HZFT lJnF5L9
VDNFJFN ;\RFl,T DCFN[J N[;F. XFZLlZS lX1F6
DCFlJnF,I ;FNZFGF EF.VMG[ H 5;\N SZJFDF\ VFjIF
CTFP VF ;\XMWG VeIF;DF\ lJQFI5F+M TZLS[ U]HZFT
lJnF5L9 VDNFJFN ;\RFl,T DCFN[J N[;F. XFZLlZS lX1F6
DCFlJnF,I ;FNZFGF BMvBM VG[ SA»LGL ZDTMDF\ JQF"
Z_!$ DF\ VF\TZlJ`JlJnF,IGL 8LDDF\ 5;\N 5FD[,F
B[,FL EF.VMG[ 5;\N SZJFDF\ VFjIF CTFP
DF5G WMZ6M  s Criterion Measuresf
VFJ[lUS 5lZ5SJTFGF DF5G  DF8[ 0MP IXJLZl;\3 VG[ 0MP
DC[X EFU"J ZlRT 5|`GFJl,GM p5IMU SZJFDF\ VFjIM
CTMP
VF\S0FSLI 5|lÊIF   s Statistical Analysisf
U]HZFT lJnF5L9 VDNFJFN ;\RFl,T DCFN[J N[;F. XFZLlZS
lX1F6 DCFlJnF,I ;FNZFGF BMvBM VG[ SA»L ZDTGF
B[,F0LVMGL T],GF SZJF DF8[ GLR[ D]HA VF\S0FSLI 5|lÊIF
,FU] 5F0JFDF\  VFJL CTL ctc Z[lXIM  ,FU] 5F0L _P_5 S1FFV[
;FY"STF RSF;JFDF\  VFJL CTLP

5lZ6FDM VG[ RRF"  s Result the Studyf
;FZ6L v1

VFJ[UDI Vl:YZTFGF 5F;FVMGM H}Y DwIS4 DwIS
TOFJT VG[ c tc 5|DF6

ÊD 5|J'lT H}Y DwIS DwIS TOFJT c tc 5|DF6 
1 VFJ[UDI Vl:YZTF BMvBM 

SA»L 
22.16 
21.41 

0.75 0.33 

 ;FY"STFG]\ WMZ6 0.05 S1FFV[ s22f  =  2.07
VFJ[UDI Vl:YZTFGF 5F;FVMDF BMvBM ZDT H}YGF
B[,F0L EF.VMGM DwIS 21.41 CTL VG[ SA»L ZDT H}YGF
B[,F0L EF.VMGM DwIS 22.16 HMJF D?IM CTMP H[GM DwIS
TOFJT 0.75 CTM DwIS TOFJTG[ c tc  5|DF6 äFZF 5ZL1F6
SZTF 0.33
VF\S D/[, CTMP

;FZ6L v2
VFJ[lUS 5LK[C9GF 5F;FVMGM H}Y DwIS4 DwIS TOFJT

VG[ c tc 5|DF6
ÊD 5|J'lT H}Y DwIS DwIS TOFJT c tc 5|DF6 
2 VFJ[lUS 5LK[C9  BMvBM 

SA»L 
21.41 
22.83 

1.42 0.51  

 ;FY"STFG]\ WMZ6 0.05 S1FFV[ s22f  =  2.07
VFJ[lUS 5LK[C9GF  5F;FVMDF BMvBM ZDT H}YGF B[,F0L
EF.VMGM DwIS 21.41 CTM VG[ SA»L ZDT H}YGF B[,F0L
EF.VMGM DwIS 22.83 HMJF D?IM CTMP H[GM DwIS TOFJT
0.92 CTM DwIS TOFJTG[ c tc  5|DF6 äFZF 5ZL1F6 SZTF
0.35 VF\S D/[, CTMP

;FZ6L v3
;FDFlHS S];DFIMHGGF  5F;FVMGM H}Y DwIS4 DwIS

TOFJT VG[ c tc 5|DF6

ÊD 5|J'lT H}Y DwIS DwIS TOFJT c tc 5|DF6 
3 ;FDFlHS S];DFIMHGGF  BMvBM 

SA»L 
20.25 
19.33 

0.92 0.35  

 ;FY"STFG]\ WMZ6 0.05 S1FFV[ s22f  =  2.07
;FDFlHS S];DFIMHGGF  5F;FVMDF BMvBM ZDT H}YGF
B[,F0L EF.VMGM DwIS 20.25 CTM VG[ SA»L ZDT H}YGF
B[,F0L EF.VMGM DwIS 19.33 HMJF D?IM CTMP H[GM DwIS
TOFJT 0.92 CTM DwIS TOFJTG[ c tc  5|DF6 äFZF 5ZL1F6
SZTF 0.35 VF\S D/[, CTMP
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;FZ6L v3
jIlSTtJ lJ38GGF   5F;FVMGM H}Y DwIS4 DwIS TOFJT

VG[ c tc 5|DF6

ÊD 5|J'lT H}Y DwIS DwIS TOFJT c tc 5|DF6 
4 jIlSTtJ 

lJ38G   
BMvBM 
SA»L 

17.41 
20.08 

2.67 1.24  

 ;FY"STFG]\ WMZ6 0.05 S1FFV[ s22f  =  2.07
jIlSTtJ lJ38GGF  5F;FVMDF BMvBM ZDT H}YGF B[,F0L
EF.VMGM DwIS 17.41 CTM VG[ SA»L ZDT H}YGF B[,F0L
EF.VMGM DwIS 20.08 HMJF D?IM CTMP H[GM DwIS TOFJT
2.67 CTM DwIS TOFJTG[ c tc  5|DF6 äFZF 5ZL1F6 SZTF
1.24 VF\S D/[, CTMP

;FZ6L v5
G[T'tJlCGTF :JT\+TFGL p65GF  5F;FVMGM H}Y DwIS4

DwIS TOFJT VG[ c tc 5|DF6

ÊD 5|J'lT H}Y DwIS DwIS TOFJT c tc 5|DF6 
5 G[T'tJ 

lCGTF  
BMvBM 
SA»L 

17.75 
18.33 

0.58 0.24  

 ;FY"STFG]\ WMZ6 0.05 S1FFV[ s22f  =  2.07
G[T’tJ lCGTFGF 5F;FVMDF BMvBM ZDT H}YGF B[,F0L
EF.VMGM DwIS 17.75 CTM VG[ SA»L ZDT H}YGF B[,F0L
EF.VMGM DwIS 18.33 HMJF D?IM CTMP H[GM DwIS TOFJT
0.58 CTM DwIS TOFJTG[ c tc  5|DF6 äFZF 5ZL1F6 SZTF
0.24 VF\S D/[, CTMP
;FZF\X s Conclusion f
!P BMvBM ZDTDF\ VF\TZlJ`JlJnF,I S1FFV[ 5;\NUL

5FD[,F B[,F0LVM SZTF SA»L ZDTDF\ VF \TZ
lJ`JlJnF,I S1FFV[ 5;\NUL 5FD[, B[,F0LVMGF VF\S
;ZBF HMJF /[, CTFP

ZP BMvBM ZDTDF\ VF\TZlJ`JlJnF,I S1FFV[ 5;\NUL
5FD[,F B[,F0LVM SZTF SA»L ZDTDF\ VF \TZ
lJ`JlJnF,I S1FFV[ 5;\NUL 5FD[, B[,F0LVMGF VF\S
;ZBF HMJF /[, CTFP

#P BMvBM ZDTDF\ VF\TZlJ`JlJnF,I S1FFV[ 5;\NUL
5FD[,F B[,F0LVM SZTF SA»L ZDTDF\ VF \TZ
lJ`JlJnF,I S1FFV[ 5;\NUL 5FD[, B[,F0LVMGF VF\S
;ZBF HMJF /[, CTFP

$P BMvBM ZDTDF\ VF\TZlJ`JlJnF,I S1FFV[ 5;\NUL
5FD[,F B[,F0LVM GM DwIS VF\S GLRM HMJF D/[, CTMP
HIFZ[ SA»L ZDTDF\ VF \TZlJ`JlJnF,I S1FFV[
5;\NUL 5FD[, B[,F0LVM GF VF\S êRM HMJF D/[,

 CTMP
5P BMvBM ZDTDF\ VF\TZlJ`JlJnF,I S1FFV[ 5;\NUL

5FD[,F B[,F0LVM SZTF SA»L ZDTDF\ VF \TZ
lJ`JlJnF,I S1FFV[ 5;\NUL 5FD[, B[,F0LVMGF VF\S
;ZBF HMJF /[, CTFP

;\NE" U|\Y
 XFC NL5S4 V;FWFZ6 DGM lJ7FG4 VDNFJFNo ;LP

HDGFNF; S\5GL4 1999
 5ZLB VG[ hF,F4 AF/ DGMlJ7FG4 VDNFJFNo 5ZLB

vhF,F 5|SFXG4 2005-06
 JDF” 5|SFX H[P4 V[ 8[1FA]S VMG :5M8"; :8[8[:8LS;4

uJFl,IZo lJG; 5la,S[XG4 2000
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EFZTLI SFDNFZ ;\3MGM SFINM4  1926
INDINA TRADE UNIONS ACT , 1926

* Vinay Chavada
5|F:TFlJS5|F:TFlJS5|F:TFlJS5|F:TFlJS5|F:TFlJS
EFZT[ S<IF6 ZFHIGM VFNX" :JLSFIM" K[P V[8,[ ZFHI[ 56
lJlJW VFlY"S 1F[+M 5Z V\S]X D[/JJFG]\ X~ SI]" K[P DFl,SM
H]NL H]NL ZLTM VBtIFZ SZLG[ SFDNFZMG[ R};L G ,[4 T[ HMJFGL
;ZSFZL OZH K[4 SFDNFZMGL lJlJW 5|J'lTVMG[ D/T]\ DCtJ
CJ[ JWJF ,FuI] K[P VFYL SFDNFZMGL 5|J'lTVMG[ jIJl:YT
:J~5 VF5JF DF8[ T[G[ SFIN[;Z DFgITF VF5JFG]\ H~ZL H6FI]\
P VF C[T]YL EFZTLI SFDNFZ ;\3MGM SFINM4 !)Z& 30JFDF\
VFjIM K[P
S[8,LS   XZTMG]\ 5F,G SZLG[ HM SFDNFZ ;\3GL GM\W6L DF8[
VZHL SZJFDF\ VFJ[4 TM T[ SFDNFZ ;\3GL GM\W6L SZJFDF\
VFJX[4 5Z\T] T[ ;\3GL ZRGF X]âA]lâGF VFXIYL SZJFDF\ VFJL
CMJL HM.V[ VG[ T[GF ;eIMGF lCTMGF\ Z1F6 DF8[ 5}ZTL
HMUJF. SZJFDF\ VFJL CMJL HM.V[ SFDNFZ ;\3GL GM\W6L
YJFYL ;\3G[ VG[ T[GF ;eIMG[ S[8,FS 5|;\UMDF\ NLJFGL VG[
OMNFZL HJFANFZLDF\YL D]lST D/[ K[P SFDNFZ ;\3GF C[T]VM
;A\WL SM. lGI\+6 GYL4 5Z\T] T[GF O\0GF p5IMU ;\A\WL S[8,FS
lGI\+6M K[P
SFDNFZ ;\3MGL 5|J'lTVMV[ H]NF H]NF N[XMDF\ wIFG VFSlQF"T
SI]" K[P N[XGF lJSF;DF\ DH}ZMGM OF/M GM\W5F+ K[4 V[ JFT CJ[
;J":JLSFI" AGL K[P V[8,[ S<IF6 ZFHIGM VFNX" :JLSFZTL
SM. 56 ;ZSFZ SR0FI[,L l:YlTDF\YL DH}ZMG[ ACFZ VF6LG[
T[DGF lCTM ;FRJJF 5|ItGM SZ[4 T[ N[BLT]\ K[P VFYL DH]Z
5|J'lTVMG[ SFIN[;Z DFgITF VF5JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
SFDNFZ ;\3MGL ZRGF pnMUMG[ DF8[ 5FIFG]\ SFD SZ[  K[P JT"DFG
lNJ;MDF\ DF+ D}0L H GlC 5Z\T] SFDNFZMGL V[STF 56 V[8,L
H VUtIGL AFAT K[P E}TSF/DF\ DH}ZMGF S<IF6 DF8[ B}A
VMK] wIFG V5FI]\ K[P DH}ZM T[DGF SFIN[;ZGF\ lCTM DF8[ R/
J/ SZ[ T[DF\ SF\. BM8] GYLP VF SFINM DH}Z 5|J'l¿VMG[
ZLT;ZGL SFIN[;Z DFgITF VG[ ZFHSLI 5|lTQ9F VF5[ K[P
5]ZM5GF S[8,FS N[XMDF\ TM SFDNFZ ;\3M ;FZL V[JL ZFHSLI
JU WZFJ[ K[P VF56[ tIF\  SFDNFZ ;\3M HM BZ[BZ ;\Ul9T AG[

TM N[XEZGL 5|J'lTVM 5Z 5|EFJ  5F0L XS[ T[D K[P VF SFINM
HdD] VG[ SFxDLZ ZFHIM l;JFI ;DU| EFZTDF\ ,FU] 50[ K[P
VF SFINM TFP ! H}G4 !)Z* GF ZMH VD,DF\ VFJ[,  K[P
EFZTDF \ VF SFINFGM .lTCF; oEFZTDF \ VF SFINFGM .lTCF; oEFZTDF \ VF SFINFGM .lTCF; oEFZTDF \ VF SFINFGM .lTCF; oEFZTDF \ VF SFINFGM .lTCF; o
X~VFTGF ;DIDF\ EFZTDF\ 56 SFDNFZ ;\3GL  AFATDF\
VgI N[XMGF H[JL H l:YlT CTLP SFDNFZ ;\3GL 5|J'lTG[ SFIN[;Z
U6JFDF\ VFJTL G CTLP EFZTDF VF SFINFGL X~VFT 5C[,F\
VF ;\A\WDF\ SM. SFINM CTM GCLP VF SFINFGM .lTCF; HZF
HF6JF H[JM K[P !)Z_DF\ lAgGL V[g0 S]\P TZOYL DãF; 8[18F.<;
,[AZ I]lGIG ;FD[ DãF;  CF.SM8"DF\ NFJM  SZFIM CTMP DãF;
CF.SM8" .u,[g0GF SMDG ,MG]\  VG];Z6 SZLG[ SFDNFZ ;\3GF
VlWSFZLVMG[ ;\3GF GFDNFZ ;eIM DFl,SM ;FY[ C0TF/
5F0LG[ SZFZ TM0TF V8SFJJFGM DGF. C]SD VF%IM CTMP
5lZ6FD[ EFZTDF\ ZFHSLI VF\NM,G X~ YI] lA|8GDF\ 56 DH}Z
51F[ VF\NM,G SI]" 5lZ6FD[ VF SFINM 5;FZ SZJFDF\ VFjIM
CTMP VF SFINM .u,[g0GF SFINF 5Z D]bItJ[ VFWFlZT K[P
ZMI, SlDXG[ VF SFINFGL  SFDULZL T5F;L CTLP VF SlDxG[
GM\WFI[, SFDNFZ ;\3GL 5|J'l¿ 5ZGF\ lGI\+6M N}Z SZJFGL
E,FD6 SZL CTLP ;ZSFZ[ VF E,FD6GM VD, SIM" G CTMP
VF SFINFGL HMS[ SFDNFZ ;\3GL GM\36L DF8[ HMUJF. SZJFDF\
VFJL K[P 5Z\T] GM\WFI[,  SFDNFZ ;\3G[ DFl,S TZOYL DFgITF
VF5JFGL HMUJF. G CTL 5lZ6FD[ !)$* DF\ VF SFINFDF\
;]WFZM SZFIM CTMP ;]WFZFYL DH}Z VNF,TGF C]SDTL 5|lTlGlW
SFDNFZ ;\3G[ DFl,S TZOYL DFGITF VF5JFGL HMUJF.
SZJFDF\ VFJLP VF SFINFDF\ ;]WFZFVM SZJF DF8[ ZFQ8=LI DH}Z
gIFI5\R[ 56 S[8,LS E,FD6M SZL K[P
SFDNFZ ;\3 ZRJFGM VlWSFZ oSFDNFZ ;\3 ZRJFGM VlWSFZ oSFDNFZ ;\3 ZRJFGM VlWSFZ oSFDNFZ ;\3 ZRJFGM VlWSFZ oSFDNFZ ;\3 ZRJFGM VlWSFZ o
SFDNFZ ;\3 ZRJFGM VlWSFZ A\WFZ6GF VG] !)s!f s;Lf
C[9/ V5FI[, D}/E}T VlWSFZ K[P HM S[ VF VlWSFZ A\WFZ6GF
VG] o !)s!f s&f C[9/GF JFHSL lG6"IMG[ VFWLG K[P S[8,FS
;\HMUMDF\ SFDNFZ ;\3GF VlWSFZLVMG[ OMHNFZL SFI"JFCLDF\YL
D]lST D/[ K[P SFDNFZ ;\3GL S[8,FS C[T]VM DF8[ GM\W6L

* Ph.d. Students, Saurashtra University, Rajkot
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SZFJJFG]\ H~ZL  K[P
HMS[ VF{nMlUS  TSZFZGF SFINF C[9/ VF{nMlUS TSZFZ p9FJJF
DF8[ SFDNFZ ;\3GL ZRGF OZlHIFT GYLP V[8,[ S[ SM. SFDNFZ
;\3GM ;eI G CMJF KTF\ VF{nMlUS TSZFZGF lGJFZ6 DF8[
SFINM T[G[ DNN 5}ZL 5F0[ K[P VFD4 SFDNFZ ;\3GL ZRGF
VF{nMlUS TZSFZGF lGJFZ6 DF8[ H~ZL GYLP
jIFbIFVM sSP ZfjIFbIFVM sSP ZfjIFbIFVM sSP ZfjIFbIFVM sSP ZfjIFbIFVM sSP Zf
VF SFINFDF\ ;\NE" S[ lJQFIYL lJ~âG]\ S\. jIST YT]\ G CMI TM
GLR[GF XaNM GM VY" GLR[ D]HA SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
!P AFZMAFZL ;lDlT !P AFZMAFZL ;lDlT !P AFZMAFZL ;lDlT !P AFZMAFZL ;lDlT !P AFZMAFZL ;lDlT s Executives f
SFZMAFZL ;lDlT V[8,[ SFDNFZ ;\3 s 8=[0 I]lGIG f GM JCLJ8
H[ D\0/G[ ;M\5JFDF\ VFJ[,M CMI T[ D\0/ G[ E,[ 5KL UD[ T[
GFDYL VM/BJFDF\ VFJT]\ CMIP
ZP  GM\WFI[, SR[ZL  ZP  GM\WFI[, SR[ZL  ZP  GM\WFI[, SR[ZL  ZP  GM\WFI[, SR[ZL  ZP  GM\WFI[, SR[ZL  s Registered Office f
GM\WFI[, SR[ZL V[8,[ VF SFINF C[9/ SFDNFZ ;\3GL J0L SR[ZL
TZLS[ GM\WFI[, SR[ZLP
#P GM \WFI [, SFDNFZ ;\3 #P GM \WFI [, SFDNFZ ;\3 #P GM \WFI [, SFDNFZ ;\3 #P GM \WFI [, SFDNFZ ;\3 #P GM \WFI [, SFDNFZ ;\3 s Registered Trade
Unionf
GM\WFI[, SFDNFZ ;\3 V[8,[  SFINF C[9/ GM\WFI[, SFDNFZ ;\3
$P  ZlH:8=FZ  $P  ZlH:8=FZ  $P  ZlH:8=FZ  $P  ZlH:8=FZ  $P  ZlH:8=FZ  s Ragistrar f
ZlH:8=FZ V[8,[ S,D # C[9/ plRT ;ZSFZ[ lGI]ST  SZ[, SFDNFZ
;\3MGM ZlH:8=FZ VG[ T[DF\ JWFZFGF VYJF  GFIA ZlH:8=FZGM
;DFJ[X YFI K[P
5P VF{nMlUS TSZFZ5P VF{nMlUS TSZFZ5P VF{nMlUS TSZFZ5P VF{nMlUS TSZFZ5P VF{nMlUS TSZFZ s Trade Dispute f
Vf{nMlUS TSZFZ V[8,[  SM. jIlSTGL ZMHUFZL S[ A[ZMHUFZL
lJQF[ VYJF GMSZLGL XZTM S[ DH}ZMGL XZTM V\U[ DFl,SM
VG[ SFDNFZM JrR[ VYJF SFDNFZM VG[ SFDNFZM JrR[  VYJF
DFl,SM JrR[GL TSZFZ SFDNFZ V[8,[ pnMUDF\ GMSZL SZTL
TDFD jIlSTVM4 5KL E,[ T[ H DFl,SGF ;\A\WDF\ VF TSZFZ
p5l:YT YFI K[P T[GL GMSZLDF\ G CMIP
&P SFDNFZ ;\W  &P SFDNFZ ;\W  &P SFDNFZ ;\W  &P SFDNFZ ;\W  &P SFDNFZ ;\W  s Trade Union f
SFDNFZ ;\W V[8,[ DFl,SM VG[ SFDNFZM JrR[GM VYJF SFDNFZM
VG[ SFDNFZM  JrR[GM VYJF DFl,SM  DFl,SM JrR[GF ;\A\WMG[
lGI\l+T SZJFGF VYJF J[5FZ W\WF 5Z 5|lTA\WS XZTM
,FNJFDF\ 5|FYlDS C[T]YL ZRJFDF\ VFJ[, SFDR,Fp S[ SFIDL
;\W VG[ T[DF\ A[ S[  T[YL JWFZ[ SFDNFZ ;\3MGF DCFD\0/GM
;DFJ[X YFI K[P
SFDNFZ ;\3 V[8,[ ;FDFgI ZLT[ VF56[ DF+ SFDNFZMGM ;\3
;DHLV[ KLV[ 5Z\T] VF jIFbIF D]HA SFDNFZ ;\3 DFl,SMGM
;\3 VYJF DFl,SM  VG[ SFDNFZMGM AG[,M ;\3 56 CM. XS[P
HM VF jIFbIFDF\ lGlN"Q8 SZFI[, XZTM 5}ZL YTL CMI TM VFJM
;\3 SFDNFZMGM AG[,M K[ S[ DFl,SMGM4 T[ DCtJG]\ GYLP D]\A.

VF{nMlUS ;\A\WMGM SFINM !)$& DF\ V5FI[,M ;\3GL
jIFbIFDF\YL DFl,SMGF ;\3G[ AFSFT ZFBJFDF\ VFJ[, K[P
;FDFgI ZLT[ SFDNFZ  ;\W DFl,SM VG[ SFDNFZM JrR[GF ;\A\WM
;DTM, ZFBJF DF8[ ZRJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
SFDNFZ ;\WGL ZRGF DF8[ VF jIFbIFDF\ H6FJ[, SM.56 C[T]G]\
Vl:TtJ CMJ]\ HM.V[P 5ZOMlD"U ZF.8  ;M;FI8L lJP ,\0G
lYI[8Z VMO J[ZFI8Lh GF S[;DF\  VFJM  SM. C[T] GlC CMJFYL
T[G[ SFDNFZ ;\3 TZLS[ U6JFDF\ VFJ[, G CTMP SFDNFZ ;\3GF
VF C[T]G[ VFG]QFF\lUS C[T]VM SM. XS[4 5Z\T] VF jIFbIFDF\
lGlN"Q8 SZ[, CM. 56 C[T] TM CMJM HM.V[P
*P  plRT ;ZSFZ *P  plRT ;ZSFZ *P  plRT ;ZSFZ *P  plRT ;ZSFZ *P  plRT ;ZSFZ  s Appropriate Government f
H[ SFDNFZ ;\3MGM  C[T]VM V[S H 5|F\T 5]ZTF DIF"lNT G CMI
T[GF ;\AWDF\ plRT ;ZSFZ V[8,[  S[gã ;ZSFZ VG[ VgI SFDNFZ
;\3MGF ;\A\WDF\ S,D Z( sV[f GL HMUJF.VMVMG[ VFWLG
ZCLG[ ZFHI ;ZSFZP
(P DFl,S  (P DFl,S  (P DFl,S  (P DFl,S  (P DFl,S  s Employer f
sSf S[gã ;ZSFZ S[ ZFHI ;ZSFZGF BFTFGL  ;¿F C[9/
R,FJJFDF\ VFJTF W\WFGF ;\A\WDF\ DFl,S  V[8,[ T[ ;A\WDF\
lGIT SZJFDF\ VFJ[, ;¿FWLX VG[ HIF\ VFJF ;¿WLX lGIT
SZJFDF\ G VFJ[, CMI tIF\ BFTFGM J0MP
sBf  HIFZ[ :YFlGS ;¿F VYJF T[GF JTL W\WM R,FJTM CMI
tIFZ[ T[GF ;A\WDF\ DFl,S V[8,[ T[ :YFlGS ;¿FGM D]bI JCLJ8L
VD,NFZP
)P  pnMU )P  pnMU )P  pnMU )P  pnMU )P  pnMU s Industry f
pnMUGF VY" DFl,SMGM W\WM4 J[5FZ4 ;FC;4 pt5FNG VUZ
jIJ;FI YFI K[P T[DF\ SFDNFZMGM SM. W\WM GMSZL4 SFDULZL4
CFYSFZLUZ4 VUZ VF{nMlUS W\WM VUZ jIJ;FIGM ;DFJ[X
YFI K[P
!_P  DH}Z VNF,T!_P  DH}Z VNF,T!_P  DH}Z VNF,T!_P  DH}Z VNF,T!_P  DH}Z VNF,T s Labour Court f
DH}Z VNF,T V[8,[ Z( vAL s! C[9/f SFDNFZ ;\3GF ;A\WDF\
ZFHI ;ZSFZ[ lGI]ST SZ[, DH}Z VNF,TP
!!  DFgI SFDNFZ ;\3!!  DFgI SFDNFZ ;\3!!  DFgI SFDNFZ ;\3!!  DFgI SFDNFZ ;\3!!  DFgI SFDNFZ ;\3 s Recognised Trade Unionf
DFgI SFDNFZ ;\3 V[8,[ SFINF C[9/ DFgI YI[, SFDNFZ ;\3
!ZP  C0TF/!ZP  C0TF/!ZP  C0TF/!ZP  C0TF/!ZP  C0TF/ s Strike f
VF{nMlUS TSZFZMGF SFINFDF\ VF5JFDF\ VFJ[, C0TF/GM VY"
VF SFINFDF\ :JLSFZJFDF\ VFjIM K[P U[SFIN[Z C0TF/ V[8,[ H
C0TF/ SFINFGF VD,G[ SFZ6[ U[ZSFIN[;Z CMI VG[ lGIlDT
C0TF/ V[8,[ U[ZSFIN[;Z C0TF/ VYJF S Z( s0Lf GM E\U
SZLG[ SFDNFZ ;\3[ HFC[Z SZ[,L C0TF/P
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SFDNFZ ;\3MGL GM\36L
(REGISTRATION OF TRADE UNIONS)

* Vinay Chavada
!P5|F:TFlJS!P5|F:TFlJS!P5|F:TFlJS!P5|F:TFlJS!P5|F:TFlJS
SFDNFZ ;\3GL GM\W6L YJFYL ;\3 VG[ T[GF ;eIMG[ S[8,FS
,FEM D/[ K[P VF 5|SZ6DF\ SFDNFZ ;\3GL GM\36L DF8[GL H~ZL
lJUTM4 GM\36LGL ZLT4 GM\36LG]\ 5|DF65+4 GM\W6L ZN SZJF
;FD[ V5L, JU[Z[  V\U[ HMUJF.VM SZJFDF\ VFJL K[P VF
HMUJF.VM lJUTJFZ GLR[  D]HA K[P
ZP ZlH:8=FZGL lGD6} \S sSP #fZP ZlH:8=FZGL lGD6} \S sSP #fZP ZlH:8=FZGL lGD6} \S sSP #fZP ZlH:8=FZGL lGD6} \S sSP #fZP ZlH:8=FZGL lGD6} \S sSP #f
s!f plRT ;ZSFZ NZ[S ZFHI DF8[ SM. jIlSTGL ZlH:8=FZ
TZLS[  lGD6}\S SZX[P
sZf  VF SFINF C[9/  lGI]ST YI[, ZlH:8=FZGL H[ ;¿FVM
VG[ SFIM" plRT  ;ZSFZ GÞL SZ[ T[ ;¿FVM VG[ SFIM"
ZlH:8=FZGL N[BZ[B C[9/ AHFJJF DF8[ 5MTFG[ IMuI T[8,L
;\bIFDF\ JWFZFGF s Additional f VG[ GFIA s Deputyf
ZlH:8=FZMGL lGD6}\S SZX[ VG[ T[D6[ H[ lJ:TFZMDF\ SFDULZL
SZJFGL CX[4 T[ lJ:TFZM lGlN"Q8 SZX[P
s#f 5[8F SP Z C[9/ C]SDGL HMUJF.VMG[ VFWLG ZCLG[4
JWFZFGF S[ GFIA ZlH:8=FZ4 ZlH:8=FZGL H[ OZHM H[ lJ:TFZDF\
AHFJTF CMI T[ lJ:TFZDF\ GM\WFI[, SFDNFZ ;\3GL GM\WFI[,
SR[ZLGF ;\A\WDF\ T[ JWFZFGF S[ GFIA  ZlH:8=FZ VF SFINFGF
C[T] DF8[ ZlH:8=FZ U6FX[P
#P  GM \W6LGL ZLT s SP $f#P  GM \W6LGL ZLT s SP $f#P  GM \W6LGL ZLT s SP $f#P  GM \W6LGL ZLT s SP $f#P  GM \W6LGL ZLT s SP $f
s!f SFDNFZ ;\W s Trade Union f  GF ;FT S[ T[YL
JWFZ[ ;eIM4 SFDNFZ ;\3GF lGIDMDF\ 5MTFGL ;CL SZLG[
GM\W6L  ;A\WGL VF SFINFGL HMUJF.VMG]\ 5F,G SZLG[ VF
SFINF C[9/ SFDNFZ ;\WGL GM\W6L DF8[ VZHL SZL XS[P
sZf HIFZ[ SFDNFZ ;\3GL GM\36L DF8[ 5[8F S,D s!f
C[9/ VZHL SZJFDF\ VFJL CMI VG[ GM\W6L DF8[GL VFJL
VZHL SZJFDF\ VFjIF 5KL4 5Z\T] GM\W6L YIF 5C[,F4 S[8,FS
VZHNFZM SFDNFZ ;\3GF VZHNFZM TZLS[ G ZC[ VYJF
ZlH:8=FZG[ ,[lBT GM8L; VF5LG[ VZHLDF\ 5MT[ SZ[,L ;CL
5FKL B[\RL ,[4 TM DF+ T[ SF6YL VFJL  VZHL VIYF"Y 9ZX[

GlCP 5Z\T] T[DGL ;\bIF S], VZHNFZMGL ;\bIF SZTF V0WL
;\bIF SZTF\ JWJL HM.V[ GlCP
$P GM\W6L  DF8[GL VZHL  s SP 5 f$P GM\W6L  DF8[GL VZHL  s SP 5 f$P GM\W6L  DF8[GL VZHL  s SP 5 f$P GM\W6L  DF8[GL VZHL  s SP 5 f$P GM\W6L  DF8[GL VZHL  s SP 5 f
s!f SFDNFZ ;\3GL GM\W6L DF8[GL NZ[S VZHL ZlH:8=FZG[
SZJFDF\ VFJX[P T[GL ;FY[ SFDNFZ ;\3GF lGIDM HM0JFDF\
VFJX[ VG[ T[GL ;FY[ ALH]\ V[S lGJ[NG DMS,JFDF\ VFJX[4
H[DF GLR[ D]HA lJUTM CX[4 V[8,[ S[4
sSf VZHNFZMGF GFD VG[ ;ZGFDF\ 4  W\WM JU[Z[4
sBf SFDNFZ ;\3G]\ GFD VG[ T[GL J0L SR[ZLG]\ ;ZGFD]\
sUf SFDNFZ ;\3GF VlWSFZLVMGF CMN'M4 GFD4 ëDZ4
;ZGFD]\ VG[ W\WMP
sZf GM\W6L DF8[GL VZHL  SIF" VUFpGF V[S JQF" SZTF
JWFZ[ ;DIYL HM SFDNFZ ;\3 Vl:TtJDF\ CMI4 TM VZHLGL
;FY[ lGIT GD}GFDF\ VG[ lGIT lJUTM  ;FY[ SFDNFZ ;\3GL
lD<STM VG[  HJFANFZLVM V\U[G] \ lGJ[NG ZlH:8=FZG[
DMS,JFDF\ VFJX[P
V[S S[;DF\ 9ZFjI] K[ S[ GM\W6L DF8[GL VZHLDF\ SM. GFDG]\
BM8] J6"GsMis- descriptionf  CMI TM T[GFYL VZHLG[
SF\. AFW VFJTM GYLP
;F{ 5|YD TM VF SFINFGL HMUJF.VMG[  VFWLG ZCLG[ SFZMAFZL
;lDlTGL ZRGF SZJFDF\ VFJL CMJLP HM.V[P SFDNFZ ;\3GF
lGIDM 30FIF CMJF HM.V[  VG[ T[DF\ GLR[GL AFATM V\U[
HMUJF. YI[,L CMJL HM.V[ GlC TM SFDNFZ ;\3 GM\W6L DF8[
CSNFZ AGX[ GlCP VFJL AFATM V[8,[ S[P
s!f SFDNFZ ;\WG]\ GFD4
sZf H[ C[T]VM DF8[ SFDNFZ ;\3GL ZRGF SZJFDF\ VFJL
CMI T[ C[T]VMP
s#f H[ C[T]VM DF8[ SFDNFZ ;\3G]\ HGZ, O\0 ,FU] 5F0JFG]\
CMI T[ C[T]VMP
s$f SFDNFZ ;\3GF  ;eIMG]\ l,:8 ZFBJ]\  VG[ SFDNFZ
;\3GF ;eIM VG[ VlWSFZLVM T[ l,:8 G]\ lGZL1F6 SZL XS[ T[
DF8[ 5}ZTL ;UJ0MGL HMUJF. SZJL4

* Ph.d. Students, Saurashtra University, Rajkot
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s5f SFDNFZ ;\3GF ;eIMV[ EZJFGL YTL ZSD sVF ZSD
DFl;S Z5 5{;FGL VMKL CMJL HM.V[ GlCP f
s&f SFDNFZ ;\3G[ H[  pnMU ;FY[ ;\A\W CMI T[DF\ GMSZL
SZTL jIlSTVG[ 5|J[X VF5JFGL HMUJF.4 VG[ SFZMAFZL
;lDlTGL ZRGF DF8[ DFGNŸ VYJF VlWSFZLVM TZLS[ SFDR,Fp
;eIMGF 5|J[XGL ;\bIF
s*f H[ XZTM C[9/ lGIDM C[9/GM ,FE ;eIG[ D/L XSTM
CMI VG[ H[ XZTM C[9/ ;eIMGM N\0 SZL XSFI T[ XZTMP
s(f H[ ZLT YL lGIDMDF\ ;]WFZM4 O[ZOFZM S[ lGIDM  ZN
SZL XSFI T[ ZLT4
s)f SFDNFZ ;\3GF O\0GL ;,FDTL4 lGIT SZJFDF\ VFJ[
T [ ZLT[ T [GF lC;FAMGL RSF;6L VG[ SFDNFZ ;\3GF
VlWSFZLVM VG[ ;eIM DF8[ lC;FAL RM50FVMG]\ lGZL1F6 SZJF
DF8[ 5}ZTL ;UJ0MP
s!_f SFDNFZ ;\3G]\ lJ;H"G SZJFGL ZLT ov SFDNFZ ;\WGL
GM\W6L DF8[ HIFZ[ VZHL SZJFDF\  VFJ[ tIFZ[  T[GL ;FY[ SFDNFZ
;\3GF lGIDM DMS,FJJF 50[ K[P VF lGIDMDF\ p5ZGL AFATM
V\U[ HMUJF. CMJL HM.V[P
5P  SFDNFZ ;\3GF lGIDMDF \  ;DFlJQ8 SZJFGL5P  SFDNFZ ;\3GF lGIDMDF \  ;DFlJQ8 SZJFGL5P  SFDNFZ ;\3GF lGIDMDF \  ;DFlJQ8 SZJFGL5P  SFDNFZ ;\3GF lGIDMDF \  ;DFlJQ8 SZJFGL5P  SFDNFZ ;\3GF lGIDMDF \  ;DFlJQ8 SZJFGL
HMUJF.VM  s SP & fHMUJF.VM  s SP & fHMUJF.VM  s SP & fHMUJF.VM  s SP & fHMUJF.VM  s SP & f
VF SFINF C[9/ !( JQF"YL GLR[GL jIlST VYJF G{lTS VWo5TG
DF8[ ;HF 5FD[,  jIlSTG[ SFZMAFZLGF ;eI5N[ VYJF CMN[NFZ
TZLS[ ,. XSFI GCL ;\3GF VMKFDF\ VMKF  5 @ CMN]NFZM ;\3
H[ pnMU ;FY[ ;\A\lWT CMI T[DF GMSZL SZTF CMJF HM.V[P HM
S[  VF HMUJF.VMDF\YL SM. ;\3G[ D]lST VF5JFGL ;ZSFZG[
;¿F K[P
GM\WFI[, SFDNFZ ;\3 SFG}GL jIlSTtJ WZFJ[ K[4 T[ lD,ST
WZFJL XS[ K[ T[ NFJM SZL XS[ K[P T[GL ;FD[ NFJM Y. XS[ K[P
VMSMG"GF S[;DF\ SFDNFZ ;\3G[ VW"lGUD TZLS[  J6"JJFDF\
VFJ[, K[P
&P  JW] lJUTM DFUJFGL VG[ GFDDF\ O[ZOFZ SZJFGL&P  JW] lJUTM DFUJFGL VG[ GFDDF\ O[ZOFZ SZJFGL&P  JW] lJUTM DFUJFGL VG[ GFDDF\ O[ZOFZ SZJFGL&P  JW] lJUTM DFUJFGL VG[ GFDDF\ O[ZOFZ SZJFGL&P  JW] lJUTM DFUJFGL VG[ GFDDF\ O[ZOFZ SZJFGL
OZH 5F0JFGL ;¿F s SP *fOZH 5F0JFGL ;¿F s SP *fOZH 5F0JFGL ;¿F s SP *fOZH 5F0JFGL ;¿F s SP *fOZH 5F0JFGL ;¿F s SP *f
s!fSP 5 DF\ H6FJ[, XZTMG]\ 5F,G SZJFDF\ VFjI] K[ S[ S[D
VYJF SFDNFZ ;\3 SP & C[9/ GM\W6L DF8[ CSNFZ K[ S[ S[D4 T[
ZlH:8=FZ[ HF6J]\ HM.V[4 T[GL BFTZL SZJF ZlH:8=FZ JWFZFGL
DFlCTL DFUL XS[  VG[ HIF\ ;]WL ZlH:8=FZ[ DFU[,L DFlCTL
5}ZL G 5F0JFDF\ VFJ[ tIF\ ;]WL ZlH:8=FZ SFDNFZ ;\3GL GM\W6L
SZJFGM .gSFZ SZL XS[P
sZfH[ GFDYL  SFDNFZ ;\3GL GM\W6L SZFJJFGL CMI4 T[ GFD
Vl:TtJ WZFJTF GM\WFI[, SFDNFZ ;\3 ;FY[ ;FdI WFZJT]\ CMI
VG[ ZlH:8=FZGF DT[ T[GFYL HGTFGF VYJF SM. SFDNFZ ;\3GF
;eIM K[TZFJJFGL ;\EFJGF CMI4 TM VZHLDF\ H6FJ[, GFD

AN,FJJFGL OZH ZlH:8=FZ VZHNFZMG[ 5F0L XS[ VG[ HIF\
;]WL GFDDF\ O[ZOFZ G YFI tIF\ ;]WL ZlH:8=FZ SFDNFZ ;\3GL
GM\W6L SZFJJFGM .gSFZ SZL XS[ K[P
*P  GM\36L  s SP (f*P  GM\36L  s SP (f*P  GM\36L  s SP (f*P  GM\36L  s SP (f*P  GM\36L  s SP (f
s!f HIFZ[ ZlH:8=FZG[ V[D ;\TMQF YFI S[ GM\W6L ;\A\WL VF
SFINFGL TDFD H~LZIFTMG]\ 5F,G SZJFDF\ VFjI] K[4 tIFZ[
ZlH:8=FZ GM\36LGL VZHL ;FY[ VF5JFDF\ VFJ[, lGJ[NGGL
lJUTM GM\WLG[ ;\3GL GM\W6L SZX[P
sZf V[S S[;DF\ 9ZFjI]\ K[ S[ VF{nMlUS ;FC;DF\ SFD SZTF
SFDNFZM 5MTFG[ IMuI ,FU[ T[8,F SFDNFZ ;\3M ZRL XS[4  HIFZ[
SFDNFZ ;\3GL GM\36L DF8[ VZHL SZJFDF\ VFJ[ tIFZ[ HMJFG]\
5F+ V[8,]  H ZC[ K[ S[ T[GF ;\A\WDF\ VF SFINFGL HMUJF.VMG]\
5F,G SZJFDF\ VFjI]  K[ S[  S[D HM T[D YI]\ CMI
TM ZlH:8=FZ[ SFDNFZ ;\3GL GM\W6L SZJL H HM.V[ VG[ T[GF
DF8[ ALHM lJS<5 GYLP  VF ;\HMUMDF\ SFDNFZ ;\3GL GM\W6L
SZJFG]\  T[G[ DF8[ OZlHIFT K[ GM\W6L SZJFG]\ ZlH:8=FZG]\ S'tI
T[ DF+ JCLJ8L OZH K[ VG[ T[DF\ VF SFINFGL HMUJF.VMG]\
5F,G YI]\ K[ S[ S[D T[ HMJF l;JFI ZlH:8=FZG[ ALHL SF\. H
;¿FVM GYLP
(P  GM\36LG] \ 5|DF65+ s SP )f(P  GM\36LG] \ 5|DF65+ s SP )f(P  GM\36LG] \ 5|DF65+ s SP )f(P  GM\36LG] \ 5|DF65+ s SP )f(P  GM\36LG] \ 5|DF65+ s SP )f
SP ( C[9/ SFDNFZ ;\3GL GM\W6L SIF" 5KL ZlH:8=FZ lGIT
GD}GFDF\ GM\W6LG]\ 5|DF65+ SF-L VF5X[ VG[ T[ SFDNFZ ;\3GL
VF SFINF C[9/ IMuI ZLT[ GM\W6L SZJFDF\ VFJL K[P T[ AFATGM
VFBZL 5]ZFJM K[P
HM  GM\W6L V\U[GL SFINFGL TDFD H~lZIFTMG]\ 5F,G  YI[,
CMI TM GM\W6LG]\ 5|DF65+ SF-L VF5JFGL ZlH:8=FZGL OZH
K[P HM SFINFGL  SM. HMUJF.VMG]\ 5F,G YT] CMI TM ZlH:8=FZ
GM\36LGM .gSFZ SZL  XS[P ZlH:8=FZ[ SF-L VF5[, 5|DF65+ V[
AFATGM VFBZL 5]ZFJM K[ S[ ;\3GL SFINF C[9/ IMuI  ZLT[ T[
GM\W6L SZJFDF\ VFJL K[P
V[S S[;DF\ V[S Z;5|N D]NM p5l:YT YIM CTM  T[ S[;DF\ V[S
SFDNFZ ;\3[ GM\W6L DF8[ VZHL SZL CTL T[GL ;FD[ T[GF ALHF
CZLO SFDNFZ ;\3[ ZH}VFT SZJFGL TSGL DFU6L SZLP T[G[
VFJL TS VF%IF l;JFI ZlH:8=FZ[ SFDNFZ ;\3G[ GM\W6LG]\
5\DF65+ SF-L VF%I] VFYL CZLO SFDNFZ ;\3[ 5MTFGF D}/
E}T VLWSFZMGM E\U YIM CMJFG]\ H6FJL ZL8 VZÒ SZL
VNF,T[ 9ZFjI]  S[ VFDF\ CZLO SFDNFZ ;\3GF SM. D}/E}T
VlWSFZGM E\U YTM GYL4 SFZ6 S[ GM\W6L ;\A\WGL VF
SFINFGL HMUJF.VMG]\ 5F,G IMuI ZLT[ YI]\ CMI TM SFDNFZ
;\3GL GMM\36L SZJFG]\ ZlH:8=FZ DF8[ OZlHIFT K[P CZLO SFDNFZ
;\3G[ ;F\E/JFGL TS VF5JFG]\ ZlH:8=FZ DF8[ H~ZL GYLP
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)P  GM \36L ZN SZJL s SP !_f)P  GM \36L ZN SZJL s SP !_f)P  GM \36L ZN SZJL s SP !_f)P  GM \36L ZN SZJL s SP !_f)P  GM \36L ZN SZJL s SP !_f
sSf lGIT ZLT[ .SZFZ SZ[,L VZHL ZlH:8=FZG[ SZJFYL ZlH:8=FZ
GM\W6LG]\ 5|DF65+ 5FK]\  B[\RL  XS[ VYJF  ZN SZL XS[ VYJF
sBf GLR[GF ;\HMUMDF\ ZlH:8=FZ GM\W6LG]\ 5|DF65+ 5FK]\ B[RL
XS[ VYJF ZN SZL XS[4 V[8,[ S[ HM ZlH:8=FZ G[ V[D BFTZL
YFI S[4
s!f GM\W6LG]\ 5\DF65+ E},YL VYJF NUFYL D[/JJFDF\ VFjI]
CT]\ VYJF
sZf SFDNFZ  ;\3G]\ Vl:TtJ CJ[ ZCI] GYLo VYJF
s#f SFDNFZ ;\W[ .ZFNF5}J"S  VYJF ZlH:8=FZGL GMl8; CMJF
KTF\ VF SFINFGL SM. HMUJF.GM E\U SIM" K[o VYJFP
s$f SFINFGL HMUJF.G[ V;\UT V[JF lGIDGM VD, SZJFG]\
RF,] ZFbI]  CMI ¸ VYJF
s5f lGIDDF\ H[ AFATGL HMUJF. SZJFGL CMI4 T[JM lGID
ZN SIM" K[ 5Z\T] HMUJF. V[JL SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[ S[ SFDNFZ
;\3G]\ 5|DF65+ 5FK]\ B[\RJFGL S[ ZN SZJFGL VZHL SZJFDF\
VFJL CMI4 tIFZ[ ZlH:8=FZ T[ SFDNFZ ;\3G[ SIF SFZ6M;Z T[G]\
5|DF65+ 5FK]\ B[\RJFGL S[ ZN SZJFGL lJRFZ6F Y. ZCL  K[4
T[GL A[ DF; VUFpGL ,[lBT SFZ6NX"S GMl8; VF5X[4 5Z\T]
HIFZ[ SFDNFZ ;\3[ 5MTFG]\ 5|DF65+ 5FK]\ B[\RJFGL4 ZN SZJFGL
VZHL SZJFDF\ VFJL CMI4 tIFZ[ VF HMUJF. ,FU] 50TL GYLP
DFI;MZ VFIG" V[g0 :8L, JS"; ,[AZ;" V[;Ml;V[XG lJP
SlDXGZ VMO ,[AZ V[g0 ZlH:8=FZ VMO 0[=0 I]lGIg; V[ GF
S[;DF\ 9ZFJFI]\ K[ S[ VF S,D C[9/GL H~ZL GMl8; VG[ ;F\E/
JFGL TS VF%IF l;JFI ZlH:8=FZ  GM\W6L ZN SZL XS[ GCLP
VF S[;DF\ A[ DF;GL GM8L; VF5JFDF\ VFJL CTL 5Z\T] A[ DF;
5]ZF YIF AFN TZT H ;F\E/JFGL TS VF%IF l;JFI GM\W6L
ZN SZJFDF\ VFJL CTL4 VF S[;DF\  A[ DF;GL GMl8; VF5JFDF\
VFJL CTL4 5Z\T] A[ DF; 5]ZF YIF AFN TZT H ;F\E/JFGL TS
VF%IF l;JFI GM\W6L  ZN SZJFDF\ VFJL CTL4   VF S[;DF\
9ZFJFI]\ S[ ;F\E/JFGL TS VF%IF  l;JFI GM\W6L ZN SZL XSFI
GCL\P
V[S S[;DF\ 9ZFJFI]\ K[ S[ ,xSZDF\ SFD SZTF DMRLVM ;]YFZM
NZHLVM DF/LVM ;OF. SFDNFZM VG[ Z;M.IFVM VF SFINF
C[9/ SFDNFZ ;\W   ZRL XS[ GCL\ SFZ6 S[ T[DG[ ,xSZL SFINM4
!)5_ s Army Act, 1950 f   ,FU] 50[ K[P VFYL VFJF
;\3GL  GM\W6L ZN SZFI TM T[ SFIN[;Z K[P
!_P  V5L,   s SP !!f!_P  V5L,   s SP !!f!_P  V5L,   s SP !!f!_P  V5L,   s SP !!f!_P  V5L,   s SP !!f
s!f SFDNFZ ;\3GL GM\36L  SZJFGF ZlH:8=FZGF .gSFZ VYJF
GM\W6LG]\ 5|DF65+ 5FK]\ B[\RL ,[JFYL VYJF T[ ZN SZJFYL
GFZFH YI[, jIlST lGIT ;DIDF\
sSf HM SFDNFZ ;\3GL SR[ZL 5|[l;0g;L 8FpGGL CNDF\

CMI TM CF.SM8"G[ V5L, SZL XS[ ¸ VYJF
sBf HIFZ[ SFDNFZ ;\3GL SR[ZL VgI SM. lJ:TFZDF\ CMI4
tIFZ[ plRT ;ZSFZ[ T[ lJ:TFZ DF8[ lGI]ST SZ[,  D}/E}T CS}DT
WZFJTL VG[ JWFZFGF DNNGLX gIFIFWLXGL VNF,TYL pTZTL
GlCP V[JL VNF,TG[ V5L, SZL XS[  ¸
sZf V5L, VNF,T V5L,G[ ZN SZL XS[4  VYJF T[ ;\3GL
GM\36L SZJFGM VG[ GM\W6LG]\ 5|DF65+ SF-L VF5JFGM
ZlH:8=FZG[ C]SD SZX[4 VYJF 5|DF65+  5FK]\ B[\RJFGM S[ ZN
SZJFGM ZlH:8=FZGM C]SD ZN SZX[ VG[ ZlH:8=FZ V5L,
VNF,TGF C]SDG]\ 5F,G SZX[P
s#f ;LP5LP;LP !)_( C[9/ NFJM R,FJTL JBT[ VNF,TG[
H[ ;¿FVM V5L, VNF,TG[ 5[8F SP s!f GF C[T]VM DF8[ V5L,
R,FJJF ;\A\WDF\ ZC[X[P V5L, VNF,T V5L, BR" ;A\WL
C]SD  VF5L XS[ VG[ HF6[ S[  NLFGL NFJFDF\  VFJ] BR" VF5JFGM
C]SD SZJFDF\ VFjIM CMI4 T[ ZLT[ BR" J;}, SZL XSFX[P
s$f CF.SM8" l;JFIGL V5L, VNF,T V5L, ZN SZ[ TM T[GFYL
GFZFH YI[, jIlSTG[ CF.SM8"DF\ V5L, SZJFGM VlWSFZ ZC[X[
V5L,GF C[T]VM DF8[ CF.SM8"G[ 5[8F SP sZf VG[ s#f C[9/GL
;¿FVM ZC[X[ VG[ T[ 5[8F S,DGL HMUJF.VM T[ ZLT[ ,FU]
50X[P
V5L, VNF,TGL ;¿FVM o S,D v!! sZf DF\ lGlN"Q8  SZFIF
D]HA V5L, VNF,TG[ GLR[ D]HAGL ;¿FVM K[P
s!f V5L, VNF,T V5L, ZN SZL XS[ ¸  VYJF
sZf SP )  C[9/ GM\W6LG]\ 5|DF65+ SF-JFGM ZlH:8=FZG[ VFN[X
VF5L XS[ ¸ VYJF
s#f GM\W6L 5FKL B[\RJFGM S[ ZN SZJFGM ZlH:8=FZGM C]SD
ZN SZL XS[P
V5L, VNF,TGL 5|lÊIF o S !! s#f YL 9ZFJFI]\ K[ S[ V5L,
VNF,TG[ NFJM R,FJTL JBT[ VNF,TG[ ;LP5LP;L !)_ C[9/
H[ ;¿FVM  ZC[X[ V5L, VNF,T V5L,GF BR" ;\AWDF\ 56
IMuI C]SD SZL XS[ HF6[ NLJFGL NFJFDF\ VFJM C]SD  SZJFDF\
VFjIM CMI T[ ZLT[ VFJ]\ BR" ;A\WDF\  56 IMuI C]SD SZL XS[
HF6[ NLJFGL NFJFDF\ VFJM C]SD SZJFDF\ VFjIM CMI T[ ZLT[
VFJ]\ BR" J:], SZL XSFIP
;[Sg0 V5L, o HIFZ[ CF.SM8" l;JFIGL V5L, VNF,T[  V5L,
ZN SZ[, CMI tIFZ[ V5L, VNF,TGF C]SD ;FD[ ALHL  V5L,
SZJFGL HMUJF. SP !! s$f YL SZJFDF\ VFJL K[P
!!P  GM\WFI[, SR[ZL   s SP !Zf!!P  GM\WFI[, SR[ZL   s SP !Zf!!P  GM\WFI[, SR[ZL   s SP !Zf!!P  GM\WFI[, SR[ZL   s SP !Zf!!P  GM\WFI[, SR[ZL   s SP !Zf
GM\WFI[, SFDNFZ ;\WG[ DMS,JFGF ;\N[XF VG[ GMl8;M T[GL
GM\WFI[, SR[ZLV[ DMS,L XSFIP J0L SR[ZLGF ;ZGFDFDF\ O[ZOFZ
YFI TM4 O[ZOFZ YJFGL TFZLBYL !$ lNJ;DF\ T[ V\U[GL ,[lBT
GMl8;  ZlH:8=FZG[ VF5JFDF\ VFJX[ VG[ ZlH:8=FZ ZlH:8ZDF\
AN,FI[,]\ ;ZGFD]\ GM\WL ,[X[P
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U]HZFTDF\ VFlNJF;LVMU]HZFTDF\ VFlNJF;LVMU]HZFTDF\ VFlNJF;LVMU]HZFTDF\ VFlNJF;LVMU]HZFTDF\ VFlNJF;LVM

U]HZFTDF\ pTZ[ VZJ<,L 5CF0GL CFZDF/FVMDF\4 5}J"DF\
;FT5]0F VG[ lJWI 5CF0GL lXBZFJ,LVMDF\ VG[ Nl1F6DF\
;CIFlãGL 5J"Tz[6L VMDF VFlNJF;LVMG]\ lGJF; :YFG K[P
VF 5}ZM E}lD EFU ,UEU Z_ CHFZ DF.,DF\ O[,FI[,M K[P
EL, EFZTGL  VFlNJF;L HFlTVMDF\GL V[S D]bI HFlTK[P
J:TL U6TZLGL N"lQ8V[ UM\0 G[ ;\YF,  VFlNJF;LVM 5KL
EFZTDF\ T[DG]\ :YFG K[P EL, N[XGF\ RFZ ZFHIMvU]HZFT4
ZFH:YFG4 DCFZFQ8= VG[ DwI5|N[XDF\ J;[ K[P
U]HZFTDF\ D]bI VFlNHFTL TZLS[ EL,MG]\ :YFG K[P ;DU|
VFlNJF;L J;TLGL V0WL J;TL TM DF+ EL,
VFlNJF;LVMGL K[P U]HZFTDF\ ,UEU VFlNHFTLGF Z)
;D]NFIM J;[ K[P H[ ;D]NFIM D]bItJ[ EL,  VFlNJF;LVMGL
p5HFTLVM K[P
U]HZFTDF\ J;TF H]NFH]NF  VFlNJF;L ;D]NFIMG[ E{FUMl,S
ZLT[ RFZ lJEFUMDF\ JC[\RJFDF\ VFjIFK[P
!f pTZ U]HZFTGF EL,M4 ;MB,F UZF;LIF VG[ UZFl;IF
Zf 5\RDCF,4 J0MNZF VG[ E~R lH<,FGF EL,4 ZF9JF4

WFGSF4 T0JL4 58[,LIF4 GFISF JU[Z[
#f Nl1F6 U]HZFTGF  VFlNJF;LVMDF\ WM0LIF4 RF{WZL4

UFDLT4 SF\S6F4 N]A/F4 EL,4 GFISF4 T0JL4 JFZ,L4
SM8JF0LIF4 -MZSM/L JU[Z[ D]bI K[P

$f ;F{ZFQ8= VG[ SrKDF ;LNL4 5-FZ4 SM/L4 5FZWL4 OF;F
5FZWL JU[Z[ J;[ K[P

VCL VF56M p5S|D pTZ U]HZFTGF B[0A|ïF TF,]SFGF
lJlXQ8 E}5]Q9DF J;TF 0]\UZL EL,  VFlNJF;LVMGM
;F\:S'lTS ;FDFHLS 5ZLRI 5|F%T SZJFGM K[P
:YFGo:YFGo:YFGo:YFGo:YFGo
U]HZFT ZFHIGM E}lDlJ:TFZ D]bItJ[ +6 EF{UMl,S V[SDMDF\
lJEFHL K[P s!f T/ U]HZFT sZf ;F{ZFQ8= VG[ s#f SrK4
JCLJ8L jIJ:YF DF8[ U]HZFT ZFHIGF VF +6 E]DL V[SDMG[
Z5 HL<,FVM VG[ Z!5 TF,]SFVMDF\ JC[\RJFDF\ VFjIF K[P
T/ U]HZFTGF .XFG SM6 TZO T[GM ;FAZSF\9F lH<,M VFJ[,M
K[P 5]J"SF/DF\ VF lJ:TFZ cVFGT"c GF V[S EFU TZLS[ VM/

BFTM CMJFGM ;\EJ K[P SS'J'TGL Z[BF ;FAZSF\9F lH<,FDF\YL
5;FZ YFI K[P VF lH<,FGF .XFG SM6 TZO T[GM B[0A|ïF
TF,]SM Z$_ V1FF\XJ'T pTZYL Z$v_&_ pTZ V1FF\XJ'T ;]WL
VG[ *#_ Z[BF\XJ'T 5}J"YL *#_v!__ 5}J" Z[BF\XJ'T ;]WL
lJ:TZ[,MK[P
E}lDlJ:TFZ VG[ J:TLoE}lDlJ:TFZ VG[ J:TLoE}lDlJ:TFZ VG[ J:TLoE}lDlJ:TFZ VG[ J:TLoE}lDlJ:TFZ VG[ J:TLo
;FAZSF\9F lH<,FGF B[0A|ïF TF,]SFGM E}lDlJ:TFZ ($&
RMP SLPDLP K[P TF,]SFGL S], HDLG (!4 ((& C[S8Z K[P
T[DF\YL $_4*#_ C[S8ZDF H\U, lJ:TFZ VFJ[,M K[4 HIFZ[
Z)4#($ C[S8Z HDLG B[TL,FIS K[P TF,]SFGM DM8M EFU
5CF0L VG[ pA0BFA0 K[P VF VFBM 5|FS'lTS lJ:TFZ !#*
UFDMDF \ JC[ \RFI[,M K[P T[DF \ D]bItJ[ 0 ] \UZL EL,
VFlNJF;LVMGF VS[lgN=T UFDMGM ;DFJ[X YFI K[P ;G
!))! GL J:TL U6TZL D]HA TF,]SFDF\ T[VMGL S], J:TL
!4$(4)Z_ DF6;MGL K[P T[DF\ 5]~QFMGL ;\bIF *&4_5(
VG[ :+LVMGL ;\bIF *Z4(&Z GL K[P
RT]ol;DFoRT]ol;DFoRT]ol;DFoRT]ol;DFoRT]ol;DFo
B[0A|ïF TF,]SFGF .XFG B}6F TZO ZFH:YFGGF pNI5]Z
lH<,FGM SM80F TF,]SM VFJ[,M K[4 HIFZ[ JFIjI B}6[ l;ZMCL
lH<,FGM ;LDF0M V0[ K[P Nl1F6 lNXF TZO ;FAZSF\9FGM
J0F,L TF,]SM K[4 HIFZ[ VluGSM6 TZO lJHIGUZ TF,]SFGL
;LDF X~ YFI K[P 5}J"DF\ ZFH:YFG VG[ 5lüD[ AGF;SF\9F
lH<,FGF NF\TF TF,]SFGL ;LDF V0[ K[P
E}5'Q9oE}5'Q9oE}5'Q9oE}5'Q9oE}5'Q9o
AGF;SF\9F lH<,FGF NF\TF TF,]SFGF VZJ<,LGF EFU~5
cH[;MZc GL GFGL 8[SZLVMGL p\RF. B[0A|ïF TF,]SFDF\ JWTL
HFI K[P B[0A|ïFYL ZFH:YFG TZO lJ:TZTL VF 8[SZLVM
VZJ<,LGL CFZDF/FVMDF\ E/L HFI K[P VZJ<,LGL ALHL
V[S XFBF B[0A|ïFDFYL 5;FZ Y.G[ lJHIGUZ TF,]SF TZO
VFU/ JW[  K[4 H[ VFU/ HTF\ VFZF;]ZGL 8[SZLVM TZLS[
VM/BFI K[P VFJF 5CF0L 5|N[XDF\ JQFM"YL VZ^IHLJG
HLJTF VG[ :JT\+ :JEFJ WZFJTF BDLZJ\TF 0]\UZL EL,M
J;[ K[P

* Digvijaysinh Parmar
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;FAZDTL4 ;[.4 VFS/4 lJS/4 SM;\AL VG[ CZ6FJ H[JL
DFT';lZTFVMYL 5MQFFTF VF 5|FS'lTS 5CF0L 5|N[XDF\ T[VM
5MTFGL ,F1Fl6S ;\:S'lT ;FY[ HLJ[ K[P AGF;SF\9FGF NF\TF
58'FYL VFZ\ELG[ ;FAZSF\9FGF B[0A|ïF TF,]SFGF 5MXLGF
58'F4 ,F\A0LIF 58'F4 N[,JF0F 58'F4 B[0JF 58'F VG[
ZFH:YFGGL ;ZCNGF V\NZGF lJ:TFZDF\ KFJ6L 58'F4 DFZL
58'F VG[ DFD[Z 58'F ;]WL T[VMGF J;JF8GM 5|N[X O[,FI[,M
K[P
B[0A|ïF TF,]SF4 NF\TF TF,]SF VG[ ZFH:YFGGF KFJ6L
TF,]SFDF\ HIF\ 0]\UZL EL,M J;[ K[ tIF\ VZJ<,L 5CF0GL
GFGLvDM8L VJlXQ8 CFZDF/FVM VFJ[,L K[P VF lUlZDF/
FVMGL T/[8LDF\ T[VM lJS[lgN=T ZLT[ BM,ZF\ AF\WLG[ J;[ K[P
VCLG]\ HDLG T/ D]bItJ[ H/S'TDF\YL AG[,F lJS'T B0SM
VG[ VFKL5FT/L DF8LG]\ AG[,]\ K[P H\U,M SF5JFGF SFZF6[
JZ;FNYL YI[,F WMJF6GF ,LW[ DM8F EFUGL O/ã]5 HDLGGM
GFX YIM K[4 H[YL :Y/[ :Y/[ p3F0L YI[,L U[|GF.8 5yYZMGL
CFZDF/FVM GHZ[ 50[ K[P VtIFZ[ TM pGF/FDF\ pHH0  H[JM
,FUTM VF 5|N[X YM0F JQFM" 5C[,F V0FAL0 H\U,MYL 3[ZFI[,M
CTMP JZ;FNDF\ VF lJ:TFZDF\ ,L,MTZL KJFI K[4 VG[ HIF\
H\U,M K[ tIF\  JQF"F  VG[ J;\TDF\ 5,FX4 XLD/M4 BH]Z4
J04 S6HM4 DC]0M4 AC[0M4 U}U/ H[JF\ J'1FM 5]Q5MYL ,RL
50[ K[P
pGF/FDF\ UZDL 36L 50[ K[P 5CF0L 5|N[XGF 5yYZM T5[ K[
tIFZ[ c,}c O}SFI K[4 RMDF;FDF\ &_ YL (_ ;[PDLP JZ;FN 50[
K[P VF 5|N[XGF lXFIF/F 9\0F CMI K[P
OFU6 VG[ R{+ V[ A[ DF;GF lNJ;M T[VM DF8[ VFG\NGF lNJ;M
K[P VF DlCGFVMDF\ 3p\ 5FS[ K[P S[8,LS HuIFV[ DC]0F
5}ZACFZDF\ BL,[ K[ VG[ T[DG[ ;O[N O},M VFJ[ K[P JC[,L
;JFZ[ VF O},M HDLG p5Z BZ[ K[P AL,M  DL9FD\W DC]0FGF\
O},M R];TF\ R];TF JL6[ K[P VG[ S5ZF lNJ;MDF BFJF DF8[
VG[ NF~ AGFJJF DF8[ ;\U|C SZ[ K[P VF kT]DF T[VMGM VtI\T
l5|I TC[JFZ CM/L VFJ[ K[ VG[ 5KL 5|FN[lXS D[/F VG[ ,uGM
VFJ[ K[P JU0M 5,FXGF S[;ZL O},M VG[ XLD/FGF\ U],FAL
O},MYL XMEL p9[ K[P T[VM DC]0FGF O},MGM NF~ 5LV[ K[4 SFG[
S[;]0F EZFJLG[ pt;JMDF\  -M, ,.G[ GFR[ K[4 VG[ ULTM UFI
K[P 5ZL6FD[ S]NZTGL VMKL DC[ZGF SFZ6[ S9MZ ,FUTF VF
5|FS'lTS 5|N[XDF\ EL,MGL VFG\NGL SL,SFZLVM jIF5L HFI
K[P
EL, SLXMZvSLXMZLVM -MZ RFZTL JBT[ VF J'1FMGL KFIFDF\
A[;[ K[P p\AZFGF\ O/M V[G J0GF 8[8F BFI K[ VG[ V[SALHFG[
5[|D SZ[ K[P VF AFATGM lGN["X T[VMG]\ S\9:Y UMl9IF lJQFIS
5|6IULT 56 SZ[ K[P

J[\Z,M 5FSM hMJG 5[lZIF4
J[Z,[ VFJ[ GMGSLS N[J,LP

T[VM H[ J0,[ 0FS6 AF\WL CMI T[JF c0FS[\6 J[Z,Fc G[ SF5TF
GYLP 5L5/FDF\ c5L5/ ZBLc skQFLf G]\ :YFGS CMI K[4
T[YL 5L5/FG[ SF5TF GYLP DF6; DZ[ K[ tIFZ[ HLJ ;F{YL
5C[,F\ 5L5/FDF\ ZC[,F 5L5/ ZBL 5F;[ HFI K[4 V[JL N"-
VF:YFG[ ,LW[ 56 5LT/FG[ SF5JFDF\ VFJTM GYLP J0,FDF\
GJ,FB N[JLVMGM VG[ VFD,LDF\ IDGM JF; CMJFYL 56
J0,M VG[ VFD,LG[ SF5JFGM lGQF[W K[P AL,LDF\ DCFN[JGM
JF;M CMJFYL VG[ AL,LGF 5FG N[JZFGF 9FSMZG[ R-TF\
CMJFYL AL,LGF J'1FG[ SF5JFDF\ VFJT]\ GYLP H[GF Y0DF\
N[JvN[JLG]\ :YFGS CMI V[J]\ SM.56 5|SFZG]\ J'1F SF5JFDF\
VFJT]\ GYLP
DC]0M JFJJFYL T[GF lJSF; ;FY[ ZM5GFZ DF6; ALDFZ 50[
K[ VG[ DC]0M lJS;LG[ H]JFG YFI tIFZ[ T[ DZ[ K[ V[JL N"-
DFgITFGF ,LW[ DC]0M ZM5JFDF\ VFJTM GYLP
YM0F\ JQFM" 5C[,F\ VF 5|N[XDF\ H\U,L 5X]VM HMJF D/TF\
CTF\P VFJF\ 5X]VMDF\ JF34 lR¿F4 J~4 ZMh4 GL,UFI JU[Z[
D]bI CTF\P VF p5ZF\T CZ64 ;FAZ4 ;;,F\ JU[Z[ T[VMGF\
lXSFZGF\ 5|F6LVM 56 lJ5], 5|DF6DF\ CTF\P VF CSLST
T[VMGL ,MSSYFVMDF\ JFZ\JFZ VFJTF\ VF 5|F6LVMGF\ J6"G
5ZYL 56 O,LT YFI K[P 9[S[NFZM wJFZF H\U,M S5FJJFGF
SFZF6[ VF 5|F6LVM ;\5]6" ZLT[ VN"xI YIF\ K[P VtIFZ[ TM
SFAZ4 RS,L4 CM,F4 T[TZ JU[Z[ 51FLVM J'1FM 5Z AM,TF\
VG[ B[TZDF\ R6 R6TF\ HMJF D/[ K[P
EL,M DwID SNGF CMI K[P T[VMG]\ XZLZ B0T, CMI K[P
zDHLJLVM CMJFG[ SFZ6[ T[VMGF CFY5UGL DF\; 5[XLVM
S96 CMI KP T[VM  ;FDFgI ZLT[ Z\U[ SF/F VG[ SM. SM.
HUFV[ 3p\J6M" CMI K[P YM0F JQFM" 5C[,F\ T[VM NF-L ZFBTF
VG[ JrR[YL A[ EFU 5F0L4 CM/LG[ SFG[ AF\WTF4 VtIFZ[ VF
5Z\5ZF GFX 5FDJF ,FUL K[P T[VM ,F\AL D}KM ZFB[ K[P :+LVM
56 V[S\NZ[ xIFS Z\UGL CMI K[P SF/F XZLZDF\ pH/F ;O[N
NF\T DMUZFGL S/L H[JF NL5L p9[ K[P :JEFJ[ B]XlDHFHL
VG[ lJGMNL CMI K[P T[VM :JT\+ lDHFHL VG[ 5Z\5lZT
GFR VG[ UFGDF\ S]X/ CMI K[P
EL,M GJ,FB N[JLVM4 W5:IF4 CLT4 ;]\04 SF/SL H[JL UM+
N[JLVM4 D[,FGL D[,0L4 hF\5F hF\50L H[JL D[,L N[JLVM4
C]ZLIM4 ZUTLIM H[JF V[S;MG[ ;F.9 JLZ VG[ B[T,M4 N[JZM4
9FSMZ4 SFAZLIF 9FSMZ4 T]\AZFH JU[Z[ U'CN[JL VG[ ;LDN[JMG[
5}K[ K[ VG[ 5MTFG[ CLgN] SC[J0FJ[ K[P T[VMGL ;FDFHLS VG[
WFlD"S HLJGZLTLGM VeIF; 56 T[VM CLgN] K[ V[J] 5|DF6
5]Z] 5F0[ K[P
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h]\50Foh] \50Foh] \50Foh] \50Foh] \50Fo
EL,M 5MTFGF 3ZG[ cBM,Z]c SC[ K[P T[VM V[SALHFYL N}Z
5MT5MTFGF B[TZDF\ h}\50F H[JF\ cBM,ZF\c AF\W[ K[P N]Z N]Z
AF\WJFG[ SFZ6[ EL,MG]\ UFD ;FTvVF9 SLPDLP DF\ 5YZFI[,]\
CMI K[P EL,M 5MTFG] BM,Z] pRL HuIFV[ AF\WJFG] 5;\N SZ[
K[P ,uG SIF" 5KL YM0F ;DIDF\ EL, I]JFG ;\I]ST S]8]\AYL
V,U YFI K[4 VG[ AF5]SL HDLGDF\ ALH]\ GJ]\ BM,Z]\ AF\W[
K[P 3Z AF\WJFG]\ BR" ;I]\ST S]8]\A EMUJ[ K[P
,uG 5|;\U[ BM,ZFG[ ;O[N DZ0LIF S ,F, DF8LYL ,L\5[ K[P
NLJF,MG[ 56 ;O[N DZ0LIF S[ ,F, DF8LYL ,L5[ K[P SgIF S[
JZG[ 5L9L A[;F0TL JBT[ NLJF,M 5Z lR+M NMZ[ K[P lR+M
NMZJF DF8[ NFT6GL 5LKL\4 R}GM4 U[Z] VG[ Z\UGM p5IMU SZ[
K[P VFNLJF;LVMGL RL+S,F 5|S'lTGF ;F\lGwIDF\ DGGF EFJM
5|DF6[ D]ST ZLT[ JL,;[ K[P XLSFZG]\ N"xI4 3M0F4 3M0[:JFZ4
UlTXL, VFUUF0L4 A;4 5X] ;FY[ DF6;G]\ D{Y]G4 :+Lv
5]Z]QFG] D{Y]G JU[Z[GF\ lR+M VG[ Z[BF\SGM BM,ZFGL NLJF,M
5Z D]ST DG[ NMZ[ K[P
0]\UZL EL,M 3ZGF VFU/GF EFUDF\ -MZ AF\W[ K[P -MZ  5F;[
;lJX[QF J'âM ;}J[ K[P 3ZGF JrR[GF VMZ0FDF\ H]JFG DF6;M
;}J[ K[P DM8F EFU[ T[VMGF BM,ZFG[ SDF0 CMTF\ GYLP JrR[GF
S[ K[<,F B\0DF\ Z;M0] VG[ 3ZJBZL CMI K[P 3ZGF V[S B}6FDF\
YM0L HUF KM0LG[ SM9LVM UM9JLG[ Z;M0] AGFJJFDF\ VFJ[
K[P Z;M0FDF\ DF8LGF\4 5LT/GF VG[ V[<I]lDlGIDGF H~Z
5]ZTF\ JF;6M CMI K[P
EL,MGM BMZFSoEL,MGM BMZFSoEL,MGM BMZFSoEL,MGM BMZFSoEL,MGM BMZFSo
EL,MGM D]bI BMZFS DSF.GF cZM8Fc VG[ V0NGL NF/ K[P
VF p5ZF\T TVM 3ZvVF\U6[ YTF\ XFSEFHL H[JF\ S[ ZL\U64
JF,M/4 JF, JU[Z[GM p5IMU SZ[ K[P JU0FDF\ YTF c5}JFZc4
c-[\AZMc VG[ VFD,LGF cDMZc GM EFHL TZLS[ p5IMU SZ[ K[P
S[8,LS JBT[ cSM9Lc GF UE"G] XFS SZ[ K[P S-LGM p5IMU
56 SZ[ K[P KFXDF\YL AGFJ[,L S-LG[  T[VM cBF8]\c SC[ K[P
EL,M lDz vVFCFZL CMJFGF SFZ6[ JFZvTC[JFZ[ ASZF4
5F0F VG[ S]S0FG]\ DF\; BFI K[P pt;J 5|;\U[ T[VM NF~GM
K}8YL p5IMU SZ[ K[P GJZFXGF ;DI[ TLZvSFD9]\ ,.G[
c5[NSF\c sRS,F\f DFZJF HFI K[P RMDF;FDF\ 5F6LDF\ YTF
DFK,F\ DFZ[ K[P
:JFlNQ8 JFGUILVMDF\ T[VM 3p\4 T[, VG[ UM/DF\YL AGFJ[,]
cDFTZc s,F5;Lf VG[ R]ZD] BFI K[P VF p5ZF\T DC]0FGF
5F6LDF\ 3p\GM ,M8 AF\WLG[  c5ZMZFc GFDGL :JFlNQ8 JFGUL
AGFJLG[ BFI K[P
;L\UT[, p5ZF\T DC]0FGM ALHG] T[,sH[G[ T[VM c0MZD]c SC[
K[P f XFS J3FZJFDF JF5Z[ K[P

NF~NF~NF~NF~NF~ ooooo
NF~ sC[\ZMf V[ EL, HLJGG]\ DCtJG] VG[ l5|I 5L6] K[P T[VM
c5MD6Fc sDC[DFGf GF :JFUTDF\ TYF pt;JM VG[ WFlD"S
VG]Q9FGMDF\  NF~GM K]8YL p5IMU SZ[ K[P
EL,MGL DM8F EFUGL ;FDFlHS VG[ WFlD"S lJlWVMDF\  NF~
K}8YL J5ZFI K[P ,uG GSSL SZJF H[JF ;FDFlHS 5|;\UMV[
JZ 51F TZOYL SgIF 51FG[ NF~ 5FJFGM ZLJFH K[P RF\UMGF
D[,F\ VG]Q9FGMDF\ S[ lNJF/L JBT[ UJFTF cVZ[,Fc GF 5|;\U[
NF~ 5LJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P cC[\ZF m J[\6 CFZNF G[ B,[c J[/FV[
SC[TF CMI K[ VG[ NF~ D\UFJTF CMI K[P E}T SF-TL JBT[
cEM5Fc  sE}JFf G[ NF~GM cl5IF,Mc 5FJM 50[ K[P T[VMGF
S[8,FS D[,F N[JMG[ NF~GM EMU OZHLIFT CMI K[P
CM/L4 NLJF/L VG[ A/[J H[JF pt;JMDF\ VF 5|N[XDF\ NF~GM
p5IMU YFI K[P
VFlY"S ZLT[ VtI\T S96 5lZl:YTLDF\ NF~ H T[VMGF VFG\N
VG[ VFüF;GGM VFWFZ AGL ZC[ K[P T[GF GXFDF\ E}bIF
56 S,FSMGF S,FSM GFR[ K[o UFI K[ VG[ 5[|D SZ[ K[ o

JL; UMl/IMGF\ DF{pZF\ ;MB,L4
S[\ZDF TDFZM/M p0 Z[ ;MB,L m

5LJM C[\ZM 5LJM ;MB,L4
S[ZDF TDFZM/M p0 Z[ ;MB,L m

VFlY"S l:YlT ;FZL G CMJFG[ ,LW[ NF~GF ;YJFZ[ H V;CI
9\0LDF\ 56 T[VM VMKF\ S50F\YL R,FJL ,[ K[ NF~GF GXFDF\ H
GFRTF\ GFRTF T[VMGF EFJ]S C'NIDF\ VG[S ,MSULTM HgD ,[
K[P
5C[ZJ[Xo5C[ZJ[Xo5C[ZJ[Xo5C[ZJ[Xo5C[ZJ[Xo
5C[ZJ[XGL N"lQ8V[ EL,M 5}ZTF J:+M 5C[Z[ K[P ;M/ CFYGM
c;FZ6Mc sR6LIMc V[ 0]\UZL EL, :+LGF 5C[ZJ[XGL lJlXQ8TF
K[P CM/LGF DCtJGF TC[JFZM JBT[ 5]Z]QF[ VF c;FZ6Mc VJxI
l;J0FJL VF5JM 50[ K[P YM0F JQFM" 5C[,F\ :+LVM U/FYL
SDZ ;]WL ,L,F4 JFN/L S[ SF/F Z\UGL ch],0Lc 5C[ZTL CTLP
5Z\T] CJ[ VFW]GLS cSAHFc V[ :YFG ,LW] K[P VtIFZ[ :+LVM
O],v5F\N0FGL EFTJF/M JFN/L4 ,L,M VG[ SF/M cCFZ,Mc
s;F0,Mf JW] 5;N SZ[ K[P cCFZ,FYLc DFY] -F\SJFGM ZLJFH
K[P VFH[ 56 J0L,M VG[ ;UFv;A\WLVMG[ GLRF GDL
;F0,FGM K[0M HDLG V0F0L VFJSFZ VF5JFGM ZLJFH K[P
:+LVMGF DFY[ SF/F JF/ ;FZL ZLT[ VFJ[,F CMI K[P T[VM
ACFZ HFI K[ tIFZ[ JF/G[ lJlXQ8 ZLT[ VFJLG[ 5LGM BM;[
K[P VgI D[NFGL ;DFHGL :+LVMGL DFOS EL, :+LVM 56
X6UFZGL XMBLG CMI K[P DFYFDF\ VG[ SFGDF\ cCHFZLc4
cDZJMc4 cS[;]0Mc4 c5Z5,Fc JU[Z[ lJlJW 5|SFZGF\ O],M BM;[
K[P YM0F JQFM" 5C[,F c8M;,[c sRM8,[f ~5FGL S[ l5T/GL
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3}3ZLVM AF\WTL4 5Z\T] VtIFZ[ ,F,4 5L/L4 ,L,L clZAGc
58'LV[ :YFG ,LW]\ K[P
EL, :+LGF D]bI VFE}QF6 RF\NL4 l5T/4 SFR VG[ cT/JFc
GF\ CMI K[P 5UGF VFE}QF6G[ cSZ,Fc sS0,Ff VG[ cTMZFc
sK0Ff SC[ K[4 H[ RF\NLGF CMI K[P 5UGL VF\U/LV[
V[<I]lDlGID4 cT/JFc4 l5T/ S[ RF\NLGL JL\8LVM 5C[Z[ K[P
T[VMG[ cVUMl9IFc SC[JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
CFY[ RF\NLGM S[ CFYLNF\TGM c;}Zc VG[ cA,MIFc 5C[Z[ K[P VF
p5ZF\T SFRGL cSFJZLIMc sA\U0LVMf 56 5C[Z[K[P
U/FDF\ RF\NLGM cJFZ,Mc VG[ CF\;/L 5C[Z[ K[P VF p5ZF\T
,F\AL ;[Z H[JL RF\NLGL c;LZc 5C[Z[ K[P YM0F JQFM" 5C[,F\ SFRGF
D6SFGL c;LZc VG[ SF/M NMZM AF\WJFGM ZLJFH CTMP I]JFG
:+LG[ GHZ G ,FU[ V[8,F DF8[ U/FDF\ SF/F NMZFGM p5IMU
SZJFDF\ VFJTMP CJ[ ;FNL RF\NLGL CF\/LV[ U/FDF\ :YFG
,[JF DF\0I] K[P VF p5ZF\T D6SFG] c5F8LI]c 5C[Z[ K[P
!5 JQFM" 5C[,F\ SFGDF\ ,FS0F4 ,FB S[ RF\NLG] c0M^G]c
5C[ZJFGM lZJFH EL, :+LVMDF\ CTMP VtIFZ[ c0M^GFc G]
:YFG cV[ZL\U[c ,[JF DF\0I] K[P ,uG 5|;\U[ ch}DZFc 5C[ZJFGM
lZJFH K[P h}DZF\ RF\NLDF\YL AGFJ[,F CMI K[P H[ SFGGL GLR[
O],GL DFOS ,8S[ K[P H[G[ UM/FSFZ[ RF\NLGL 3}3ZLVM HM0[,L
CMI K[P
D[/FVMDF VG[ ,uG 5|;\U[ EL, :+LVM cAMZLI]c VG[ cNFD6Lc
5C[Z[ K[4 H[ DwI S5F/DF\ RF\NLGF O], H[JF\ XME[ K[P GFS[
T[VM RF\NLGL S[ 5LT/GL cO],ZLc VYJF c;}GMZLc 5C[Z[ K[P
VF\BMDF D[\X VF\HJFGM RF, CHL 56 K[P D[\XG[ cSMD[Cc
SC[JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P

VFW]GLS 5C[ZJ[XGF VFS|D6[ ,LW[ EL, 5]~QFMGF 5C[ZJ[XDF\
SM. lJlXQ8TF ARL GYLP !5 JQFM" 5C[,F T[VM DFYF 5Z
,F, S[ 5L/F  Z\UGL lJlXQ8 ZLT[ XMEL p9[ V[ 5|DF6[ 5F30L
5C[ZTFP VF 5F30-LG[ c5MTLI]c SC[JFDF VFJT]P U/FYL SDZ
;]WL AFIGL ;O[N S[ BFBL Z\UGL ch],ZLc 5C[ZTF ch],ZLc G[
RF\NLGF A8GJF/L CF\S/L 3F,TFP -LR6 ;]WL ZC[ V[ ZLT[
cTMTLI]c sWMTLI]f 5C[ZTFP SDZDF KZL S[ S8FZ BM;TFP D]B
5Z SF/L EdDZ D]KM OZOZTLP ACFZ HFI tIFZ[ CFYDF
TLZvSFD9] S[ T,JFZ TM X+]YL ARJF  BZL H BZLP
CYLIFZMoCYLIFZMoCYLIFZMoCYLIFZMoCYLIFZMo
E]DLGF V[S lJlXQ8 EFU 5CF0M VG[ H\U,MDF VG[ JQFM"YL
ZFGL 5X]VM JrR[ J;TF CMJFYL EL,M 5F;[ TL1F6 VG[ 3FTS
CYLIFZM CMI V[ :JFEFJLS K[ J/L J[ZEFJGF 5Z\5ZFDF
pTZTL CMJFYL VG[ S5ZF NLJ;DF lXSFZ 5Z GEJ] 50T]
CMJFYL CYLIFZM T[VMGF DF8[ HLJG;FYL H[JF K[P 5ZL6FD[
TLZ SFD9] S[ T,JFZ lJGFG] BM,Z] XMwI]I[ D/[ GCLP
JFWM oJFWM oJFWM oJFWM oJFWM o
ULT4 ;\ULT VG[ G'tI EL, HLJG VG[ ;\:S'TLGF DCtJGF
V\XM K[P T[VMGF VFYL"S ZLT[ lJQFD HLJGDF GJLG p<,F;
VG[ 5|F6 ;LRJFG] SFD ULT4 ;\ULT VG[ G'tI SZ[ K[P T[VMGF
JFnM G'tIM ;FY[ HMI[,F K[P
0]UZL EL,MGF ;\ULT JFnMDF RDJFnM4 T\T]JFnM VG[ ;]lQFZ
JFnM D]bI K[P
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cAU0FJT ,MSUFYFc G] ;\XMWG ;\S,Gv ;\5FNG 0MP
S'Q6S]DFZ XDF"V[ ZFH:YFGGF UFDvHG5NMDFYL SI]" K[4
HIFZ[ cU]HZFGM VZ[,Mc G] ;\XMWGv;\S,Gv;\5FNG 0MP
EUJFGNF; 58[,[ pTZ U]HZFTGF EL, VFlNJF;L 5CF0L
5|N[XMDF\YL SI]" K[P c,MSUFYFc GM 5|FN]EF"J ZFH:YFGGL U]HZ
VG[ ZFH5]T HFTLGL ;F\:S'lTS 5'Q9E}lDDF YIM K[P HIFZ[
cVZ[,Fc GM pTZ U]HZFTGL EL, 5|HFTL VG[ ;MB,F
UZF;LIF VFNLJF;LVMGL ;F\:S'TLS 5'Q9E]DLDFP A\G[ DF{lBS
DCFSFjIMGL ELgG vELgG ;FDFHLS vWFDL"S 5lZl:YTLVM
CMJFYL A\G[GF :+LvRlZ+M S[ 5F+MDF ;FdI CMJFGL ;FY[
;FY[ J{QFdI 56 CMI V[ VtIgT  :JFEFJLS K[P
,MSUFYF VG[ ,MSDCFSFjI A\G[ lEgGlEgG HFTLGF
JFCSMGF RLTDF 5Z\5ZLT ZLT[ VG[S JQFM"YL l:YT CMI K[P
5Z\T] :Y/4 SF/4 HFTL4 ;\:S'TL 5|DF6[ 5|;\UM 38GFVM VG[
5F+MDF 56 ELgGTF CMJFGL VG[ zMTF NX"SMGL CFHZL VG[
;CEFULTF 5|DF6[ A\G[ DF{lBS DCFSFjIM SYG S/F~5 WFZ6
SZJFGFP
AU0FUT ,MSUFYF N[JGFZFI6GF EM5F 5MTFGF jIlSTUT
HLJGIF5G DF8[ WGM5FH"G C[T] UFI K[ HIFZ[ U]HZFGM
VZ[,MGM UFIS VFJF SM. J{IlSTS IMU1F[D S[ VFlY"S
p5FH"GGF C[T]YL DCFSFjI UFTM GYLP U]HZFGM VZ[,MGM
5lZJ[X ;FDFHLS v WFlD"S 5JGM CMI K[P VF 5J" T[DGF
JT"DFG HLJG ;FY[ HM0FI[,] CMI K[ VFYL UFIS lJXF/
,MS ;D]NFI ;gD]B 5]ZL WFlD"S VF:YF  VG[ p<,F; ;FY[
,MSDCFSFjI 5|:T]T SZ[ K[P T[G[ 5]ZL ;FDFHLS :JLS'lT D/TL
CMJFYL T[GL SYF NLW" S,FDI~5 WFZ6 SZ[ K[P UFIS H[8,L
Z;DITFYL SYFGM lJ:TFZ SZ[ K[ V[8,F JW]  ZFULIF ZFU
5]ZFJJF ;CEFUL YFI K[ VG[ SYF ;HLJ VG[ ;Z; AGTL
HFI K[P DCFSFjI UFJFGM ;DI ;F\5|T YFI K[ VG[ SYF
;HLJ VG[ ;Z; AGTL HFI K[P DCFSFjI UFJFGM ;DI
;F\5|T HLJG ;FY[ HM0FI[,F lN5FJ,L H[JM 5|D]B WFDL"S
TC[JFZ CMJFYL U]HZFGM VZ[,MDF VFJTF chZDZLIFc H[JF
G'tIULTMDF TM VFAF, J'wW4 :+Lv 5]Z]QFv5]ZM ,MS;D]NFI
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U|FDL6 VG[ VFlNJF;L DF{lBS DCFSFjIMDF GFZL:J~5U|FDL6 VG[ VFlNJF;L DF{lBS DCFSFjIMDF GFZL:J~5U|FDL6 VG[ VFlNJF;L DF{lBS DCFSFjIMDF GFZL:J~5U|FDL6 VG[ VFlNJF;L DF{lBS DCFSFjIMDF GFZL:J~5U|FDL6 VG[ VFlNJF;L DF{lBS DCFSFjIMDF GFZL:J~5

;CEFUL Y.G[ UFJF VG[ GFRJF ,FU[ K[P ,MS DCFSFjI
UFJFDF :+LVMGL 56 5]~QFM H[8,L H ;CEFULTF CMJFYL
SYSGF RLTDF 5MTFGF ;F\:S'lTS ;\NE"DFYL ;CH~5DF SM.
S'TS VFNXM"GF EFZ6 lJGF RlZ+M VFJLEF"J 5FD[ K[P
,MS;D]CGM VF 5]ZM pt;FC VG[ p<,F; VFYL"S ,FE C[T][
UFTF AU0FJTGF UFISMG[ D/TF GYLP J/L NX"SvzMTF
JU" VFNX"JFNL ZFH5]T  U]HZ HFTLGM 5LT';TFS ;DFH
CMJFYL :+LVMGL ;CEFULTF CMTL GYLP VFYL UFIS 5F;[
S,FtDS lR+58 VG[ ZFJ6CyYF sH\TZf H[J] ,MSJFn CMJF
KTF ,MSUFYFGF ZH]VFT UFIS 5LT'5|WFG NX"S zMTFGF
VFNXM"4 bIF,M VG[ DFgITFVM 5|DF6[ VG[ VFYL'S ,FE
5|DF6[  SZTM CMJFYL RZL+MGM VG[ T[DFI[ :+LvRZL+MGM
lJSF; VFNLJF;L :+LvRZL+M H[JM;CHv :JFEFJLS Y.
XSTM GYLP
EL,MDF\ 5|Rl,T ,MSDCFSFjI U]HZF\GM VZ[,M V[ lH7F;FGL
T'lQ8 D[/JJFG]\ S[ SYFzJ6 S[ G'tIGM VFG\N D[/JJFG]\ ;FWG
DF+ GYLP 5Z\T] ;DFHGF DCtJGF jIJCFZMG[ SFI"XL,
AGFJJFG[\ XlSTXF/L DFwID K[P ;DFHGL JF:TlJSTF ;FY[
HM0FI[,F VZ[,FGM pt;J4 VG]Q9FG VG[ HLJGGL VF:YF
;FY[ WlGQ9 ;A\W K[P T[GL ZH}VFT VFAF,vJ'å4 :+Lv
5]~QFv5}ZM ;DFH ;CEFUL YFI K[P VFYL VCL\ V[S :J:Y
;DTFJFNL HLJGGF\ ;CH NX"G YFI K[P J/L U]HZF\GM
VZ[,MDF\ VFJTL JFZTFVMGF 38GFv5|;\UM V[ EL,L ;F\5|T
lHJFTF ,MSHLJGG]\ VlJEFHI V\U CMJFYL VG[ T[GM
DCtJGM pN[X 5|Rl,T HLJGv5|6Fl,G] ;DY"G VG[ ;\Z1F6
CMJFYL T[GL ZH]VFTDF\ ;HLJTF4 ;CHTF VG[ :JFEFlJSTF
CMI K[P VFJM ,FE IMU1F[D DF8[ ZH}VFT SZJFDF\ VFJTL
AU0FJT ,MSUFYFG[ 5|F%T YTM GYLP
A\G[ ,MSDCFSFjIDF\ VFZ\EDF\ N[JLvN[JTFVMGL J\NGF~5[
:T]lTVM  UFJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P U]HZF\GM VZ[,MGM UFJFGM VFZ\E
GMZTF H[JF WFlD"S 5J"YL YTM CMJFYL T[DF\ VFZ\EGF
:DZ6DF\ GJ,FB N[JLVMGF SFIM"GM DlCDF VG[ UF{ZJJFG
CMI K[P H[ zMTFVMGL WFlD"S DGol:YlT G[ VG]S}/ CMI K[P* Lect* Lect* Lect* Lect* Lecturururururererererer, Shr, Shr, Shr, Shr, Shree Marutee Marutee Marutee Marutee Maruti Vi Vi Vi Vi V idhidhidhidhidhyyyyyamandamandamandamandamandir Pir Pir Pir Pir P.G.G.G.G.G. Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. Center of M.S.Wer of M.S.Wer of M.S.Wer of M.S.Wer of M.S.W., Bha., Bha., Bha., Bha., Bhavnagvnagvnagvnagvnagararararar
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HIFZ[ AU0FJTT ,MSUFYF lXIF/FGL 9\0L ZFTMDF\ UFJFDF\
VFJTL CMI K[P T[GL ;FY[ SM. WFlD"Sv;FDFlHS 5J" 5|;\U
HM0FI[,M G CMJFYL VG[ UFIS H[8,F zåF/] NX"SM VFZTL
;DI[ G{J[n S[ 5{;F R-FJ[ V[8,FG]\ H X\B3MQF SZLG[ :T]TL
UF.G[ ;FDFlHS UF{ZJ SZ[ K[P VFYL 56 NX"SMGL CFHZL
5F\BL CMI K[P A\G[ 5|N[XMGF\ ,MSDCFSFjIMDF\ 5|;\U 38GFVMGM
38F8M5 CMI K[4 H[ 5|D]B UFISGF lJlXQ8  SYG âFZF lEgG
v lEgG RlZ+MGF lJSF; SZTL VFU/ JW[ K[P VG[ ZMTF
NX"SMG[  Z;FG\NDF\ lGDuG SZ[ K[P
5|;\U 38GFVMGL N"lQ8V[ ;DFG ,FUJFJF/F A\G[
,MSDCFSFjIM lEgG lEgG ;DFH VG[ ;\:"S'lTGL 5'Q9E}lDDF\
VFlJ"EF"J 5FdIF\ CMJFYL SYFGSDF\ l:YTL 5|;\U 38GFVM
VG[ T[DF\YL 5|FN]E}"T RlZ+M VG[ HLJGSFIM"DF\ 36M TOFJT
CMI K[P
AU0FUTvN[JGFZFI6 DCFUFYF ZFH:YFGGL JLZE}lDDF\
VFlJEF"J 5FDL K[P T[DF\ DwISF,LG l5T';TFS ZFH5}Tv1Fl+I
;\:S'lT 5|lTlA\ALT YI[,L K[P VFYL T[GM VFZ\E U6GFIS
U6TlTGL :T]TLYL YFI K[P VF 5KL  UFIS VG[ ;CFIS
UFISGF C'NIvS\9GF\ TF/F\ BM,JF DF8[ XFZNFGL :T]lT SZJFDF\
VFJL K[P
5{/ lJGFIS G{ ;\JZHIM4 A{9F UF{ZL N}\N U]6[;4
N}\NF/F . N]oB EF\H6F\4 ;NF . AF/S E[B4
l;DZ] DFTF XFZNF4 BM/M lC0N[ SF TF/FP
U]HZF\GM VZ[,M EL, VFlNJF;LVMGL JGGL ;CH ;\:S'lTGL
5'Q9E}lDDF\  S\9:Y~5 WZTM CMJFYL VG[ V[S SF/[ VF ;DFH
DFT';TFS CMJFYL TYF JT"DFGSF/DF\ 56 T[DGL ;\:S'lTDF\
DFT';TFS ;DFHGF TtJM 5|lTlA\ALT YTF\ CMJFGL V[\WF6L~5L
VZ[,FGM VFZ\E N[JL DFTFGF :DZ6YL YFI K[4 VG[ UFTF\
UFTF\ lJ:D'lT YFI TM 5]Go :DZ6DF\ ,FJJF 5|D]B UFIS
DFTFG[ 5|FY[" K[ o
TFZFPPPB[ZFDF\ VM06 SZLV[ Z[PPDFhLVMPPCM4
TFZF B[ZFDF\ VMPPVM06 SZLV[ C[\PP
5},FPP;}SF .Z,[ VM6[PPPDFhL VMPPPCM4
5},FVMPPP;]SFVMPPPV[PPPC[\PPP
U]HZF\GM VZ[,MGL 5|YD 5F\B0LDF\ VFJTM ClZVMD D0MJZF
N[XGM ZFHF K[P HIFZ[ AU0FUT ,MSUFYFDF\ ClZl;\C
AL;,N[J RF{CF6GF VHD[Z ZFHIDF\ ZC[JFJF/M JLZ 5]~QF
K[P
ClZVMD ZFHFG[ ;5GFDF\ 56 lXSFZGL N[JL VFIZ6 H VFJ[
K[4 VG[ lXSFZ[ HJFGL VF7F SZ[ K[P lGNM"QF 5|F6LVM p5Z
SZ]6F HgDTF\ lXSFZ G SZTF ClZVMDG[ ;UF  EF.VM
VF\W/M SZLG[ DwIJGDF\ KM0L N[ K[P tIFZ[ T[GL ZF6L SLZFUTZF

N[XGL ZFHS]DFZL ZBDF\ ZF9M06 O],JK[0F 3M0F 5Z ;JFZ
Y. DwIZF+LV[  JGDF\ HFI K[ VG[ U~0 5l1F6LGF ;CIMUYL
G[+ HIMlT 5]Go 5|F%T SZFJJFDF\ ;CFIS YFI K[P VCL\ ;F{
5|YD 5tGLG]\ VMH:JL~5 5|U8 YFI K[ H[GM ,MSUFYFDF\
VEFJ K[P
pHMZGUZLGF GUZHGMG[ VtIFRFZMYL ARFJJFGF C[T]YL
ClZVMD ZFHF S]\EFZ :+LGF 5]+GF JFZFDF\ H.G[ V[S JFZ
cAC]HGlCTFIc JF3GM lXSFZ SZ[ K[P HIFZ[ AU0FJT
DCFUFYFDF\ ClZl;\C JF3GM lXSFZ 5MTFGF jIlSTUT XMB
VG[ ;]B DF8[ NZZMH SZ[ K[P 5C[,L 38GFDF\ lG"J\X HTF
S] \EFZ :+LGF 5lZJFZ VG[ pHMZGUZLGF 5}ZF
;DFHv;DlQ8G[ ARFJJFGL D\U,EFJGF 5|U8 Y. K[P
HIFZ[ ALHL 38GFDF\ jIlSTUT :JFY"GL EFJGF m
JF3GF lXSFZ 5KL DwIZF+LV[ hF\hZ JFJ[ ZSTZ\lHT B0U
WMTL J[/FV[ JFJGF DFY[ CLZGF lC\0M/[ CL\RTL J[,F
J[JFlZIFGL .,MZSL,MZ S]\JZL ,uGGM 5|:TFJ D}S[ K[ H[
CZLVMD 5MTFGF 5]~QF VC\G[ JrR[ ,FjIF lJGF ;FCHLSTFYL
:JLSFZL ,[ K[P VCL\ :+LGF 5lT 5;\NULGF ;FC; VG[
VlWSFZGF NX"G YFI K[P H[ EL, VFlNJF;LVMGL JT"DFG
HLJGZLlTG[ VG]S}/ K[P SgIFG[ 5lT 5;\NULGL :JT\+TF EL,
;DFHDF\ VFH[ 56 K[P
H/DF\ WMTF\ RF\NGGLGM 5|SFZ ZSTZ\lHT B0S 5Z 50[ K[P
B0S 5ZYL 5ZFJlT"T 5|SFXG]\ lSZ6 5}J"ZFUYL jIFS]/
.,MZlS,MZ S\]JZLGF 5[8DF\ 5|J[X[ K[ VG[ T[G[ UE"  ZC[ K[P
5ZL6FD[ JF3HLGM HgD YFI K[P HIFZ[ ,MSUFYFDF\ ZF+LGF
V\TLD 5CZ[ D'T JF3G[ BE[ D]SLG[ VFJTF ClZl;\C VG[ 5]QSZ
3F8 5Z :GFG SZLG[ VFJTL AF, lJWJF ,L,FGL N"lQ8 V[S
Y. VG[ ,L,F UE"JTL AGLP VFYL JF3HLGM HgD YIMP
ClZVMD .,MZlS,MZ S]\JZLG[ lJlWJT lJJFC SZLG[ 5]ZF
;FDFHLS ;gDFG ;FY[ pHMZGUZLGF ZFHF 5F;[YL 5|F%T SZL
HIFZ[ ,MSRRF"GM lJQFI AG[,L lJWJF ,L,FG[ ClZl;\CG[
ZFHF7FYL SDG[ :JLSFZJL 50LP VCL  VFlNJF;LVMGF :+LGF
jIlSTtJGF ;CH :JLSFZGF NX"G YFI K[ T[GM VEFJ
UFYFDF\ JZTFI K[P ClZl;\C UE"JTL ,L,FG[ ,MSlGNFGF ,LW[
:JLSFZJFDF\ EI 5FD[ K[P VF ,MSF5JFNGM EI JF<DLSLGF
ZFDGF DFG; ;]WL jIF5[,M K[P H[GM EL,MGF SM. 56 5|SFZGL
;FDFHLS S]\9F lJGFGF ;CH HLJGDF\ :YFG GYLP
VZ[,FDF\ BF\0F ;ZMJZGL 5F/[4 D]B JF3G]\ VG[ XZLZ DG]QIG]\
V[JM JF3HL lC\0M/M sh},Mf AF\W[ K[P VG[ UFDGL KMSZLVMG[
CL\RJFGL ,F,R VF5L K/YL ,uG SZL ,[ K[ HIFZ[ ,MSUFYFDF\
GUZGL SgIFVM :JI\ CL0M/[ CL\R[K[ VG[ JF3HL A/5|IMU
SZL CL\0M/M pR[ ,8SFJLG[ S58 SZL T[DGL ;FY[ ,uGU\|lYYL
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HM0FI K[ HIFZ[ SgIFVMGF DFTFvl5TFG[ VFK/GL HF6 YFI
K[ tIFZ[ VZ[,FGM JF3HL AFYDF\ ;DFI V[ AWL SgIFVMG[
:JLSFZL ,[ K[ VG[ JW[,L, V[S SgIFG[ RMZLGF NFG 5[8[ DFTFv
l5TFGF ;F\lGwIDF\ A|Fï6G[ VF5[ K[P HIFZ[ UFYFGM JF3HL
AWLDF\YL 5;\N 50TL T[Z SgIFVMG[ 5tGL TZLS[ :JLSFZL X[QFG[
5{;F VF5LG[ 5FKL DMS,[ K[P AFZDF\YL 56 V[S SgIF ,\U0F
A|Fï6G[ Nl1F6F 5[8[ VF5L N[ K[P VFD ,MSUFYFDF\ :+LG[
EMuIF4 ;\5lT S[ lJlGDIG]\ ;FWG DFGG] 5]Z]QF;TFS
DwISF,LG DFG; KT] YFI K[P
UFYFDF\ JF3HLG[ RMJL; 5]+M YIFP JF3HLGF 5]+M CMJFYL
AU0FUT SC[JFIFP ZFHFV[ T[DG[ UFD VF%IF\4 WG VF%I\]
T[DGF UFD UM9 SC[JFIFP T[DG[ 36L UFIM CTLP AU0FJT
UFIM RZFJTF CTFP ;F{Y LDM8F 5]+G]\ GFD ;JF. EMH CT]\P
VZ[,FDF\ JF3HLG[ K VG[ KjJL; ZF6LVM K[P EUJFGGF
VFN[XYL JF3HL UZLVMZSM8DF\ HFI K[P EUJFG[ VF5,F
S[ZLGF 8]S0FGF 5|EFJYL ZF6LVMG[ K VG[ KjJL; S]\JZ HgD[
K[P
UZLVMZSM8DF\ JF3HLG[ D[CM4 EMHM4 V[DHL4 B[DHL4
-FUHL4 -]AHL JU[Z[ K VG[ KjJL; 5]+M K[P AWF EF.VMDF
D[CM DM8M VG[ tIFZ 5KL EMHM K[P JF3HLGF 5]+M U]HMZ
SC[JFI K[P IMU1F[D DF8[ D[Z l;D[Z sD[~ ;]D[~f 5J"TM 5Z
HFIK[P
tIF\YL 3F; ,FJLG[ GUZDF\ J[R[ K[P
;F,MZN[JLvUFI VCL DCtJG] RlZ+ K[P 0MXL~5[ ZC[,L
5FTF/GL ;F,MZ UFI EMHFG[ DFBLJF/L BF8L KFX 5LJ0FJL
;CGXL,TFGL S;M8L SZL GJ,FB UFIMGF 8M/F ;FY[ EMHFGF
3[Z UZLVMZSM8DF\ VFJ[ K[P EMHFGL DFTF ;F-]\ Bl8IF6L
YF/LDF NLJM ;/UFJL4 S5F/DF S\S]v RMBFYL 8L,S SZL4
VFZTL pTFZL UFIMG]\ UF{ZJ SZ[ K[P
;F,MZN[JLGF VFUDGYL U]HMZ VFlY"S ZLT[ ;D'å YIFP 5Z\T]
V[S lNJ; GJ,FB UFIM N]W VF5TL A\W Y. VG[ N]W lJGF
JFKZ0F DZJF ,FuIF tIFZ[ ;F-] Bl8IF6L 5]+ SZTF 5]+LG]
DCtJ VG[ UF{ZJ SZTF SC[ K[4 cDFZF 5[8[ 5YZF 5FSIF K[P
NLSZF K[ V[8,L NLSZLVMCMT TM VF\U6[ HDF. VFJTF4 DF~
VF\U6] XMET VG[ DFZF JF0FG] Z1F6 YFT4 JGDF SM. ;]AM
HFuIM K[ T[ UFIMG] N]W WFJL HFI K[ VG[ DFZF NLSZFVMG[
ZFT lNJ;GL BAZ 50TL  GYLPc DFTFGF jI\uIYL VFCT
EMHM U]HMZ JFKZ0FG] ~5 ,.G[ UFIMG] N]W 5L HTF ;5]GFY
VWMZLG[ XMWLG[ pS/TF T[,DF GFB[ K[ VFYL ;5]GFY ;MGFGM
AGL HFI K[P ;MGFGL 5|Fl%TYL U]HMZ JW] ;D'wW AG[ K[P
AU0FJT ,MSUFYFDF\ ;JF. EMHGF V5}J" ;FC;YL 5|;gG
Y.G[ EUJFG X\SZ[ 5FZ;D6L4 A],L 3M0L4 ALH, B0U4

AFZ JQF"GL SFIF VG[ AFZ JQF"GL DFIF VF5LP 5ZL6FD[
AU0FUT ;D'å YIFP
36L VFYL"S ;D'låYL VC\SFZL AG[,L ELgGELgG HFTL VG[
5|N[XGL VF ELgG SYFVMDF\ S,FZ6 5F;[Y VD]<I CFZGF
AN,FDF NF~ 5LJFGF 5|;\UM K[P U]HMZ HIFZ[ 0M/LZF6DF
EFY] S,FZ6GM NF~ 5LJFGL T{IFZL SZ[ K[ tIFZ[ TF\l+S lJnFGL
HF6SFZ D[CF U]HFZGL 5tGL ZBDF ZF9M06 NF~ LJFYL
VFJGFZ DF9F 5lZ6FD DF8[ R[TJ[ K[P 56 VFlY"S ;D'wWLYL
VC\SFZL AG[,F U]HMZ NF~ 5LJFGL ,F,;FG[ ZMSL XSTF GYL
VG[ ZBJFGL IMuI ;,FCG[ VJU6LG[ 0M/L ZF6DF\ NF~ 5LJF
5|:YFG SZ[ K[P :+LGL ;FRL ;,FC G DFGJFYL U]HMZM 5Z
VF5TLVMGM VFZ\E YFI K[P VFNLJF;L VZ[,FDF\ :+LG]
lJX[QF DCtJ K[P T[ ZFHSLI4 ;FDFHLS S[ VFlY"S 5|;\UMV[
;,FC ;]RG SZL XS[ K[ VG[ 5]~QFMG[ DFU"NX"G 56 VF5[ K[P
5]~QFM :+LGL ;,FC G DFG[ TM T[DGF HLJGDF\ VF5TLVM
56 pTZ[ K[P T[G] 5ZM1F ;]RG VZ[,F UFIS VCL SZ[ K[P
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The salesman’s compensation plans of many companies include commissions based on some measure of
performance. A variety of evidence supports the widely held idea that such plans motivate the salesman to
improve his performance according to the base on which the commissions are calculated.
Some studies indicates that people perform tasks better when told they will receive a reward and further,
that the level of performance of the task is related to the amount of the promised reward. A review of
empirical literature in the production area concluded that evidence supports the idea that an increase in
wages results in increased productivity, although it is difficult to isolate specific efforts of incentive payments.
In the marketing area, a department store which set up an incentive plan based on sales volume experienced
an increase in total sales. Further, since salesman tend to work alone rather than in groups, problems reported
in the production area of group restriction of output and incentive-base income are minimised.
But while there seems to be wide arrangement that commissions provide incentives for salesman, two
important questions remain. First the appropriate basis for calculating the commissions must be determined.
This is vital, since the decision on the basis for payment determines the measure of performance the salesman
is motivated to improve on.
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MATHEMATICAL MODEL ON SALESMAN’S COMPENSATION

Second, the use of commissions may lead to control
problems both in how the salesman allocates his time
among products in his line and in how much effort he
is willing to devote to non selling duties.
Plans paying sales commissions based on sales
volume are quite common but may not properly relate
selling effort to the company’s profitability. This paper
shows that under certain general conditions a
compensation plan including commissions tied to
gross margins rather than to total sales relates sales
efforts to optimal profitability and may also ease
control problems often associated with commission
compensation plans. Such commissions lead a
salesman trying to maximize his commissions to
allocate his time among products so as to
simultaneously maximize his contribution to the profits
of his company.
Further, under such an optimal plan, commission rates
are shown to be equal percentages of the gross
margins of the different products in the salesman’s
line. The argument makes some simple assumptions
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about the relationship between a salesman’s total
sales of a given item and the amount of time he spends
trying to sell the item, but, fortunately, no explicit
measurement of this relationship is necessary.
The Model
The following notation is used in the development
Ð = company gross profit in Rupees
S  = Salesman’s commission income in Rupees
Bi = Commission rate (in percentage) paid on product
i
ti  = time devoted to selling product i
Qi = Quantity of product i sold in units
Pi  = selling price per unit or product i
Ki  = variable nonselling cost per unit of product i
Mi = gorss margin (contribution to overhead and
profit) of product i in dollars per unit
This equals Pi - Ki

C = total time the salesman devotes to selling in some
appropriately defined time period  (Month, quarter,
etc.)
All quantities are by definition non negative except
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for Mi-, which may be negative under certain
circumstances. Pi and Ki are initially assumed
constant for all Qi

Suppose that the quantity of product i that a salesman
can sell is an increasing function of the time he spends
trying to sell that and only that product:

Qi = fi (ti)
Where  over a wide range of t. Also, fi (ti)
is assumed to be continuous and differentiable, or a
satisfactory approximation of a discrete function
without these properties, for each of n products in
the salesman’s line.
The salesman allocates his time (C) among the n
products he sells, so that
C = t1 + t2 +………………+ tn, or C =
C is initially assumed fixed, although this assumption
will be relaxed later. It is assumed he will attempt to
allocate his time among the products so as to
maximize his commissions and that the company
attempts to maximize profits.
Maximum Profits for the Firm
The firm’s gross profit on the sales of an individual
salesman is the sum over n products of the price times
quantity sold less cost of goods sold and less the
salesman’s commission.
If commissions are paid on percent of gross margins,
Ð =  -  - Bi – Bi (Pi – Ki )Qi }
    = { ( Pi – Ki ) (1 – Bi)}

(1)
The company also wants the salesman to allocate
his selling time, C, so as to maximize profits.
Formally,
Maximize: Ð = { ( Pi – Ki ) (1 – Bi)}
Subject to C =  which is the salesman’s time constraint
Using Lagrange’s multipliers,
Qi = fi (ti)
Lð

 = { ( Pi – Ki ) (1 – Bi)} – ë [- C ]
(2)

 = 0 = [(Pi – Ki ) (1 – Bi)] fi
’ (ti) – ë

For i = 1, 2… n where fi
’ (ti) is the first derivative of

Qi with respect to
 = 0 = - [- C]
It is not necessary for the salesman to know explicitly
each Qi = fi (ti) but merely that he has a good idea of

how effective he is at selling additional units of each
item. The problems facing either the firm or the
salesman trying to measure fi (ti) are monumental.
Solving these equations,
[(Pi – Ki) (1 – Bi)] fi

’ (ti) = ë = [(Pj – Kj) (1 – Bj)] fj
’

(tj)
Or
 =  = for all i, j (3)
This is the ratio of first derivatives of Qi for all pairs
of i which maximizes ð and it holds when the
salesman divides his time among products as the
company wishes him to.
Maximum Commission for the salesman
If the company pays commissions as a percentage
of gross margins on sales, the salesman’s commission
is
S =
The salesman wishes to divide his time so as to
maximize S, subject to the time constraint
C =
Again, using Lagrange’s multipliers,
Ls =  – ë ([- C] (4)
Since,
Qi = fi (ti)
Ls =  – ë ([- C]
 = 0 =  fi

’ (ti) – ë, for i = 1,. .. .. . . . , n
 = – ([- C])
Solving these equations, we see that
Mi Bi fi

’ (ti) = ë = Mj Bj fj
’ (tj)

 = for all i , j (5)
This shows how a salesman wishing to maximize his
commissions should allocate his time among products.
Optimum Commission Rates
In order to derive conditions simultaneously leading
to maximum profit for the firm and to maximum
commission for the salesman, it is necessary to
establish the set of commission rates ( Bi ‘ s ) such
that the same set of ratios.
for all i , j
Is desired simultaneously by both the salesman and
the company. Combining equations (3) and (5), the
set of Bi ‘s should be such that
 =   (6)
This implies
Bi – Bi Bj = Bj - BiBj
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Or
Bi  = Bj

If equal rates of commission’s rates are paid on gross
margins of each product, the commission plan based
on gross margins is optimal.
Specialization
The assumption that
Qi = fi ( ti )
Is increasing in t assures only that
 For all t. How the salesman actually divides his time
depends on  evaluated for various values of t.
An increasing first derivative for one or more products
over all values of t implies increasing returns to time
spent, and the salesman will probably maximize his
income by specializing on that product with the largest
first derivative.
In this case, maximum commissions for the salesman
and profits for the firm are achieved by the salesman’s
spending all his time (C) on one product. The solution
for optimal time allocation then lies on an end point
of the salesman’s time continuum rather than at some
point that implies dividing C among products.
If this is true for all products, the sales force is made
up of a number of specialists. Decreasing first
derivatives over all t implies decreasing returns to
time spent and will generally lead to each salesman’s
dividing his time among several products.
Specialization will, of course, not affect the nature of
the compensation plan even though it affects the
fundamental organization of the sales force.
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Companies must keep on searching for new product ideas since current products eventually become obsolete.
Even in the case of products which have existed for decades, the new concepts and features embodies in
them essentially convert them to new products. Most business search for new products through their
engineering and their marketing organizations. Although this appears to be a systematic approach, much of
the searching carried out by these organizations is haphazard or passively receptive. Ideas may originate
within the company or outside the company. The relevant domain which may possible contain a worthwhile
new product idea is generally far too large to make a complete search economical. The problem is to select
an effective search procedure which maximizes the expected benefits of the search.
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MATHEMATICAL MODEL ON SEARCH FOR A NEW PRODUCT

THE MODEL
At the beginning of the year, the company identifies
potential sources of new product ideas and estimates
the time required to explore each source completely.
For example, it lists relevant journals, periodicals, and
trade papers and the time required to search each
issue completely. It estimates the number of
customers and the time per customer required for
inquiring about prospective needs. The company
identifies all possible trade shows of relevance and
the time required for a representative to attend. A
grid is then constructed or equal blocks of time, say
one hour. To each block is assigned a source of
product concepts. For example, if it takes one hour
to search one issue of a journal, the journal would be
assigned to a single book. If it takes 8 hours to cover
a trade show, the trade show would be assigned to
eight blocks. If it takes one half hour to search a
trade paper, two issues would be assigned to a block.
Following figure illustrates the general nature of the
grid.
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E E E E E E E 

E E C C C C C 

V V V V C C C 

J J J 
    

J J J J J J J 

TS TS TS TS TS TS TS 

 Here,
E = employees
C = customers
V = vendors
J = journal
TP = Trade Paper
TS = Trade show
It seems likely that a partial search of a sample of
squares might be most effective in utilizing the
adaptive qualities of humans to increase the probability
of discovery of an idea from a particular area. We
will then select a sample of squares at random and
search a path of width W. The squares may be
extracted and joined to form a path of length L,
measured in units such that the squares of the grid
are unit squares.
We have some options. We could, at considerable
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expanse, search the entire area completely.
Alternatively, we could select a sample of squares at
random and search the squares completely. As
another alternative to a complete search, we could
make a partial search of each square in the total area
or in a sample of squares from the total area.
Suppose there is only one potential profitable new
product which lies in the total grid whose area is A.
Assume also that the probability of the new product
concept lying in any one of the boxes is the same as
for any other box. The probability of detecting the
new- product idea in one of the segments of the path
is the ratio of the area of the segment to the total
search area.
Suppose there is only one potential profitable new
product which lies in the total grid whose area is A.
Assume also that the probability of the new product
concept lying in any one of the boxes is the same as
for any other box. The probability of detecting the
new- product idea in one of the segments of the path
is the ratio of the area of the segment to the total
search area or
Probability of idea lying in a segment = WL / n A
…………………………  (1)
Probability of idea not lying in a segment = 1 - WL /
n A ………………  (2)
Probability of idea not lying in n segments = (1 - WL
/ n A) n ………… (3)
Probability that the idea lies in the n-segment path is
P = 1 - (1 - WL / n A) n

………………………. (4)
As n becomes large, p approaches the limit
P = 1 –  e-WL/A ……………..  (5)
This is consistent with our knowledge that as W and
L increase, the probability of locating the profitable
idea increases to approach unity.
Let the estimated benefit of the new product = g
Estimated cost per unit area = c
Then the cost for searching a path L = cWL
The expected benefit from the search is
E = g (1 –  e-WL/A) – cWL …………………. (6)
For selected values of W we may then find the
optimum path length to search. For example, suppose
that a 50 percent search of a square in the grid fig 1

is believed to give a high probability of locating the
new product idea if it lies in the square. Then, with
W = .5 ,
E = g (1 –  e-L/2A) – cL / 2 …………………… (7)
dE/dL = ge-L/2A/ 2A – c / 2   =  0 ……………… (8)
e-L/2A = Ac / g ………………………….. (9)
-L/2A = ln(Ac/g) …………………. (10)
L =   (-2A) ln (Ac/g)……………………… (11)
Equation (11) implies that g > Ac for L to be positive.
Hence we must start with a somewhat limited to begin
with and assumed that we are seeking a highly
profitable idea. Actually, there are likely to be a
number of profitable ideas so that if we find the
second best or third best, we may have made a
successful search.
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